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Abstract

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is a coherent standoff imaging technique capable of generating fine

resolution images of the complex radar backscatter of a scene from large standoff ranges. An im-

portant application of SAR is the detection of temporal changes in a scene. Change detection is an

application to which SAR is particularly well suited as SARs can consistently produce high quality,

well calibrated imagery with good geolocation accuracy. In this thesis techniques for the detection of
fine-scale scene changes using repeat pass Interferometric SAR (InSAR) imagery are examined. The

interferometric processing of SAR imagery permits scene disturbances to be detected via changes

in the mean backscatter power of the scene, as well as by identiffing regions in a scene exhibiting

a low complex cross correlation. The mean backscatter po\iler of a scene is sensitive to the scene's

structural and dielectric properties and may be used to detect changes such as variations in the soil

and vegetation moisture content and surface roughness. The complex correlation on the other hand,

is sensitive to the relative distribution of scattering elements in the resolution cell and therefore can

be used to detect very subtle scene changes such as vehicle tracks in a field.

The robust, reliable detection of fine-scale scene changes, which may be spatially small and vary

abruptþ over the scene, requires SAR image resolutions commensurate with the size of the scene

disturbances. This thesis thus flrstly examines the use of wide-angle spotlight SAR to obtain fine

resolution imagery suitable for use in interferometric change detection processing. Algorithms for

efficient image formation of wide-angle collections are examined and a technique is proposed for

generating f,ne resolution imagery suitable for subsequent interferometric processing. Extended aper-

ture, wide-angle collections pose signif,cant array calibration challenges and autofocus algorithms are

generally required to recover a well focused image. The image domain effects of array miscalibra-

tion in wide-angle spotlight SAR are examined and a modification to the Phase Gradient Autofocus

(PGA) algorithm is proposed to improve the image focus for a coÍtmon source of array miscalibra-

tion. Given suitably focused imagery the interferometric processing of an image pair is examined.

Potential sogrces of relative mismatch in the formation of wide-angle spotlight mode image pairs are

identified and techniques Íre proposed to minimise their effects on the transduced image pair complex

cross correlation.
Finally, the change detection problem is addressed by formulating the problem in an hypothesis

testing framework using statistical models to describe the changed and unchanged scene. Forming

the log likelihood ratio gives a new change statistic that encodes both changes in the mean backscatter

power and the cross correlation for discriminating between changed and unchanged areas regions of
a scene. The detection performance of the st¿tistic is derived theoretically and is shown to be signif-

icantly better than the commonly used mean backscatter power ratio and complex cross correlation

coefficient change statistics. The superior performance is verified through simulations as well as ex-

tensive testing on experimental repeat pass X-band spotlight SAR data acquired with various ground

truthed scene changes.
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Average ROC curves for the log likelihood change statistic obt¿ined using Monte-

Carlo simulation techniques. Sample window sizes of M :25,64,121 and 400 have

been used to estimate 32no and u ¡1, and a window size of N : 7 has been used to

compute the log likelihood statistic. The unchanged scene coherence is 7 : 0.62 and

it has been assumed that olo : o3r.

Intensity SAR image of the scene used for the September 1999 repeat pass interfer-

ometry experiments. Superimposed on the image is a schematic showing the scene

changes catried out with the rotary hoe and lawn mower.

Intensity SAR image of the scene used for the May 2000 repeat pass interferometry

experiments. Superimposed on the image is a schematic showing the scene changes

carried out with the rotary hoe and lawn mower.

Diagram outlining the processing steps required to generate a repeat pass SAR image

pair suitable for applying interferometric change detection algorithms.

Intensity SAR image generated from the primary pass collection. The imagery has

been processed to a resolution of 0.61 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming

window applied. Also shown is the image subchip selected for further processing and

change detection analysis.

Intensity SAR image generated from the repeat pass collection. The imagery has been

processed to a resolution of 0.61 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming win-

dow applied. The temporal baseline between the primary and repeat pass collection

is approximately 24 hours and in this period scene changes were carried out with a
rotary hoe and lawn morver, see Figure 7.2. Also shown is the image subchip selected

for further processing and change detection analysis.

Mean backscatter power ratio change statistic evaluated over the primary and repeat

pass image pair using a 3 by 7 pixel spatial estimation window. The resolution of the

estimate is 0.64 mby 0.22 m with a pixel spacing of 0.45 m by 0.34 m. The 20 m x
20 m areawith a modified backscatter coefficient is clearly visible as a darker region

in the lower left of the image.

Sample coherence evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a 3 by 7 pixel

spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.64 mby 0.22 m with a
pixel spacing of 0.45 m by 0.34 m. The modif,ed 20 m x 20 m area is clearly visible

as an area oflow coherence. Other regions oflow coherence are visible below and

above the modifled area and are associated with a different vegetation type that is

more susceptible to temporal change over the 24 how revisit period.

Sample interferometric phase evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a 3 by

7 pixel spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.64 mby 0.22 m

with a pixel spacing of 0.45 m by 0.34 m. The modified 20 m x 2O m arca is clearly

visible as an area of rapid phase fluctuations. Other regions ofrandom phase variation

are associated with regions of low coherence in the scene.
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Amplitude and phase histograms for the primary and repeat pass image suþçhips. Su-
perimposed on the histograms are the theoretical Rayleigh amplitude and uniform
phase density frrnctions that are associated with complex Gaussian scattering be-
haviour. Also shown is the likely range (three standard deviations) in variation of
the histogram estimates of the PDF that are to be expected assuming the Rayleigh
amplitude and uniform phase PDFs are accurate models

Histogram and theoretical density function of the sample coherence. The estimated
true coherence and ENL used to calculate the theoretical flt are 0.45 and 7 respec-
tively. Also shown is the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of the
histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected assuming the jointly Gaussian
model is corect.

Histograms and theoretical density firnctions of the sample interferometric phase ob-
tained by partitioning the image subchips into four equally sized, non-overlapping
quadrants. The estimated mean underlying phase is indicated in each subplot and
the coherence and ENL used to calculate the theoretical fits are 0.45 and 7 respec-
tively. Also shown is the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of the
histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected assuming the jointly Gaussian
model is correct.

Theoretical and simulated ROC curves of the three change statistics obtained using
the covariance matrix estimates given in (7.20) wlth an ENL:7.

The images on the left hand side show, from top to bottom, the mean backscatter
power ratio, sample coherence and log likelihood change st¿tistic maps evaluated over
the subsampled subchip image pair using a 3 by 3 pixel sliding estimation window.
Scene changes are identifled as dark pixels. The images on the right hand size show
the detections obtained by applying a threshold to the corresponding change maps.
The threshold has been experimentally selected to give a false alarm rate of 0.05.

Experimentally obtained histogram of the log likelihood change statistic obtained
using a 3 by 3 sliding estimation window over the entire image subchip pair. The
histogram is thus a mixture of values obtained over both changed and unchanged ar-
eas. The theoretical density firnctions for the changed and unchanged h1'potheses are
shown along with the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of the his-
togram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected under the changed and unchanged
hypotheses.

Intensity SAR image generated from the primary pass collects. The imagery has been
processed to a resolution of 0.58 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming
window applied. Also shown is the image subchip selected for fiuther processing and
change detection analysis.

Intensity SAR image generated from the repeat pass collection. The imagery has been
processed to a resolution of 0.58 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming
window applied. The temporal baseline between the primary and repeat pass images
is approximately 12 minutes. Also shown is the image subchip selected for further
processing and change detection analysis.

Mean backscatter power ratio change statistic in dB evaluated over the primary and
repeat pass image pair using a2by 7 pixel spatial estimation window The resolution
of the estimate is 0.595 mby 0.225 m with a pixel spacing of 0.405 m by 0.358 m.
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7.19 Sample coherence evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a2by 7 pixel

spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.595 mby 0.225 m with

a pixel spacing of 0.405 m by 0.358 m. The track like areas of low coherence in the

middle of the scene may possibly be due to the movements of graztng sheep during

the 12 minute revisit period between imaging collections.

7.20 Sample interferometric phase evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a2by
7 pixel spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.595 mby 0.225

m with a pixel spacing of 0.405 m by 0.358 m. Areas of low coherence manifest as

regions of rapid, random phase fluctuations in the interferometric phase map.

7.21 Ampliþ¿de and phase histograms for the primary and repeat pass image subchips.

Superimposed on the histograms are the theoretical Rayleigh amplitude and uniform

phase density functions associated with complex Gaussian scattering behaviour. Also

shown in the plots are the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of
the histogram estimatç of the PDF that is to be expected assuming the Rayleigh and

uniform PDF are correct.

7.22 Histogram and theoretical density function for the sample coherence obtained from

the primary and repeat pass subsampled image subchips. A true coherence of 0.94 and

and ENL :7 have been used to obtain the theoretical densþ function of the sample

coherence. Also shown is the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of
the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected assuming the jointly Gaussian

model is correct.

7.23 Histograms and theoretical density functions for the interferometric phase obtained by

partitioning the subsampled image subchips into four equally size non-overlapping

image quadrants. A true coherence of 0.94, an ENL -- 7 and an underlying true

interferometric phase of 1.95 radians have been used to obtain the theoretical densþ
functions. Also shown is the likely range in variation (three standard deviations)

of the histogram estimates of the PDF that are to be expected assuming the jointly

Gaussian model is correct.

7.24 Theoretical and simulated ROC curves of the sample coherence and log likelihood

ratio change statistics using change detection scenario described by the covariance

matrices given in (7.23).

7.25 The images on the left hand side show, from top to bottom, the sample coherence and

log likelihood change statistic maps, evaluated over the subsampled subchip image

pair using a 3 by 3 pixel sliding estimation window. The images on the right hand

size show the associated change detections obtained by applying a threshold to the

change maps. The threshold has been experimentally selected to give a false alarm

rate of 0.05.

7.26 Expeimentally obtained histogram of the log likelihood change statistic obtained us-

ing a 3 by 3 sliding estimation window over the entire image subchip pair. The his-

togram is thus a mixture of values obtained over both changed and unchanged areas.

Also shown are the theoretical densþ functions as well as the anticipated range in
variation (three standard deviation) of the histogram PDF estimate under the changed

and unchanged hypotheses.

7.27 Bnlarged view of the histogram of the log likelihood change statistic obtained using

a3by 3 sliding estimation window over the entire image subchip pair. Also shown is

the theoretical density frrnction and the anticipated range in variation (three standard

deviation) of the histogram PDF estimate for the unchanged scene hlpothesis.
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Primary and repeat pass intensity SAR images. The imagery has been processed to
a resolution of 0.45 m (range) and 0.12 m (azimuth) with an unweighted aperture.
Also shown is the image subchip selected for further processing and change detection
analysis.

Primary and repeat pass PGA phase error estimates.

Sample coherence and change detections evaluated using a 3x3 pixel slicling estima-
tion window with and without the range cell migration correction step. The sample
coherence is shown on a full scale where black denotes zero coherence and white de-
notes unity coherence Also shown are the detections obtained by applying a threshold
of 0.8.

Log likelihood change statistic and change detections evaluated using a 3x3 pixel
sliding estimation window with and without the range cell migration correction step.
Also shown are the detections obtained by applying a threshold of 15.0.

Intensity SAR image generated from the primary pass imaging collection. The im-
agery has been processed to a resolution of 0.52 m (range) x 0. 150 m (azimuth) with
a Hamming window applied.

Intensity SARimage generated from the repeatpass imaging collection. The imagery
has been processed to a resolution of 0.52 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a
Hamming window applied. The temporal baseline between the primary and repeat
pass collections is approximately two hours and in this period scene changes were
carried out with a rotary hoe and a lawn mov/er, see Figure 7.I. . .

Mean backscatter power ratio change statistic evaluated over the primary and repeat
pass image pair using a2 (range) by 6 (azimuth) pixel spatial estimation window. The
resolution of the estimate is 0.57 mby 0.22 m with a pixel spacing of 0.343 m by 0.34
m.

Sample coherence evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a 2 by 7 pixel
spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.57 mby 0.22 m with
a pixel spacing of 0.343 m by 0.34 m. The areas modified using the rotary hoe and
lawn mower are clearþ visible as areas of low coherence.

Sample interferometric phase evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a2by
7 pixel spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.57 mby 0.22 m
with a pixel spacing of 0.343 m by 0.34 m. The modified regions of the scene appear
as a.reas of random phase fluctuations.

Thin plate spline models describing the spatial variation of the mean backscatter
po\Mer of the primary pass image subchip, indicated on the left and repeat pass image
subchip indicated on the right.

Amplitude histograms for the 100 by 100 pixel primary and repeat pass image region.
Superposed on the histograms are the theoretical amplitude distributions correspond-
ing the Gaussian and K distributions. Also shown in the plots are the the likely ranges
in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimates of the PDFs that
are to be expected assuming the theoretical PDFs are correct.

Phase histograms for the 100 by 100 pixel primary and repeat pass image region.
Superposed on the histograms is the theoretical uniform phase probability density
function. Also shown in the plots are the the likely ranges in variation (three standard
deviations) of the histogram estimates of the PDF that are to be expected assuming
the theoretical PDF is correct.
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Histogram and theoretical density firnctions for the sample coherence evaluated of the

primary and repeat pass image subchips. The histogram has been obtained using a 3

by 3 pixel sliding spatial estimation window. A true coherence of 0.62 and an ENL :
7 have been used to specify the theoretical sample coherence density function. Also

shown is the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram

estimate of the PDF that is to be expected.

The image on the left hand side indicates sample estimates of the interferometric

phase obtained using a 3 by 3 pixel sliding estimation window applied over the image

subchip pair. On the right hand side is a thin plate spline fit to the sample estimates

of the interferometric phase.

Theoretical and simulated ROC curves of the sample coherence and log likelihood

change statistics applied to the pair of image subchips using the change scenario spec-

ifled by the covariance matrices given in (7.27) and (7.28).

The images on the left hand side show, from top to bottom, the sample coherence and

log likelihood change statistic maps evaluated over the subchip image pair using a 3

by 3 pixel spatial estimation window. The images on the right hand size show the

detections obtained by applying a threshold to the corresponding change maps. The

thresholds have been experimentally selected to give a false alarm rate of 0.018

Experimentally obtained histogram of the log likelihood change statistic obtained us-

ing a 3 by 3 sliding estimation window over the entire image subchip pair. The his-

togram is thus a mixture of values obtained over both changed and unchanged areas.

Superimposed on the histogram are the theoretical density functions as well as the

likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the

PDF for the changed and unchanged hypotheses.

4.1 Two way propagation delay extent of chirp echoes received from the near, centre and

far edges of the illuminated scene. rs is the two propagation delay to the scene centre,

? is the chirp duration and r, - 2Rrlc is the two way propagation delay extent of
the image swath.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since its inception in the 1950s, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has matured into an extremely

capable standoff imaging technology. As SAR is an active sensor system, usually operating in the

microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum, it can operate in almost all weather, day or night,

overcoming many of the shortcomings of other passive imaging tecbnologies such as optical and

infra-red imaging systems.

An important parameter influencing the interpretability and information content of an image of a

scene is the image resolution. In the absence of coherent processing, image resolution is determined

by the standoffrange and the antenna (or aperture) size measured in terms of the sensor wavelength.

Passive sensors, working in the visible and infra-red bands can achieve very flne resolution imagery

from standoff ranges of hundreds of kilometres using only modest apertures owing to the small op-

erating wavelength of these sensors. The acquisition of fine resolution imagery using "real" aperture

radars operating in the microwave band on the other hand, requires s¡sssdingly large antennas which

are impractical for airbome or spacebome platforms. Synthetic aperture radar overcomes this limi-
tation by synthesizing alarge antenna through the coherent processing of range echo data acquired

as the radar platfofln moves past the scene. Through aperture synthesis a fine resolution, two di-

mensional, plan view of the scene's complex radar backscatter can be generated. Furthermore the

coherent processing generates an image with azimuthal resolution that is independent of range, thus

the azimuth resolution at near range is the same as that at far range in the image.

Aside from the fine resolution capabilities afforded by aperture slmthesis, the coherent processing

of range echo data also transduces an amplitude and phase at each resolution cell in the SAR im-

age. The complex nature of SAR imagery permits image pairs to be processed interferometrically to

deduce further information about the geophysical properties of the scene. In particular, the interfero-

metric processing of image pairs acquired with slightþ different imaging geometries can be used to

deduce terrain topography fGra7|fwhile repeat pass interferometry may be used for target detection

and scene classification [Yoc98] and also the detection of subtle scene changes [JWE+96].
The fine resolution, broad area coverage afforded by SAR, coupled with its unique interferometric

capabilities make it an extremely useful tool across a broad range of civilian and military applications.

SARs are commonly used for target detection, classification and tracking in military applications and

many systems are in operation on a number of different platforms including the U2 [Wea98], and

Joint STARS [Hay90] as well as Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) such as Global Hawk [Off01].
SAR has also proven invaluable in many remote sensing applications such as forest biomass mea-

surements in relation to global warming research, topographic and land use mapping and for the

monitoring ofnatural disasters such as earthquakes, volcanoes and flooding. In these applications

spaceborne SARs offer unprecedented, sustained global coverage and resolution. Indeed the growth

in the availability of high quality satellite SAR imagery appears set to continue with the recent launch

1
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of ENIVSAT [RZT+03] by the European Space Agency, ESA, as well as the pending launches of
TERRASAR [BBM+03] (Germany), RADARSAT}[F'Fl02], (Canada), ALOS tKIOOl (Japan), and
COSMO-SKYMED [CSVM98] (Iøly) in the coming years. There is also a plethora of airborne sys-
tems operating as commercial enterprises as well as research and development testbeds for fielding
new technologies and testing new algorithms.

An imporüant application of SAR is the detection of temporal changes in a scene. Change detec-
tion has important military applications for the automated cueing of image anaþsts to areas of activity
in a scene and has also proven useful in remote sensing applications such as monitoring crops, soil
and vegetation moisture content, glaciers, landslides and sea-ice tracking. SARs are particularþ well
suited to this task as multi-date, consistent high quality imagery can be readily obtained. Furthermore
the precise flight track measurements necessary for synthetic aperture formation allows imagery to be
acquired with good radiometric and geometric calibration, as well as good geolocation accuracy.

While change detection techniques using passive remotely sensed data have been extensively
explored [Sin89], the unique characteristics of SAR imagery require careful consideration in formu-
lating appropriate change statistics. In particular, the amplitude of a complex SAR image typically
exhibits random fluctuations, commonly called speckle, while the phase may vary across the scene in
a completely random way. Two forms of change detection may therefore be considered in the context
of SAR imaging. Incoherent change detection based on the image amplitude and coherent change
detection based on changes in the amplitude and phase of an Interferometric SAR (InSAR) image
pair. Incoherent change detection is used to identi$r changes in the mean backscatter power of the
scene by examining the image intensity (amplitude squared). Due to the random speckle fluctuations
however, the image intensity must be averaged over a local area to obtain an accurate measure of
the mean backscatter power and so reliably detect changes in the backscatter between images. The
speckle noise however is indicative of the sub-resolution cell scattering structure. In particular any
change in the relative arrangement of the scatterers within a resolution cell due to scene disturbances
will cause a change in the speckle pattem as well as a change in the transduced phase. This may be
detected by using coherent change detection in which the interferometric decorrelation of the com-
plex reflectivity is used as the change statistic. Coherent change detection thus has the potential to
detect very subtle scene changes that may not be identified using intensity based change detection.
Coherent change detection however, requires the imagery to be acquired and processed interferomet-
rically which necessitates very careful control of offsets between the imaging geometries as well as

additional processing complexiry
In this thesis the problem of the detection of subtle, frne scale scene disturbances using inter-

ferometrically processed data will be addressed. In the following sections of this chapter the issues
regarding the formation of very fine resolution imagery suitable for interferometry and the design of
appropriate change statistics for coherent change detection will be described to motivate the specific
research undertaken in this thesis.

1.1 SAR Image Formation

SAR transduces a fine resolution image of the complex radar backscatter of a scene using a two
step process of data acquisition followed by image formation. Fine range resolution is achieved
by using a wide bandwidth transmit waveform and applying pulse compression techniques on the
received echoes. Indeed using stepped frequency waveforms transmit bandwidths of 1.8 GHz at X-
band (fractional bandwidth of approximately 18 percent) have been demonstrated with associated
range resolutions of 10 cm [8803]. Fine azimuth resolution on the other hand, is achieved by co-
herently processing a series of range echoes acquired as the radar moves past the scene to, in effect,
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synthesize a large aperture. In the case of airborne X-band SARs at standoff ranges of 20 km syn-

thetic apertures of the order of 3 km (collection angle variation of approximately 10 degrees) canbe

readily produced yielding azimuthal resolutions of the order of decimetres. The signal processing re-

quired to achieve the aperture synthesis is computationally intensive and requires the implementation

of spatially varying, two dimensional matched filters, matched to the transduced range echo response

of each scattering location in the scene. V/hile the theoretical aspects of SAR image formation are

well understood, research into the design of efficient image formation processors for focusing wide-

band, wide-angle range echo data remains an active area of research. Some of the key issues being

addressed in the literature include:

o Image formation with large fractional bandwidths and wide-angle collections.

Image resolution remains a key parameter in the interpretation of SAR imagery and in ap-

plications such as target detection and classification. Also the robust, reliable detection of
fine scale scene changes requires image resolutions commensurate with the size of the scene

change. Achieving fine range and azimuth resolution however, requires large transmit signal

bandwidths and long synthetic apertures. The generation of large fractional bandwidths can

be problematic, particularþ at small wavelengths such as at X-band, and requires careful cal-

ibration as well as wideband transmitters, receivers, antennas and high sample rates. Wide

angle collections on the other hand can be readily achieved using spotlight SAR in which the

antenna is continually steered onto the imaged scene. Coherent processing over approximately

10 degrees at X-band gives a fractional doppler bandwidth of 20 percent and corresponding

azimuthal resolutions of 10 cm. In these imaging scenarios narrow-band and small collection

angle approximations, commonly employed in efficient frequency domain focusing algorithms

are no longer appropriate to describe the phase relationship between the acquired range echo

data. Furtherrnore, in these scenarios deviations and drifts of the sensor platform from the de-

sired flight track can be significant and must be accommodated in the focusing algorithm. The

design of effìcient focusing algorithms for these systems is the subject of ongoing research.

o Array Calibration.
The coherent processing of data acquired over a synthetic aperture requires measurements of
the radar location at each transmit/receive point along the aperture. The required tolerance on

the radar location measurements is of the order of a fraction of a wavelength and is usually

provided by Inertial Navigation Units (INU) and GPS units on board the sensor platform. For

the processing of extended collection apertures however, these systems may not provide the

required accuracy and are often subject to significant drifts over the longer aperhrres. These

measwement errors manifest in the range echo data as phase errors that cause distortion and

defocus in the recovered imagery. Automatic data driven focusing algorithms for the estimation

and removal of these phase errors are thus vitally important for the recovery of high quality fine

resolution imagery. The performance of these algorithms however, is crucially dependent on

the models used to describe the nature of the phase error function, its variation across the

aperture as well as the nature of the imaged scene. Generally the phase error models used by

the various autofocus algorithms employ narrow-band, small angle approximations to simpliff
the autofocus estimation and compensation steps. These approximations however begin to

break down in wide-band and wide-angle acquisitions and so the phase models and autofocus

algorithms need to be re-assessed to ensure well focused imagery is recovered in these imaging

scenarios.

J
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1.2 SAR Interferometry

As SAR is a coherent imaging system the scene backscatter, as transduced by the radar, has an am-
plitude and a phase that are related to the spatial distribution ofscatterers in the scene, their structural
and dielectric properties as well as the imaging geometry. In SAR furtcrfcnrrnel.ry further information
about the geophysical properties of the scene are obtained by examining the amplitude and phase
differences betweet two or more complex valued SAR images. The additional information available
through the interferometric processing of an image pair is determined by the relationship between
the imaging geometries used to acquire the images and also any temporal separation between the
acquisitions. Where an image pair is acquired such that there is an across andlor above track offset
between the synthetic aperhres the phase difference between the image pair is related to the terrain
topography and the interferometric baseline between the acquisition geometries. The terrain height
mapping application of SAR interferometry was f,rst demonstrated by Graham n 1974 however, it
wasn't until the launch of ERS-I by the European Space Agency in 1991 that suitable high quality
data sets became widely available. This spurred intensive research into understanding the informa-
tion content of a interferometric SAR image pair and a subsequent maturing of the technology and
processing algorithms.

Ideally an interferometric image pair acquired for terrain mapping purposes is obøined using two
receive antennas placed on the same sensor platform located so as to achieve the required baseline
offset. Altematively a single antenna SAR sensor may be flown in a repeat pass configuration where
the flight tracks are defined to achieve the required baseline offset. In the repeat pass interferometer
however, amplitude and phase differences between the image pair may arise from disturbances in
the scene which introduce noise and bias into the measurement of the terrain height component of
the interferometric phase. Indeed the dependence of the interferometric observables on the temporal
baseline in the acquisitions of a repeat pass interferometer may be used to track scene changes that
occur over time scales ranging from hours to days and even years.

In differential SAR interferometry and the related field of permanent scatterer analysis the move-
ment of large scale regions of the scene in a preferred direction are quantified by changes in the
interferometric phase over time (after removal of any terrain height phase component). Such scene
displacements typically arise through tectonic plate activity or land subsidence due to mining, pump-
ing of ground water or oil depletion. Altematively where a scene disturbance has caused random
displacements of the scattering contributions in a scene the transduced interferometric amplitude and
phase changes are random and so the scene disturbance may be detected as a localised area ofscene
decorrelation. In the case of imaging using small wavelength radars such as C and X band radars,
man-made disturbances, such as vehicle tracks across a field, can cause significant scatterer displace-
ments on the scale of the radar wavelength which may be detected as areas of significant decorrelation.
While the potential of interferometric change detection for detecting subtle man-made scene changes
has been known since at least the mid 1970s only a few applications of the technique have been re-
ported in the literature. In [CR98] Corr used coherent change detection to detect vehicle tracks in
images acquired from the ERS satellite with a 1 day revisit period. Interferometric change detec-
tion processing of 1 m resolution airbome X-band SAR imagery was also employed in UWE+96] to
identiff changes in a earthworks site.

While the techniques for interferometric processing has matured considerably in the past decade
a number of key issues, especially in relation to the detection of fine scale scene changes, remain:

o The inversion of the interferometric observables into useful geophysical parameters.
The transduced amplitude and phase in a SAR resolution cell is determined by many physi-
cal and geometric parameters of the imaged scene. Inversion of the transduced image pair to
estimate a particular geophysical property of the scene thus suffers from high ambiguþ and
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multiple observations over time, frequency, polarisation and incidence angle are required to

assist in the inversion. In SAR interferometry multiple observations are made at different times

and/or different observation angles to infer further information about the scene. The recovery

of this information however, requires specific models to describe the scene properties to obtain

a meaningful solution. For example, in the terrain mapping application of SAR interferometry

the scene is taken to be a two dimensional surface function reflectivity modulated by a terrain

height. The interferometric phase between a SAR image pair can subsequently be shown to be

a measure of this height function.

In the context of interferometric change detection very simple models describing a scene in a

repeat pass collection have been proposed by Zebker lZY92l and Hagberg [HUA95]. In these

models the scene backscatter is decomposed into stable scattering contributions, that remain

unchanged between collections and unstable scattering contributions that are subject to inde-

pendent random displacements between collections. Using these models a relationship between

the scene decorrelation, the variance of the random displacement, the incidence angle and the

radar wavelength can be established. Regions of the scene that exhibit low correlation have rel-

atively little stable scattering contributions and thus may be identified as areas of scene change.

These models however remain speculative and have not been verifled experimentally. In partic-

ular the specific form of the random displacement was chosen arbitrarily without consideration

of what the sources of the physical change might be. Also, while the mutually independent scat-

terer displacement assumption facilitates mathematical analysis it is not necessarily an accurate

assumption given the physical structure of scene scatterers and the possible sowces of scene

change, for example wind. Further elaboration of these models to describe the relationship

between the changes in the scattering mechanisms and the interferometric observables can po-

tentially provide a deeper understanding of the physical mechanisms that produce decorrelation

and lead to improved change statistics.

o Sources of decorrelation in an interferometric image pair.

Coherent change detection is based on identiffing regions of a scene in which man-made scene

disturbances have caused a change in the complex backscattering characteristics resulting in a

loss in the scene correlation. The scene decorrelation however is not directþ measured by the

SAR as there are other sources of decorrelation contributing to the transduced image pair. These

include decorrelation due to the presence of receiver noise in the transduced imagery relative

mismatch between the SAR acquisitions and image formation processors used to generate the

image pair as well as temporal decorrelation due to other physical and environmental effects.

These effects reduce the overall correlation of the transduced image pair making it difficult to

distinguish between the changed and unchanged regions of the scene.

An analysis of these sources of decorrelation in a SAR image pair has been conducted in the

literature [J894], ÍZV92l. This analysis however has generally been concerned with the in-

terferometric processing of modest resolution stripmap SAR imagery for applications such as

terrain mapping, scene classification or the detection of broad scale scene changes. In these

applications signiflcant spatial averaging can be used to obtain reliable estimates of the inter-

ferometric observables. For example, in the terrain mapping application the terrain height is

usually assumed to be a slowly varying function hence only modest resolution imagery is re-

quired and large spatial estimation windows may be used. As a consequence only first order

effects of the decorrelation sources have generally been considered in the analysis. For the

detection of subtle, flne-scale scene changes in fine resolution imagery the extent to which

spatial averaging can be conducted is limited. Furthermore narrow-band, small aperture ap-

proximations in modelling the acquisition and image formation processors are no longer valid.

5
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The analysis therefore needs to be re-examined to quantify the higher order effects and devise
1sçhniques, where appropriate, to mitigate the more serious deleterious decorrelation effects.

o Design of appropriate change statistics.
Change detection using repeat pass cornplex inl"erferometric SAR imagery is a challenging
problem due to the unique statistical properties of the complex image pair and the manner in
which the interaction of the scene disturbances and the scene scattering mechanisms manifest
in the observed image amplitude and phase. The change detection techniques proposed in the
literature are based on simple estimators of key statistical parameters of the image pairs. In
particular, intensity based change detection identifies changes in the mean backscatter power of
the scene by computing the ratio of the local mean pixel intensity of the two images. Coherent
change detection using the complex cross correlation coefficient on the other hand identifies
changes in the coherent combination of scattering contributions in a resolution cell by com-
puting the spatially averaged sample cross correlation coefficient. The statistical properties of
these sample statistics have been extensively studied in the context of speckle filtering and the
terrain mapping application of SAR interferometry lZel76l, [PMIM76], [Lee83], [FSSH82],
[QR95], [TBQ95] and [TL96]. In these applications the density function and the moments of
the distribution provide useful information about the quality of the appropriate sample parame-
ter estimates. In the context of change detection, and in particular automated change detection
however, a more useful measure of performance of the change statistics that needs to be evalu-
ated, is the probability of detection and false alarm as a function of the decision threshold and
the sample size. This allows theo¡etical Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves to be
generated so that the detection performance of the change statistics may be readily assessed
and comparisons made. In applications where change detection analysis is to be carried out on
large volumes of image data, the automated detection and subsequent cross cueing of analysts
to areas of scene changes is cruical to managing the large data sets. The use of change statistics
that achieve low false alarm rates while maintaining good detection performance are vital to
achieving reliable and robust performance in such automated systems.

The mean backscatter power and cross channel correlation coefficient are independent statis-
tical parameters of a joint SAR image pair and hence areas of change identified by these two
change statistics do not always agree [RvZ93]. As a consequence both statistics should be
used to provide a more complete characterisation of scene changes. The question as to how
these change statistics may be combined in an optimal way however has not been addressed.
Furthermore, while the change techniques proposed in the literature have focused on identiff-
ing changes in certain statistical parameters altemative more rigorous approaches based on the
framework of statistical hypothesis testing have not been explored. In these approaches change
detection algorithms are developed using statistical models describing the imaged scene under a
changed and unchanged hypothesis. Decision statistics may subsequently be formulated which
maximise the probability of detection for a specified probability of false alarm and facilitate the
design of reliable and robust algorithms for the automated detection of scene changes.

1.3 Thesis Outline and Contributions

This thesis investigates techniques for the detection of fine scale scene changes from SAR imagery
acquired using repeat pass SAR interferometry.

The robust, reliable detection of flne scale scene changes requires imagery with resolution com-
mensurate with the spatial size of the scene changes. The thesis thus firstly addresses aspects of
image formation and autofocus for the processing of wide-angle spotlight SAR range echo data. A
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rigorous anaþsis of the spotlight SAR acquisition function for extended aperture collections leads to

the development of an efficient image formation processor yielding ground plane imagery suitable

for subsequent interferometric processing. The analysis also quantifres the impact of measurement

errors in the radar location over the synthetic aperture. It is shown that for wide-angle, extended aper-

ture collections the measurement errors manifest as a spatially varying, two dimensional phase error

function modulating the acquired range echo data.

Interferometric processing of repeat pass SAR imagery for change detection applications requires

strict control of the imaging geometries used in the primary and repeat pass collections. It also re-

quires careful consideration and compensation of the sources of acquisition and processing mismatch

in the image pairs. These issues are addressed in this thesis through the design of an interferometric

processor for the processing of wide-angle spotlight mode SAR. The processor is demonstrated using

experimental repeat pass interferometric data acquired with the DSTO Ingara X-band airbome SAR.

Finally the problem of the detection of flne scale changes in a scene using fine resolution repeat

pass interferometric spotlight SAR dat¿ is addressed. In particular the change detection problem is

expressed in a hypothesis testing framework leading to the formulation of a new log likelihood ratio

change statistic. The detection performance of this statistic is shown, via theoretical analysis as well

as extensive simulations and application to experimental data, to be superior to the commonly used

sample average intensity ratio and sample correlation coefficient change statistics. The development

of the log likelihood change statistic is thus an important step in the design of an automated change

detection algorithm.

The image formation processor, autofocus phase error model, interferometric processor and log

likelihood change statistics are extensively tested using experimental repeat pass interferometric data

containing various ground truthed scene changes acquired with the DSTO Ingara X-band airbome

SAR.

The rnain contributions of this thesis are:

o A rigorous analysis of the SAR signal history data acquired in wide-angle spotlight SAR

collections including the effects of measurement errors in the platform location over the

synthetic aperture. This leads to the development of an efficient image formation proces-

sor for focusing wide-angle spotlight SAR data yielding fine resolution imagery suitable

for subsequent interferometric processing. A modification to the Phase Gradient Auto-

focus (PGA) algorithm is also proposed for improving the image focus in the presence

of an error in the measurement of the along track velocity of the radar. This modifica-

tion accounts for a subtle, higher order, range dependent image defocus that manifests in
wide-angle spotlight SAR collections.

o The proposal of a new log likelihood change statistic for detecting man-made scene changes

in repeat pass interferometric SAR imagery. This change statistic gives a single statistic

encoding both coherence and mean backscatter power changes for discriminating be-

tween the unchanged and changed regions of a scene. Through theoretical analysis, ex-

tensive simulation and processing of experimental data it is demonstrated that the new

statistic shows a significant improvement in detection performance over both the mean

backscatter and sample coherence change statistics.

7
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1.3.1 Chapter Outlines

In Chapter 2 the problem of the efficient processing of wide-band, wide-angle spotlight SAR range
echo data is addressed. A full three dimensional imaging geometry is considered to anaþse the point
target response in the acquited deramp dernodulated range echo tlata and to derive the spotlight SAR
acquisition function. The Polar Format Algorithm @FA) is derived by applying a flrst order Taylor
series expansion to the SAR acquisition function. This establishes a framework for the description
of the acquired range echo data in terms of the scene's spatial frequency domain representation and
indicates that an image may be recovered by appþing an inverse Fourier transform to the deramp
demodulated echo data. By considering the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion for
the SAR acquisition function it is shown that the PFA image is comrpted by distortion and defocus
that varies spatially across the image. These deleterious image domain effects become increasingly
significant in wide-band, wide-angle, near field imaging and must be adequately compensated for
to achieve suitably focused fine resolution imagery. A spatially varying image domain filter, to be
applied to the PFA image, is proposed for correcting the dominant second order defocus effects to
generate a well focused ground plane image suitable for interferometric processing [PGSO2b]. Use
of the ground plane as the image focus plane is preferable when there is significant out-of-plane mo-
tion during the aperture formation [JWE+96], [Pay04]. The proposed filter is similar to that given
by Jakowatz and Doren UWTD97I, [DJWT97] however the filter presented here speciflcally uses the
full three dimensional imaging geometry formulation to obtain a filter appropriate for the formation
of a ground plane image. Image pairs can thus be formed in a common image plane, namely the
ground plane, for subsequent interferometric processing. Resolution and patch size limitations of the
new filter are derived and verified through simulations of the point spread frnction of the new image
formation algorithm. The technique is also applied to experimental data acquired with the DSTO
Ingara X-band SAR to generate imagery with a resolution of 0.58 m in range and 0.15 m in azimuth.

The main contributions in this chapter are the rigorous analysis of the SAR acquisition
function and the derivation of image resolution and patch size constraints. Another
contribution is the development of an image formation processor for generating fine
resolution ground plane imagery using very wide-angle spotlight SAR acquisitions.

In Chapter 3 a detailed analysis of the form of the SAR acquisition function in the presence of errors
in the measurement of the radar platform location is presented. Using the description of the acquired
range echo data in terms of the scene's spatial frequency domain representation established in Chap-
ter 2 the image domain efFects of measurement errors are considered. It is shown that, for the case
of wide-angle collections, the measurement errors manifest as a spatially varying, two dimensional
phase error firnction. In the image recovered from the deramp demodulated echo data the phase error
function manifests as a distortion and defocus of the SAR point spread function and varies as a func-
tion of scattering location. For narrow-band, small-angle collections it is shown that the image domain
defocus reduces to the conventional azimuthal only defocus model that is independent of scattering
location. For increasing collection aperhrres however, subtle higher order effects become increasingly
significant and the full spatially varying, two dimensional nature of the phase error function begins to
manifest. The form of the phase error function that arises due to an error in the measurement of the
along track velocity of the radar platform is derived and its impact on the Phase Gradient Autofocus
(PGA) algorithm is considered. A simple range cell migration step is proposed for compensating for
the range dependence of the phase error function that manifests in wide-angle collections [PGS01].
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The main contributions in this chapter are the detailed analysis of the phase error
function in the SAR acquisition function that arise due to the errors in the measure-

ment of the radar platform location over the collection aperture. It is shown that for
wide-angle collections subtle, higher order effects, become increasingly significant and

the phase error manifests as a spatially varying, two dimensional image domain defo-

cus. The simple case of an along track velocity error is analysed and a modification

of the PGA is proposed to account for the dominant components of the image domain

defocus that can arise in wide-angle collections.

¡r Chapter 4 the principles and techniques for the interferometric processing of wide-angle flne res-

olution spotlight mode are presented. This forms the theoretical basis for the subsequent chapters

on interferometric processing for change detection. A statistical description of a joint interferometric

image pair is given in terms of spotlight mode SAR acquisition and image formation processor devel-

oped in Chapter 2 andEagberg's [HUA95] scene model in which the scene consists of an ensemble of
stable and unstable scatterers. In this formulation the transduced image cross correlation coeff,cient

may be decomposed into a component dependent on the relative mismatch between the acquisition

and image formation processor of the two images and a scene correlation component determined by

the relative contributions of the stable and unstable scatterers. Details of an experimental interfero-

metric processor developed to process experimental repeat pass interferometric SAR data acquired

with the DSTO lngara X-band SAR are described. A sample cross correlation coefficient estimate

map obtained from one of the Ingara repeat pass interferometric experiments is presented in which

track like disturbances, possibly due to the movement of grazing animals, are observed [PGS02a].

These results highlight the sensitivþ of the coherent change detection technique.

The main contribution in this chapter is a statistical description of a joint interfer-
ometric image pair in terms of the SAR acquisition and image formation processor

developed in Chapter 2 aind Hagberg's scene model [IIUA95] in which the scene is

modelled as consisting of an ensemble of stable and unstable scatterers. A sample

cross correlation coefficient map obtained from an experirnental repeat pass image is

presented in which track like disturbances, possibly due to the movement of animals,

are observed.

In Chapter 5 a review of change detection techniques based on changes in the mean backscatter power

and a loss in scene cross correlation is presented. A modified form of the sample average image inten-

sity ratio originally proposed by Touzi ITLBSSI for SAR edge detection is considered for identifying

changes in the mean backscatter power while the sample image coherence is used to detect regions

of low scene correlation. The performance of these change statistics is quantif,ed and compared by

evaluating ROC cwves describing the probabilþ of detection and false alarm for the change statistics

as a frrnction of the detection threshold and the size of the estimation window. It is shown that for

the detection of fine scale scene changes the change statistics generally suffer from high false alarm

rates thereby limiting their usefulness in automated change detection algorithms. A number of al-

temative estimators of the scene cross correlation are also considered as change statistics. However

such estimators, which do not require the full complex primary and repeat pass image datz, are shown

to suffer from a degraded detection performance. The change statistics for the experimental repeat

pass image pair previously presented in Chapter 4 are used to assess the detectability of the track like

disturbances under each change statistic.

9
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The main contribution in this chapter is a comparison of the detection performance of
a number of change statistics, suitable for detecting fine scale scene changes, proposed
in the literature.

In Chapter 6 the change detection problem is formulated in an hypothesis testing framework and a
new generalised log likelihoo<l change statjstic is proposecl for cliscriminating between the changed
and unchanged regions of the scene [PGSO3a], [PGS03b]. In the hypothesis testing formulation mod-
els describing the scene under the null (no change) hl,pothesis and altemate (changed hypothesis) are
postulated and are defined in terms of a number of key parameters that need to be estimated from
the observed imagery. The theoretical performance of a clairvoyant log likelihood detector, obtained
assuming perfect knowledge of the unknown parameters, is derived and shows significant improve-
ment in the detection performance over both the mean backscatter po\iler ratio and sample coherence
change st¿tistics. The log likelihood change statistic thus offers the potential for signiflcant improve-
ments in the reliability of automated change detection algorithms. The performance improvement of
the new change statistic is verified by extensive simulations under a variety of scene change scenarios.
While the clairvoyant log likelihood detector is unrealisable, it is an optimal Neyman-Pearson detec-
tor and gives an upper bound on the detection performance of any practical detector. The generalised
log likelihood detector is one such practical implementation in which the unknown model parameters
are replaced with their maximum likelihood estimates obtained from the observed data.

The main contribution in this chapter is the development of a new generalised log like-
lihood change statistic that encodes in a single statistic, changes in the mean backscat-
ter power as well as a loss in correlation. The theoretical upper bound on the detection
performance has been derived by considering a clairvoyant detector and shows a sig-
nificant improvement in detection performance over both the mean backscatter power
ratio and sample coherence change statistics.

In Chapter 7 Touzi's modif,ed mean backscatter power ratio, the sample cross correlation coeffrcient
and the new generalised log likelihood change statistic developed in Chapter 6 are applied to exper-
imental repeat pass interferometry experiments conducted with the DSTO Ingara airbome X-band
SAR. The experimental data was acquired with a variety of ground truthed scene changes carried out
in the interval between repeat pass collections. The repeat pass image interferometric image pairs
were processed using the image formation processor developed in Chapter 2 and the interferomet-
ric processor outlined in Chapter 4. For each experimental change scenario considered the superior
detection performance of the log likelihood change statistic is demonstrated [PGSO3a], [PGSO3c].
Experimentally obtained values for the probability of detection and probabilþ of false alarm for the
three statistics are in broad agreement with the theoretical values obtained in Chapters 5 and 6.

The main contribution in this chapter is the experimental demonstration of the new
generalised log likelihood change statistic proposed in Chapter 6. A number of dif-
ferent experimental change detection scenarios are considered and in each case the
superior detection performance of the log likelihood change statistic is demonstrated.

Chapter 8 provides a swnmary of the thesis and conclusions are drawn. Areas for future research are
also discussed.



Chapter 2

Spotlight SAR Image Formation

2.1 Introduction

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imaging is a two step process of coherent data acquisition and sub-

sequent coherent processing of a series of radar range echoes to recover a fine resolution image

of a scene. The resolution of the focused SAR imagery is an important parameter in determining

the interpretability of the imagery and the quality of the information that may be extracted [OQ98].
In particular the performance ofpost processing applications such as target detection, classiflcation

tNOWggl as well as interferometry applications such as change detection [CR98], UWE+961 are all

sensitive to the image resolution.
The achievable range and azimuth resolutions of a SAR are limited by the collection constraints

of the transmit waveform bandwidth and the angular extent of the collection aperture respectively. In

spotlight SAR, by continually steering the antenna onto a single focus point in the scene as the radar

platform moves past, range echo data can be obtained over an extended collection aperhrre. This

permits the formation of very flne azimuth resolution imagery at the expense of broad area cover-

age. While the theoretical aspects of image formation are well understood, the efflcient processing

of wide-band, wide-angle spotlight SAR range echo data to generate very fine resolution imagery is

still challenging. In particular the spatially varying, two dimensional nature of the focusing corre-

lation kernels makes the implementation of efficient real time on-board processors problematic. In

this chapter an efflcient wide-angle spotlight SAR image formation processor designed to generate

flne resolution imagery suitable for subsequent interferometric processing for an airbome SAR is

considered.

In Section 2.2the form of the acquired spotlight range echo data is analysed and the mechanisms

by which the transduced range echo response may be resolved into a fine resolution image of the

scene reflectivity are discussed. This leads to a review of image formation algorithms for processing

spotlight SAR data and their ability to generate imagery suit¿ble for subsequent interferometric pro-

cessing. In Section 2.3 The Polar Format Algorithm (PFA) for focusing spotlight SAR phase history

data is derived by examining the point target signal history. The analytical framework developed in

Section 2.3 allows the limitations of the PFA for processing wide-angle spotlight SAR collections to

be analysed. Section 2.4 considers a full three dimensional imaging geometry to derive a post PFA

image domain fllter that overcomes the PFA limitations. In particular, the proposed filter is used to

form a ground plane image that is suitable for subsequent interferometric processing. The filter is

similar to that used in the PF2 algorithm proposed in [JWTD97] and [DJWT97] however, the present

formulation specifically allows the formation of a ground plane image. Image resolution and patch

size limitations for the modified form of the PF2 algorithm are obøined and simulation results illus-

trating the point spread function of the PFA and the modified PF2 algorithm are given in Section 2.5.

11
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Finally, in Section 2.6, the PFA post filtering technique is applied to real SAR data collected with the
DSTO X-band Ingara airbome SAR.

2.2 Background

Synl.hel.ic aperLure radar transduces a fine resolution image of the complex radar backscatter of a scene
using a two step process of data acquisition followed by image formation. Fine range resolution is
readily achieved using large bandwidth transmit pulses and pulse compression techniques. Indeed
airbome radars with 1.8 GHz transmit bandwidths have been demonstrated with corresponding range
resolutions of 0.1 m [8E03], [CDF03]. The transduced range echos however contain contributions
from all scatterers illuminated by the antenna fooþrint. The range echo data thus represents an
integrated scene response and the abilþ to resolve scatterers displaced in azimuth, without further
processing, is limited by the size of the antenna fooþrint as determined by the antenna beamwidth
and the slant range to the scene. Finer azimuth resolution may be achieved by using a spatially longer
antenna to obtain a naffower azimulh beamwidth. For typical SAR standoff ranges however, the
antenna size required to achieve azirntth resolutions commensurate with commonly achieved range
resolutions is generally impractical.

In synthetic aperture radar flne azimuth resolution is achieved using an antenna of modest size
by coherently processing a series of range echos obtained as the radar moves past the scene. The
coherent processing combines the information from the series ofrange echoes to, in effect, synthesize
a large spatial array. This permits the inversion of the integrated scene response into a fine resolution
two dimensional estimate of the complex reflectivity of the scene. In spotlight SAR, in which the
antenna is continually steered onto the scene as the radar moves past, very large spatial arrays may be
synthesized to achieve very fine azimuth resolution imagery over a limited spatial area.

The image formation process, whereby the integrated scene response is inverted, relies on the
accurate measurement of fine scale structure in the amplitude and phase response of the transduced
range echoes over the coherent processing interval. In particular, through accurate measurements
of the radar platform location and an appropriate model describing the propagating electromagnetic
waves, a matched filter may be designed to resolve the aggregated scene response into a fine azimuth
resolution image. The difficulty in designing an algorithm that applies the matched filter in an efficient
and timely matìner across the entire scene arises because the filter must be both two dimensional and
vary spatially over the scene.

In the following section the spotlight SAR data acquisition process will be discussed and the two
dimensional, spatially varying nature of the point target response will be quantified. This leads into
a review of image formation algorithms that have been proposed in the literature to efficiently apply
the matched filtering required to recover a focused image. This is followed by a discussion of the
imaging requirements for conducting repeat pass interferometric change detection.

2.2.1 The Image Formation Problem

In the typical airborne spotlight SAR data acquisition geometry the SAR antenna is steered, nominally
perpendicular to the flight path, so as to continually illuminate a ground patch using the side looking
geometry shown in Figure 2.1. While moving past the scene the SAR periodically transmits a wide
bandwidth electromagnetic pulse p(ú) of durationT atthe radar centre frequency ø¡. The transmitted
signal may be represented by,

s(¿) : W{p(t)erp(jrot)} , (2.r)
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Figure 2.1: A typical spotlight SAR imaging geometry. As the radar moves past the scene the an-

tenna is steered so as to continually illuminate the same ground patch. This allows the collection of
range echo dat¿ over an extended collection aperture for processing into an image with fine azimuth

resolution. The coordinates (ro,Uo, zo) give the radar location at a particular transmilreceive point

and (r, y , z) is some scattering location in the scene.

where s(t) is zero outside the interval -lf 12 < t < :f 12. A small portion of the transmitted energy,

incident on the scene, is re-radiated back towards the radar. By employing an assumption of linearity,

the echo received by the radar at delay r after transmission may be considered to be the superposition

of all scattering contributions lying at equi-propagation-range R : f fromthe radar, where c is the

speed of light in free space. The scene reflectivity observed by the radar at range delay r may thus be

written as,

f
f ?): J".@,E,2)r(r,Y,z)drdYdz, Q'2)

where r(r,y,z) is the scene complex backscatter and w(r,A,z) is the antenna illumination fooþrint
which shall be taken to be,

R

w(r,y,z) -

.)

C

Í
I

1, Inside the antenna fooþrint,
0, Outside the antenna fooþrint. Q.3)

The range of values of z over which /(r) is non-zero is deflned by the antenna footprint. Defining -R1

and R2 to be the propagation ranges from the radar to the near and far edge of the illuminated scene

respectively then r takes values in the range 2&tlc 1r 12R2f c. The integrationin(2.2) is over a

contour C given by the intersection of the spherically propagating transmit electromagnetic wave and

the surface scattering layer such that,

(, - ro)2 + (y - yn)2 -l (" - ,")' (2.4)
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The coordinate (rn,ar, zo) is the location of the antenna at the transmit/receive point and (r,y, z) is
a scattering location in the scene. In this descrþtion the starlstop approximation to SAR imaging is
used wherein the radar is assumed to be stationary over the transmilreceive interval.

Since the received echoes consist of a superposition of scattering contributions, with each contri-
bution being a delayed version of the hansmit waveform s(t), the received range echo may be written
&S,

s,,(t) ['" ¡çr¡rç, - r)d,r, (2.s)
Jr, / \'/"\" 't*'1

where T:2Btlcand12:2Rzlcandgr*(t) is non-zero forvalues of ú inthe range 11-Tf 2 <
t { 12 + T 12. Substituting (2. 1) into the expression for gr, (ú) gives,

s,,ft) : [" f (r)O{p(t ^ r)erp(jws(t - r))} d,r, (2.6)
Jrt

As the radar moves past the scene a collection of range echoes are transduced each of the form of
equation (2.6) where the slant range and hence propagation delay from the radar to a given scatterer
in the scene varies according to the imaging geometry at each transmiV¡eceive point.

It is the task of the SAR knage formation algorithm to recover r(r,U,z) from the transduced
echoes grr(t). The first step of the inversion process is to perform baseband demodulation followed by
digital sampling and range compression to recover f ?),Iothe demodulator the received waveform is
mixed with a pair of reference fi.rnctions Gl 

" 
¡ 
(t) and Gl" , (t¡ to generate the in-phase and quadrature-

phase channels respectively of the analytic signal,

sft) : LpF{Gl"r(t)s,,(t)} + jLpF{G?.¡(t)ø,*(t)}, (2.7)

where LPF is a low pass filter operator applied to remove the high frequency components that arise
in the mixing process. While the principal task of the demodulator is to obtain a baseband signal for
subsequent image focusing, the reference functions also provide a form of crude compensation for the
slant range variation ofa point scatterer response over the collection aperture. That is, the amplitude
and phase variation of the demodulated response is determined by the relative variation between
the received signal and the demodulation reference function. The choice of reference flrnction will
thus determine the two dimensional nature of the matched filter required in the image formation
algorithm. It will also determine the sample rate of both the received signal and the synthetic aperture
necessary to recover the scene response from the signal history data. Two different reference function
approaches, called compensation to a line and compensation to a point, are commonly used each
producing a different point scatterer response in the demodulated signal history data.

Compensation to a Line

In the compensation to a line approach a sinusoid at the carrier frequency is used as the demodulation
reference function,

Gl."r(t) 2 cos(ø6ú), (2.8)

G?"tQ) -2 sin(ø6ú). e.s)

Substituting these reference functions nto Q.7) along with the expression for the received range echo
n (2.6\ gives the following demodulated analytic signal,

sQ) : [" ¡çr¡"roejasr)p(t - r)d,r,
Jrt

: f'(t)øp(t), (2.10)
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where,

f 
,(L) - ,e"t (t - (rz + rt) 12) 

¡1r¡"rp1- juot), (2.n)
\ rz-rr /""

is the integrated reflectivity function, /(r), limited to the interval 12 1 t 1 11, modulated by a phase

term dependent on the delay, r and radar centre frequency ø¡. Equation (2.10) indicates that g(t)

is formed by the convolution of the baseband component p(ú) of the transmit waveform s(ú) with

the phase modulated, integrated reflectivity function Í'(r). Io the Fourier domain, the demodulated

signal g(t) is determined by the product of the Fourier transform of the phase modulated integrated

reflectivity function and the Fourier transform of wide bandwidth waveform p(ú). The sample rate

required to digitise 9(l) is thus determined by the bandwidth of p(l).
An estimate of the phase modulated integrated reflectivity may be obt¿ined by applying a matched

fllter, p* (-r) to g(l), a process commonly called range compression,

s'"('L) 

: îir?¿ri,i'tl,'* 
r'Q)'

(2.t2)

where h,.(t) - p. (-t) 6lp(¿) is the impulse response function along slant range after range compres-

sion. The ability to distinguish between scatterers at different propagation range delays, i.e., the range

resolution is determined by the main lobe width of the range impulse response function h' (l). Using

phase coded waveforms such as chirps and pulse compression, f,ne resolution with low peak transmit

po\iler can be readily achieved. The illuminated ground patch can thus be divided into equirange

contows spaced by the range resolution and all scatterers lying within an equirange contour will be

unresolvable in the range echo despite having possibly different azimuth and elevation locations.

If a series of range echo pulses are collected as the radar moves past the scene a crude unfo-

cused image of the scene may be formed by ananging the range compressed echoes side-by-side

to form a raw data matrix, as shown in Figure 2.2. In this case the response of a given scatterer is

"smeared" out and unfocused with the cross range resolution of the image deflned by the antenna

azimuth beamwidth. From Figure 2.2however, it can be seen that the point scatterer response in the

range compressed dat¿ has a structure which is related to the variation in the imaging geometry over

the synthetic aperture. Considering a point scatterer at location at (r,y,") : (rr,U",z") the two

way propagation delay is given by Q.l. Over a collection of range echo pulses r thus varies in a

hyperbolic fashion as the radar flies by the scene. In terms of the received signal, given by (2.6), the

variation in r will manifest as a variation in the location, or a migration, of the received echo across

the range resolution cells of the data matrix as well as a varying phase modulation erp(-jøsr). This

variation defines the minimum sample rate of the synthetic aperture that can be used to unambigu-

ously represent the signal. It is also clear from equation (2.4) andFigure 2.2that the nature of the

hyperbolic range migration varies spatially across the illuminated scene. In particular, scatterers at

near range undergo a more significant range migration than scatterers at far range.

Compensation to a point - Deramp Demodulation

Deramp demodulation is an altemative approach that may be used for the imaging of relatively small

scene patches when the transmit waveform is a linear FM chirp waveform modulated onto the radar

centre frequency i.e.,

/ l.\ ô
s(t¡ : ,"" l;)erp(iatz)e:rp(iwst), 

(2'13)
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Figure 2.2: Range compressed raw echo data collected for three point scatterers with compensation to
a line. Each of the scatterers undergoes a hyperbolic range migration defined by the imaging geometry
at each transmilreceived point.

where a is the chirp rate and T is the chirp duration. The demodulation reference functions applied
in this case are delayed replicas of the transmit chirp,

The delay r0 varies from one transmiVreceive point to another and is chosen to be the propagation de-
lay from the radar's current transmit/receive location to a particular focus point in the scene, typically
chosen to be the scene centre.

Compared to compensation to a line, compensation to a point reduces the sample rate required
to unambiguously sample the demodulated signal. Furthermore compensation to a point also reduces
the along hack spatial sample rate required to unambiguously represent the demodulated signal's
pulse to pulse variation over the complete synthetic aperture. This makes the technique particularly
useful in f,ne resolution imaging where the sampling of wide transmit bandwidths and long synthetic
apertures is required. The point scatterer response in the range compressed signal history domain
under deramp demodulation also differs thus necessitating a different image focusing algorithm to
that of the compensation to a line method.

Provided the imaged swath width (as determinedby 12 - 1) is small compared to the spatial
extent of the chirp given by CT then the received, demodulated analytic signal can be shown to be,
(see Appendix A),

G(k,) , "* (*) Ë,'_:: f "þlerp(- 
j(k, -t ko)r)d,r, (2.t6)

where the range variables Rlr¡,2¡ n (2.16) are directly related to the corresponding time domain
variables by the scale factor cf 2, so Rt : T is the range to near swath, Rz : ? is the range to far
swath, Rr : f is the range to the scene focus point and .R : Ç is the propagation delay range.

(2.r4)

Q.T5)

Compensation

to a Line
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Q.t7)
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Figure 2.3: At each transmit/receive point along the collection apeffure the radar transduces the in-

tegrated reflectivity function f "(r). The range r is the differential range (R - Rr) where lR is the

range measured along the line of sight of the radar and Rr is the range to the scene centre. The value

of f "(r) at a given range is the superposition of all scattering contributions lying along a contour of
equirange from the radar transmiVreceive point.

The variable r : R - lRr is the difference between the range from the radar of a given scattering

location in the scene and the range to the scene centre where positive values of r are taken to be in the

direction away from the radar. The function Í"(r) : f 0 + rs) is the integrated reflectivity function

with origin defined as the scene focus point as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The variables n k n (2.16)

are spatial frequency variables given by,

2Rrt-
C

-U0¡
c
4ctT

An examination of the integral n Q.I6) shows that the deramp demodulated samples G(k,) ate

in fact samples of the Fourier transform of f "(r) evaluated over the unweighted aperhre of support

(-ku-12 < k, < kb-12),where /"(r) has been restricted to the receive window swathwidth (Ar -
Rr 1 r 1 R2 - Rù.Applying an inverse Fourier transform to the deramp demodulated samples

yields the range compressed echo given by,

Rl

4ct

c
2

se) : * I "r*,rerp(itc,r)t1'tc,,
: y I:,' l" ","ro)",p(- jkoa)sinc ( )

k,

ks

ku-
c

ku- / rlçb-\
2lrsxnc\ n )

Ø f "(r)erp(-ikor),

d,a

Q.20)
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where /"(r) is limited to the range swath [-rR1 - Rr, Rz - Rr).The demodulated range compressed
echo is thus the integrated reflectivity function /" convolved with a s,inc function and the range
resolution may be defined by the distance measured from the mainlobe peak to the first null of the
sinc function,

Q.2t)

Substituting (2.19) for lra,u ir;rthe expression for p,. gives,

2aT Q.22)

In practice, instead of the uniform weighting over k.. used in (2.16), some form of tapered window is
applied to achieve a compromise between the mainlobe width of the resulting image domain convo-
lution kernel and the size ofthe associated sidelobes.

Figure 2.4 shows the unfocused image obt¿ined from a series of deramp demodulated range echo
pulses collected as the radar moves past the scene. In this case the variation in the range delay
r : R - A7 determines the range migration and associated phase modulation of the individual scat-
terer responses in the range compressed signal history. It can be seen from Figure 2.4 rhú scatterers
displaced in azimuth with respect to the focus point are subject to a sinusoidal range variation while
scatterers displaced in range are subject to a co-sinusoidal response. A scatterer at the scene centre
however is compensated for exactþ and is subject to no pulse-to-pulse range variation over the collec-
tion aperture. Compared to the demodulation to a line method, the pulse-to-pulse range variation of
the scatterer responses in the deramp demodulation method is significantly less. As a consequence the
spatial sampling along the synthetic aperture required to unambiguously represent the demodulated
pulse-to-pulse variation need not be as f,ne. In [PGR91] and [GWET94] techniques are examined to
reduce the along track sampling requirement for the compensation to a line demodulation approach
however, these methods introduce additional signal processing complexity to the image formation
algorithms.

2.2.2 Spottight SAR Image Formation Algorithms - A Review

During SAR data acquisition an aggregate backscatter response over all scatterers illuminated by the
antenna fooþrint is transduced as a flrnction of demodulation delay and position along the synthetic
aperture as illustrated in Figures 2.2 and,2.4. The azimuthresolution of these images is limited by the
size of the antenna illumination fooþrint which is determined by the antenna beamwidth and the slant
range to the scene. Over the coherent processing interval however, the demodulation delay associated
with each scatterer manifests as a variation in the range location of the range compressed echo as well
as a varying phase modulation. The exact form of this variation is unique for each scatterer and it is
this flne scale structure that provides the mechanism by which range compressed signal history data
may be processed to generate a fine range and azimuth resolution image of the scene.

The phase modulation present in the range compressed integrated scene reflectivity functions
given in equations (2.10) and (2.20) is a significant quantity as the transduced range echo delay is
scaled by the radar centre frequency. Small variations in the transduced range echo delay from one
transmilreceive point to another along the collection aperture can manifest as large changes in the
transduced modulation phase. Indeed, for typical imaging geometries the phase will go through many
2r cycles across the length of the collection aperture. The modulating phase function thus carries
high bandwidth information encoding the location of the scatterer and this provides the mechanism
for achieving fine azimuth resolution imagery. By accurately measuring the aircraft location along
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Figure 2.4: Range compressed raw echo data collected for three point scatterers where the demodu-

lation reference function is the transmit chirp waveform delayed by the propagation distance to the

scene centre. The point at the scene centre undergoes no range migration, while the scatterers offset

in azimuth and range undergo a sinusoidal like range migration.

the synthetic aperture the demodulation delay and hence the modulating phase associated with a

particular scattering location may be computed. An appropriate matched fllter may thus be designed

to spatially "compress" the "smeared" scatterer response to recover a focused image with azimuth

resolution coÍtmensurate with the spatial bandwidth of the phase term. The matched filter however,

must be a two dimensional filter to allow for the range migration of the scatterer response tlrough the

range compressed signal history data which may be significant in flne range resolution systems and

near fleld imaging. Furthermore, the form of the demodulation delay is unique for each scatterer and

thus the two dimensional matched filter must also vary spatially across the image.

This time domain correlation approach to image formation is optimal in the sense that it correctþ

accounts for the scatterers amplitude and phase response over the collection aperture. It is however,

prohibitively computationally expensive and is not generally used except in the most extreme imaging

scenarios, such as ultra wideband imaging [8802], [Bre02]. Most imaging algorithms employ some

degree of approximation to the scatterer's amplitude and phase response allowing an computationally

efficient processor to be implemented. As these algorithms only partially compensate for the range

migration and associated phase variation some residual defocusing remains in the processed imagery'

The form of the defocusing depends on the level of approximation in the algorithms and it is important

to select an algorithm that generates acceptably focused imagery for the given radar parameters,

imaging scenarios and imaging applications to be considered. In particular, for spotlight mode SAR

in which the extended collection aperhre allows for the recovery of very fine resolution imagery

the accurate compensation of the scatterer range migration is crucial to realising the fuIl resolution

potential of this imaging modality.

Compensation

to a Centre Point
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The Polar Format Algorithm - Its History

The Polar Format Algorithm (PFA) for spotlight SAR image formation is an efficient, readily imple-
mented algorithm for the focusing of deramp demodulated echo data. The origins of the polar format
technique may be traced back to lesearch conducted by the Univcrsity of Miclúgan in the early 1960s
into flne resolution imaging of rotating objects using radar. In this research the coherent doppler
filtering of line resoluLion range echo data collected from targets placed on a rotating platform was
found to produce poorly focused imagery. This was attributed to the pronounced scatterer migration
through resolution cells as the scene rotated past the radar. In [Wal80], Walker proposed placing
the range echo data in a polar grid to compensate for the observed sinusoidal variation of the range
migration. This effectively compensates for the range cell migration in a simple and efflcient step
for all scatterers in the illuminated scene, obviating the need for a two dimensional focusing correla-
tion kernel. Subsequent range doppler processing generates the desired fine resolution spotlight SAR
imagery using simple Fourier fiansform techniques.

Considerable insight into the spotlight mode SAR image formation problem and the inherent po-
lar alignment of the data was gained by the discovery that the image formation problem could be
formulated as a tomographic reconstruction problem. In [MOJ83] Munson was able to demonstrate
that the deramp demodulated range echo samples could be related directly to the spatial frequency
domain description of the scene reflectivity via the projection-slice theorem. That is, a deramp de-
modulated range echo collected in a given look direction, measured from the scene focus point to the
radar sensor, is approximately equal to the scene's reflectivity, in the spatial frequency domain, along
a radial with the same look direction. The offset of the data samples along the frequency domain
radial is proportional to the radar centre frequency while the length of support along the radial is
determined by the chirp signal bandwidth. As the radar sensor moves past the scene the range echo
data samples will sweep out a polar raster grid in the spatial frequency domain defined by the angular
width of the synthetic aperture. Fast efficient image formation may thus proceed by direct Fourier
domain reconstruction: polar to rectangular reformatting followed by a two dimensional fast Fourier
transform. The projection-slice theorem thus provides a rigorous basis for the polar formatting data
alignment proposed by Walker.

By demonstrating that the spotlight mode SAR image formation problem could be interpreted as

a tomographic reconstruction problem Munson established a link between spotlight SAR and medical
Computerized Axial Tomography (CAT) developed for the non-invasive imaging of the body. This
linkage prompted investigations into the application of the Convolution Back-Projection (CBP) image
formation technique, commonly found in medical CAT scanners, to spotlight SAR image formation
[DJ92l. The convolution bacþrojection technique has a number advantages over the polar format
algorithm. It only requires a one dimensional interpolation as opposed to a fril1 two-dimensional
interpolation as required by the PFA. The CBP algorithm also maps well into a parallel processing
architecture for real time applications as the recovery of the complex reflectivity at a given resolution
cell can be carried out independentþ of other resolution cells. Finally, image reconstruction via the
CBP algorithm may be applied as each range echo line is collected. Unlike the PFA, which operates
in a batch mode on a complete data set, the CBP can process each line as it is collectecl, with the
incorporation of more range echo lines providing finer resolution imagery [CGM95], [DJ92]. The
CBP however, is more computationally complex and it is difficult to integrate autofocus techniques
into the algorithm [CGM95].

The projection-slice theorem relates the evaluation of a line integral of a two dimensional firnction
to the Fourier transform of the flxrction. In the context of spotlight SAR the projection-slice is applied
in an approximate sense. Provided the imaged scene is sufflciently small and the radar sensor is
sufficiently far away from the scene then the propagating electromagnetic waves incident on the scene
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and received by the radar may be modelled as plane waves. Under this approximation the transduced

reflectivity at delay r will be given by the integral of the scene reflectivity over a line perpendicular

to the direction of wave propagation. The projection-slice theorem may thus be applied to relate

the transduced data to the scene's reflectivity in the spatial frequency domain and focused imagery

may be recovered using the PFA. A more accurate description of the incident electromagnetic wave

however, is to use a spherically propagating wave model. In this model the integrated scene response

at a given demodulation delay is formed by taking an integral along an circular arc rather than along

a straight line. In this case the PFA doesn't completely compensate for the range migration and

the associated phase modulation of the scatterer response in the acquired signal history data. As a

consequence the recovered PFA image is subject to a defocus and geometric distortion that varies

spatially over image UWE+961. Two conditions must be satisfred if the line integral approximation

is to be applied. Firstly, the range migration error due to wavefront cuwature over the imaged scene

must be less than the resolution cell size. Secondly, over the coherent processing interval the range

error due to wavefront curvature for a particular scatterer must vary by no more than a small fraction

of a wavelength. With these constraints Munson [MOJ83] derived limits on the resolution and image

patch size that may be recovered using the PFA. For imaging scenarios beyond these limits image

formation algorithms must address the effects of wavefront curvature on the scatterer point response

in the acquired signal history data.

Wavefront Curvature Correction

A number of efficient processing algorithms have been proposed for spotlight SAR image forma-

tion that provide improved compensation for the wavefront curvature effects without the expense of
carrying out a full time domain correlation. In particular the Range Migration Algorithm (RMA)

[FRp89], [CPR91b], [CPR91a] and the Chþ Scaling Algorithm (CSA) [RRB+92] are commonly

used to provide high quality f,ne resolution imagery.

The RMA operates in the wavenumber domain wherein suitably demodulated and formatted data

are Fourier transformed across the collection aperture. Using the principle of stationary phase an

approximation describing the transformed data may be derived indicating that a two dimensional

remapping - Stolt resampling [Sto78] - of the data followed by an inverse Fourier transform will
recover a focused image of the scene. The compensation for the motion through resolution cells

and the associated phase modulation is thus efficiently carried out for all scatterers in the scene in the

wavenumber domain by means of the Stolt mapping. In the ideal case of a perfectþ straight collection

flight track with no motion errors the RMA provides accurate compensation for wavefront curvature

effects and low residual phase errors. Airbome sensors however typically show signif,cant deviations

from the ideal flight track due to wind and turbulence which need to be adequately accounted for and

compensated by the processor. Due to the processing architecture of the RMA high precision motion

compensation is difflcult to incorporate into the processor and is the subject of ongoing research

IPRM+021, [CPR91a].
The CSA is a computationally efficient variation to the RMA in which the Stolt mapping is ap-

proximated by means of a series of Fourier transforms and multþlicative phase factors. While this

eliminates the need for a fulltwo dimensional resampling of the phase history data the approximation

effectively limits the collection aperture that may be processed and hence the resolution of the focused

imagery compared to that of the RMA. The Extended Chrp Scaling (ECS) algorithm [MMS96] how-

ever provides a first and second order motion compensation strategy to allow effective imaging in

airborne scenarios in which the radar platform is subject to strong deviations from the ideal straight

line flight track.

The CSA and RMA algorithms are formulated with the received echo data demodulation carried
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out using a fixed reference range (i.e. compensation to a line) rather than a varying range (i.e. com-
pensation to a point) as required for the PFA. Therefore echo data collected and demodulated via
deramp processing must be mixed with a suitable reference signal to remap the data into the format
required for CSA and RMA processing [CGM95]. Furthermore, the remapping process must address
the increased synthetic aperture sampling requirements of echo data demodulated to a line. This can
be achieved using the collected datz and accurate knowledge of the aircraft flight track to interpolate
additional transmilreceive points over the collection aperture. From a practical point of view this is
troublesome as a considerably larger quantity of phase history data must now be processed.

An altemative approach proposed by Jakowatz and Doren [JWTD97] termed PFA with post fll-
tering PF2, simply applies an image domain fllter that varies spatially over the image to correct for
the dominant wavefront curvature effects present in a PFA image. In UWE+96] Jakowatz shows that
the dominant image defocus arising due to wavefront curvature is a quadratic azimuthal defocus that
varies spatially over the image. With knowledge of the imaging geometry the azimuthal defocus may
be computed and an appropriate matched filter applied. While the filter is specifically matched to
the defocus ofa scatterer at only one location, the variation in the filter coefficients over the scene is
typically small and thus the same filter may be applied to focus neighbouring points thereby leading
to an efficient implementation. It is shown in [IWTD97] that this method is computationally effi-
cient compared to the RMA and has been extended by Doren [DJWT97] to include squinted imaging
geometries.

Despite the plethora of available algorithms, image formation still remains an active area of re-
search. One particularly challenging imaging problem still being addressed is the wide-band, wide-
angle processing of low frequency UHFA/HF SAR [SSL94], [HUGL96]. The unique foliage penetra-
tion capabilities of elechomagnetic radiation at this frequencies allows the detection of targets, such
as vehicles, under forest canopies [GUMdP02]. The formation of flne resolution imagery with ex-
tremely large fractional bandwidths however, presents a particular challenging image formation prob-
lem. While the RMA and CSA provide good compensation for the deleterious effects of wavefront
curvature, the approximations made in their formulations make these algorithms suboptimal. Alter-
native approaches based on the CBP [UHS03] have been implemented and new techniques based on
inversion of the circular Radon transform [RN01], [RP03] have recently been proposed.

2.2.3 Research Motivation

From the discussion in Section 2.2.2 it is evident that a wide range of image formation algorithms are
available, each having different capabilities and constraints. For a given set of radar parameters it is
important to select an algorithm that generates suitably focused imagery at the desired resolution for
the particular imaging application under consideration. In this thesis the problem of the detection of
fine scale man-made scene changes using repeat pass SAR interferometry is to be addressed. This
places a number of constraints on the radar imaging parameters, the required image resolution and
thus the most appropriate image formation algorithm.

In the coherent point scattering model for homogeneous, natural scenes (see Chapter 4) The am-
plitude and phase transduced in a given resolution cell is dependent on the complcx rcflcctivity of
the component scatterers as well as their path length to the radar. Scene disturbances that cause a
change in the relative spatial distribution of the scatterers may thus be detected by comparing the
amplitude and phase of an interferometric repeat pass image pair. In forming SAR images for sub-
sequent interferometric change detection it is therefore important that the image formation algorithm
recovers an accurate estimate of both the amplitude and phase of the complex radar backscatter. For
imaging algorithms based on wavenumber domain resampling, such as the RMA and PFA, this may
be achieved by using sufficiently accurate, linear phase interpolation filters to minimise any phase
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distortion introduced via the interpolation process.

Since the transduced amplitude and phase in a resolution cell is dependent on the contributing

scatterer's path length to the radar measured in terms of the radar wavelength, higher frequency radars

are more sensitive to changes in the scatterer locations. However, while higher radar frequencies offer

improved detection sensitivity the significance of small errors in measurement of the radar platform

location over the synthetic aperture are amplified. Location measurement errors must be kept to

within a fraction of a wavelength otherwise significant phase errors arise over the synthetic aperhre.

This leads to signif,cant image defocus as well as amplitude and phase differences between repeat

pass image pairs which can obscure the changes that arise due to scene disturbances. For airbome

systems, which are subject to turbulence, determining the radar location with suffrcient accuracy can

be difflcult and generally some form of data driven autofocus algorithm is required to ensure adequate

focusing.

The sensitivity of a change detection algorithm in detecting spatially fine scale changes in re-

peat pass SAR interferometry is crucially dependent on both the radar wavelength and the image

resolution. In the presence of system noise, processing aberrations and image misregistration, ro-

bust reliable change detection performance may be achieved by the formation of a spatially averaged

change statistic. However, unless the spatial estimation window is commensurate with the size of
the area affected by the scene disturbance the sample change statistic will contain contributions from

both changed and unchanged pixels, thereby reducing the confiast between changed and unchanged

regions in the change statistic. For man-made scene changes, such as vehicle tracks that occur on

spatial scales of decimetres, reliable change detection performance may be achieved with image res-

olutions of similar size. The use of coarser resolution imagery leads to a reduction in the detection

performance especially in the presence of system noise, processing errors and temporal decorrelation

in the scene. For X-band SARs image resolutions of this order may be readily achieved. Using a

transmit bandwidth of 600 MHz and pulse compression techniques 30 cm range resolution is com-

monly achieved in practice, while spotlight mode imaging allows the collection of extended synthetic

apertures for the generation of even fi.ner azimuth resolutions.

From the above discussion it can be seen that for robust change detection performance using air-

bome repeat pass SAR relatively large fractional bandwidths are required. Furthermore in order to

generate well focused imagery using high frequency SAR automatic data-driven focusing techniques

must be employed. For the processing of airbome deramp demodulated spotlight mode data the PFA

is a simple and eff,cient algorithm that addresses many of these requirements. It introduces negligible

phase distortion provided sufficiently accurate polar to rectangular interpolators are used and facil-

itates the simple incorporation of autofocus algorithms necessary for focusing very fine resolution

spotlight imagery. The PFA also allows the formation of a ground plane image which facilitates the

interferometric processing of repeat pass image pairs. The relatively large fractional bandwidths and

wide-angle collections indicated for robust change detection performance however are problematic

for the PFA. In this thesis rather than consider the RMA or CSA and the associated complexities of
transforming experimental deramp demodulated echo data into data with compensation to a line, the

PF2 will be considered for the generation of flne resolution imagery for interferometric change detec-

tion. In particular, the form of the image domain filter proposed by Jakowatz and Doren [JWTD97]
requires an extra transformation from the slant plane to the ground plane and in the remaining sections

of this chapter a different image domain filter is considered which allows the direct formation of a
gro¡nd plane image. The algorithm's suitability and limitations for generating fine resolution image

interferometric image pairs is also examined.
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2.3 The Polar Format Algorithm

The PFA is commonly derived in the literature using the projection-slice theorem. This method how-
ever, is based on a plane wave propagation assumption and does not provide a means of quantiffing
the image domain effects of wavefront cuvatu'e. An alternative approach is Lo cunsitlcr a signal
history representation of the range echo data acquired over the collection aperture. This formulation
provides atr accura[e dcsr.:ription of the data which allows the point spread function of the PFA to be
computed in the presence of wavefront curvature.

In the following analysis a full three dimensional imaging geometry is considered to derive the
deramp demodulated point scatterer signal history response over the collection aperture. Through
appropriate small angle approximations the PFA is derived and analysis of the higher order terms in
the approximations permits the dominant distortion and defocus effects of wave ont curvature in the
PFA image to be quantified. In particular the distortion and defocus effects are derived for a ground
plane PFA image.

2.3.1 Spottight SAR Signal History Analysis

The deramp demodulated range echo data acquired at a given transmilreceive point is specified in
(2.16) wherein the propagation range delay is defined in the direction from the radar to the scene
centre. In the following analysis however, the propagation range delay shall be defined in the opposite
direction, from the scene centre to the radaç consistent with the scene range dimension given by the
Y axis in Figure 2.5.1n this case the acquired deramp demodulated echo data is given by,

Gt(k,) : ,*t(*) 
Ë: :,' f"(-r)erp(i(k, +ks)r)dr, e.23)

andforasceneconsistingofasinglepointscattererwithreflectivityqrerp(jó"),atlocation (p,1,")
given in cylindrical coordinates, as shown in Figure 2.5, G1(kr) becomes,

G2(k,07,tþ7) - q,erp(iþ,)r""t (k: ko) 
"rktn-nrt , (2.24)L\rr¿/ 

\ k¡,, )

where lc : k, f ko. The variables Rr and R n (2.24) are the distances from the radar to the scene
centre and the radar to the point scatterer respectively and vary as a function of radar location along
the synthetic aperture. The angles (0r,rþr) indicate the azimuth and elevation look direction from
the scene centre to the radar position along the sensor flight track. The range difference (R - Rr)
appearing in the phase term of the deramp demodulated echo may be written in terms of the point
target location (p,'y, z) and the radar location (Rr,0r,tþr) as follows. From the geometry in Figure
2.5 the distance from the radar to the point scatterer is given by (cosine rule to triangle ABC),

R2 : R'¿,pI 22 - 2ZRAB cosxl Q.25)

where,

COSv: 
h

' Rl,B

From the geometry of Figure 2.5 The following relations also exist,

R2on-R"o"-h''
Rl: P2oo * ¡'z 

'
Rno - RTcostþy.

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.2e)
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Radar

Aperture

R Z

v X

o

Figwe 2.5: Spotlight SAR imaging geometry The radar (point A) is a distance Ë7 from the scene

focus point (point O) at altitude h,. Angles 07 and rþr are the azimuth and depression angles defined

by the vector from the scene centre to the radar. A point scatterer (point C) lies a distance R from the

radaratlocationgivenincylindricalcoordinates (p,'y,r),centredatthescenefocuspoint.

Applying the cosine rule to triangle DBO gives,

R'o" R"no -f p2 - 2pRoo cos(90 - (0r + lD. (2.30)

Equating (2.27) and (2.30) and substituting in (2.28) and (2.29) gives the distance R¿B in terms of
the point target location in the grognd plane (p,1,0) and the radar location (Rr,0r,rþr),

c (p,y,z)

Z

B
Rb.,

Y

p2 2p cos tþy sin(07 i 1)Rln: Rr 1+
RT

1
2

Q.3T)Rr

Substituting (2.31) into (2.25) and using (2.26) gives an expression for the distance R from the radar

to the point target,

/r,)Io'z-
Ar\.1 *EE*4

1t2zh 2p cos tþ7 sin(0y + 1) (2.32)
R+ R,T

Provided the scatterer height z is not too large compared to distance -Rr then the dependence of
the range R n (2.32) otr z may be simplified by considering only the linear term in a Taylor series

expansion abott z : 0. This gives the following simple expression for the range .R in terms of the

runge R¿8,

RxR¡B-+ Q3)
ILAB

R
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A further approximation to the range R may be made for the case when the point target distance
from the scene centre, namely p, is small compared to the radar standoff range .R7. In this case

the expressions for RaB and RÁL ^ Q.33) may be expanded in a Taylor series about p : 0 and
considering only the linear terms in p yields the approximations,

Rtp x Rr - pcostþr sin(â7 * 7),
or1 ' **costþ7sin(Or+r).ttAB R, ïrt

The differential range (R - ,Rr) may thus be written as,

R- Rr = -pcos rþ7s,,rlg7+ 7) - zsinþ7 (, * 
pcosúrsin(dz + r)\tt Rr )

lîl

(2.34)

(2.3s)

(2.36)

where, from Figure 2.5, sin tþr - hlRr. Def,ning the point target location in cartesian coordinates
(, : pcosl) y - psin7, z) Then,

R - Rr N -r sin 07 cos tþr - y cos 0y cos tþ7

r z si:a tþ7 cos tþ7 sin 0y y z sin rþ7 cos tþ7 cos 07
(2.37)

Rr Rr

In a typical spotlight SAR imaging scenario the size of the image patch is significantly less than the
standoff range thus p K Rr and also assuming z K Rr, the Rlt dependent terms in (2.37) may be
ignored and the following expression of the differential range is obtained,

- z si:ntþ7 -

R- Rr - | .ot þ7 sin07 costþ7cos07 sinry'7

k(R-R ),
x -k(al .ù,
x -hT .p,

T3b P, (2.38)

where ufl : fcos þ7 sin07, cos þ7 cos 07,sin T/7] is the three dimensional pointing vector from the
scene focus point to the antenna location and, p : l* , y , ,l is the vector from the scene focus point to
the point scatterer location.

Retuming to Figure 2.5 it can be seen that the expression (2.38) for the differential distance
(R - Rr) is simply the projection of the vector OC, ftomthe scene focus point to the point scatterer
location, onto the vector O A, from the scene focus point to the radar location. The differential range
approximation in (2.38) may thus be considered to be a plane wave propagation approximation where
the differential range is measured in terms of the distance traveled by a plane wave propagating along
the line of sight from the radar to the scene centre. This forms the basis of the Polar Format algorithm
and an analysis of the Taylor series approximations allows the conditions under which the projection-
slice theorem and the subsequent tomographic interpretation of spotlight SAR imaging [MOJ83],
UWE+9óI are valid, to be quantified.

Applying the differential range plane wave approximation in (2.38) to the phase of the deramp
signal in (2.24) gìves,

,þ

(2.3e)
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where,

27

Q.40)br Ir,]:I
lc costþ7 sin07
Ir cosrþ7 cos07

ksinþ7

Using (2.39) anó, (2.40) the deramp signal in (2.24) may be written in the form,

Gr(kr,ko,k,) : q"erp(j$,)rect
k2*+kr2+kZ-ko

erp(- j(rk" + ako 1- zk"))
ku-

(2.4r)

It can be seen from (2.41) that the deramp demodulated echo samples Gr(kr,ky,k") are in fact

samples of the spatial Fourier transform of the point scatterer. The samples lie along a radial in

the three dimensional Fourier space (k' ky,kr), defined by the pointing vector br on the interval

(ko - k6- f 2 < lb"l < ko I ka- l2).Over the entire collection apertue the vector &7 sweeps out an

acquisition aperture of support Ao"q(kr,ky,k") in the three dimensional Fourier space that is offset

from the origin by an amount k6. In general the form of Ao"o is determined by the imaging geometry

and may be expressed as a surface function,

Ao"o(k,,ky,k"):Ao"(k,,ky)6(k"- f (k,,ho)), (2'42)

where the function f (kr,kù describes the acquisition surface in the three dimensional Fourier space

and Ar,"(lcr,kr) - l inside the aperfure of support and is 0 everywhere else. For the case of shaight

and level flight without squint over a flat surface, the angles (0r,rþr) vary such that the radial vector

k7 sweeps out a sector of the plane k" : ko1o where 0o : tantþs and 1þs is the value of tþr

when d7 : 0 in Figure 2.5. The associated collection of deramp demodulated echo samples are thus

samples of the spatial Fourier transform of the point target in an annular portion of this sector, offset

from the origin by ko and with width k6.,¡ as shown in Figure 2.6. The acquisition aperture of support

may thus be written as,

Ao"q(k,,ka,k") Ao"(k*,kòõ(k" - þoko). Q.43)

The deramp demodulated data acquired over the entire collection aperhre is commonly referred to as

the signal history.
This description of the acquired deramp echoes of a scene consisting of a single point target may

be applied to arbitrary scenes with complex reflectivity r(r,A,z) provided the acquisition process is

linear. In this case the deramp signal samples, denoted by Gr"(lî,.,ky,kr), are samples of the spatial

Fourier transform of the scene reflectivity function R(kr,ka,k") : FT{r(r,y, r)} along the radials

þ7 in the Fourier space, where F'T denotes the Fourier transform with respect to r,y and z i.e.,

Go"(k,,lcy,k") : Ao,qlk,,ky,k,,) IIlrr",y,z)erp(-i(rlr,+ykatzk"))d,rctvd,z,
: Ao"n(k*ka,kr)R(kr,lcy,k"). Q.44)

Given that the aperture of support for the collected data in the spatial frequency domain is offset from

the (kr, lry,lc") origin, as illustrated in Figure 2.6, it is convenient to define the following baseband

form of equation (2.44) describing the collected data,

G(kr,k.s,k.) Go"(k*,k, lksn,k,,),
: An"(k,,k, + tcs,)õ(k, - þo(ku + korÐR(k",kr l kon,lr.), (2.45)
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kt*

Collected
Signal History
Data

k, ko

ky

k, Ground plane projection

Aperture of Support
Auq(kr,ky )

Figure 2.6: Deramp demodulated echo data acquired when the radar is at location (Rr,1r,tþr)
evaluates the scene reflectivity in the spatial frequency domain along the radial defined by the same
azimuth and depression angles. As the radar moves past the scene the deramp echo dat¿ sweep out a
sector of the plane lc" - ka]o.

where koo : ko cos(T/6), is the range spatial frequency offset at aperhre centre. An image g(r,A, z),
of the scene reflectivity r(r,a, z), may be recovered from G(kr, ky,k") by applying a three dimen-
sional inverse Fourier transform of the form,

1 lt"rg(r,y,z) : 
BF JJJ A,¡o(k,,lfa)G(lî*,kr,l<")erp(j("h,+akytzk"))dk*dkrdk",

(2.46)

where Anfr(k*,kr) is a windowing function selected to restrict the processed spatial frequency do-
main extent used to recover the image. Typically A¡¡, is chosen to be some region lying wholly
within the acquired annular aperture Ao"n strchthat,

An"o(k,,k, + kon,lc")A¿¡r(k,,ky) : Anfr]t,,kò6(k, - {Jo(ko + kor)). (2.47)

Substituting (2.45) into (2.46) andusing (2.47) gives,

s(r,y, z) # I I I Antu(k.,ka)Ao"q(k,,ky t tcs,,k")R(t%,k, + ksn,k")

erp(j (rk, r aka i zk"))dk,dkydkz,

# I I I A¿ÍoQ,,,kòõ(k, - þorrca + ko,))R(k*,k, + kon,k,")

erp(i(rk, -l tJky 1- zk"))dk,dkadk",
(2.48)

k,
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h

Locus of scatterers that
lay over onto (xo ,y¡ )

Imase Formation Plane
h=Zn

Ground Plane h=0

Figure 2.7: lnthe plane wave approximation the transduced reflectivity at location (ro,y0) inthe
image formation plane z : zo is determined by the superposition of scatterers lying along the line

through (*o,yo, zt)) andperpendicular to the radar look direction i.e. h : þo(yo - y) * zo.

Substituting the form for R(k,,ky,k") given in Q.a$ nto (2.48) gives,

s(r,y,z) : # I I Aoro(t *,rr) I I I r(r,a,z)erp(-i(y - z0o -r zþo)ko,)

erp(i((r -,)k, + (v+ zl3o-a -zPo)kv))drdYdzdk,dlra,

: [ [ [ rço,y,z)erp(-j(y + zþo - zps)ksn)a,(, - r,v -t zþo - a - zþo)dlxdYdz,
.t Jt

(2.4e)

where a(r,A) is the two dimensional inverse Fourier transform of the windowing firnction A¿¡r. Ãn

examination of Q.a\ shows that the recovered image g(r,y, z) is a convolution of the windowing

function point spread function o(r,y) with a projected form of the reflectivity function given by

rp(r,y,z) i.e.,

g(r,a, z) : rr(r,a,z) Ø a(r,y), (2.50)

where,

,p(,,v,2) : erp(- jvko) I 'r',a - hto r zps,h)d'h' (2'51)

An understanding of the nature of the projected reflectivity function r.p may be obtained by consider-

ing the formation of an image in the plane z : zo i.e., g(r,y, zo). From equation (2.51) the value of
r, at agiven location (ro,ys) in the image plane z - zs,is the superposition of scatterers in the scene

þing along the line h : 0lr @o - ù + zo, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Indeed the scatterer superpo-

sition described in (2.51) is simply the layover phenomenon in which atarget at location (rn,Uo, zo)

in the scene appears in the transduced image formation plane z : zo,laid over towards the radar at a

range y : Ao -l 0o(r" - ,o).
Clearþ it is not possible to distinguish between multiple scatterers that layover onto a colnmon

image location based on the single collection Gr"(k*,ky,k") given in (2.44).Inversion of the integral

with respect to z in (2.51) requires two or more collections over a range of depression angles ry',

UW00], tRMOOl and [She00]. Since scatterers at different heights may not be resolved, the choice of

X

v
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elevation for the image formation plane is somewhat arbitrary. However, in the case in which there
is significant out-of-plane motion during the aperture formation, it is only those targets that lie in
the image formation plane that will be properly focused UWE+961, [Pay04]. A common approach
therefore is to select the ground plane z : 0 as the image formation plane (as this is usually taken to
be the mean height of the scene of interest) and all scatterers in the ground plane will appear in their
true locations in the hansduced image. Setting z : 0 in (2.49) gives the following simplified form
for the recovered image,

s@,a) : rp(r,a) Ø a(r,y), Q.52)

where,

rp(r,y) : erp(- jyko) 
| ,@,y - hps,h)d,h. (2.s3)

In the case where the reflectivity function may be described by a scattering surface,

r(r,A,z) - r,(r,y)6(, - h(",y)), (2.54)

where the surface height z : h(rc,y) varies as a function of spatial location (r,y) thenthe recovered
image given by (2.49) becomes,

s@,y) : Il r,@,y)erp(-i(y +h(r,y)ps)kon)a(r - lx,y -y - h(r,a)þùd¡dy. (2.ss)

Provided the terrain height function h(",y) varies sufficiently slowly so that it may be considered
constant over the mainlobe width of the point spread function a(r,y) then (2.55) may be written as a

convolution [fWE+96],

s@,y) - rp"(:x,y) Ø ø(r,y), (2.56)

where rp"(r,y) is givenby,

rp,(r,y) - erp(- jykgn)r,(r,y - h(r,a)00). (2.57)

In a practical implementation of the PFA the windowing function A¿fr(k*,kr) is chosen to be a
rectangular region lying wholely within the acquired annular aperture Ao"n stchthat,

A,h,(k,.ko) = rectf j.) ,",, (:-\. (2.s8)\k0,") " 
\kt,,)

where k6y1* and lc6-o deflne the size of the rectangular region. In this case the point spread firnction
o(*,A) takes the form of a two dimensional sinc flrnction,

o(r,rì : # I I A¿Ír(k,,kr)erp(j(rk, r yk))d.k*d.ko,

kt,r,ktr,, (rkt*,\ lUnugl , (2.5g)4oz szn, \_r; ) "rr, \ 2n I ,

and the resolution of the recovered PFA image, defined by the distance from the mainlobe peak to the
first null of the point spread function a, is thus,

P, : ?, Q.6o)';T
Pa : k^" Q.6l)
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A flrther aspect of the practical implementation of the PFA is that in order to use fast Fourier trans-

form techniques to form the final image it is necessa¡y to resample the polar sample grid onto a

rectangular grid. Typically this is done in a two step process using one dimensional interpolators

UWE+96] and [CGM95] and represents a considerable portion of the overall computational burden

of the PFA.

2.3.2 Limitations of the PFA

The PFA applies the filtering necessary to compensate for the phase modulation associated with a first

order approximation to the differential range (A - Ër) in the spotlight SAR deramp demodulated

echo phase which is given by,

þ : k(R- Rr),

-llf",lîa, k"l

(2.62)

'While (2.62) rcpresents a first order approximation to the deramp signal phase, the complete phase

variation may be represented in the Fourier space by an inflnite Taylor series of the form,

(2.63)

where the Taylor coefflcients C¿qn àte in general, terms dependent on the flight track geometry and

vary spatially over the image. Indeed the PFA phase þo¡n may be simply interpreted as providing the

estimates, C¡¡o = r, Coñ x y and Coot x z for the first order coefficients in (2.63). The error in the

PFA approximation to the deramp echo phase may thus be written as,

þr"" : þ-Óp1",
cþ + rlc, -l Uka I zk",
oo ôo oo

t t D cr,nn(",y, z)kt ttit<! I rk, t yk, + zk". (2.64)
l-O m-0 n:0

The impact of the uncompensated residual phase @r"" on the point spread function of the PFA

processor may be found by considering a scene consisting of a single point scatterer with complex

reflectivity given by,

r(r,y,z): q"erp(jó,)6(" - rs,A - Us,Z - z,). Q.65)

The acquired signal history data obtained over the entire collection aperhre for the point scatterer

scene may be written as,

Gi(k*, ky, k") q,erp(j þ,) Ao"q(k,, kr, k")erp(j Óern(k*, ka, k,,))

erp(jþr"r(kr,kyrk",rr,U* zr)) (2.66)

where þÍen(k*,ky,k") : -(rrlcr lArka I zrk") and Ao"n is the acquisition aperhre of support,

which for straight and level flight without squint takes the form,

Ao.n(k*,ky,k") - Ao.(k*,kò6(k" - þokù' (2.67)

l')
k,).

d: Ë Ë Ë ch-,kt kik:,
l,-O rn:O n:0

o(k*, kaÓpr
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The baseband form ofthe acquired signal history data is subsequentþ given by,

G"(k,,ky,k") Gi(k,,k, + ksn,k")

q"erp(j þ,) Aclcq(k r ) k, + k0 n, k,) erp (j þ, ¡ n(k,, k, * ks n, k 
"))

erp(j þr."(kr, k, I kon, k", r r, U ", 
z r))

(2.68)

The point scatterer response of the PFA is obtained by applying the windowing function A¿¡r, defrned
n (2.47) in the previous section, followed by an inverse Fourier transform with respect to the spatial
frequency variables kr, lto and, k" i.e.

s" (r, a, ¿ : # I I I Or,rrt{,, t{u)G" (t{,, kr, tc 

") 
erp(j (rk, -t yko + zk 

")) 
ctk*d,krd"tc,.

(2.6e)

A ground plane projection of the scene is formed by setting z : 0 n (2.69)

g"(r,a, z : o)

g"(r,y) (2.70)

Assuming straight and level flight without squint wilh A¿¡, chosen to be a region þing wholely
within the acquired aperture as defined in (2.47) then the integral with respect to k" in (2.70) may be
evaluated and g"(r,y) is given by,

s"(r,a) *#9ì 
I I oo,rfr,,kr)erp(jþr¡n(k,,ko t ksn, þo(ko+ ko,)))

erp (j þ,.." (k r, ko I ko n, 0o (ky -t ko n), r s, A s ¡ z,)) erp (j (r k * + y kù) dk,d,lcy,

: *P 
I I on,r&-,ko)erp(iþ,'.,(k,,ko t kgn, þo(kv t ko),r,,u", z,)))

erp? j(y" I psz,)k0,)erp(j((r - r,)k, + (a - U, -t þoz,)kò)dt{*dlra,
: q,erp(jþr)erp(- jfu" I psz,)k¡n)õ@ - rs,A - a, - z,þo) Ø a,",(r,a,rs,as,zs),

,p(r,y) Ø ar."r(r,A,rr,U* zr), (2.71)

where,

erp(i(rk* * vlcr))dk,dkr, (2.72)

and,

,p(*,a) q,erp(iþ,)erp(-j(y' -l þsz,)lrsr)ð(" - rs,u - u, - z"0o). Q.73)

The reflectivity function ro is simply the ground plane projection of the point scatter reflectivity
defined in (2.65) modulated by a phase term dependent on the radar centre frequency ksr. The point
spread function er", is the two dimensional inverse Fourier transform of the product of the PFA
windowing function A¿¡o and the residual phase erp(jþ,.") and may be written in the spatial image
domain as,

ar.r(r,U,ts,Us,zr) -- a(r,A) Øb(r,U,rr,Ur,zr), (2.74)

# I t t An Í,(k,, ka) G" (k*, k, k 
") 

erp(j (rtc, -r ytt)) d,k*d,k, r),k 
",

a,",(:x,u,rs,us,z,) - h ltAnÍr(lr*,kr)erp(j(þ,.,(k,,kaikon,þo(krtkon),r,,a,,2,)))
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where a(r,y) is the inverse Fourier transform of A¿¡r(kr,kr) anó'b(r,a,Ìs,Us,z") is the inverse

Fourier transform of erp(jþr""). The recovered PFA image of the point scatterer given in (2.65) may

thus be written as,

g"(r,y) rp(r,ll) Ø a(r,a) Ø b(r,Lt,r",U,, z,),
: S@,Y) Øb(r,A,rr,Ar,zr), (2'75)

where S@,y) is the PFA image defined in (2.50) that is recovered using the plane wave propagation

assumption to describe the deramp signal history.

From equati on (2.7 5) it can be seen that the uncompensated phase, @r", manifests in the recovered

PFA image of the point scatterer as a convolution kemel b(r,y,rs¡llstz") that varies spatially over

the scene. The nature of the convolution kernel and the resulting distortion and defocus of the PFA

image depends on the size and nature of the most dominant terms in þ,.", given in (2.6\. In general

the coefflcients C¿rnndecrease in significance with increasing polynominal order, thus the lower order

terms are the most dominant and their image domain effects may be readily identifled. In particular,

uncompensated terms that are linearly dependent on k, and ko h ór"" cause, in the image domain, a

translation of the point scatterer response from its true location where the magnitude of the translation

is dependent on the scattering location. Uncompensated quadratic terms, on the other hand, manifest

as a broadening of the main lobe width of the point spread function of the PFA resulting in image

defocus. Finally uncompensated cubic and higher order terms lead to asymmetric sidelobes as well

as a general increase in the integrated sidelobe energy of the point spread firnction which manifests

as a loss in image contrast.

Expressions for the coefficients C¿-n defrned in (2.64) may be found by considering additional

terms in the Taylor series expansion of the differential range (R - Rr) in the phase expression in

(2.62). For modestly flat terrain the biggest contribution to Ór", arises from the Taylor expansion of
RnB abott p - 0. Considering a second order approximation to A¿6 gives,

R¡n N Rr - pcostþ7sin(d7 + 7) + rz0 - 
cos2 tþrsin2(or + l)) . Q.76)2Rr )

while retaining the zeroth order approximation to Rjlu (since it is assumed thal z K p) and substi-

tuting into (2.33) gives the following approximation to the uncompensated phase function,

ó,"" = ozr (r - 
cos2 úrs¡#(0, + t)) .o.(ar)cos(,r/7), (2.77)2Rurg /

where Ë¿", is the gfound range standoff distance at the aperture centre given by,

Rbrg Rr cos 07 costþ7' Q-78)

Writing the radial distance p n (2.77) in terms of the cartesian scatterer coordinates (r, y) and using

the deflnition of the cartesian spatial frequency variables in (2.40) gives,

(r2 + y2)ko t^tuy
(2.7e)ór"r(kr,kr,k",r,U, z) 2&urs 2Rb"s

Observe that in this approximation þ,.", is independent of z" (since it has been assumed that the ter-

rain contains very little height variation) therefore in the subsequent derivations the z dependence of
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/r"" will be ignored, i.e., þ,..r(kr,ky,k,r,lJ, z) shall be written as óres(kr,ks,kr,r, y). Assuming
straight and level flight without squint, the baseband form of þ,.u" may be written as,

ór"r(k", ku + lcsn , \o(ku I ksn) , r, y) F!

(r2 + y2¡(tta I kon) @o + tcon)

2Rbrs 2Rass

(2.80)

Applying the following Taylor expansion approximation for k 2 about 4 : 0 in (2.80) and using
k":{30(ku+kon),

k2: (n?+@r+kon)'+kZ) ,

(nl+Q+þï(kr+t"o)')',
cos2 (T/6 ) cosa çrþs¡t{2- (2.81)

(k, + ksn)2 k, -l ksr)

glves,

ó,""(k,,k, + kon, þo(ka * kon), r,y) È

@' + lJ' sin2iry'6)¡ ,,. , t. , ra cos2(r¿6) ,^ (*' - y2 cos2çE¡))cos2(/6) ,-,2R*, \KY-lhst)- R^, o"-ffi*ã

, rU cosa 1t¡0¡ r-3 , 12 cosa (t¡tt)¡ t-4+ P*¡¡'* A¡*i'+ **ffikì' (2'82)

The dominant terms n (2.82) are the linear and quadratic terms in k* and (ko + ksn) and applying the
further naffolil bandwidth approximation (k, + ko) t = kl: , a suitable second oider approximation
to the uncompensated phase /r", is,

óprz = ,* * or';::,2('l'o)) grrr ko,) - o#!r"
Image geometric distortion

(r' - a' cos2(r¿6)) cos2(T/s) k?. (2.83)
2R¡rrnko,

Sp atially variant azimtfhal defo cus

In UWTD9Tf Jakowatz derives a similar equation for the uncompensated phase terms in a PFA image
arising due to wavefront curvature effects. Equation (2.83) however has some important differences
compared to Jakowatz's result. In particular, the linear phase term n ka n (2.83) has a dependency on
the range coordinate y and the depression angle ry's while the quadratic tcrm in /c" has a dcpcndcncy
on tþ0. The reason for these dependencies may be attributed to the formulation of the scatterer signal
history in terms of the ground plane coordinates (r, y , , : 0) . The result given in [JWTD97] corre-
sponds to the phase correction associated with a PFA image generated in the slant plane obtained by
"projection of the scene reflectivity along circular a¡cs centred on and normal to the flight path". For
interferometric applications the ground plane formulation of (2.83) is particularþ useful as this allows
multiple images to be formed in a common image plane to facilitate subsequent image registration
and cross correlation estimation between image pairs. Slant plane imagery is not particularly suited
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to interferometric processing as repeat pass image pairs collected with different depression angles

will have different image pixel sizes and layover geometries complicating image registration. It is

also difficult to conect for baseline decorrelation which reduces the cross correlation between image

pairs.

Substituting the approximate form for þ,", given in (2.83) into the PFA point spread function o,.",

given in (2.72),

ar.r(r,U,r",Ur)

: -L [ [ ,q,r.(t ,,kr)erp(jþr¡z)erp(i(rk, -f yk))ctk,d'kr,
4tr2 .l .l ^^LrPY

erp(jÓz(r"v')kon) [[1,,^tt -.k.,)erp(j(ót(r,,,J")k*róz(r",y,)kaióz(r,,y,)k3)): 
-4", .l .l ^iln\turttua

erp(j (rk, t yk,)) dk*dko,

(2.84)

where,

Ót(r,,a,)
r ,y, cos2 (tþs)

(2.8s)

óz(r",Y,)

Rb"g )

@7 + a? sin2(T¿o)¡
(2.86)

ós(r,,Y")

2&uss )

@? - a? cos2(r/¡)) cos2(tþs)
(2.87)

2R6rnks,

The inverse Fourier transform relation in (2.Sa) may be expressed in terms of the convolution,

ar"r(r,a,rsrUs) a(r I ót(r,,U") - a,y I óz(rr,y'))b(a,r",y")da, (2.88)

where a(r,y) andb(r,:x",A") are the inverse Fourier transforms of window function A¿¡yrQc*,ky)

and residual quadratic phase erp (j Ós (r r, A 
") 

k2,) respectively.

From (2.88) it can be seen that the linear terms k, and, ko in (2.84) will cause a translation of
the scatterer location in the image from its true location where the magnitude of the translation is

dependent on the scattering location. In particular the point scatterer at (rr,U",zr) appears in the

ground plane image at,

r rr l þ1(r*yr), (2.89)

Y : 'ar l zrþo I Óz(rr,Yr). Q'90)

The phase term in (2.83) that is quadratic in k, on the other hand, causes an azimuthal defocus

given by b(r,r,y") thatvaries as a function of the scattering location. The azimuthal width of the

defocusing kemel b can be approximated by considering the frequency content, defined by ffi, of the

quadratic phase @ : ós(r,,A")k\. Each frequency component in the quadratic phase may be thought

of as broadening the mainlobe width of the PFA processor point spread function a(r,A) by an amount

proportional to that frequency. The highest instantaneous frequency ofthe quadratic phase occurs at

the edge of the aperhre of support k* : Lk6.* 12 arñ is given by,

d , . I 
*(r2 - a2 ,os2 (rþù) cos2 (rþo)ko* 

" . e.gl)ftót1""'ùkilt(k¡*"12) 2'6,nks,
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Thus the nominal blur width is,

azimuthal width (r, y)
(1. ^l2 - ós(r,,A)kíldk*' "\' o ) ¿ð/ 

" l+1ko**¡z¡'

(r' - a' cos2(T¿6)) cos2(tþs)kt-,
Rbrnkon

4P*Óp"ot
)

7f
Q.e2)

(2.e4)

(2.es)

where óp"ot is the peak quadratic phase value at the band edge given by,

Q.e3)

and p, is the azimuthal resolution determined by the azimuthal spatial frequency width of the image
formation processor window A¿¡, defrnedin (2.59).

A suitable criterion for minimal blurring is to maintain a quadratic phase error of less than n /4
across the aperture of support. This gives the following constraints on the image size and resolution
that may be recovered by the PFA image processor,

-L _ @' - ?J2 cos21¿s¡) cos2çEs¡kï,,
Qpertk - BR-rt r,

iu< Rbrnkon

2tr cos2 tþs'

y< Pn

cos ry's

Rbrnkon

2tr cos2 rþ0

These results are different to those given in [JWE+96] and UWTDSTI as they define the limitations
on a ground plane image as opposed to the slant plane formulation given in [fWE+96]. Equations
(2.94) and, (2.95) ndicate that, for a given image resolution, the PFA image patch size is constrained
by the imaging geometry parameters, namely the standoff range R6rn and the graztng angle tþs, and
also the radar centre frequency parameter k6,. Increasing these parameters allows a larger image
patch to be generated via the PFA while maintaining wavefront curvature defocus of the image to
within acceptable limits.

Table 2.I shows the system and imaging geometry parameters for the primary collection in a
series of repeat pass interferometry experiments conducted using the DSTO's Ingara airbome X-band
SAR, see Chapter 7. Table 2.2 shows the corresponding limitations on the image patch size for a
variety of azimuth resolutions that may be generated from the acquired Ingara data. Note that in these
imaging runs relatively small standoff ranges are employed and as a consequence the image patch
sizes that may be generated via the PFA are conìmensurately small. Clearly, to recover well focused
fine resolution imagery using the PFA requires restricting the image patch size to an unacceptably
small area and so algorithms for the correction of wavefront curvature effects must be considered to
process this data set.

2.4 PEA \ryith Post Filtering - The PF2

In quanti$ring the limitations ofthe PFA in Section 2.3.2 amore accurate representation of the deramp
demodulated echo phase was derived by considering a second order expansion of the differential range
in the deramp signal phase. Given knowledge of the imaging geometry and in partictlar R6,n and þs,
the phase term þo¡2 in (2.83) may be computed and this may be used as the basis for a modified form
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SAR Params Imaging Scenariol Scenario2 Imaging Scenario3

Rt,, 7593.2m 13149.2 m 15927.2 m

,þo 45 deg 30 deg 15 deg

koo 276.94 rad/m 339.18 rad/m 378.31 rad/m

Table 2.I: Radar system parameters and imaging geometry used in repeat pass interferometry exper-

iments conducted using the DSTO's Ingara airbome X-band SAR.

Table 2.2: PFA image patch size limitations for a variety of azimuth resolutions. The patch size

limitation arises from the plane wave propagation model used in the PFA. Processing larger patch

sizes than those given produces imagery with a predominantly azimuthal defocus.

of the PFA which compensates for the dominant wavefront curvature effects. In [fWTD97] Jakowatz

proposed a post PFA image domain filtering technique, called PF2, to efflciently compensate for þr¡2
and obt¿in suitably focused imagery free of the distortion and defocus effects associated with the

PFA plane wave approximation. While the form for þ,p ¡z derived in [JWTD97] was specifi c to a slant

plane formulation of the imaging equations, application of cþppz given in (2.83) using the same image

domain filtering methodology may be used to recover a suitably focused ground plane image.

The key steps in the PF2 algorithm may be understood by considering the acquired deramp de-

modulated signal history data for the point scatterer r(r,y, z) : q,erp(iÓ')õ(" - lLs,A - U", z - z,)

considered in the previous section. The baseband form of the acquired signal history data may be

approximated by,

G"(k,,ky,k") : q"enp(jþ,)A(rcq(kr)kr l ksr,k")erp(- j(rrk" I a,(ka * kor) * z'lc"))

erP(jþe¡z(k,,ko I kon,r,,A")). (2'96)

This description of the acquired deramp echo for a scene consisting of a single point target may be

applied to scenes with complex reflectivity r(r,A,z) provided the acquisition process is linear. In

this case G"(kr,kr) takes the form,

G'(k,,ky,k,) : Ao"n(k*,kyIlcs,,O,) Illr(r,y,z)erp(-i(rtç*Iy(ky+kon) 
-fzk,))

erp(jþe¡z(k,,ko I kon,r,y))drdydz. Q'97)

As the residual phase term ótrf z is dependent on both the spatial frequency variables k, and k, as well

as the spatial location r and y it is not possible to write the signal history G" simply in terms of the

spatial Fourier transform of the scene reflectivity R(kr, ka , k") - FT {r (r, y , ,)} . From the analysis

in the previous section however, the phase óefl was shown to vary only slowly with spatial location

across the scene and so may be considered to be a constant phase term over sufficiently small localised

regions of the scene. This forms the basis of the PF2 algorithm originally proposed by Jakowatz' In

this technique the phase component of þ1r¡z quadratically dependent on k" is compensated for by

Azimuth Resolution
pr (m)

Imaging Scenario 1

Patch size limit (x,y) m
Imaging Scenario 2

Patch size limit (x,y) m
Imaging Scenario 3

Patch size limit m

0.5 (409.t,578.5) (486.4,561.6) (506.9, 523.8)

0.2 (163.6, 23r.4\ (r94.6,224.7) (202.8,209.9)

0.1 (81.8, 1 1s.7) (97.3, rr2.4) (101.4, 105.0)
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applying a filter to the PFA image that varies as a function of spatial location in the image. The linear
phase components of rþr¡2 that cause translational distortion of the PFA image are compensated for by
performing a two dimensional resampling of the focused image obtained after the matched filtering
operation.

In the PF2 algorithm the scene is partitioned into small local areas of size A,r n azimuth and, A,y
in range so that the (i,j)rà scene region is given by,

r¿j(r,y,z): A¿¡(r,y)r(r,y,z), (2.9S)

where,

A¡¡(k,.ko): rect (-#),",, (u#) , Q.ss)

and (i, i) vary such that A¿,j(kr,kr) "sweeps" over the entire illuminated scene. Provided the local
area size is sufficiently small, the residual phase component þr¡2n, of þ7r¡z corresponding to the
(i', Ð'h scene area, may be considered to be constant and equal to þr¡2(r,y) evaluated at the centre
of the local neighbourhood (z : i\,r,y : j\y).The acquired phase history for the (i, j)th scene
area is thus given by,

Gî¡(kr,ka,k") An",,(k.,k, + k0n,k,")erp (iórrr,,(k,,ka a fo"))

I I I r tt (", y, z) erp(- j (rk* + y (ka r kon) t zk 
")) 

d,rd,yd,z,

An"n(k,,ky t ks,,k")erp (iórn,,(k*,ka + ¿0")) R¿j(t ,,ko I k0n,k").

(2.100)

Given knowledge of the imaging acquisition flight track, in particular the depression angle and stand-
offrange at aperlure centre the componen| of þr¡20, quadratically dependent on k,, may be computed,
i.e.,

6zoi : ós(r,a)lç,:tt*,r:¡to¡. (2.101)

Applying the complex conjugate of this phase function to the signal history Gî,¡(k*,lcs,k") allows
a focused ground plane image of the scene reflectivity to be subsequently recovered via the PFA. In
particular,

øi¡@,a) : # I I I o,,rrk,,k,)erp (-iórr,,n?) cf,U{,,ka,k,)

erP(i(rk. +Ykr))dk.dkydk", Q.Io2)

where ó¡u,, : d:n' Selecting only that portion of gfi conesponding to the area A¿j(r,y) gives a
focusedgroundplaneprojectionimage of r¿¡(r,y,z)thatisessentiallyfreeofthe azimtúhalblurring.
Applying the algorithm to all subchips in the illuminatcd sccnc a 'þatchwork" of focused image
subchips may be recovered which together give a focused image of the entire scene. It should be noted
that the fiIter þ ¡¿0, is speciflcally matched to the quadratic phase function associated with the centre of
the local region A¿j(r,g). The filter therefore, only partially compensates for the defocus associated
with other scattering locations in the local region A¿¡(r,y). fhe size of the region partitions is thus
determined by the maximum tolerable residual phase that remains after application of the f,lfer þ¡¿¿,r.
In the case of a quadratic phase error the residual phase that remains after phase compensation is
limited less than rf 4 across the PFA window Aofu(k,,ka). lt should be noted that the magnitude
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of the quadratic phase error, given by lós(*,y)1, generally increases with increasing distance from

the scene centre (except for values of r and y satisffing (r' - A' cos2(T/s)) : 0 in which case

ös(* , y) : 0). As a consequence, in order to maintain a residual phase error of not more Than r f 4

across azimtÍh spatial frequency extent of the PFA window Aofr(k*,lcr) the size of the local areas,

-4¿¡, must be made progressively smaller with increasing distance from the scene centre.

2.4.1 Limitations of the PF2 Algorithm

The PF2 algorithm, implemented using the filter kernel and resampling functions defined in Section

2.4, allows the formation of a larger, flner resolution ground plane image than can be achieved with

the PFA. However, the PF2 algorithm, like the PFA, is based on a Taylor series approximation to

the deramp signal history phase (albeit a more accurate approximation than that used in the PFA),

thus the image quality is ultimately limited by residual uncompensated phase terms. In principle the

PF2 filtering methodology can be extended to accommodate more accurate, higher order, estimates

of the deramp signal phase, however the derivations of the required phase terms rapidly becomes

mathematically intractable. For imaging applications that require the compensation of phase terms

beyond the filter kernel specified in (2.S3) alternative image formation techniques such as the RMA
which provides a more accurate imaging solution should be considered. Despite this limitation the

PF2 provides an efficient means of improving the resolution and patch size constraints of the PFA.

The range of image patch sizes and resolutions that may be focused using the PF2 may be found

by quantiffing the defocus that remains in the image point spread function after compensation for

the phase flrnction óep Eiven in (2.S3). The deramp signal history phase for a point scatterer with

reflectivity r(r,y, z) - õ(r - rs¡a - us, z - zr), may be expressed as,

Ó : ÓpÍo -l Ópf2l Ó,.,' (2'103)

where ópÍn : G(rrk, I Urka I 2"k,,), Óp¡z is given by (2.83) and @r"" now represents the residual

phase that remains uncompensated by the PF2 algorithm. The baseband deramp signal history associ-

ated with a ground plane image, assuming straight and level flight without squint, may subsequently

be written as,

G"(k*,ky,k") : Ao"q(k,,ko,k")ern(ió.p¡")ernUóe¡z)."njÓ,^). (2'104)

From the previous section, assuming the PF2 algorithm completely compensates for the phase func-

tion þr¡2, the ground plane image point spread function recovered by applying an inverse Fourier

transform to the windowed baseband signal history Aof r(k,,ky)G"(k,,ky,kr) takes the form,

g"(r,y) : õ(" - rs,U - lJs - z,po)erp(- j(y, + þoz,)kon)errt(iÓz(r',y,)kon) I b(r, a,r",a"),
(2.105)

where b(r,y,:xr,Ur) is the two dimensional inverse Fourier transform of the windowed residual phase

function B(k*,kr) : A¿¡r(k*,kr)erp(jó,",).By considering each of the higher order Taylor series

terms contributing to the phase error function d,."" individually, as "modes" of defocus, the form of
the image domain defocus b(r,y,r,Ar) for each mode may be derived. Using suitable limits on

the allowable defocus arising from each mode the image size and resolutions at which the defocus

becomes signiflcant may be quantified. While this analysis will not give the exact, complete form of
the defocused point spread function (this requires consideration of all uncompensated phase contri-

butions simultaneously), it does provide an indication of the form of the point spread frmction and the

patch size limitations at which the defocus arising from a particular mode becomes prominent.
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Range l)efocus

In arriving atthe quadratic phase term in k, nQ.83) the approximation (ko + kor) r = lf ks, was
applied to equation (2.82). The image domain limitations imposed by this approximation may be
quantified by conside.ring the more accurate first order expansion,

Çh=+ æ (2t06)

Applying this to the term in (2.82) that is dependent on lcl, yields an additional phase term of the
form,

ór"" _ ("' - y2 cos2(tþs)) cos2(úe)
krk? Q.r07)2R¡rrnkln

As this phase term is dependent on both lt, and k, the resulting image domain bluning kemel is two
dimensional. The signiflcance of (þr"" kt Q.107) on the image point spread function may be assessed
by applying an inverse Fourier transform with respect to kr. Assuming a rectangular windowing
fi.rnction in(2.104) ofthe form,

A¿Ío(kr,ky) : rect
t-
fia

k^, rect
ka

Itb.o
(2.108)

(2.r0e)

(2.rr2)

the windowed residual phase function is given by,

B (k,, kò : A¿tp(k,, k) erp(j 9,",)

Applying an inverse Fourier transform with respect to k, gives,

b(kr,A,rcr,Ur): rect
Itb-alç,

k^" sxnc u
ka-
2r2tr

x 6 ( ,, _ (rZ - y? cos2(úo)) cos2 úo rr\
\- 2l,ñ:--------k"" ) 

(2' l lo)

The kemel b(kr,U,rr,Ar) is of the form of a range cell migration in which the point scatterer is
subject to a quadratic migration through range cells over the k, aperttxe of support. That is, the
scatterer range location at a given value of k, is offset from its true location by an amount,

^ @7 - v?cos2(r/o)) cos2 tþs,,or-woi. (2.lll)

Limiting the range migration to a maximum of a quarter of a range resolution cell over the k, band-
width, lc¡r-- To maintain good image quality gives a patch size limitatiou of

,', - y?.os2(t¿s) <
RurnPyPrkon

r cos(r/¡) 2

which is most restrictive along the x axis (y : 0). For imaging scenario 1 in Table 2.1 and using
a range resolution of 0.5 m and azimuth resolution of 0.1 m the patch size is limited to 543 m. For
image patch sizes less than ffs d,"" n (2.107) may be ignored.
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Azimuth Resolution

P, (m)
Imaging Scenario 1

Patch size limit (m)
Imaging Scenario 2

Patch size limit (m)
Imaging Scenario 3

Patch size limit (m)

0.5 27t5 2918 2879

0.2 334 738 728

0.1 243 261 257

Table 2.3: PF2 image patch size and resolution constraints arising from the dominant uncompensated

cubic phase error.

Cubic Azimuthal defocus

The uncompensated cubic phase term arising in the second order expansion (2.82) of the differential

range takes the form,

ó,",: w::tþ¡¿, (z.rr3)
llbs 

s 
Kõo

where the dependence on lcu has been neglected as a higher order effect. A cubic phase produces an

asymmetry in the sidelobes of the point spread function b(r,y,r",U") defined in (2.105) that varies

spatially over the image. Limiting ó,." to less than r f 4 across the k, window yields a modest 1.5 dB

increase in the flrst sidelobe of the point spread function. Applying the r f 4 phase constraint to Q,",
n (2.113) gives the following limit to the image patch size and azimuth resolution,

,r.45Å:'i-. e.1t4)
4r2 cosa tþs'

This constraint is most restrictive along the diagonal direction r - U for which,

p*Rb"n (2. 1 15)

Table 2.3 shows the patch size limitations arising from the constraint on the cubic phase phase error

for each of the imaging scenarios detailed in Table 2.1.

Quadratic Azimuthal Defocus

A firther source of uncompensated phase errors in the PF2 algorithm arise from the third order term

in the expansion for the differential range (R - Rr) about p : 0 given by,

Oscos 
tþr sin(0r 1- l) -_cos3 tþr si:ns (0r + 1) e.Il6)2Rz

The phase associated with this correction to the differential range consists of linear, quadratic, cubic

and higher order terms in k* and k, with the most significant being the quadratic component given

by'

12 y cosa (tþs) a @" - y2 cos2 (tþs ) ) cos4 (?rs )

zRZs"

a@2 + y2 sin2(t¡to)) cosa(r/o)

R3,nó,",

2R7,n (k, + lcsn)'
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Image Radial Patch size constraint

Y:0,xaxis No quadratic phase error

r:0,yaxis ,a (
plRT"nkon

,rcos@6lcoF@6l ).

r:!/, ,a (
1

Table 2.4: Analytical expressions for the PF2 image patch size limitations arising from the dominant
uncompensated quadratic phase.

Azimuth Resolution
p, (m)

Imaging Scenario 1

Patch Size limit (m)
Imaging Scenario 2

Patch Size limit (m)
Imaging Scenario 3

Patch Size limit (m)

0.5 8s9 1058 1119

0.2 467 s75 607

0.1 294 362 383

Table 2.5: Patch size limitations corresponding to the imaging scenarios of Table 2. 1 arising from the
uncompensated dominant quadratic phase in PF2 imagery.
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Observe that compared to the quadratic term in (2.82) þ,,."" above is inversely dependent on the square
of the ground range standoffdistance R6rn andthus is a signiflcantly smaller phase error than the PF2
quadratic phase term. Using the n f  peakquadratic phase error criteria over the k, aperture of support
the following patch size limitation is obtained,

(-n,,, -t yr cos(2tþr,) t ffi, (2.r r8)

over which sufficiently well focused image may be obtained. Table 2.4 gives analytical expressions
for the patch size limitations along various image domain axes. For the imaging scenarios described
in Table 2.1 tJ¡'e patch size limitation along the r : U radial is the most restrictive and is evaluated in
Table 2.5 for each imaging scenario detailed in Table 2.1 for a variety of azimuth resolutions.

2.5 Simulation Results

In order to demonstrate the residual defocus of an image recovered using the PFA and PF2 algorithms
the full signal history of a scene consisting of a number of point scatterers has been simulated for sub-
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Figure 2.8: Simulation scene consisting of forn point scatterers in the $ound plane. The scatterer

locations have been selected to illusüate the variation in the point spread function obtained using the

PFA and PF2 algorithms.

sequent image fonnation processing. The scene consists of four point scatterers at various locations,

as shown in Figure 2.8, and the signal history data has been obtained using the parameûers indicated

in Table 2.1 under imaging scenario 1. A fiansmit bandwidth 400 MHz has been used to give a nom-

inal ground plane range resolution of 0.53 m and an extended collection aperture has been simulated

oonesponding to a nominal ground plane azimuth resolution of 0.10 m. An unweighted rectangular

aperture of support has been used thus the nominal fully focused point spread function has the form

of a two dimensional sinc function as given in (2.59).

Figures 2.9 through 2.12 show the PFA images recovered from the simulated signal history of
the four point scatterers while Figures 2.13 through 2.16 show the corresponding images recovered

via the PF2 algorithm. On the left hand side of the recovered PFA and PF2 images is the transduced

image of the point scatterer while on the right hand side is a plot of the azimuthal point spread fimction

obtained as an azimuthal slice of the point scatterer image.

Scatterer (1) in the simulation scene lies sufflcientþ close to the scene cente (r < 81.8 m), see

Table2.2, so that the plane wave approximation is valid and the PFA generates an adequately focused
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image of the scatterer, as shown inFigure 2.9. For scatterers in the plane wave scattering regime,
deflned by the patch size constraints in equations (2.94) and (2.95), the residual quadratic phase error
that remains after PFA processing is less than r f 4. (For scatterer (1) the peak value of the quadratic
component of þp¡z given in (2.83) evaluated at the azimuth spatial frequency band edge is -0.293
rad.) The PF2 algorithm thus does not need to apply any post lìltering to the PFA image in this area
to satisfi the r f 4 peak quadratic phase error constraint. The implementation of the PF2 considered
in this thesis however, applies appropriate spatially varying azimuthal filters across the entire scene.
As a consequence, in generating the PF2 image of scatterer (1) shown in Figure 2.13, a filter which
partially compensates for the quadratic phase component of ópfzhas been applied. The peak value
of the residual quadratic component of of þe¡z that remains after application of the PF2 filter is 0.094
rad.

The remaining scatterers (2), (3), and (4) are outside the plane wave scattering regime and lie at
progressively greater distances from the scene centre. As a consequence the recovered PFA images of
these scatterers, as shown in Figures 2.I0, 2.II and 2.12, are subject to progressively larger uncom-
pensated phase terms resulting in severe aztmttthal blurring. The PF2 algorithm provides improved
focusing for these scatterers by correcting for the dominant residual quadratic phase error, namely
the quadratic component of óplz in (2.83), that remains after PFA image formation. In particular,
scatterer (2) is located such that the peak value of the quadratic component of ópp is -4.688 rad. The
PF2 algorithm provides partial compensation for this quadratic phase error with the peak value of the
residual quadratic component of þe¡z remaining after application of thePF2 f,lter being -O.032 rad,.

This is reflected in the significantly improved azimuthal point spread function for scatterer (2) in the
PF2 image of Figure 2.I4. Scatterers (3) and (4) lie sufficiently far away from the scene centre such
that they are subject to higher order quadratic and cubic phase errors that remain uncompensated by
the PF2 filtering kernel. In particular scatterer (3), located at (300 m, 300 m) from the scene cenffe,
lies outside the cubic phase constraint given in equation (2.114) and thus the image recovered by the
PF2 algorithm has a significant sidelobe asymmetry see Figure 2.15. Finally scatterer (4), at location
(350 m, 350 m) is subject to both a residual quadratic and cubic phase that manifests as a azimuthal
blurring and raised point spread sidelobes as shown in Figure 2.16.

2.6 Application to Ingara SAR Data

The PF2 technique has been used to process real spotlight SAR data collected in a repeat pass in-
terferometry experiment using the DSTO Ingara airbome X-band (9.35 GHz) SAR. The collection
parameters for the dataprocessed here are those listed as imaging scenario 2 in Table 2.1 while the
maximum image patch size that can be formed using the Ingara spot mode is 1.5 km in range and
500 m in azimuth. An extended collection aperture of 8 degrees was considcrcd for gcncrating 0.15
m azimuth resolution imagery. For this imaging scenario the azimuthal limitation on the patch size
for adequately focused imagery using the PFA is 146 mwhile, for the PF2 technique, the limits given
in Table 2.4 are 907.2 m along the range direction (r : 0) and 474.2 m along the diagonal (, : a).
Figure 2.17 shows an overview image of the imaged scene as well as enlarged views of an small
image chip that has been processing using the PFA and the PF2 algorithms. This image chip is ap-
proximately 600 m down range from the scene center and thus the PFA image suffers from significant
azimuth defocus which has largely been corrected by the PF2 algorithm.
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Figwe 2.9: Point Spread function for scatterer (1) of Figure 2.8 recovered via the PFA. On the left

hand side is the transduced PFA image while on the right hand side is a plot showing the associated

azimuth point spread function.
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Figure 2.10: Point Spread function for scatterer (2) of Figure 2.8 recovered via the PFA. On the left

hand side is the transduced PFA image while on the right hand side is a plot showing the associated

azimuth point spread function.
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Figure 2.11: Point Spread function for scatterer (3) of Figure 2.8 recovered via the PFA. On the left
hand side is the transduced PFA image while on the right hand side is a plot showing the associated
azimuth point spread function.
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hand side is the transduced PFA image while on the right hand side is a plot showing the associated
azimuth point spread function.
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Figure 2.I4: Pont Spread fimction for scatterer (2) of Figure 2.8 recovered via the PF2 algorithm.

On the left hand side is the hansduced PFA image while on the right hand side is a plot showing the

associated azimuth point spread function.
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Figure 2.15: Point Spread function for scatterer (3) of Figure 2.8 recovered via the PF2 algorithm.
On the left hand side is the transduced PFA image while on the right hand side is a plot showing the
associated azimuth point spread function.
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PFA
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PF2

Figure 2.!7: lngara spotlight SAR image processed to 0.15 m azimuth and 0.5 m range resolution

using the PF2 technique. The image on the right shows an overview of a portion of the total imaged

scene while the images onthe left show the full resolution imagery of a small image subchip recovered

using the PFA and PF2.

2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter the problem of wide-angle spotlight SAR image formation for generating fine reso-

lution imagery suitable for subsequent interferometric processing has been addressed. The PFA is a

commonly used, efflcient algorithm for focusing deramp demodulated spotlight data. It also facili-

tates the simple incorporation of autofocus algorithms for focusing fine resolution airborne spotlight

SAR data. The PFA however, is based on a plane rüave propagation assumption and thus may only

be applied in imaging scenarios where the acquired collection aperture and the fansmit waveform

fractional bandwidth are not too large. In such scenarios the point spread function of the PFA proces-

sor is subject to defocus and translational image distortion that varies spatially over the image due to

uncompensated wavefront curvature effects.

The main contribution in this chapter is an analysis of the residual uncompensated phase errors

that arise in ground plane imagery formed using the PFA due to wavefront curvature effects. The

analysis is based on a signal history representation ofthe spotlight data acquired over the collection

aperture using a fulIthree dimensional imaging geometry. The residual phase terms have been used

to define a matched filter to be applied to the ground plane PFA image to improve the image focus

in wide-angle spotlight collections. While the post flltering approach has been proposed previously
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[J]V'TD97I, the tlter kernels in [JWTD97] were derived for the case of improving the focusing of
slant plane PFA imagery. The present formulation allows the direct formation of a ground plane PFA
image which may be subsequently used in repeat pass interferometric processing applications such
as coherent change detection. Through further analysis of the residual phase terms that remain after
application of the post PFA filtering kernel image patch size and resolution constraints have been

derived for the PF2 ground plane imagery. Simulation results are provided, indicating the nature
of the P.FA and PF2 point spread functions and demonstrate the improved focusing capabilities of
the technique. Finally the tecbnique has been used to generate very fine azimuth resolution ground
plane imagery (0.5 m range by 0.15 m azimuth) using spotlight data collected with the DSTO úrgara
airbome SAR.



Chapter 3

Autofocus Algorithms for Spotlight SAR

3.1 Introduction

A crucial aspect of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image formation is the accurate measurement of
the radar location over the coherent processing interval. As SAR is a coherent processing technique,

utilising the phase relationship between received echo data to slmthesize a large aperfure, the required

tolerance on the radar location measurements is of the order of a small fraction of the radar wave-

length. A common approach to providing suitable position estimates is to use Inertial Navigation

Units (INU) as well as differential GPS units on board the collection platform. While such systems

generally provide adequate accuracy for modest resolution systems, the accurate measurement of the

radar position over an extended collection aperhre to produce fine resolution imagery is problematic

and the measurements are typically subject to significant drifts. In the processing of the collected

range echo spectra these measurement errors manifest as residual uncompensated phase errors and

lead to significant defocus in the recovered image. Autofocus algorithms seek to estimate and correct

for the uncompensated phase errors based on the recovered defocused image in an automated fash-

ion. Thus they potentially allow the restoration of an image with near diffraction limited resolution.

Autofocus algorithms however, are based on some limiting assumptions regarding the form of the

phase function. The fidelity of the phase error model will determine the quality of the phase error

estimate and the presence of residual image defocus that remains after phase error correction. In this

chapter a detailed anaþsis of the phase errors that arise across the synthetic aperture due to errors in

the measurement of the radar platform location is presented. The performance of the Phase Gradient

Autofocus (PGA) algorithm is examined using the phase error model and the impact on the SAR

point spread fllnction and post processing applications such as interferometry are examined.

In Section 3.2 the commonly used model for demodulation phase errors that arise in the acquisi-

tion of deramp spotlight SAR is presented. This leads into a review of autofocus techniques proposed

in the literature and a discussion of the shortcomings of the phase error model for the processing of
extended aperture spotlight SAR collections. In Section 3.3 a description of the residual uncompen-

sated motion phase error arising from errors in the range as well as the azimuth and elevation angle

measurements of the radar location with respect to the scene focus point is derived for the case of
wide-angle collections. A functional form of the phase error in terms of the azimuth and range spatial

frequency variables k, and k, is found in Section 3.4 indicating that for wide-angle collections the

phase error function has a range and azimuth dependence. The range dependence however is only

modest and arises through subtle higher order terms in the imaging equations. To illustrate the nature

of the two dimensional phase error function the case of an error in the measurement of the along track

velocity is considered. Finally in Section 3.5 the impact of the two dimensional nature of the phase

error function on the PGA algorithmic steps is considered. A simple range cell migration correction

51
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step is proposed for compensating for the range dependence of the phase error function in the case

when the phase error function has a dominant quadratic poþomial form. The point spread function
of a Polar Format Algorithm (PFA), PGA image with and without the correction is examined and the
impact on repeat pass interferometry is considered using experimental data collected with the DSTO
Ingara X-band SAR.

3.2 Background

Synthetic aperture radar image formation is a two step process of data acquisition followed by image
focusing. During data acquisition range echo data is acquired of the scene in which the aggregate
scene backscatter response is transduced as a function of demodulation range delay and aperture
position. The variation in the demodulation range delay associated with a given scattering location
in the scene, over the collection aperhrre, is determined by the difference between the slant range
from the radar to the scattering point and the reference range used to compute the demodulation
reference firnctions at each transmilreceive point, see Section 2.2.1. The transduced point scatterer
response in the acquisition data subsequently has a two dimensional form where the location of the
range compressed echo varies through demodulation range resolution cells as a function of aperture
position. It is also subject to a varying phase modulation determined by the demodulation range delay
measured in terms of the radar wavelength.

Image formation algorithms seek to recover a focused image of the scene from the acquired data
by applying two dimensional filters that are matched to the amplitude and phase variation for each
scene scattering location. The performance of the matched filtering operation is thus crucially depen-
dent on computing the demodulation range delay as a frrnction of aperhre position to within a small
fraction of the radar wavelength. This requires accurate knowledge of the radar sensor location at all
points along the synthetic aperture. To achieve the required positional accuracy inertial navigation
units as well as differential GPS units are typically placed on board the radar platform. These sys-
tems however are prone to inaccuracies and measurement drifts over the collection aperture. For fine
resolution SAR imaging, requiring the coherent processing of extended collection apertures, these
measurement errors and drifts can lead to substantial mismatch in the computation of the phase re-
sponse of the matched filters. As a result residual phase terms remain after image formation which
manifest as an image domain blurring as well as a loss in image contrast.

Autofocus algorithms are phase error mitigation techniques that attempt to estimate the residual
phase errors and compensate for them to allow the recovery of a well focused fine resolution image.
These algorithms potentially allow for the recovery of near diftaction limited resolution imagery
however they are necessarily data driven methods that invariably rely on some form of model to
describe the phase error flrnctions as well as the imaged scene. In the following sections the dominant
source of residual phase error arising from errors in the measurement of the effective radar location
is derived. This leads into a review of various autofocus algorithms proposed in the literature for the
estimation and compensation of this source of image defocus.

3.2.1 Demodulation Phase Error Model

A crucial aspect of the recovery of a well focused SAR image of a scene is the accurate measure-
ment of the reference propagation delay rs used to compute the reference functions in the quadrature
demodulation of the received radar echoes. In deramp demodulation (see Section 2.2.I), which may
be used when the transmit waveform is a chirp waveform, the received echo data is demodulated
using a delayed copy of the transmit chirp waveform. In this case the reference propagation delay
is the two way propagation delay, ro : 2+, to and from the radar to the scene centre, where R7
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is the reference range measured from the radar to the scene centre. Over the synthetic aperlure rB7

varies from pulse to pulse and must be computed at each transmit/receive point using measurements

of the radar location. In practice an estimate of rs is computed based on measurements of the range

from the radar position to the scene centre provided by INU/GPS systems placed onboard the radar

platform and a model describing the two way propagation of the electromagnetic waves to the scene.

Uncertainties in the measurement of the platform location as well as unmodelled turbulence in the

propagating medium however, can lead to errors in the computation of 16. These errors manifest as

an unknown slant range error .R" such that the measured propagation range R^ may be written as

R^ : Rr - R" where .Rr is the actual propagation range. Both rBr and R" will vary from pulse

to pulse over the acquisition aperture: ,?z will vary as a function of the imaging geometry at each

transmilreceive point while -R" will vary as a function of the errors in the INU/GPS measurements

and will be sensitive to any propagation anomalies.

The recovered deramp demodulated range echo associated with a point scatterer with reflectivity

arerp(jór), obtained using the measured reference range R^ may be written as,

G^,(k,) (3. 1)

where G^r(k,) has the form of equation (2.24) in Chapter 2 with A7 replaced by R^.As described

in Chapter 2, the vaiables in k may be interpreted as spatial frequency variables and are related to the

transmit chþ waveform parameters. The variable ks is related to the radar centre frequency /s and

is given by k6 : ATfslc while k" is the demodulation range spatial frequency and is limited to the

values lkrl < ka- 12 where kt 
"u 

: 4aT" f c and a and T" are the chþ rate and duration respectively.

The range rR is the distance from the radar to the point scatterer location (, 
", 

y , , e" ) , see Figure 3. 1 .

Substituting R* : Rr - R" into (3.1) and applying an inverse Fourier transform with respect to

the range spatial frequency variable k, gives,

q,erp(jþ,)r*t (*) erp(-i(ks + k,)(R - R,-))

: jø,"rnlÓ") | ,""t (*) erp(- j(ks+ k,')(R - (Rr - R")))erp(jk,r)d'k,',

: 
)ø"."n(iþ)erp(jks(R - Ry))erp(-ikol")si", (? - (iq - Rr + R"))Y) ,

s2(r) Ø erp(- jks&.)ô(r - R"), (3.2)

grn"(r)

where g2(r) is the point response that would be obt¿ined using the correct position information, i.e.

with .R" : 0. The effect of the location measurement error is to produce a range migration of the

response by an amount R" anð introduce a phase modulation erp(- jko&") across the range echo. In
general ,R" will vary in some non-linear way from pulse to pulse and thus over the collection aperture

the image formation filters will not be matched to the actual transduced two dimensional scatterer

response. The resulting residual uncompensated range migration and phase modulation that remains

after image formation manifests in the image as defocus as well as a loss in contrast. The significance

of the image domain effects depends on the size of A" and the manner in which it varies from pulse

to pulse. The contribution of the range migration becomes significant in the recovered image when

.l?" is of the order of a range resolution cell size while the phase modulation is significant when Au

is of the order of the radar wavelength. For most SAR systems the demodulation error is generally

less than the resolution cell size and thus the phase modulation is the most signif,cant source of image

defocus.
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Figure 3.1: Spotlight SAR imaging geometry. The radar is a distance Rr : R^ * .l?" from the scene
centre at altitude lz, where .R- is the measured distance and R" the error in the measured distance.
Angles 07 and rþr are the azimuth and depression angles deflned by the vector from the scene centre
to the radar. A point scatterer at location (r",A",2") lies a distance rB from the radar.

3.2.2 I)emodulation Errors and the Ptr'A

In the PFA the range migration and phase relationship between successive demodulated range echoes
for a given scattering location in the scene is derived using an approximate plane wave propagation
model for the transmitted and backscattered signal associated with that location. Using the plane
wave approximation the differential range R - Rry is given by the length of the projection of the
vector p : fr",!J", zr]r from the scene centre to the scattering location, onto the unit pointing vector
q7 given by,

Rbre

Y

o

AT

cosrþ7 si:n97'

cos tþ7 cos 07
sinrþ7'

(3.3)

where tþr and, 07 arc the actual azimuth and elevation angles of the radar sensor measured from
the scene centre as shown in Figure 3.1. (Note that in practice the angles (0r,rþr) must be estimated
using the INU/GPS positional information and thus will be subject to measurement errors. The impact
of these measurement errors will be considered in Section 3.3. In the current development however,
they will be neglected.) The deramped echo phase in the presence of an unknown demodulation elror
thus may be written in the following approximate form,

(ko+k')(,R-RrlR.),ó

-(ko + k,.) ("i p) * (ko-t k,)R" (3.4)
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Defining the vector,

55

(3.s)
I Ut, + ks) cos {7 sin07 I l-

kr:l (t,+kùcostþ7cosd¡ l- |

I &, * ks)sirr ú7 i L

the demodulation phase may written as,

ó--þê'Ptþ",

k,
ka

k.

(3.6)

where ó.: (ko+k,.)R.. Substituting (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.1) gives the following approximate form

for G*"(k') under the plane wave propagation assumption,

G*,(kr) q"erp(j S")rect
k3+k3+kZ-ko

erp(- j(r,k* t a,ka I z,k.)), (3.8)

k,r.

erp(- j(r"k,l y,ka I z"k"))erp(ió"),
: Gr(þ)erp(jS"). (3'7)

where Go@ò is the acquired demodulated data in the absence of any demodulation range error given

by,

Gr(hù : e,erp(ió,)rect
k2,+kl+kz-ko

lca*

(c.f., equation (2.41) in Chapter 2). It can be seen from (3.7) that the deramped echo samples

G^"(b) are samples of the spatial Fourier transform of the point scatterer modulated by an unknown

phase term $". The samples lie along aradialdef,ned by the vector þy in the three dimensional Fourier

space (k, , ky, k 
") 

on the interval (t{0 - kb- 12 < lhrl ( ko -l k,'- 12) and the modulating phase, @",

introduces an unknown linear phase ramp over the samples along this radial. As the radar platform

moves past the scene the azimuth and elevation angles (0r,rþr) vary and the vector þ7 sweeps out an

acquisition aperhre of support Ao"o(kr,ky,k") in the three dimensional Fourier space of the scene's

reflectivity. In general the acquisition aperture of support may be described as a surface function,

Ao"s(k,,ky,k")- Ao"(k*,kòõ(k"- f (k,,ko)), (3.9)

where Ao"(kr,kr) equals one for (kr,ka) inside the aperhre andzero everywhere else. The firnction

f (k,kù describes the surface in the three dimensional Fourier space (kr, ky,lc"). In the case of
straight and level flight without squint f (k",kù : \oko where 0o : tan(tþe) with r/¡ being the

depression angle at aperture centre. The acquisition aperhre of support in this case is given by,

Ao.n(kr,kg,k,) : An.(kr,ka)6(k, - 1okr). (3.10)

This will be the imaging scenario considered in the subsequent analysis. The acquired deramp de-

modulated data collected over the entire synthetic aperture, commonly referred to as the signal history

data,may be written as,

G^r(bò: An"r(kr,lra,k")G"r"(br). (3.11)

The demodulation range error 1?" varies from pulse to pulse along the collection aperture and may

be expressed as a function of the transmit/receive location, t - Russtan?T where L and R6sn ãle

specified in Figure 3.1, i.e.,

Ô" : (lco + k,)R"(L). (3.r2)
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Using the definition of k7 in (3.5) the phase error flrnction may subsequently be written as a flmction
of the azimuth, range and elevation spatial frequency variables as follows,

Ó"(k'' kY' tt") 

-' r' r- ;' ;i"r*"""1tî;*1,-Ë, ) 
(3'r3)

As discussed in Section 2.3.1 Chapter 2, An"n(k*, kr) is offset from the ko origin by an amount
kos k6 cos(r/¡) and so it is convenient to define the following baseband representation of the
collected data,

G*(k*'kv'k") 

-X\""r'rori',rrtr**Il:,,1""1"rn",tt, + k'n,k,,)erp(iþ"(k,,ka t kon,k,)).(3.r4)

A ground plane PFA image of the point scatterer may be recovered from the collected data de-
scribed in (3.14) by applying a three dimensional inverse Fourier transform (evaluated at z - 0) to a
windowed form of the acquired baseband data. Following the derivation of the PFA algorithm given
in Chapter 2 the recovered PFA ground plane image may be written as,

e^(r,y¡: # Ill or,rrtr,,t{a)G,,(tr,,ky,tc,)erp(j(rk*+ykr))ctk,ct"tÇad"tr", (3.15)

where AoÍr(k,,ku) is the windowing function typically chosen to be some region lying wholely
within the acquired aperlure of support Ao"n, r.e.,

An",,(kr,k, + ksn,k")A¡¡r(k,,kr) : Aofr(k,,kùõ(k, - \o(ka * kor)), (3.16)

for the case of straight and level flight without squint. Assuming a rectangular windowing function
of the form,

A,f o(k,.tcy) - recL ( :-\ r""t (Jo \
\kt.r/ \/rr,./' (3'17)

and substituting (3.1a) into (3.15) and using the result (3.16) the recovered PFA ground plane image
may be written as,

g^(r,a) : # I I I A¿rr(k,,kòõ(k" - ¿oL,"y +ko,))G¡,(k,,ko ! kon,t 
")

erp(j þ "(k*, 
ko t k0 n, k 

")) 
erp (j (r k. I y kr)) dk, dk, dk,,

1 r/': 
4æ L| Aorr(tt,.,lfu)Ge(k,,lco + kso,po(k, _I_ ko,))

ew(jþ.(k,,ky I kon, þo(ka + ko,)))dk,dka. (3.18)

The ground plane image given in (3.18) may be expressed as the convolution of the PFA image
recovered in the absence of any demodulation errors (i.e., þ": 0) and a blurring filter kernel,

g,"(r,y) - 7p(r,y) ø b(r,y), (3.19)

where (see Section 2.3.I, Chapher 2),

1 rrgr(r,u) æ ll A¡fo(k,',ka)Ge(k,,kyIlcon,\o(kr-lksn))erp(i(rk,+yko))dl:,,dkr,

@{!? 
n ""rp(j þ,) erp(- i ko, (a, +, 

" 
Po¡¡4t 

/ kur,\ ._/, orkö,r,\sinr ((r - *,)ff ) 
stnc 

l(a - as - ,"po)# ), (3.20)



and

b(r,y) : ** | | ""nUO"(k,,ky, to(ky + ks,)))erp(j(rk, + ykr))d'k,d'ky, (3.2r)

wlthcþ.(k,,ks,k,)givenby(3.13). Equation(3.20)describesthePFAgroundplaneimagethatwould

be recovered with exact knowledge of the deramp demodulation delay while b(r, y) is a convolution

kemel that describes the image domain effects of the demodulation error þ". While the exact form

of the convolution kernel depends on the functional dependence of /" on l<, and kr, under the small

fractional bandwidth and small angle approximation, the expression for þ" given in (3.13) is usually

approximated by,

/,/t\

ó"(k*) È (/t*ü)no,n"(",",") . Q-22)

In this case the convolution kemel b(r,A) reduces to,

b,(') * I "", (t (({* æ,) M,n'"çt",¡ + 'n,)) oo.' (3'23)

where,

R'"(k,):o (o, k- I Qz4)rre 
\rrbso t^, )

The form of the blurring function b, is independent of the scatterer location (rr,rJ", zr) andproduces

an azimuthal blurring in the recovered PFA image. The functional form of the blurring kemel b' is
determined by the variation of R" with kr. h general platform position uncertainties manifest as

demodulation e1rors with a low order poþomial dependence on aperture position. For example a

constant bias in the measurement of the along track velocity of the sensor platform manifests as a

quadratic phase error over the collection aperture producing a broadening of the mainlobe azimuthal

width of the PFA point spread function UWE+961. Higher frequency effors can arise from unmod-

elled antenna jitter as well as unmodelled random transmission delays arising due to turbulence in the

propagation medium. This is most prevalent in spaceborne SARs where the electromagnetic waves

propagate through the troposphere and ionosphere [BG88]. The resulting phase error function has

been found to have a power spectral density which may be modelled as a power-law random process,

SO"(k')-cl'lciv' Q'25)

where d is a constant of proportionality and p is the spectral index. Such high bandwidth phase error

functions manifest as convolution kemels having large integrated sidelobe energy and result in a loss

in contrast across the image recovered by the image formation processor.
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3.2.3 Autofocus Algorithms

Autofocus algorithms attempt to estimate and compensate for residual unmodelled phase errors that

remain after image formation processing in an automated way, independent of the sowces of the

phase errors. They are typically applied as a post processing operation on the image generated by the

image formation processor and potentially allow the recovery of an image with near diffraction limited

focusing. While the residual uncompensated phase effors generally manifest as a two dimensional

blur kemel (3.21) most autofocus algorithms are developed using the small fractional bandwidth and

small angular approximations given in (3.22). This simplifies the estimation of the phase errors as the

resulting bhn kernel b" given n (3 .23) is now independent of scattering location and a one dimensional

function of azimuth only. A number of different techniques have been proposed in the literature for

estimating and compensating for the unknown demodulation phase elrors.
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Map Drift Algorithm

The map drift algorithm [MS81], [8G83] uses a parameteric model to describe the phase error frrnc-
tional dependence on the aperture position kr. In this approach the phase error is expressed as a linear
combination of L basis flrnctions ,g¿(kr),i : I.. . L,

L

ó*o¿"¿(k,) xlnwr(k*), (3.26)
z-l

where the coefficients p¿, i : L.. L, ate unknown and remain to be estimated from the phase cor-
rupted image recovered by the image formation processor. In the map drift algorithm the coefficients
of the parametric model are estimated by firstly applying a Fourier transform with respect to azimtth
in the recovered image 7n"(r,y) to give the range compressed signal history representation of the
acquired data,

Ç,n(tç,,U) : I s*{r,y)erp(-jrk,)d,r

Substituting equation (3.18) for g- above gives,

Ç*(tc*,r) - h I I I o,,rrk'|,,ka)Ge&',,ka, þo(ka -t k¡))erp(jó.(kt ))

: erp(j(yko + rk| - rk,))drdktd,ks,
1t": erp(j ó"(¡t,D n,l Onrr(f*, ka)Ge(lç,, ky, \o(ka -l k0n))erp(jykr)dko,

: erpUó"(k*))9r(k,,y), (3.28)

where Çr(k,,y) given by,

-lr
Çr(k,,r) - n .l Ooroft*,\çùGe(k,,ky I kon,\o(k, -t ksn))erp(jykr)dkr, (3.29)

is the range compressed deramp demodulated echo data in the absence of demodulation phase errors.
The phase comrpted range compressed signal history data Ç^ is then partitioned nto L f 1 equal
width non-overlapping subapertures,

çl:,)(t ,,y) - rect. (U#) n- (r"* a¡ r ffi,r) . (3.30)

where,

Lo: 

-L(2i 

- L- 1), for i.:0... L - t. (3.31)' 2(L+1)',

An image of the scene may be recovered from each subaperture Ç,9) , alfrreitwith a reduced resolution
compared to that achieved by processing the entire available aperture, by applying an inverse Fourier
transform with respect to kr,

sY)@,ù: * | ng'(k,,v)erp(irtc,)d'k,. (3.32)

Each subaperlure image shall depict an image of the same scene in which the low spatial frequency
features of the scene are visible, however each subaperture image will have a different uncorrelated

(3.27)
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high frequency "speckle" pattern [MS84]. Any linear trend in the actual phase error over the subaper-

ture, given by,

(3.33)

will cause an azimuthal translation of the associated subaperhre image. As the low spatial frequency

scene content is preserved in each subaperture image the associated intensity images lnl tr,ùl' ^uy
be cross correlated to estimate the relative translation (map-drift),

W1,
_ 1 [",,, oó;Í!) or,,

A¿+t - A,¿ lt,

(3.34)

between neighbouring subaperture image pairs Using the phase error model Óntoder n (3.26) in place

of þ. n equation (3.33) the value of Aøi may be expressed as a linear combination of the coefficients

p¿. Estimating A,u¿ over all neighbouring subaperhre image pairs and equating with the correspond-

ing model based forms of L.u¿ gives a system of L linear equations with L unknowns which may

be solved for the parametric model coefficients. The technique may be readily extended to provide

a more robust estimate of the parametric coefflcients by cross correlating all possible (L - l)Ll2
pairs of subaperlure images to generate an over-determined system of linear equations which may be

solved via a least squares solution. An examination of the equations describing the relative azimtthal
translation Aø¿ indicates that the map-drift may be interpreted as a coarse estimate of the second

derivative of the phase error function evaluated at a point on the k" axis midway between the two

corresponding subaperfures. As a consequence the map drift algorithm models only the non-linear

portion of the phase error function @".

In its most simplest form the map drift algorithm uses a quadratic poþomial description for
the phase error function and an estimate of the quadratic coefficient may be retrieved by cross cor-

relating a single pair of non-overlapping subaperture images. Historically the quadratic phase eror
function has been major source of azimuthal bluning in flne resolution SAR systems [CGM95] and

this simple formulation of the map drift provides a robust and efficient approach to estimating this

type of error. Clearly though, the use of this model becomes problematic if the phase error func-

tion rþ. contains higher order terms. In this case more sophisticated formulations of the map drift
technique have been proposed using higher order poþomial and Legendre poþomial expansions

[8G88], tGBSSl for the parametric basis functions. A more recent proposal, [CD94], [Cal92] looks

at replacing the poþomial model with a set of sinusoidal basis functions and it is found that the sinu-

soidal parameterisation improves the estimation of high-order phase errors arising from a power-law

spectral description of /".
The performance of the map drift technique is fundamentally limited by the validity of the par-

ticular parameterisation used to model the phase error function. While drifts in the radar location

measurements arising from the INU may be adequately modelled as low order functions, turbulence

buffeting the aircraft or propagation anomalies generally manifest as higher order functions and the

scope for estimating and correcting these wide bandwidth errors is limited using model based ap-

proaches. A further limitation of the technique, when applied to high order parameterisations, is the

accuracy with which the parameter coefficients may be estimated. In order to accommodate higher

order parameterisations the available k, bandwidth must be partitioned into more subapertures. Each

subaperhrre is thus proportionately smaller and the resolution of the associated image is coarser. As a

consequence noisier estimates of the cross correlation lags are obtained leading to poor estimates of
the parameter coeff, cients.

Lu¿ : u¿¡1 -ul,
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Point Based Algorithms

An examination of the equations describing the relationship between the fully focused PFA image
given in (3.20) and the image recovered in the presence of the phase error firnction /" given by
(3.19) indicates that, for an idealised scene consisting of a single point target, an estimate of the
phase error may be obtained by simple inverse filtering. This is the basis of the prominent point
focusing algorithms that are more coÍrmonly used in Inverse SAR (ISAR) imaging [Ste88], IKSS90]
and [WGDF95]. Given a single scatterer at location (r,,U,,2") with reflectivity given by,

r(r,y, z) - q,erp(jó,)ö(" - rs,U - As, z - zr), (3.35)

the recovered ground plane image assuming straight and level flight without squint, in the presence
of a demodulation phase enor þu is given by,

kb-,ltb-,
4n2

grn(r,a): q,erp(jþ")erp(- jkon(y, + z,po))

,m,(tu - us - ",pù*) (,n""(ø - "")*) s b"(r)) , (3.36)

where b" (r) is the uncompensated azimtthal blur function given in (3.23). Applying a Fourier trans-
form with respect to k, to obtain the range compressed data gives

Ç*(k,,u) : þø,"rn|þ,)erp(- jkon(v, t z,ps))rect (#)
erp(j(þ"(k,) - r,k,))si.,. (t, - us -,"pù*), (3.37)

which has a phase given by,

óç* ó, - kon(u, -f z,po¡ - {x"k, + ó"(k,). (3.38)

An examination of the phase þç^ shows that, while the const¿nt and linear phase components of
the phase are determined by the phase error þ",the scatterer's reflectivity ó, and, its spatial location
the non-linear components of þç* are uniquely determined by the phase error /". Thus the nonlinear
components of {" may be estimated uniquely via a numerical differentiation of the phase þç ^ 

. Unlike
the mapdrift approach, the prominent point algorithm does not rely on a parametric representation of
the phase error function and is therefore potentially able to estimate both high and low frequency
phase errors. The technique however does rely on being able to identify a single, sufficiently isolated,
high signal to clutter power, prominent point in the recovered imagery. In practice selection of a
suitable prominent point generally requires user intervention in the algorithm and the unavoidable
presence of noise and clutter in the vicinity of the prominent point leads to degradation in the phase
error estimate [CGM95].

Phase Gradient Algorithm

While the prominent point focusing algorithm has the advantage of being non paramefic the sensitiv-
ity of the phase estimate to clutter and noise contributions makes it a poor estimator. The fact that the
phase error convolution kemel is independent of the point scatterer location under the small fractional
bandwidth and small angle approximations however means that all scatterers in the scene are subject
to the same azimuthal defocus. This reùrndancy in the phase comrpted image is exploited by the
PGA algorithm [EGJ89] to yield a statistically based, optimal estimate of the phase error function.
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Data Domain Continuous Data Sampled Data

Signal History G.p lcr, ku

lk'l <
G'(u'u)

u:0...L-1,'u:0 M -7
Range Compressed

Signal History

ÇP(k''Y) -
* [ C (t'*, kr)erp(j vko)dk,

Ç7t(u'rn):

fiDYo'G(u,u)erp (i"æ)
Image

Domain

gp(r'a):
ï* I ç r]t,, v) erp(i rk,) dk*

gp(l'*):

hD!":å Ç.'(u,m)erp (i +)
Table 3.1: Relationships between the collected signal history data, the range compressed signal his-

tory and the image domain data for both continuous and sample data domains.

The PGA algorithm has been shown to be a robust method that allows the recovery of near diffraction

limited resolution imagery over a wide variety of scenes and phase error functions [WEGJ94].

The theoretical basis for the PGA algorithm is most readily explained by formulating the aut-

ofocus problem as an optimal estimation problem [8J89], UW93] in terms of the discrete sampled

data equivalents of the continuous data representations previously developed. Table 3.1 shows the

continuous and discrete representations of the data in the absence of any demodulation errors (i.e.

R" : 0). The continuous data functions may be retrieved from the discrete sampled equivalents

provided the sampling rate used to generate the discrete data samples satisfies the Nyquist sampling

conditions. The signal history data, for the purposes of analysis of the PGA algorithm, is the collected

demodulated data obtained after all reformatting (eg: polar to rectangular) has been performed. The

range compressed signal history data is obt¿ined after applying a inverse Fourier (or discrete inverse

Fourier) transform to the range spatial frequency in the signal history data. The recovered image is

obtained from the range compressed signal history data by applying an inverse Fourier transform in

the azimuth spatial frequency variable.

In the sampled data domain, at a given range bin m,the range compressed signal history data and

image domain dafamay be efficiently represented in vector notation by,

Çe(0,m)
Çp(7,m)

sp(O,*)
gp(I,*)

Ç (m\ and q (m\:
lp'

Çr(L - t,m¡ gr(L - 7,m)

respectively. The Fourier transform relationship between range compressed signal history /r(m) ana

image domain U(ù vectors can be efficiently described by means of a unitary transform mantxW.

Defining the column vector,

erp

e:xp

(i
(i

2rk_T
2rl<-T'

o) )

)1)
.(k)

""e (¡!1r - ¡)

(3.3e)
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the discrete forward Fourier transform is given by the matrix,

W (3.40)

wH
wH

(0)

(1)1

\/L
wHQ-t)

and the discrete inverse Fourier transform is given by the matrix,

w-t - -L ¡ .,1ol u(r) ...w(M - r) I.,/rt \, . , r

: wH. (3.41)

Thus given a vector slice g ,(m) of the image 9p at range bn m the corresponding range compressed

signal history slice is obtained by applying the transform matrix tr4l, such that g*(rru\ - W S ^(-).
Applying the inverse matrix W-r - WH recovers the original image domain vector g_r(m) :
wHC (m,t.

An unknown demodulation phase error may be represented by the vector,

erP(iÓo)
erP(iót)

(3.42)

erP(Ór-t)

where ó¿,i : 0'' ' L - 1 are uniformly spaced samples of þ.(k,) given in (3.22). The phase error
vector /" manifests in the range compressed signal history domain as,

Ç *(m) 

_ 
i,Zi',1:"\1;'ï,'*,

, Pq(m), (3.43)

where diag (ó 
") 

is the diagonal matrix formed from the phase error vector ó 
" 

i.e.,

ó

sióo 0 0

00 eiÓt
dias(ó") - (3.44)

0 siór t

and, P is a unitary matrix given by p : dias(ó")W. AwlyingWF to Ç 
^(m) 

recovers the phase

comrpted image domain slice,

s^(m) : i:?iì")wa@) (34s)

The task of the autofocus algorithm is to obtain an estimate of d" from the transduced -L ele-
ment vector" 9. (*) and subsequently recover the fully focused image vectors gr(m). The problem
however, is ill posed as there are ,L more unknowns than there are available measurements. Thus to
arrive at a solution a model based description of either the phase error function (cf: map drift) or the
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scene reflectivity is required to reduce the effective number of unknowns and obtain a reliable, robust

estimate of d". In the PGA algorithm a statistically based model is utilised that permits the coherent

combination óf information across multiple range bins to arrive at a single optimal estimate of d".
For natural distributed target environments the transduced backscatter in a given resolution cell

may be modelled as a zero mean, complex, circular Gaussian random variable with variance o2.

Using this model and assuming sampling at the Nyquist rate the image slice vector go(m) may be

considered to be a vector of L independent random complex Gaussian processes characterised by the

covariance matrix,

"fi
0

cn: E{grgf } : diag(o2) (3.46)

0

"l
0

0

0 o7,,

(Note that the dependence of gp oî rn has been dropped in the expression for Cn.) As the matrix

P is a uniøry matrix the range compressed signal history vector given by, 9* : Pq may also be

described as a vector of L zero mean, complex circular Gaussian processes with covariance matrix

given by,

co^ : "ïlþît,r, 
(347)

Substituting (3.a6) into (3.47) and rearranging gives,

PH Cç^P - diag(o2)

The matrix P thus unitarily diagonalises Cç^ and therefore the columns vectors of the matrix P
constitute tr linearly independent eigenvectors ofthe covariance matrix Cç^,1.\R87]. The eigenvalue

associated with the eigenvector ?¿ given in the ith column of P is given by the ith leading diagonal

term in the matrix diag(o2). The particular eigenvector of interest is the one that appears in the first

column of P as this is simply the unknown phase error vector,

sióo

siór
cols(P) : p_o - (3.4e)

¿iór r

For the case in which the tr image pixels in the vector g are all independent and identically dis-

tributedthenthe tr eigenvalues are all identical, o? : o2,'i :0 "'L-L Inthis casethe eigenvectors

are not unique and the demodulation phase error vector ó"may not be recovered. However if the tr

image pixels have the following signal plus clutter form,

g^ : sln,
-p

(3.48)

ó.

(3.s0)
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where s is some random signal process while rLo,. . .nL,r are random clutter processes, then

cs n{%s:}: (3.s 1)

0

0

0

o?r,

ol + o2ro

0

_2u t't'L t

Provided o2" + o2.o 2 o7r,...o2n", thenthe eigenvector associated withthe largest eigenvalue of
Cç* is the unknown demodulation phase error vector.

The accuracy of this approach for recovering the unknown demodulation phase error vector is
crucially dependent on obtaining an accurate estimate of the covariance matrix Cç^ and also on the
validity of the signal model (3.50) in representing the scene vectors U(^).In a practical implemen-
tation of the PGA algorithm a sample estimate of the covariance matrix Cç^ is formed from ttre range
compressed signal history slices Ç,"(M)

t M-L
ôç^: MÐÇ,"(ùÇH@). (3.s2)

The sample estimate Ôç* isu rnu**;;;""a estimate of the true covariance and its dominant
eigenvector may be recovered using numerical techniques [4R87]. It should be noted however that
while the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of Cç^ will be the phase only vector
equal to Ó., the corresponding eigenvector obt¿ined from the sample estimate Cç^ wlll generally
not be phase only. For sufficiently large values ,L though, the sample covariance matrix closely
approximates the true covariance and so it is sufficient to use the phase components of the sample
covariance eigenvector as the phase error vector estimate [fW93].

The PGA algorithm also incorporates the additional steps of circular shifting and windowing io
which image vectors g-(*) are manipulated into the form of (3.50) without comrpting the non-linear
components of the phase error vector. In the circular shifting step of the PGA the strongest scatterer in
eachsliceLr"(*)form:0...M-liscircularlyshifted,inazimuth,tothezerothazimuthposition.
This ensures a strong dominant signal component consistent with the model (3.50) while maintaining
the non-linear component of the uncompensated phase error, see Appendix B. The windowing PGA
step seeks to further improve the signal to clutter and noise ratio of the samples used in the covariance
estimation by de-weighting contributions that arise predominantly due to the clutter rather than the
signal in the model (3.50), see Appendix B. Without these steps the PGA has been demonstrated to
generate inferior phase error estimates [WEGJ94].

3.2.4 Research Motivation

In the previous chapter on image formation the processing of wide-band, wide-angle spotlight SAR
range echo data for generating fine resolution imagery was addressed. The cohcrcnt proccssing of
range echo data over extended collection aperlures however requires accurate measurement of the
radar location over the entire aperture. Any measurement bias or drifts present in the onboard navi-
gation systems can accumulate into substantial errors over extended collection apertures. Autofocus
algorithms are thus crucial to realising the potential image resolution of these collection scenarios.

Of the autofocus algorithms discussed in Section 3.2.3,the PGA algorithm has been demonstrated
to be a robust technique for recovering imagery with near diffiaction limited resolution over a wide
variety of scenes and phase error flrnctions. The PGA steps of ci¡cular shifting, windowing and the

0
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simultaneous processing of multiple targets to provide an optimal estimate of the common bluning

fimction make the PGA a particularly powerful technique. The PGA however, does assume that the

form of the phase error function is independent of scatterer location and produces an azimuthal blur-

ring of the recovered image only. This means that all scatterers are subject to the same azimuthal

blurring and this redundancy is specifically exploited by the PGA to arrive at a robust phase error

estimate. It has been shown in the previous section that this phase error model is only applicable

in the case of small fractional bandwidths and small collection aperhres. In general the phase error

function has a dependence on the range spatial frequency and manifests in the image domain as a

two dimensional bluning convolution kemel. The two dimensional form of the phase error function

can lead to comrption of the PGA phase error estimate and the presence of residual range and az-

imuthal blurring in the image recovered after PGA processing. A further subtle point is that errors

in the measurement of the radar location at each transmilreceive point manifest as both errors in

the demodulation reference delay as well as errors in the computation of the azimuth and elevation

angles from the scene centre to the radar sensor. Use of these effoneous angle measurements in the

PFA means that the deramp demodulated echo data will be mapped onto a distorted grid. While these

sources of image domain defocus are generally small they can become significant in the focusing of
wide-angle imaging considered in this thesis.

In the following sections the range dependence of the demodulation phase error function will be

analysed and its impact on the PGA algorithm assessed. A simple modification is proposed to mitigate

the dominant deleterious effects that arise in the case of a phase error function that is quadratic in

azimuth spatial frequency. The presence of measurement errors in the azimuth and elevation angles

will also be considered and the impact on the image domain defocus will be analysed.

3.3 A Complete Phase Error Model

In order to process spotlight SAR data using deramp demodulation and the PFA, accurate knowledge

of the pointing vectors P,_t : l&r,7r,úr]" speciting the range, azimuth and elevation look angles

of the radar with respect to the scene focus point are required. The slant range R7 is used to com-

pute the reference delay required to formulate the reference firnctions in the deramp demodulation

technique. The azimuth and elevation angles on the other hand, are used in the PFA to specify the

location of the deramp demodulated range echo data in the spatial frequency domain representation

of the scene's reflectivity. Uncertainty in the radar platform location may be modelled at each trans-

mit/receive point by considering a location measurement error P" - 1R",0",rþ")r such that the true

location P. :t- : lRr,ïr,rþr]r is obtained by adding the measurement error to the measured location

P - - lR*, ?rn, rþ*)7, i.e.,

Pr-lil:lTl .[fi]
The range error, -R", leads to errors inthe formation of the demodulation chirp used inthe deramp

processing and its impact on imagery recovered via the PFA has been analysed in Section 3-2.2.

The azimuth and elevation angle errors (0", tþ") will lead to errors in the computation of the spatial

frequency vector þy and,hence errors in the polar to rectangular resampling step of the PFA.

3.3.1 Azimuth and Elevation Angle Errors in the Polar Format Algorithm

The point scatterer response of the PFA in the presence of a measurement enor P 
" - 1R",0",rþ")T

may be derived by considering a scene consisting of an arbitrary point scatterer with reflectivity given

(3.53)
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r(r,U,z) - q,erp(jó,)6(" - lrs,U - Us,z - z,). (3.54)

From Section 3.2.2 the acquired deramp demodulated echo data suppliecl to the image formation
algorithm at a given transmilreceive point may be described by,

G,-,(þr) : q,erp|ó)rect(e#) ery(jebF . p+lbrll")), (3.s5)

where p : lr",Ur, zr)T is the vector from the scene focus point to the point scatterer location and,

K,T

h^-(k,.+ko)

(/c' + ko) costþl- sin07
(k, + ko) costþ7 cos07

(k, + ko) sin.r/7
(3.s6)

(3.s7)

(3.58)

Equation (3.55) indicates that the deramp signal samples G,n, may be interpreted as being samples
ofthe spatial Fourier transform ofthe point scatterer evaluated on an interval (ko - kt-12 < lbTl <
ko i ka- 12) defined along a radial with orientation given by the unit pointing vector,

U¡
costþ7 sin07
cos þ7 cos 07

sintþ7

cos tþrn sin 0-
cosþn cos0^

sintþrn

The samples are also subject to an unknown phase modulation that is linearly dependent on l&rl that
arises due to the demodulation range enor R".

The error L", in the measured location L*, of the radar however means that the PFA image
formation algorithm erroneously interprets the deramp spechal samples G^, assamples of the scene's
spatial frequency representation evaluated at points along the measured spatial frequency vector given
by'

l:lr,)
(Note that in (3.58) the spatial frequency variables lcr,k, and lc" are defined in terms of the measured
azimuth and elevation angles as opposed to the true quantities as used in the definition given in
(3.5). This is because the PFA recovers an image of the scene by operating on the measured spatial
frequency vectors Ç and hence the tange, azimuth and elevation spatial frequency variables, k*, ka
and k" as defined in (3.58).)

Over the coherent processing interval the pointing vectors 1¿y at each transmilreceive point de-
scribe the mapping of the associated deramp demodulated echo data into the spatial frequency domain
representation of the scene. The spatial frequency vectors br : (k, -f ko)ar thus speciff a surface
flmction in the scene's three dimensional spatial frcqucncy domain that dcfincs an acquisition aper-
ture of support Aacqr.However, as each measurement of the radar location is subject to a unknown
error that varies from pulse to pulse, the spatial frequency vectors computed by the PFA, namely
hn" : (k, I ks)u,n, will speci$r an acquisition aperture of support Ao.n that is distorted with respect
to the actual aperture Aacqr.For example, Figure 3.2 shows the true and measured sample locations
of the deramp echo data projected down onto the (kr, kr) plane that arises in the case of straight and
level flight without squint in which the measured transmilreceive locations are subject to a bias in
the measurement of the platform's along track velocity. It can be seen that the measured sample grid
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(3.se)

(3.60)

X True Sample Locations

o Measured Sample Locations

k*

er
eo

ky

Figure 3.2: Ground plane projection of the polar raster grid of the collected signal history data ob-

tained using the measured and true azimuth and depression look angles for the case of straight and

level flight without squint subject to a bias in the measurement of the along track velocity.

locations are a "dilated" representation of the true sample grid locations. The impact of the distortion

present in the measured sample grid locations on the recovered PFA image will now be considered.

Given that the measurement errors (9", tþ") at a given transmiVreceive point are typically small,

a small angle approximation may be used to derive a relationship between the true spatial frequency

vector þ7 andthe corresponding measured spatial frequency vector lc,n,

cos(tþ* + tþ") si:n(O* + 0.)
cos(tþ,n -f tþ") cos(0- I 0")

sinþþ^ ¡ þ")
x kn, I 0"k1 I 1þ"k2,

where k- is given in (3.58) and,

cosþþ,.) cos(d-)

- cos(tþ,") sin(á-)
0

- sin(T/-)sin(9-)

- sin(/-)cos(á-)
cos(T/-)

t^aI- (k" + ks)

kL

h,

lc,. i lto

(k, + ks)

kog

Using the deflnitions of kr, k, and, k" in (3.5S) the vectors kl and k2may be written as,

(3.61)
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kt(k*,kr,k"):
1^

G,-r(kq) : q,erp(jþ,)rect

È q,erp(jþ")rect

È q,erp(jþ")rect

and kr(k,,ku,k"): (3.62)

ery(jehl .p+lbrlL")),

erp(j (- (k^ + 0 
"kr 

-l ú"k)r - p + ltr,,,lR.)),

ery e j kî, - p) ern(i ó,,""on ç, 
(k*, lcy, k ")), (3.63)

+

Since lkTl : lk*l: (k, +ko) (see the definitions of þy and k- in (3.56) and (3.58) respectively) and
using the approximate relationship between þ7 and. k^ n (3.59) the acquired deramp demodulated
echo data supplied to the image formation algorithm for the point target r (r , A , z) n Q .5! may be
written as

ItskT

)
Its

kbru

lqru

t-
ltm.

lh,"l - ko

lcbru

where the phase term þun"o,no(lc*,ky,kr) is given by,

óun"o^p(k*,ky,lc") óp.,rp.¡(k*ky,k") I þn"(kr,ka,k,,). (3.64)

The phase contribution Ó n" tn ór,r"orr7r is the demodulation error arising from the slant range error
Ru and takes the form,

ón.(k,,ka,k,) lb^\R",
k3+kl+ttZR", (3.6s)

while the phase term þ@.,,þ") is given by,

óp.,,p"¡(k*,ky,k") : -0"kT(k*,ky,k") . e- ú"kT (lc*,ky,k")- p, (3.66)

and encapsulates the dominant residual uncompensated phase terms that arise due to the errors (9., rþ.)
made in the measurement of the look direction from the scene centre to the radar platform at each
transmilreceive point along the collection aperture.

Defining G?",(þò to be the approximate form for G,""(bò in (3.63) i.e.,

Gk,@ù - a"erp| ó,)rect(e#) erp(- jkT,, . p)erp(j ó,n"o,,p(k*, ky, k,)), (3.67)

then over the entire synthetic aperture the acquired deramp demodulated echo data takes the form,

G^"(k.,ka,lf") - Aacrrr(k,,ky,k")Gkr(hò, (3.63)

where Ao"nr(k*, ky, k") is the acquisition aperture of support defined by the variation in the spatial
frequency vectors k7 over the coherent processing interval. As the acquisition aperture takes the
form of a surface function def,ned in the scene's spatial frequency domain it may be written in the
following form,

An"qr(k,,ky,k"): An"(lr,,ky)6(k" - f (k*,kù), (3.69)
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where f (k,, kù defines the surface function \n (kr, ky , k,) space. Substituting the form for Gfir(þ7)
given in (3.67) into the expression for G-, gives,

C -, ( l" r, ko, k r) - Ao" q, (k r, ko, k 
") 

q"e rp (i Ó r)r e ct (W#:)
erp(- j {,, . p) 

""p(j ó"n"o*p(k,, ky, k 
")),

: Aacer k*,ky,lr")Ge(kr,kr,k")ernjÔur"o*7r(kr,ky,k")), (3.70)

where,

Go(k,,ky,k,) : e,erp|ó,)rectl l&-;! - k0 
) erp(-i{^' p). (3.71)

'\kbu,/-

Following the description of the PFA in Section 3.2.2 a ground plane PFA image is recovered from

Grn, by applying a three dimensional inverse Fourier transform to a windowed, baseband form of
Grn, givenby,

G^(kr,ky,k")

(3.72)

where kon : kocos(t/6). The recovered PFA ground plane image is thus given by,

e*(r,ù: # IllOrrrrtr*,ka)G,n(tî,,ky,k,)er7t(i(rk*1-vkr))d'k,d'kadk,, 
(3.73)

where A¿fu(kr,kr) is the windowing function typically chosen to be some region lying wholely

within the acquired aperture of support such that

A¿fr(kr,ky)Ao"qr(k*,ka I kon,lc") : AoÍo(k,,kr)Ao.or]tr,ka 1- ksn)õ(k, - f (k,,lc, + ksn)),

: A¿tp(k,,kùõ(k" - f (k",lc, -f ksn)). (3.74)

Substituting (3.70) into (3.73) and using (3.74) gives,

s'n(r'v) : i::!lí':.-!;;!)ïi-;:,r:,1*.r';;'.'rr.j,llÏ,î,'1.r" 
* yko))ctk*dk,

(3.7s)

Equation (3.75) may be written as the convolution ofthe PFA image gp(r,y) recovered in the absence

of any demodulation errors (i.e. óun"ornp : 0) and a blurring filter kemel b(, , A) to describe the image

domain effects of the errors Órn"o-p,i.e.,

g,n(r,a) : gp(r,a) øb(r,y), (3.76\

where,

gp(r,y) - h .[ [ on,o@,,iça)Ge!r,,ky 1- ks,, Í(k*,ko + ks))erp(j(rk*-t vkr))d,k,d'kr,

(3.77)
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and,

b(r,y) : h II*orrfun"o^p(k,,krIksn,f (k,,tcrtks,)))erp(j(rk*-tykr))d,k,d,k,

(3.78)

The form of the image domain blurring kernel b(*,y) depends on the functional relationship between
the components of the phase function órn.o p(k,r,ka + kon,kr), namely ón"(lcr,k.y I kon,k") and

ó@.,rþ")(kr,kr+ksn,k"),andthespatialfrequencydomainvariables k*,krllcyoandk": f (kr,lça+
koo ). h the previous section the form of cþn"(k*,ka I kon,k") was analysed and its image domain
effects quantified. The phase t"r ó(t.,rþ")(kr,ky -f kon,k") onthe other hand is given by,

ó@",ø.)(kr,ka r kon,k"): -0"k1(tt,,ko llcoo,k").g - ?þ"t{I(kr,k, +ksn,lr").p, (3.7g)

where from (3.62),

ko I ks,

0

kt(k,,k, + ksn,k") kr (3.80)

k.k,

kz(k,,k, + ksn,k")
,/nz

k" (kn
(3.81)

+(ka

k7+@s+

Provided k6, is sufficiently large compared to the azimuth spatial frequency bandwidth, lc2 may be
written in the following approximate form,

LL

- 
l\zl|1

(ko+kon)

kz(lr*,ko + lcso,k") = -k" (3.82)

where the relation lç, I ko : kl + (k, + kon)2 -l k! has been used. Substituting lq anó the ap-

proximate expression for k2 into the expressionfor þ@",,þ.)(kr,ka I kon,k,) gives,

,Þçe.,,¡"¡(kr,k, + ltsn,lr") x ll"yrk, - O"r"(k, + ko) I ú"U"k, + þrr, uþ!-Í ç ¿õ '' (k, + kso)

-?þozslt * ', 
*'a ,-) 

i.
\+G;ik'Í) 

(3'83)

The form for b(r, y) may now be evaluated given appropriate descriptions of the variation in the
elements of the location error vector P" - lR", g", rþ"]T over the coherent processing interval in terms
of k" and kr. In the following section the form of P" for the case of an along track measurement error
will be considered and the image domain defocus computed.

3.4 Image Domain l)efocus

In the case of measurement uncertainty arising due to inaccuracies in the radar platform navigation
systems it is more convenient to speciff the error vector P":1R",0",rþ"lT in terms of the displace-
ment in cartesian coordinates, Pf, : l\,r, Ly, Lz]r , as illustrated in Figure 3.3. In Figure 3.3 the
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A^zi

Ay

v,+v,
Aperture Rr=R,+R.

Z

R,

Figwe 3.3: At each transmilreceive position along the synthetic aperlure the measurement of the

radar platform location is subject displacement errors Ar, Ay and L,z. The measured location of the

radar in spherical coordinates with respect to the scene centre is given by (R,n,9rn,rþ^) while the

true radar location is (R7, 0r,tþr).

measured radar location at a given transmiVreceive point may be specified in cartesian coordinates

by P'^ - lL,Rarn,Hf', or equivalentþ in spherical coordinates bV P-^ : lR^,O^,þ*lT. The

true radar location is given by Pi : P"n + P2. The displacements, Pi, will vary over the syn-

thetic aperhre and may be expressed as a function of the along track location of the radar platform

" - 
Rurs tan(1r") over the coherent processing interval,

L.r(k,, lrù : ft (Rb,n tan(0,,)) - ¡ (3.84)

Ly(lr,,kr) - gt(R6sntan(O^)): n (3.8s)

A,z(k,,kù : h'(Ra"n tan(g^)) : h (3.86)

where tarr(0^) has been expressed in terms of the azimuth and range spatial frequency variables

defined in (3.58) and the 46", scaling factor has been absorbed into the functions f , g and' h. The

form of these functional relationships are dependent on the sources of uncertainty in the platform

location and will in general contain both high and low frequency terms.

L

Ror*

XY

(E)

(fr)

e)



The displacements P! : l\r,Ly,Lz]r that arise at location P"rn : lL,Rarn,Hfr maybe
expressed in spherical coordinates P. : 1R",0.,T/"]7 using the simple geomehical relationships
relating the location of a point in cartesian coordinates lr, y, ,f' to its location expressed in spherical
coordinates lR, 0,',þlT,

e - tun tll\' \;/ ' (3'87)

'þ: ti"tl-:\'\6)' (388)
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(r2+y2+22) (3.8e)

In particular, approximate expressions for P 
" 

in terms of Prn may be derived by considering the first
order terms of a Taylor series expansion for (3.87), (3.88) and (3.89), abott P,n. The azimuth angle
enor 0" thus takes the form,

d9l (1,010" = ;l L,r(k*,ku) + ;l Ly(k",ky),drlp drlp
Lr (k,, k,) - tan(O,") La Qc,, kr)

(3.e0)
R',n(r + ta:n2(o^))

R:

The elevation angle enor þ" takes the form,

,þ" = #1"^a,r(k,,kr) * Hl, orrr-,r; * #,1"^

- sin(T/,.) sin(á-) cosþþ,n)cos(á-) 
W

- sinþþ 
^)cos 

(d- ) cos (tþ^) 
"o"{e,,) 

L}ff! 
+

Lz(lc*, ko) ,

0 
"(ltr, 

lcy , kr)
ka

Rb,r&2a + k?)

The range error A" takes the form,

R" x 
#1"^a'r(tc,,kù * #lr*or{r,,*ò + a,.Ølr*o'{r*,ro¡,

È sin(á-) cosþþ,.)Lr(k,,ko) * cos(0-) cos(tþ*)A,y(k,,ka) + sin(r/-)A z(k,,kr).
(3.e2)

These equations, (3.90), (3.91) and (3.92), may be expressed in terms of the spatial frequency vari-
ables k,, ko and, k, using the definitions in (3.58) to give,

R"(k,,ks,k") = ffio"1t ,,kù * #,roy(k*,ky) * ffitz(k,,ko), (3.e3)

lr*lç"ka L,r(k*, t-
- fi2

(k? + k'zù Rb,g (k,. + tto)2 (k, + ka)

ft'z, + kA)ka A,z(k*,ko)

A,r(k,, rr¡ - ru#øa,y(k,, tc,), (3.e4)

Ly(k*,kr)
Rbsg

+
(k,.+ tto)2

,þ.(k*, ky, k")

(k, + ko) Rbrg
(3.es)
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where A.r(k,,k), L,y(kr,kr) and A'z(kr,kr) are givenby equations (3.84), (3.85) and (3.86) re-

spectively. Substituting the above expressions for 0.(lcr,ka,k,,), ,þ"(k*,ky,k") and R"(kr,ky,k")
into the expressions for the uncompensated phase error functions ó(e",rþ")(kr,ky,k") ^ (3.66) and

ón"(k,,ky,k") in (3.13) yields a form for þun"o-r(k,,ky,k") from which the bluning filter kernel

b(*,y) in (3.7S) may be computed The generality of the model for the phase errors however makes the

derivation of the image domain description mathematically cumbersome. Instead the particular case

of an along track velocity error, which is a common source of position uncertainty, will be considered

in the following section.

3.4.1 An Example: An Along TFack Velocity Error

In an airbome SAR system, where the predominant motion is in the along track direction, a common

source of position uncertainty arises from errors in measuring the along track velocþ The impact

of an error % in the measurement of the along track velocity I/ on the position uncertainty and the

subsequent phase error function may be readily quantified using the relations derived in the previous

section. For a straight and level, non squinted, imaging collection an along track velocity elror pro-

duces an azímuth displacement error only, i.e., the error vector has the form Pi: [Aø, 0, 0]". The

measured radar location therefore at time I is given bV Pi* : lL,Ru"n,11]7 while the true location

oftheradarattime tisPh+ P3:lL+ L,r,Rt,n,Hlwhere L:Vt andAr :V"t. Theazimuth

displacement, L.r,may be written in terms of k, and k, as follows,

A,r(k,,kr) V"t,
v"

v"

v"
(3.e6)nV ko

which may be substituted into equations (3.93), (3.94) and (3.95) to compute the phase error fimction.

Rbrg

V

V

L

Ra,

0^tan

k*

Azimuth Angle Error 0"

Substituting (3.96) into (3.94) gives,

0.(lc*, ka, k")

Depression Angle Error þ"

Substituting (3.96) into (3.95) gives,

,þ"(k*, ky, kr) =

ka
A,r(k*,kr),

Rb,,@] + kZ)

v"kak,
v(k? + k3)

lç*k" Lr(k,,kr)
(k, + ko)2 (k? + kl) Rbrn )

pot{2*tîaV"

(3.e7)

(3.e8)
v (k, -t ko)2 (k, + k'za)

where ps : tan(þo), d;o is the depression angle at the aperture centre and the relation k" : p6k, for

straight and level flight without squint has been used.
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Range Error Ê"

Substituting (3.96) in (3.93) gives an expression for the slant range error R",

Ru(lcr, lco , le ,,) N L,r(k*, kr),

t^2
tur:

Dp0 v"

k,
lçr I lco

È nurr?
(k, + ko)k,

(3.ee)

Uncompensated Phase Error

Substituting the above expressions for ,R", 0. and tþ" tnto the expression for the uncompensated phase
error functions dR" (lr*,ka,k") n(3.I3) and óe.,,þ")(k,,ka,k,) in (3.66) gives,

ón"(k*,ky,k") x *u""3F, (3.too)""e V lca

ó@",,p")(k,,ky,k") x as
V"k2alr, t33k? v"

+
V (k2a + k2,) V (k, I ko)2 (k3 + kl)

,"(
(r + p3)

(3.1 0 1)

(3.104)

v (k,. + kù, {4 + kr)

The blurring convolution kemel associated with an image recovered via the PFA is defined as the
inverse Fourier transform of the phase error function, (see equations (3.76), (3.77) and, (3.78),

ó",r.o,np(lcr,ko I ksn,k") : óa"(k.,ky I ksr,k") I óçe.,rp.¡(k*,k, + ksn,kr). (3.102)

Substituting ko + ksn for lco h ón"(k,,ka,k") ^ (3.100) and ó@.,,þ.)(k*,ka,k,) ^ (3.101) and
assuming k¡n is sufficiently larger than the range and azimuth spatial frequency bandwidths then,

ón"(k*,k, t kon,k") = Ru"o (3.103)
k?

kog

kí

v"
V

w P'oV"k3
Ó(t",rþ.)(k.,ka I kon,k") = a, Ykos Q + P2òvko,

V
v"k, 1rov"kl

TS v(r + pr2)ko,

Observe that in the above approximations, @p. aod ó@",rþ") are in fact independent of k, and, k" and
so the resulting image domain defocus convolution kernel may be recovered by applying an inverse
Fourier transform with respect to k" and so is an azimuthal function only. The phase terms /¿.
and Óe",rþ") however are dependent on the scattering location (rr,Ltr,z"), thus the form of the image
domain defocus varies spatially over the scene. The linear term tn lç, ln ó@.,,þ") azimuthally translates
the scattering point from its true image location r" to u, (1 +V" lV) . The magnitude of the translation
increases with increasing azimuthal distance from the scene centre. Although the scattering location
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dependent translation introduces a geometric distortion to the recovered image it does not lead to any

defocusing of the image. The quadratic terms in k", given by,

/
þq,,n¿(k.,) : lRr,, -ra,-vsÅ-+." 0o o I ø. (3.105)

\ (1 +73j - "' (t + þE)tko, ) ,ro,'

however introduce an azimuthal defocus to the scene image. Clearly the dominant term in (3.105)

arises from the slant range demodulation phase error @¿". This component of the quadratic phase

is independent of the scattering location and is proportional to the ground range oÎßet of the radar

flight track from the scene centre A¡"r. The remaining components of the quadratic error arising

from the pointing vector phase error óp.,rp"1 are dependent on the naîge ys and elevation zr. The

contribution from the height dependent component however, is scaled by tlksn and thus may be

ignored in comparison to the range dependent contributions. The image domain defocus arising from

the range dependent quadratic phase contributions may be considered negligible if the peak quadratic

phase of these components are less than r f 4 at the azimuth spatial frequency band edges k, :
Lkb** 12. Applying this condition to the appropriate terms in Óq,oa gives the following constraint on

the image patch size,

Us< 4rVu )

where the pr : 2rfk¡rru, is the image azimuthal resolution. For images sizes smaller than this

constraint the predominant phase error is the demodulation phase enor þ¡¿" which is independent of
scattering location. It should be noted that the phase error þe.,rþ") also contains a cubic phase error

that varies with azimuth location t;". A constraint on the azimuth image patch size may be derived

v/ithin which the image domain distortion is negligible however, the cubic phase error is inversely

proportional to kln and so this constraint is not particularly restrictive'

3.5 Limitations of the PGA Phase Error Model

In spotlight SAR imaging the presence of uncompensated phase terms arising from inaccuracies in

the measurement of the effective radar platform location across the collection aperhrre can lead to

significant distortion and defocus in the SAR image. The recovery of well focused imagery in the

presence of measurement errors requires the use of data driven autofocus algorithms to estimate and

compensate for the unknown phase error functions. These algorithms generally rely on some sim-

plifying assumptions on the form of the phase error and the fidelþ of the particular model used in

a given algorithm will determine the quality of the phase estimate and the residual phase errors that

remain after phase error compensation.

The PGA has been proposed as an autofocus algorithm for the estimation and correction of un-

compensated phase errors in the acquired SAR signal history data. It is based on a model for the

phase error that is independent of spatial location in the scene and is also a one dimensional function

of the azimuthal spatial frequency k, only. These limiting assumptions are exploited by the PGA to

generate a robust reliable estimate of the phase error function, however their accuracy in modelling

the phase error function imposes some limitations on the range of imaging scenarios to which the

algorithm may be applied.
In the previous section an analysis ofthe residual uncompensated phase eÍtoÍ, þur"o^r, arising

from an error P" : 1R",0",rþ"lr in the measurement of the effective location of the radar with

respect to the scene centre was presented. It was shown that the uncompensated phase error consists
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of ademodulationphase enorþ¡¿" dependentontheslantrange efioÍRe andanimageformation
component ó@.,.,þ.) determined by the angular errors (9", ry'") such that,

Óun.orn1r(kr,ky I klr,k") - Óçe",r¡,.¡(kr,kr I ksn,k") I ón.(k*,kr l ksn,k.). (3.107)

The image formation phase error Ó@",,þ") was shown to vary spatially over the scene and thus mani-
fests in the fonnulation of the PGA algoritlurì as a railge cornpressed signal history covariance matrix
CÇ"(r, y) that varies as a function of scattering location. In order to track this spatial variation the
PGA algorithm must subsequently be applied in a patchwork fashion across the scene image to lo-
calised regions over which phase error function may be considered to be locally constant, [CGM95].
The analysis in Section 3.4 however showed that the angular errors á" ffid rþ" are inversely propor-
tional to the ground range offset 186", of the radar from the scene centre, see equations (3.94) and
(3.95). The image domain defocusing arising fro^ ó@",,þ"¡ is thus minimal except in the extreme
scenario of near field imaging of large scenes.

The remaining contribution to the uncompensated phase eÍnot óunconrp is the demodulation phase

enor þ¡¿" which is independent of scattering location. This phase term has a dependence on both
range and azimuth spatial frequencies. Using the formulation for the slant range error A" in terms
of the along, across and above track displacements given in (3.93) the demodulation error takes the
form,

ón.(lc*,ku + lcon,k") : (k,.+ ko)R"(kr,ka r ksr,k"),
x k*Lr(k,,ky I k0,) + (k, -f ks,)A,y(k,,k, t kon) t

\o(ku + k¡n)Lz(k*,ko + lc6n), (3.108)

where straight and level flight without squint has been assumed thus k, : \o(ka + kon).Substituting
the functional forms given in equations (3.84), (3.85) and (3.86) for Lr(k,,lco I lcon), Ly(k*,ko -f
k¡r)and A,z(k*,lco+ksn) givesthedependence of ón. ontherangeand azimtfihspatialfrequencies,

ón"&,.k,+tcsn.k.) = r¡(r4\-) *,*, +ko)g(,\,", \ryna r turJs / \nu -r nos /

(3.10e)

The demodulation phase error is thus a two dimensional function in the spatial frequency domain and
manifests as a two dimensional defocus and distortion in the recovered scene image. The PGA phase

error model may be considered to be a small fractional bandwidth approximation to the demodulation
phase error that may be applied provided lcos > kr, in which case þ¡¡" reduces to,

ón.(k,)=t.ï(#) tkons(E)-tpsksnh(æ) (3r10)

While the dependence of þp" on k, is minimal in small fractional bandwidth systems, for the process-
ing of extended collection apertures substantial measurement effors can accumulate over the coherent
processing interval. As a consequence the functional dependence of the along, across and above
track errors on lto can become increasing signiflcant. In the following sections the impact of the
k, dependence of the phase error function on the PGA algorithm and the subsequent focused image
will be considered. The effect on post-processing applications, specifically the scene coherence in
interferometric applications will also be addressed.

þo(k, t r,)^(#rr)
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Insight into the impact of the k, dependence of the phase error, þp., on the PGA algorithm phase

estimate and subsequent recovered image may be found by considering the following poþomial
expansions for the azimuth, range and altitude displacements,

(3.1 1 1)

(3.rr2)

ky i ks,
(3.113)

(Note that only the nonlinear components of the azimuth, range and altitude displacements have been

modelled as it is only these components that manifest as image domain defocus.) Substituting these

into the expression for þ¡¡. given in (3.109) and considering the first two terms in a Taylor series

expansion abott kr: 0 gives the following expression of the modulating phase,

ón"(k*,k, + ksn,lt,) - ó"t (k,) + ó,,"(k,)ka' (3.114)

The phase term þn6(k*) is the zerothorder term in the Taylor expansion and is a narow band approx-

imation to Ón" given by,

þ,0(k,) : A(lc*) + B(k") + c(k,), (3.11s)

where,
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k,A (3.1 16)

(3.1 17)B(k*) b,

c(k*) - p,î,""(#) (3 118)

The phase term þr*(tt") is the first order term in the Taylor expansion for þp" and quantifies the

linear dependence of the demodulation phase eÍror on kr,

þ,^(k*) : A'(k*) + B'(k,) + ct (k,), (3.119)

where,

A'(k,) - ' i,",y#, (3.120)
n-2 oOn

B'(k*) Ë,t- "*"(æ) , (3r2r)

N
C'(k,) : þoÐ(r-n)c^

l%

n:2 lcos

n

(3.r22)
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The phase error model employed by the PGA ignores the range dependent term, þ,.rr(kr)k, and the
ouþut of the PGA algorithm maybe considered to be an estimate of the narrowband component of the
modulating phase function. The range dependent terms however degrade the quality of the estimate
and remain as residual uncompensated phase errors in the recovered scene image.

'l'he impact of the range dependent terms in ón" on the PGA phase estimate may be found by
considering the point target response in the ground plane range compressed signal history domain.
The ground plane range compressed signal history for a point target is obtained by applying an inverse
Fourier transform with respect To ku and, also with respec|. lc" evaluated aT. z : 0, to the acquired signal
history data G*(lr,,ky,k.) given in (3.72), with the window AoÍr(k,,k) given:ri-(3.74) applied,

eïp(jóu,,"o,np(k,,ku i kon, f (kr,ko -l ksn)))erp(jyko)dkr, (3.123)

It shall be assumed that the image patch size satisfles the constraint (3.106) so that phase component
Ó@",rþ") of Óur"ornp may be ignored. Also assuming straight and level flight without squint such that

Í (k*, ku + lcon) : ps(k, + k0, ) tlìe following form of the range compressed signal history is obtained,

Ç^(tç,,ù : + I o,,rro,,kùGeþr,,ky, to(ku* ko,))

erp (j þ n" (k,, ka I ko n, 0o (ku + k0,))) erp(j y kr) clky,

: Çp(k,,a) Øa B(k,,a), Q.124)

where 8, represents convolution with respect to the range variable y . The term Ç rr(k* , y) is the range
compressed signal history of the point scatterer in the absence of measurement errors while ß(kr,a),
given by,

B(k,,ù * I "ro 
(j,þn"(t ,,,ko t k;n,fuo(ka+ Äro,))) erp(jykr)d,kr,

: erp(j (A(k,) + B(k") + C(k,)))ô(a + A' (k,) + Bt (k,) + Ct (k,)),
erp(jþ,6(k*))ó(y + A'(k,) + Bt(k,) + ct(k*)), (3.t2s)

encapsulates the contribution of the phase error ón" to the range compressed signal history data. The
presence of the demodulation phase error manifests in the range compressed signal history domain
as a modulating phase function ,þ"t (kr) that varies wrth k* and also produces a k" dependent range
migration of the scatterer response by an amount y : -A'(k,) - B'(k") - C'(k,).This can be seen
most clearly by considering the simple along track velocþ error scenario developed in Section 3.4.1.
In this case the displacement at each transmit/receive point along the collection aperhre is limited to
an azimtthal displacement only of the form,

Lr(k,,k, + kon) Rbsg tan

P.t.,,

V
v" It'*

(3.t26)nVlrollts,,

The associated modulating phase error function is thus given by,

v"
0rr)

Óa"(k*,\c, + kgn,kr)

(3.t27)
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Applying a Taylor series expansion about ko and retaining the frrst two terms gives,

ón.(k,,k, + lcsn,k,)

where the narrowband phase component is given by,

no,,þftn,v. k2^-È no,,iË
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(3.128)

(3.r2e)

(3.130)

(3.13 1)

while the range migration phase component is given by,

þ,u(k*): Rb"g+*,

V_Ra,ni k7qó,^(k")

ó"t'(k,)
kos

Assuming that the window A¿fu(lr*,kr) is unweighted and has the form,

A,ro(k,, ky) - recl(#),*t (h),
the range compressed signal history for a single point scatterer at location (rr,a,z") subject to the

modulating phase error function (3.128) is thus,

Ç'n(k''' 
:t#;,'"',"i^,i"î"il; i@, + þsz,)ks,)re- (#) erpt-jr,k,)

erp(ió,u6,)) sinc(þ - u, - t3oz" W)+)
(3.r32)

Substituting the form for þ,,6(k*) given in (3.129) yields,

ç,nQî*,ù : *q,erp(jþ")erp(- 
j(y" t psz,)ksn)r*t (h) erp(-ir,k,)

",, Q ^u,,+ Ð,n,, ((, - r, - ,.,oz, - Rbss+ 
E;) *)

(3.133)

Equation (3.133) indicates that the scatterer's phase response in the range compressed signal history

domain consists of a linear phase term tn k, that is dependent on the scatterer's azimuthal location r,
as well as a phase modulation, due to ón",that varies quadratically with kr. The k, dependence of
the phase error function þ¡¿. matifests in the point scatterer response as a range cell migration that

varies quadratically with kr. Since the phase error function dn" is independent of scattering location

all scatterers in the scene are subject to the same phase modulation and range migration given in

(3.133). Figures 3.4 and3.5 show the magnitude of the range compressed signal history lÇ^(k*,a)1,
and the recovered image obtained using the PFA (without application of the PGA) respectively for

a simulated scene with a single point scatterer at the scene centre and an along track velocity error
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Parameter Value (Units)

Radar centre frequency /s 9.6GHz
Depression angle at aperture centre tþs 30 deg
Ground plane range -R6"o

Along track velocþ I/
13749.2 m
140.0 m/s

Along track velocity enor V" 0.5 m/s
Azimuth spatial freq. bandwidlh k6.- 43.532 rad/m
Azimuth resolution p, 0.14 m
Azimuth pixel spacing Ar 0.095 m
Ground range resolution pu 0.29 m
Ground range pixel spacing Ay 0.11 m

Table 3.2: Simulation parameters corresponding to an imaging scenario in which the SAR motion
sensor is subject to an error in the measurement of the along track component of the platform velociry

V" of 0.36 percent of the actual velocþ V. The imaging parameters for the simulation scenario are
described in Table 3.2. The peak quadratic phase error that occurs at the azimuth spatial frequency
band edges is 63.9 radians and this manifests in the recovered image as a broadening of the main-
lobe width of the azimuthal point spread function. Using the approach described in Section 2.3.2
the azimuthal mainlobe width may be estimated by computing the instantaneous "frequency" of the
narrowband quadratic phase given by dþ"¡,(kr) f dk* atthe k, spatial frequency limits. This approach
gives an estimated width of approximately Il.4 m (or 120 azimttthpixels) which is consistent with
the simulatedpoint spread function illustrated inFigure 3.5. InFigure 3.4the quadratic range cell
migration of the scatterer response across the k, bandwidth is clearly observed. The peak range cell
migration that occurs at the band edges may be computed ûom (3.133) and is 0.18 m or 1.63 pixels
in Figure 3.4.

3.5.2 PGA Algorithm in the Presence of Range Dependent Phase Errors

The PGA algorithm operates by firstly identifying a suitable number of dominant point scatterers
in the recovered defocused PFA image. These are considered to be the signal components from
which the unknown phase error is to be estimated. The remaining scene scattering contributions
are considered to be noise sources in the estimation algorithm. As the phase error function, ón" is
independent of scattering location each scatterer has a response in the range compressed signal history
of the form given in (3.132). By estimating the azimuthal location ø, of each signal scatterer in the
defocused PFA image the linear phase term erp(- jr"k*) can be compensated for in the associated
range compressed signal history data. Having compensated for the linear phase term due to the
azimúhal offset the PGA models the single point scatterer response in the range compressed signal
history as,

Çeso(k*,y) :
ko-o

q, erp (j þ s) erp (j þ 
"6 

(k,)) r ect sSnc
(y-y"-002,)ka"uo

2tr ,-
n(k',U), (3.134)

where n(kr,U) is a noise term consisting of the remaining scene scattering contributions, do : ó, -
(a" -l þoz,)lcon and Ó"u(k,) is given by 3.I29. (Note that in general the PGA makes no assumptions
regarding the form of þ"6(k,) other than it is some nonlinear function of k,. In the following analysis

+
k,

k^"
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Figure 3.4: Range compressed history data obtained for a point scatterer located at the scene centre

collected with an along track velocity error in the radar platform of 0.36 percent of the true platform

along track velocity. The range point spread function is a sinc function with a resolution, given by the

location of the first null, of 0.29 m. The range pixel spacing is 0.11 m.
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Figure 3.5: Image of a point scatterer located at the scene centre obtained using the PFA where at

0.36 percent error in the along track velocity of the radar platform. The image point spread function

in the absence of phase phase errors is a sinc function with a nominal resolution of 0.14 m in azimuth

and 0.29 m in range. The pixel spacing is 0.095 m in azimuth and 0. 1 1 m in range.
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however, the performance of the PGA will be considered for the along track velocity error scenario
developed in the previous section.) The phase of Çrno(k*,y) over the azimuth spatial frequency slice
obtained at range U : Us I þoz" equals the unknown narrowband phase modulation (to within an
unknown constant given by /6), while the magnitude of the slice across k" varies according to the
k, aperítre weighting function, in this case rect(lcr lka-*) for an unweighted windowing function.
In estimating the phase error function ó.a(k,) the PGA considers a slice of grno]t,,y) over k* at
runge y : Us I psz'. This may be expressed in the sampled data matrix represeñtation developed in
Section 3.2.3 as follows,

where %n"(* - *") is the vector of k, samples of Çrnn(k,, y) evaluated at the range sample bin
m" associated with the range U : U" I þozr. The matrix tr4l is formed from the Fourier transform
coefficients (see (3.40)), diag(ó,r) is the diagonal matrix where the terms down the leading diagonal
are the samples of ercp(j þ"6(k,)) across the k, bandwidth (see (3.42) and (3.aa)).

The presence of the quadratic range migration in the true point scatterer response given in (3.133)
however means that the actual range compressed signal history slice transduced at A : Us I þoz" has
a sinc like variation with k, given by,

lç,n(t{,,a - lls l- 0oz")l - \?n,rln, ( Ru,"+äþ-\4,, \ v4*)' (3'136)

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the amplitude and phase respectively of an azimuthal slice of the simulated
range compressed history in Figure 3.4 obtained at range b:r;.2l corresponding to the range location
of the simulated point target. The phase component of the slice is the unknown narow band phase
modulation given in (3.129). The magnitude of the slice however has been subject to a modulation
due to the range cell migration with a 7 dB reduction in the amplitude observed at the band edges

The range migration manifests as a reduction in the contribution of the scattercr at (rr,y", zr) lo
the amplitude of the slice Çrr(lcr,y) over aztrntth spatial frequency aty : a" -f þoz" resulting in a
progressive decrease in the signal to noise ratio across the k, bandwidth. A more accurate description
of the range compressed signal history slice in the formulation of the PGA algorithm is to apply a
weighting vector Y which contains the samples of lÇ,n(k*,U : As + þoz,)l in (3.136). In this case
the PGA signal model takes the form,

%n"(* - -,) : e"erp(i ó,) d,ias (ó,r)W

%n"(* - ^ ") 
: e,erp(i ós) dias (Y ) di,as (ó,0)W

(3.13s)

(3.r37)

n0

nl

nLt

where diøg(Y) is the diagonal matrix formed from the elements of the vector Y. In the PGA al-
gorithm, as described in Section 3.2.3, the reduced signal to clutter levels will manifest as a poorer
estimate of the covariance matrix and hence a poorer estimate of the dominant eigenvector and sub-
sequently the unknown phase modulation.

In the final, phase compensation step, of the PGA algorithm the negative of the estimated phase
enor, er72(j$ra(k,)) is applied to the range compressed signal history Ç, (kr,y),

Ç"o,,(k,,y) : erp(-¡$,6(k,)Ç,*(k,,ù. (3.133)
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Figure 3.6: Narrow band phase error estimate obtained from a slice of the range compressed history

generated using the simulation parameters described in Table 3'2.
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This compensates, to within the accuracy of the estimate, for the narrowband phase modulation
present in the range compressed signal history data. However the range migration remains uncom-
pensated in the recovered image. In the along track velocþ error scenario the range compressed
signal history data (3.133) after phase correction takes the form,

Ç"o,,(t<,,y) : q,erp(iþ,)r*t (#) Çr(k*,y)""p(j(ó*a(k,) - ô*@ù)*

"n""(9=-#@) *,u (,_ a,,,+Ð, (3r3e)

and application of an inverse Fourier transform with respect to k, recovers an image of the point
scatterer subject to a residual range blur with a width nominally given by the range extent of the
range migration across the k, bandwidth. Figure 3.8 shows the point spread function of the scatterer
that is recovered after applying the PGA algorithm to the simulated range compressed signal history
data illustrated in Figure 3.4. rn this case the PGA phase estimate $,6(k*) equals 5,6(kr). The
image has been oversampled in range and azimuth so that the range and azimuth pixel spacing are
0.055 m and 0.024 m respectively. The distortion and range blur of the point spread function due to
the residual uncompensated linear phase terms is clearly seen.

Assuming that the PGA is able to retrieve a sufficiently accurate estimate of the narrowband phase
modulation ó"a(k,) the range migration term (3.139) can be readily estimated,

ó,,.(t ,) - -Ó'u(k')

A simple method for compensating for the range migration term S,.rn(kr) is to Fourier transform the
range compressed signal history Ç.orr(lc*y) with respect to lrrback into the signal history domain
and apply the phase conection specified in (3.140), i.e.,

G"o,,"(k",kr) : G.orr(lc,,ku)erp (¡ø,^fr.l!\ (3.141)" \" 'kon/

It should be noted that this proposed correction step is based on a first order Taylor expansion ofthe
range spatial frequency dependence of the demodulation phase error for the along track velocity error
given in (3.128). It therefore does not apply complete compensation of the k, dependence of /¿". A
more accurate form of compensation can be achieved if the phase correction is applied to the signal
history data as it is acquired in its "native" polar format form G*r(&7) given in (3.55). In particular
Ó"u(k*) is the narrowband form of ón. given in (3.109) and may be considered to evaluate ón. at
k, : o thus,

ó"u(k') : l;l:;Ï,..1. -n,
k,+Q-tPo)2klnR. (3.t42)

Given the PGA estimate of þ"6(k") an estimate R" of the slant range error rB" may be obtained and
the following correction applied to the signal history data in the acquired "native" polar format,

G"o,,(þr) : G,n"(þù""p(- jlb"lL"). (3.143)

A focused image is subsequently recovered by re-applying the PFA algorithm to the phase corrected
signal history. In practice this approach is considerable more computationally expensive as the recov-
ery of the focused image requires recomputing the polar to rectangular resampling step of the PFA.
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Figure 3.8: Point spread function for a PFA plus PGA SAR processor obtained using the imaging

parameters described nTable 3.2.

The proposed correction method in (3.141) on the other hand, allows an approximate corection of

the range spatial frequency dependent terms to be carried out in the signal history data after polar to

rectangular resampling.

A comparison of Figwes 3.8 and 3.9 indicates the improvement in the point target response that

may be achieved with the range cell migration correction step of (3.141) applied. Figure 3.8 shows

the point spread function obtained using the imaging parameters in Table 3.2 and' the PFA and PGA

atgórithmswithout range cell migration correction. Figure 3.9 on the other hand shows the PFA and

pGA algorithm point spread function with the addition of the range migration correction step. It is
clear that the distortion evident in Figure 3.8 has largely been corrected in Figure 3.9.

Although the distortion of the point spread function is not large and may not have a significant

impact on the interpretability of the restored image, for post processing applications, such as super-

resolution and interferometry the presence of residual uncompensated phase effors can potentially

have a signifrcant detrimental effect.

3.5.3 Impact on Interferogram Estimation

Repeat pass SAR interferometry, see Chapter 4, uses the image pixel amplitude and phase from a

pair of SAR images, collected in separate imaging passes, to derive additional information about the

geophysical properties of the scene [8H98], [RHJ+00]. The additional information is encapsulated

in the complex cross correlation of the interferometric image pair,

).¡),

lerp(jÕ) : (3.r44)
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Figure 3.9: Point spread function for a PFA plus PGA SAR processor with correction of the residual
range cell migration obtained using the imaging parameters described in Table 3.2.

where / is the primary image obtained from the flrst imaging collection and g is the repeat pass
image from the second imaging collection. The interferometric magnitude 7, or coherence, is a value
between 0 and 1 where a value of 1 indicates the images are identical, to within a scale factor and
a value of 0 indicates the images are completely uncorrelated. The scene coherence can thus be
used as sensitive change statistic for detecting subtle scene disturbances UWE+96] as well as a test
statistic for target classification [Yoc98]. The interferometric phase Õ on the other hand can be used
to estimate the terrain topography.

The complex cross correlation coefflcient is typically estimated via spatial averaging over a local
estimation window in the repeat pass image pair. The accuracy of this estimate in measuring the
underþing scene coherence and interferometric phase however is sensitive to the presence of any
relative uncompensated phase differences between the signal histories of the image pair. In tJB94]
Just has examined the impact of various low order residual phase differences and has shown that they
contribute to an overall loss in coherence and an associated increase in the interferometric phase noise.
In certain cases the residual phase differences may also introduce a bias into the interferometric phase
estimate. For a repeat pass SAR pair formed using the PFA and PGA the residual uncompensated
range dependent phase errors that remain after application of the PGA will be a source of relative
phase errors leading to a reduction in the interferogram quality. For the case ofa relative quadratic
range migration phase error and unweighted aperture windows Just has shown that the true underþing
scene coherence is scaled by a factor,

.yrm: + f ' sin" (u2\ d,r, (3.14s)

'/iJo 
\ /

where 4 is the peak range migration across the Ic, bandwidth normalised to the range resolution
cell size. Figwe 3.10 shows the loss in coherence as a function of 4. Failure to provide adequate
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Figure 3.10: Loss in interferometric coherence obtained with a uncompensated quadratic range cell

migration measured as a fraction of the range resolution cell size.

compensation for the relative range spatial frequency dependent phase errors thus leads to a reduction

in the transduced scene coherence and hence a loss in contrast between changed and unchanged

regions in change detection applications.

To demonstrate the impact of residual uncompensated range dependent phase errors on scene

coherency, experimental data collected with the DSTO Ingara X-band airbome SAR have been pro-

cessed using the PFA with post f,ltering and PGA algorithms. Figure 3.11 shows the primary image

obtained using the PFA with post filtering and the PGA algorithm. The scene consists of an open

lightly vegetated field with a line of trees on the right hand side of the scene and also running along

the top of the scene. A building is present in the lower middle of the scene. The image resolution is

0.58 m in range by 0.12 m in azimuth. Figures 3.12 shows the PGA phase error estimate obt¿ined for

this particular imaging run. The phase error has a dominant quadratic component consistent with an

along track velocþ error of0.23 percent ofthe true along track velocity and the associated range cell

migration is 0.20 m or 0.35 of the range resolution cell size. The enlarged view of the PGAphase

error estimate shown in Figure 3.13 indicates the presence of some high frequency components in the

estimated phase error flrnction. The PGA phase error estimate has been applied in the conventional

sense as an azimuth spatial frequency dependent phase correction to the range compressed signal

history data to form the focused image in Figure 3. 1 1.

For the purposes of demonstrating the effects of uncompensated range dependent phase errors on

scene coherency a repeat pass image has been formed using the same signal history data as the primary

image. However, in forming the repeat pass image the PGA phase error estimate given in Figure 3.12

has been removed from into the acquired raw signal history data in the "native" polar format as

described in equations (3.142) and (3.143). By applying the PGA phase error correction to the raw

signal history data prior to polar to rectangular resampling the dependence of the demodulation phase

effor on range spatial frequency is completely compensated (to within the accuracy of the PGA phase
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estimate). In terms of the coherence estimate, by using the same raw signal history data to form the
primary and repeat pass interferometric image pair other sources of decorrelation such as misaligned
collection aperhrres as well as geometric misregistration of the interferometric image pair have been
eliminated. The transduced scene decorrelation can thus be attributed to the range spatial frequency
dependence of the phase error function.

Figure 3.14 shows the interferogram formed between this repeat pass image and the primary im-
age discussed above. The average sample coherence obtained over the open fleld region in the coher-
ence map is 0.939. From Figure 3.10 this corresponds to a range cell migration of approximately 0.4
of the range resolution cell size, which is consistent with the calculated range cell migration of 0.35
obtained using the quadratic polynomial fit to the estimated phase error function. Figure 3.15 shows
the interferogram formed between the repeat pass image reconstructed from the corrected signal his-
tory (3.143) and applying the range cell migration correction step given in (3.141) to the primary
image discussed above. The additional range migration correction step clearþ improves the scene
coherence giving correlation coefficient values close to unity. The average coherence obtained over
the field region in the coherence map is 0.987, an increase of approximately 5 percent compared to the
coherence estimate obt¿ined without the range migration correction step. Ideally the coherence value
obtained should be unity as the same raw signal history data has been used in generating both the pri-
mary and repeat pass imagery. The slight reduction in coherence is most likely due to uncompensated
higher order range dependent residual phase errors.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter the impact of errors in the measurement of the pointing vectors, describing the radar
platform location with respect to the scene focus point, on spotlight SAR image formation has been
examined. The contribution of errors in the measurement of the range, as well as errors in the azimuth
and elevation angles, to the uncompensated residual phase error flrnction have been derived. It has
been shown that the error function manifests as a two dimensional blur function that varies spatially
over the scene. For all but very wide-angle, large fractional bandwidth systems the defocusing blur
function simplifies to the commonly used azimuthal blur function that is independent of scattering
location. However, for wide-angle collections subtle higher order range dependent effects become
increasingly signif,cant and the full spatially varying, two dimensional nature of the image defocus
begins to manifest. For wide-angle collections the range dependence of the image defocus interferes
with the phase estimation steps of autofocus algorithms. It also remains as an uncompensated range
dependent blur in the restored image degrading post processed products such as interferometric based
measurements.

A formulation of the PGA algorithm in terms of a signal and noise subspace within a concise
matrix based framework has been obtained and the impact of a two dimensional uncompensated phase
error defocus on the PGA algorithm steps has been considered. The range dependent components of
the phase error function are unmodelled by the PGA and therefore comrpt the PGA phase error
estimate and will remain as residual uncompensated defocus in the restored image. For simple low
order polynomial type phase error functions a simple range cell migration step has been proposed
to correct for the dominant deleterious effects of the range dependent phase error function. The
improvement of the correction in terms of the PFA and PGA processor point spread frnction and
interferometric based image products has been demonstrated using data collected with the DSTO
Ingara X-band airbome SAR. In particular a coherence improvement of 5%o has been demonstrated
illustrating the subtle higher order nature of this correction.
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Figure 3.11: SAR image recovered from data collected using the DSTO Ingara X-band airbome SAR

and processed using PFA with post filtering and application of the PGA algorithm. The resolution of
the recovered image is 0.58 m in range and 0.I2 m in azimuth and has been subsequentþ spatially

averaged for display.
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Figure 3.12: The PGA phase error estimate obtained from the experimental Ingara X-band data as a
function of the azimuth spatial frequency. The phase error shows a dominant quadratic component
consistent with a 0.23 percent error in the along track velocity measurement.
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Figure 3.13: Enlarged view of the PGA phase error estimate for a region around the aperture centre.
High frequency components in the phase error estimate are evident.
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(a) Coherence map displayed with scale 0 to I

m

(b) Coherence map displayed with scale 0.8 to l.

Figure 3.14: Coherence map estimate obtained from the primary and repeat pass image where the

primary image is subject to uncompensated range dependent defocus which has been compensated

for in the repeat pass image. Figures (a) and (b) show the same coherence map with different scales

as indicated. Ideally the coherence should be unity however the residual relative range dependent

defocus has reduced the coherence to 0.939 in the open fleld region ofthe scene which is consistent

with a relative range cell migration of 0.4 of a range resolution cell size.
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(a) Coherence map displayed with scale 0 to 1.

0.m 0,$

(b) Coherence map displayed with scale 0.8 to 1

Figure 3. 1 5 : Coherence map estimate obtained f¡om the primary and repeat pass image where a range
cell migration corection step has been carried out on the primary image. Figures (a) and (b) show
the same coherence map with different scales as indicated. The dominant deleterious effects of the
relative range dependent defocus have largely been corrected with the coherence over the open fleld
increased to 0.987.



Chapter 4

SAR Interferometry

4.1 Introduction

Synthetic Aperhre Radar Interferometry (InSAR) employs two complex valued SAR images to derive

additional information about a scene by exploiting differences in the amplitude and phase of the image

pair. The information made available by the joint processing of an interferometric image pair is
determined by the difference between the imaging geometries used for each collection and any scene

changes arising in the temporal delay between the collections. In the terrain mapping application of
interferometric SAR the image pair are acquired using imaging collections having a small baseline

offset in a direction orthogonal to the radar flight track. The mismatch in the synthetic apertures

used to form the image pair produces a height dependent phase difference between the images from

which the terrain topography may be extracted with excellent accuracy [GZW88]. On the other

hand for SAR image pairs obtained with a temporal separation and an identical imaging geometry,

differences between the interferometric image pair may be attributed to changes in the scene complex

backscatter. Temporal delays of the order of milliseconds may be obtained by using two radars

mounted along the flight track axis of the radar platform. Such Along Track Interferometers (AII)
may be used as an extremely sensitive moving target indicator for detecting slow moving vehicles

[Gie01a]. With a single antenna platform and matching flight tracks repeat pass interferometry may

be used as a sensitive measure of scene disturbance that occurs over time scales ranging from hours

to days UWE+961, [CR98], [Cor97] and even years [Rei00]. Interferometric change detection is

potentially a very sensitive measure of scene disturbance as only small scatterer displacements, of the

order of a fraction of a wavelength can cause significant changes in the amplitude and phase between

the image pair. Indeed the technique has been applied to spaceborne SARs to detect vehicle tracks in
a scene [CR98].

In this chapter the principles of SAR interferometry will be introduced. In particular the inter-

ferometric processing of wide-angle f,ne resolution spotlight mode SAR for change detection will
be addressed. This forms the theoretical basis for subsequent chapters that examine the theoretical

as well as experimental performance of various interferometric change statistics. This chapter also

describes an interferometric SAR processor developed for the generation of interferograms from ex-

perimental repeat pass SAR data collected with the DSTO Ingara X-band airbome SAR. In Sections

4.3 and4.4 a statistical description of a joint interferometric image pair is discussed. It is shown that

for natural homogeneous distributed targets the additional information provided by interferometric

processing is encapsulated in the cross channel correlation coefficient and in Section 4.5 appropriate

estimators for this quantrty are discussed. The quality of the cross correlation coefficient estimate

is crucially dependent on the identification, modelling, estimation and compensation of relative mis-

match between the acquisition and image focusing functions used to generate the interferometric pair.

93
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Section 4.6 discusses sources of relative mismatch between an interferometric image pair formed us-
ing the Polar Format Algorithm (PFA) and Polar Format Algorithm with Post Filtering (PF2) image
formation algorithms as well as conìmon techniques to mitigate the dominant first order effects. Fi-
nally an experimental system developed to process repeat pass interferometric data collected with the
DSTO Ingara SAR is described and coherent change detection results are presented in Section 4.7.

4.2 Background

During SAR data acquisition complex range echo data are acquired over a synthetic aperture formed
as the radar moves past the scene. Under an assumption of linearity the range echo acquired at a
given transmiVreceive point, after range compression, is the superposition of all scattering responses
lying equidistant from the radar within the antenna illumination fooþrint. Thus over the coherent
processing interval an aggregate complex scene response is transduced as a function ofposition along
the collection aperture and propagation range delay. By accurately measuring the radar platform
location at each transmilreceive point the variation in the amplitude and phase response for each
scene scattering location in the integrated response over the synthetic aperhre can be predicted. SAR
image focusing algorithms invert the integrated scene response into a two dimensional image of the
complex scene reflectivity by applying the necessary two dimensional filters matched to the amplitude
and phase response for each scattering location in the scene. This allows the recovery of an image
where the scene backscatter is resolved into a two dimensional map of range versus cross range. The
elevation of scatterers in the scene however may not be resolved in a single pass SAR collection and
are 'þrojected" into the image plane appearing at a location in the image that is offset ûom their true
location by an amount determined by the imaging geometry and the scatterer height.

In the case of spotlight SAR imaging collections, the PFA may be applied to recover a focused
image of the scene when the standoff range of the radar from the scene is much greater than the
image size. The PFA ground plane image point scatterer response for a target at location (rr,Ar, zr)
has been derived in Chapter 2, Section 2.3 and for shaight and level flight without squint is given by,

s@,a) : erp(-i(as * z,tantþs)ksr)a(r - rs,u - Lts - z"tantþs). (4.1)

The angle ry's is the elevation angle measured between the local horizontal and the vector from the
scene centre to the radar location at the aperture centre, ø is the point spread function def,ned by the
weighted aperture window applied to the acquired range echo data (see equation (2.59) in Chapter
2) and lcos 4tr f Àcos '¿y'0 where À is the radar wavelength. A scatterer at location (r,,U,,2") thus
appears in the recovered two dimensional ground plane image at location (r , , y , I z, tan j/¡ ) and is
subject to a phase modulation given by ó - (A" * z"tanrþo)kon. For a general scene consisting of an
arbitrarily large number of scatterers, assuming the SAR acquisition process is linear, the transduced
reflectivity recovered by the PFA at a location (ro, yo) will be the superposition of all scatterers at
azimuthal location rs and lying along aline z - (yo - y) I tanrl¡. Thus despite the scatterers along
the line , - (yo-y) I tanrþ¡hav:ri-Lg different elevation locations the PFA recovers only the integrated
response along the line and the individual scatterer responses may not be resolved.

The scattering retums at different elevations in the scene however may be separated, in a limited
sense, via the joint processing of a pair of SAR images. In particular if two scene images are acquired
simultaneously using two receive antennas on the same sensor platform but with some across and/or
above track baseline offset, the transduced image pair will be subject to amplitude and phase differ-
ences which are a function of the scatterer elevation. In this imaging modality each SAR image is
acquired with a slightly different elevation angle tþ1 andtþ2, as defined by the baseline offset between
the receive antennas, thus a scatterer aT (rr,U", zr) will appear in the image pair at slightly different
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range locations, u/ith the difference given by,

A,y zr(tantþ1 - tatrþ2),

zrLþ, (4.2)

and with a different modulating phase, giving a phase difference of,

^Ó : î,',:i,j:;î'.-';'^?;:;'j 
- ar s{s(r "' a' r z" tan'nþ2)}'

(4.3)

where Lþ : (tan þ1 - tan tþ2) . Given accurate measurements of ry'1 and tþz an estimate of z, may

be retrieved by estimating either Ay or A/. Estimation of z, via the differential layover Ag is a well
known technique commonly referred to as stereoscopic terrain mapping [Leb90]. The accuracy of
this approach however is limited by the accuracy of the estimate of Ay which will be of the order of
the resolution cell size. An estimate of z, obtained via the differential phase A/ however will have

an accuracy ofthe order ofthe radar wavelength and thus can potentially provide highly accurate

estimates of the scatterer elevation. This forms the basis of the terrain height mapping application

of SAR interferometry: By estimating and removing any misregistration between the image pair an

estimate of the phase difference, modulo 2zr, between the image pair may be recovered. The terrain

elevation may subsequently be recovered via application of a phase unwrapping algorithm to remove

the 2tr phase ambiguiry
Interferometric terrain height mapping relies on a baseline offset Ap to generate a height depen-

dent phase difference between an image pair. An altemative application of the joint processing of a

SAR image pair arises when the image pair are acquired at different times but using the same imag-

ing geometry. In this imaging modality difFerences in the amplitude and phase between the image

pair may be attributed to changes in the scene that arise in the time interval between collections. For

example, by placing two antennas, displaced in the along track direction, on the same sensor plat-

form image pairs may be acquired with a temporal delay of the order to a few milliseconds. Such

Along Track Interferometers (ATI) allow the suppression of static, stable clutter scattering contribu-

tions to identiff the presence of slow moving targets in a scene [Gie0la], [Gie0lb] and may also be

used for mapping ocean currents [GBZ89]. Alternatively using repeat pass collections, changes in

the scene that occur over hours, days and even years may be transduced and used to quanti$ scene

disturbances such as those arising from man-made scene changes, environment¿l effects as well as

geophysical processes [RvZ93], [GGZ89] and [FPRO1].
The application of SAR interferometry that has received the most attention in the literature has

been the topographic mapping application as this allows digital elevation maps of a scene to be gen-

erated with unprecedented accuracy, resolution and coverage. The first demonstration of interfero-

metric SAR applied to topographic mapping was obtained using radar observations of the Moon in

1972 [SZR+ 72], lZis72al, lZis72bl. In lzis72al, lzisTzbl a radar interferometer was obtained using

the Haystack radar system and a nearby communications antenna with subsequent interferometric

height measnrements yielding an accuracy of better than 500 m. In 1974 GrahamlGraT4l applied

the technique to radar data of the Earth acquired using an airborne platform. In Graham's system an

additional receive antenna was placed in an existing airborne SAR to produce an across track inter-

ferometer. Analogue mixing of the signals received by the two antennas produced a beat pattem that

tracked the interferometric phase fringe variation with the scene topography. While the soundness

of the underlying principle was clearly demonstrated, the full potential of interferometric SAR for

topographic mapping of the Earth was not realised until the late 1980s and earþ 1990s. In 1986

Zebker and Goldstein reported a practical demonstration of topographic mapping using an airbome
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single pass system. Interferomehic processing was also applied by Goldstein [GZW88] to repeat pass

data acquired by the SeaSAI L band SAR instrument over the Cottonball basin of Death Valley and
shown to generate topographic maps that were in close agreement with published U.S. Geological
Survey maps. This demonstration of topographic mapping of the Earth using a spacebome system
hinted at the possibility of obtaining a world wide digital elevation map with unprecedented accuracy
and provided the impetus to develop more advanced sensors. In particular the launch of the ERS-I
C-band SAR satellite in 1991 by the European Space Agency has provided researchers with a wealth
of high quality, modest resolution imagery suitable for repeat pass interferometric processing. The
high stability of the satellite and accurate knowledge of its orbital parameters allowed the genera-
tion of high quality interferograms to assist in the development of phase unwrapping algorithms for
the retrieval of terrain topography. Also the SIR-C/X-SAR sensors flown onboard the Space Shuttle
Endeavour n 1994 provided a multifrequency, multipolarisation data set suitable for interferometric
processing with revisit periods of I,2,3 days and 6 months [SJW96], [SES+95].

These advances in technology were matched by a considerable amount of research into the de-

velopment of a statistical description of dual, as well as, multþle channel SAR imaging modes. Sta-
tistical models describing single channel SAR data have been extensively studied over many decades

in the literature [JP76]. For the case of natural homogeneous distributed clutter scenes such as open
fields the generally accepted model used to describe the transduced scene reflectivity is the Gaussian
speckle model [OQ98]. In this model the distributed target scene is represented as a layer of many in-
dependent, identically distributed discrete point scatterers randomly distributed throughout the scene.

The transduced reflectivity in a resolution cell is thus a coherent sum ofthese point scattering contri-
butions, each weighted by the point spread function and each subject to a different phase modulation,
which measures the scatterer location in terms of the radar wavelength. Provided the resolution cell
size is many wavelengths across the phase modulation is essentially a random phase factor and the
coherent retum may be described as a random walk in the complex plane [Goo76]. Provided there are

a sufflciently large number of scatterers in the scene the central limit theorem may be applied to the
random walk description and the resolution cell response may be modelled by a zero mean, complex,
circular Gaussian random process.

In describing a multi-channel SAR system the same limiting assumptions and arguments have
been applied to derive a joint statistical descrþtion of the image ensemble. In the multi-channel de-

scription each channel in the ensemble is modelled as a random walk in the complex plane. It is
assumed that each channel "sees" the same scatterers so that the random walk in each channel has the
same number of steps. Provided the modulating phase associated with each scattering contribution is

random and there are many scattering contributions within a resolution cell the joint channel distri-
bution may be modelled as a jointly Gaussian random process characterised by the covariance matrix
formed between the channels [OQ98], [YKJ+89]. In the case of an interferometric image pair the
covariance matrix is a two by two matrix and the information provided by the joint processing of the
interferometric image pair is encapsulated in the complex cross channel correlation coefficient given
by'

ryrp(¡ó):
E{f s.} (4.4)

where f and g are the two interferometric images. The phase of the correlation coefficient Õ is simply
the interferometric phase difference between the image pair used for terrain height mapping while the
magnitude of the correlation coefficient 7, commonly called the coherence, is a value between 0 and
1 and indicates the extent of decorrelation in the transduced scene. Scene decorrelation may arise
through a change in the relative spatial distribution of the scattering contributions in the scene. This
leads to a change in the random walk describing the transduced reflectivity that is quantifled in a
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statistical sense via the coherence.

In [Goo63] Goodman showed that the maximum likelihood estimator of the covariance matrix

describing a jointly Gaussian process is the sample covariance matrix. In practice in InSAR sample

averaging is achieved either by spatial averaging or multilook averaging [PGS02a]. Goodman was

also able to show that the density function of the sample estimate is given by the complex V/ishart

distribution. This result allowed the derivation of the densþ flrnctions and statistical properties for

the sample interferometric phase and coherence estimates to be found [LHM94], [TBQ95], [TL96]. A
linkage between the variance of the interferometric phase estimate and the cross correlation coefficient

magnitude was established indicating that poorer estimates of the phase are obtained in scenes that

suffer from decorrelation. In such scenes more extensive sample averaging is required to obtain

robust, reliable interferometric phase estimates for use in phase unwrapping algorithms. This was of
particular interest in the anaþsis of ERS-I data as interferometric processing was restricted to the

analysis of repeat pass pairs acquired with a minimum revisit period of 35 days.

The potential for signiflcant scene decorrelation to occur in the relatively long revisit periods of
ERS-I prompted research into understanding the mechanisms by which scene decorrelation occurs

and the sensitivity of the interferometric properties to the radar parameters. In [GZW88], [LG90]
and [RM92] the across track baseline between imaging passes was identified as a major performance

driver in an interferometric system. While a baseline offset is required to generate an interferometric

phase difference between the image pair the relative path lengths between the scene scatterers and

the radar will be slightly different. The transduced retum in each resolution cell will thus exhibit a

slightly different random walk leading to decorrelation in the transduced image pair. The relationship

between the interferometric baseline and the resulting scene decorrelation was derived and a critical

baseline was found beyond which the interferometric image pair exhibit total scene decorrelation.

ln IZY92I Zebker identif,ed a number of other mechanisms by which decorrelation can arise in

an interferometric repeat pass image pair. In particular Zebker showed that decorrelation can arise if
the scene is imaged from two slightly different aspect angles. This may arise due to relative inaccu-

racies in the lcrowledge of the radar platform location in repeat pass collections or where operational

constraints preclude the formation of images from the same look direction. Zebker arrived at a lin-

ear relationship between the decorrelation factor and misalignment in the look direction where the

constant of proportionality is dependent on the azimuthal resolution and inversely proportional to the

radar wavelength. In the case of ERS-I imagery Zebker showed that complete decorrelation may arise

for a relative rotation of 0.7 degrees. Zebker also proposed a model for temporal scene decorrelation

due to environmental efFects such as wind and rain. In Zebker's model the scene is assumed to consist

of a large number of randomly distributed point scatterers that are subject to a random displacement

in the interval between imaging collections. By considering the scatterer range, azimuth and eleva-

tion displacements to be described by independent Gaussian random variables Zebker showed that

the scene decorrelation is principally determined by the component of the scatterer's displacement

along the radar's line of sight direction, measured in terms of the radar wavelength. Thus perhff-

bations in the scatterer's location in the range direction are most dominant in low elevation angle

acquisitions while for high elevation angle collections perturbations in the height direction are most

dominant. Zebker's result also indicates that shorter wavelength radars are more sensitive to scatterer

perturbations.

Zebker's analysis of interferometric scene decorrelation and subsequent processing of SeaSAI

data presente d n lZV92l prompted Zebker to speculate on the use of scene decorrelation itself as a

r€mote sensing observable that may be used to infer some of the geophysical properties of the scene.

Using ERS-1 data Askne tAH93] examined the mean backscatter and coherence over a range of land

cover types and concluded that environmental conditions effect the observed mean backscatter power

and coherence of different land cover t¡les in different ways and suggested using the coherence as
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a land cover classification statistic. In [HUA95] Hagberg proposed a simple extension to Zebker's
scatterer perhrrbation model to facilitate a simple description of scene coherence across different
scene types. In this model the scattering contribution in a resolution cell is decomposed into a stable
scattering component that is unchanged over the collection interval and an unst¿ble component that
may potentially be modified by scene disturbances. For example over forested terrain a resolution
cell may contain contributions from branches, leaves and trunks as well as returns from the ground
associated with gaps in the canopy. Of these backscatter contributions, the leaves and branches are
subject to perturbations due to wind and therefore will contribute to the unstable scatterer ensemble.
The relative contributions of stable and unstable scatterers to the correlation will depend on the mean
backscatter power associated with the scattering types as well as the nature and extent of the per-
turbation. As different land cover types such as fields, forests, urban areas as well as rivers etc will
exhibit different stable and unstable scattering behaviour it follows that the scene correlation may be
used as a land classification tool. In Hagberg's analysis of ERS-I data, scene coherence was used to
discriminate between open fields and forested terrain. In more recent work [Yoc98] a classifier based
on both image intensity and correlation measured with a dual-antenna system was shown to give a
classification accuracy of up to 13.5 percent higher than using image intensity alone over a scene
consisting of three classes namely water, trees and open fields.

In Zebker's model for scene decorrelation arising from scatterer perturbations it is found that an
RMS scatterer displacement of approximately 20 percent of the radar wavelength can lead to total
scene decorrelation. For small wavelength systems such as C and X band SARs, man-made distur-
bances such as vehicle tracks across a field can potentially cause significant scatterer displacement
without causing an appreciable change in the mean backscatter of the scene. Such scene disturbances
thus may not be detected using commonly used intensity based change detection techniques yet may
be detected as areas of low coherence. Since temporal decorrelation arising due to wind and rain
can also lead to significant decorrelation across the scene this change detection technique generally
requires relatively short revisit periods to ensure there is adequate discrimination between the various
sources of scene disturbance.

While the potential of interferometric change detection for detecting very subtle scene changes
has been known for some time [fWE+96] only a few applications of the technique have been reported
in the literature. The relatively long, 35 day, revisit periods and modest resolution of ERS-I generally
limits the suitability of this sensor for interferometric change detection of fine scale scene distur-
bances. Instead ERS-I has been used for detecting larger scale changes such as changes in urban
development and also flood monitoring. The launch of ERS-2 in 1995, designed to operate in tandem
with ERS-I, however permitted interferometric image pairs to be processed with a one day revisit
period. Corr [CR98] was subsequently able to use ERS-1,2 imagery to detect scene changes caused
by the movement of large vehicles over a grassed area in Salisbury Plain, United Kingdom. The
modest resolution of the ERS imagery (20 m in range by 6 m in azimuth) however ultimately limited
the detection performance achieved by Con In order to realise the full potential of the interferomet-
ric change detection technique fine resolution image commensurate with the size of the changes to
be detected is required. In UWE+96] results from a coherent change detection experiment canied
out using a I m resolution X-band airbome SAR developed by Sandia National L¿buratorics were
presented. In these results, changes arising due to earthworks in a land fiIl site are readily identif,ed
including tracks made by a self-loading earthmover as well as the grading of an unpaved road. The
finer resolution measurements facilitate the formation of a more robust coherence estimate through
increased spatial averaging as well as improving the detection of finer scale scene disturbances.

The past decade has seen the maturing of the technology and algorithms developed for the col-
lection and processing of interferometric SAR imagery. Interferometric SAR is now routinely used
in a diverse range of disciplines such as the study of seismic events such as earthquakes, volcanology,
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subsidence monitoring and ocean cunents. In these flelds SAR interferometry can provide a highly

accurate, sustained, board area measurement capabilþ that can be used to assist in the understanding

of the underþing geophysical processes. Indeed airbome SAR systems have now been demonstrated

with resolutions down to 10 cm [8E03], [TPS+99] thus interferometric measurements may now be

made with unprecedented flne resolution. The extensive experience gained in use of both airbome

and spacebome SAR in interferometric modes has given the SAR community a deeper understanding

of the system design issues and processing methodologies. In this chapter the underlying principles

and theory of SAR interferometry will be presented leading to the design of an interferometric SAR

processor used to process very flne resolution X-band interferometric image pairs collected using the

DSTO Ingara X-band SAR. This interferometric processor will be used in subsequent chapters to

study the coherent change detection application of SAR interferometry using spotlight mode SAR

data acquired over extended collection aperlures.

4.3 Interferometric Spotlight SAR System Model

In Chapter 2 spotlight mode SAR imaging was described as a two step process of coherent data

acquisition followed by image formation. The acquisition process describes the collection of the scene

signal history data over the SAR coherent processing interval and represents the aggregate backscatter

response of the scene as a function of position along the collection aperture and propagation delay.

The image formation processor is an inversion operator in which the aggregate scene response is

resolved into a two dimensional map of scene complex radar backscatter. In the following sections the

equations describing the acquisition and image formation process in the absence of platform location

measurement errors will be reviewed briefly and then extended to encompass an interferometric image

pair.

4.3.1 Single Channel Spotlight SAR

For a scene described by the complex reflectivity function,

r(r,a,z) - rf"@,y)6(z - h(*,a)), (4.5)

where r f "(r,y) is a two dimensional surface reflectivity and h(r,y) is a slowly varying terrain height

function, the collected deramp demodulated signal history data in the spatial frequency domain was

shown, in Chapter 2, to take the form,

Gr(k,,ky,k,) : Ao"n(k,,ky,k,) IIIrr",y,z)erp(iþo"q(k*,ky,k",R_ 
R7))rtrd"vd"z,

(4.6)

where ón"q is the deramp demodulated signal history phase given by,

ón"q(k,ky,k",P- Rr): (R- R7) k2,+k3+k7 (4.7)

The distance A is measured from the radar to a given point (r, y,z) n the scene, while r2z is the

distance of the radar from the scene centre. The variable s k*, k, and k, are the spatial frequency

variables associated wittr the spatial variables r, y and z. The region of support for the spatial fre-

quency variables is defined by the acquisition aperture window An"n(kr,ky,k") which is determined

by the transmit waveform parameters and the spatial extent of the acquisition aperture. For the case

of straight and level flight without squint Ao"q(kr,ka,lr,,) takes the form,

An"q(k,,ky,k.) : An"(k,,kò6(k, - þtky), (4'8)
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Data acquisitir-rn plale

kL

v1

ky

Rr, gl

Aperture of support: ,\c

Spotlight SAR imaging geometry Acquired signal history data in
the scene's spatial frequency domain

Figure 4.1: Spotlight SAR imaging geometry corresponding to straight and level flight without squint.
The depression angle and standoffrange at aperture centre arc tþ1 and R¡,rn, respectively. The acquired
range echo daÍa are samples of the scene's complex reflectivity evaluated over an acquisition plane in
the scene's spatial frequency domain given by k, : tantf.1kr.

where Ér : tan th and T/1 is the elevation angle measured from the scene centre to the radar at the
midaperture point. The aperlure of supportprojected onto the (k*,ky) plane, A,,"(kr,kr), is given
by,

X

An"(kr, ky) rect
k3 + ((1 -t þr)kr)2 - k0

kb..u
(4.e)

where kL,- : 4trf6ruf c and f¡r"u is the transmit waveform bandwidth, ko :  trfolc and /s is the
radar centre frequency, tr is the length of the synthetic aperfure, Rbro, is the standoffdistance of
the radar from the scene centre at the mid-aperture point and the ralio Lf R¡rrn, indicates the angular
width of the collection aperture. It can be seen from equations (4.S) and (4.9) that the acquisition
aperture defines an angular sector in aplane in the three dimensional Fourier space (kr,, ky,l<") given
by k" - pftr. The sector is offset from the origin by an amount ks and has a radial width determined
by the transmit waveform bandwidth and an angular width determined by the angular extent of the
synthetic aperture. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Using a Taylor series expansion for (R - Rr) in terms of the scattering location (r,y, z) abott
the scene centre the following form for the phase function was derived in Section 2.3,

ón"q : -rk, - tJka - zk" + þr.""(ltr,kr,r,rJ). (4.10)

The linear terms in kr, k, and k, in (4.10) correspond to a plane wave propagation model describing
the propagation of the electromagnetic radiation to and from the scene. The additional phase term /,.""
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acco¡nts for the effects of wavefront curvature in the acquired deramp demodulated signal history

phase. In deriving (4.10) it is assumed that the terrain height variation over the scene is small and

thus the phase response in the acquired signal history for an elevated target at height z is adequately

modelled by the linear phase term zk" in (4.10) and so d,", is independent of k" and z. Substituting

(4.10) into (4.6) gives the following form for the acquired signal history

Gr(k,,ks,k") Ao.r(k,,ky,k") I I I rr",y,z)erp(ió,",(k*,kr,,,a))

erp (- j (rk, t yka + zk,)) drdydz. (4.11)

In general, when the standoff range of the radar from the scene is much greater than the scene

size the linear terms in (4.10) dominate the acquisition phase Ór,cq and the residual phase terms @r",

represent small higher order corrections. In Chapter 2 the form of the residual phase terms was

extensively studied. It was shown fhat þr"" is a phase function that varies spatially over the image

and becomes increasingly significant for wide-band, wide-angle, near-field imaging. While the phase

d,.", varies spatially over the image, the phase varies only slowly with range and azimuth and may

be considered to be a constant phase term over sufflciently small, localised regions of the scene. This

formed the basis for the PF2 algorithm discussed in Chapter 2. Consistent with the PF2 formulation

in Chapter 2 it shall be assumed in the following development, that the imaged scene, described

by the reflectivity function r(r,A,z), is sufficiently small, (or the acquired signal history has been

f,ltered such that G, corresponds to a sufficiently small sub-region of a larger scene) such that Ór", kt

(4.11) may be considered to be independent of the scattering location and equal to the value of Ó,",
computed at the centre of the region under consideration. Under this assumption the phase frrnction

erp(jó,",) may be taken out of the integral in (a.11).

The image formation processor is an inversion operator in which the aggregate scene response

described by (a.11) is resolved into a two dimensional map of the scene's complex radar backscatter.

Given that the aperture of support of the acquired deramp demodulated signal history data is offset

from the (k*,ka,kr) origin as shown in Figure 4.1 it is convenient to define the following baseband

form for (4.1 1),

G(lçr, ka,tî")

erp (-¡(rk* -r y(ka + kon) 1- zk,)) drdydz,

= Ao.n(k,,k, + kso,k")erp (ió,",(kr,ky 1- kor)) R(k,,lra I ksn,k"),

(4.r2)

where R(lç,,ka,k,) is the Fourier transform of r(r,y,z) anó Ó,", h (a.12) is the value of Ó,",
computed at the centre of the region of the scene under consideration. From (4.12) it can be seen that

G(kr,ka,k") is abaseband, Fourier domain description of the scene reflectivity. The Polar Format

Algorithm (PFA) recovers a ground plane image from the baseband signal history G(kr,ky,k,) by

applying a windowed, three dimensional inverse Fourier transform to G(kyky,k") evaluated at z :
0, i.e.,

s@,v) : # I I I o,,rrt{,,kv)G(k,,tcwk")erP(i('k* + vkr))d'k'd'krd'k"' (4'r3)

where A¿Ío(kr,kr) is the windowing function. Substituting (4.12) into (4.13) gives the PFA image,

s@,y) : # I I I orrrrtc,,ky)An"q(k*,lfa + ksn,h")erp(ió,",(k,,k, + k0))
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I I I rrr,y,z)erp(-jykg,)erp(j((r - r)k* + (a - y)kù - zk"))

d{trdadzdkÌdkadk ". (4.t4)

The window function A¿¡, is taken to be a rcctangular rcgion lying wholely within the acquisition
aperflne ofsupport such that,

Aotu(k*,ka)Ao"q(k*,k, + l<sn,k"): AoÍr(k,,kù6(k" - þt(k, * kor)), (4.15)

where A¿Íu(kr, ko) is given by,

Aotu(t *,ka):rect(#),*r(#) Ø.16)

Substituting (4.5) and (4. 15) into (4. 14) gives the following form for the recovered PFA ground plane
image,

s(r,y) - IlrÍ"(r,a)"rp(-j(y+h(r,y)l3t)ko,)o(, -r,y -y -h(",y))ctrdy. (4.17)

The convolution kemel a(r , u) describes the point spread function of the combined acquisition and
image formation process and is given by the three dimensional inverse Fourier transform of the prod-
l;rct A¿¡rAo"qerp(jþr.r) evaluated on the z :0 grottnd plane i.e.,

a(r,a) : # I I I or,rrk*, try)Ao",t(k,,tçy + ksn, k")erp(jó,",(k*,ko + ks))

erp(i(rk* -f vkr))dk,dkadk". (4.18)

Substituting (4.16) into the expressionfor a(r,9) above gives,

a(r.v) : 
-:--l I ,"" (#),""t (#) erp(irþ,""(k,.ko + k,n))

: g-,,,kb-o, ^,^- (rko-*,\ ,tn, (,pr.\ *"ir',t)Ï,k* 

+ vkù)do'o*u' 

,0.r,L*2=szn"\-n" I \ 2r. ) -

where b(r, y) is the inverse Fourier transform of the phase function erp(j þ,",(k,, ko I ke, )). For the
case when the imaged scene is sufficiently small and centred at the spatial origin, ór"" is negligible
and a(r, y) reduces to a two dimensional sinc function. For larger scenes the phase /ru, manifests as

a convolution kemel b(",A) that varies spatially over the image leading to defocus and distortion of
the recovered PFA image.

4.3.2 Interferometric Dual Channel Spotlight SAR

Figurc 4.2 illusfatcs an interferometric spotlight SAR collection in whir¡h the primary and secondary
collection apertures have an across and above track baseline offset of B, and B, respectively. In the
case of single pass interferometry these offsets are deflned by the relative locations of the two receive
antennas on the radar platform. In a repeat pass interferometric acquisition on the other hand, the
offsets would represent the differences between the primary and repeat pass flight tracks of the radar
platform. Due to these baseline offsets the scene is viewed with a slightly different imaging geometry
in each acquisition. In particular the primary and secondary acquisitions have slightly different mid-
aperture elevation angles of Ty'1 and ry'2 respectively as well as slightly different standoffranges: A¿"r,
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Figure 4.2: Repeat pass spotlight SAR imaging geometry acquired with an across track baseline B,
and an above track baseline of B z. The depression angles for the primary and repeat pass acquisitions

at aperture centre aretþ1 andtþ2 respectively while the standoffranges ãrE R6"n, &Ld R6rn" respec-

tively. The acquired range echo data in the primary and repeat pass are samples of the scene's complex

reflectivity evaluated over two offset acquisition planes in the scene's spatial frequency domain given

by lc" : tanþ1ko in the case of the primary pass and k" : tanrþzka hthe repeat pass.

in the primary collection und R6"n, in the secondary collection. As a consequence the acquired signal

history data in the primary and secondary acquisitions are samples of the scene's spatial frequency

domain representation on two slightly different planes defined by k, : tanrþyko and k, : tantþzlçu

respectively as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Def,ning the scene complex reflectivity in the primary acquisition as,

r¡(r,a,z) : r¡,(r,y)õ(z - h(*,y)), (4-20)

and in the secondary acquisition as,

rg(r,y, z) : rs"(r,y)õ(z - h(r,y)), (4.21)

(Note that in the case of single pass interferometry the scene reflectivity is the same in each channel

inwhich caser¡(r,a,z):rs(*,y,2).)theacquiredsignalhistorydataforthetwoacquisitionsmay
be written as,

Gor(kr, ku, k") : Ao"qr(k*, kr, kr)ern(i ór"r'(kr,ku))

I I I ,,f",y,2)erp(_i(*k* t- uku -t zk")) d,rd'yd'2, (4.22)

ffid,

Gp"(k*, ky, k") : Ao"qr(k*, ko, k")ern(i ó,","(kr,kù)

I I I ,rr",y, z)erp (-i(*k, t aka I zk")) d'rt1'yd'2. (4'23)
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Due to the different acquisition geometries, the offsets as well as the dimensions of the apertures of
support, in the (k", lc) plane for the acquired deramp demodulated signal history differ, as illustrated
in Figure 4.2. ln defining the baseband signal history G1 and G2 for the primary and secondary
acquisitions however, a common baseband spatial frequency keo is employed and is chosen to be the
centre ofthe overlapping portion ofthe acquisition aperhrres such that,

Gt(kr,ky,kr) : Ao"qr(kr,k, I ksr,k")erp(jþ,."rr(kr,k, + ks))

I I I ,,@,y,2)erp (- j(rt , r a&a + kon) -t zk,)) d,rd,ydz,(4.24)

md,

Gz(kr,lru,k") : An"or(k*,k, I lcsr,kr)erp(jþr"rr(k*,ky -f ks))

I I I ,rr",y,z)erp (- j(rt", + y(ka+ kon) -t zk")) d,rd,ydz. (4.25)

As a consequence the acquisition apertures of support for Gr and G2 are misaligned in the baseband
spatial frequency domain as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The primary and secondary image formation
window functions may be defined as,

A1tu,.(lr,,ko)Ao"or(k*,ka I koo,k,) - A¿fr,.(k,,kù6(k" - þt(ka I ko)), (4.26)
Anfu,(k,,kr)An"o"(k,,ku I kon,lr") : A¿Írr(k,,kòõ(k,, - þz(ka + ko)), (4.27)

where, using an unweighted rectangular window function, A¿Írr(k*,lcr) and A¿Írr(kr,kr) have the
form,

A¿¡p,(k,,ky) ,*r(#),""t(T#), Ø.zB)

Ai¡,,(k*,ky) ,*r(#),""t(T#) @.2s)

The window dimensions (ka-,r,ka-nr) and, (lc¡r--r,kt-or) are chosen such that window firnctions
A¿frr(k,,kr) and Anfrr(k,,kr) lie wholely within the acquisition apertures of support as illustrated
in Figure 4.3. The terms A1 and A2 describe the offset of the window functions from the baseband
k, ongn that arises due to the use of the commonbaseband spatial frequency k6r, S€Ê Figure 4.3.
Note that due to the offsets A1 and A2 the window functions Anrrr(lt,,k) and. Aofur(k*,kr) define
a conìmon overlapping area, illustrated in Figure 4.3, which takes the form,

A.(k,, ka) : A¿f rr(k,, kr)A¿fu"(k*, ky),

: ,*'(#),*'(#) (430)

Applying the image formation windows to the primary and secondary acquisition signal history
data given n (4.24) and (4.25) followed by an inverse Fourier transform gives the following grorurd
plane interferometric image pair,

n@,y) : I l rr"(r,y)erp(-i(y + h(r,a)0t)k0,,)ot(r - r,y - a - h(r,y)Pr)drcta,

(4.31)

gz(r,a) : I l rr"(r,y)erp(-i@ + nçn,ùþz)kon,)oz(, - r,y - a - h(r,ù\2)drcty.

(4.32)
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A u"1 (k*,ky+ hg) A u"2 (k*,ky + hg )

kb** kb**,

Common Intersect: Ac (k*,ky)

Repeat Pass Aperture: A iþl(k, lg )

Primary Pass Aperture: A i62(k*,ky)

Figure 4.3: Apertures of support in the (k,, kr) plane for the acquisition and image formation transfer

functions for a repeat pass image pair after baseband translation. Also shown is the common over-

lapping aperture of support. The size and ko offsets of the aperhres of support are determined by the

baseline offsets between the primary and repeat pass collections.

The convolution kemels or(r,y) and a2(r,y) are the point spread functions of the primary and sec-

ondary acquisitions respectively and are given by,

oto,a) : # I I I orrr,(k*,ka)Ao"q,(k,,ka -t lçon, k,)erp(jþ,.,,(k*,ko+ ko,))

erp(j (rk* + ykr))dk,dlrydk 
",

- 
ko-r,!n!.', ,r"" (4#) "m"(4#) erp(jyL1) Øtu(r,y), (4.33)

and,

az(r,y) : # I I I otrr,(k,,k.s)An"q,(k,,kv t kon,k")erp(iþ,",,(k,, ko* ko"))

erp(j (r k 
" 

+ ykr)) dk,dky dk 
",

: @#*,0".(4#) "tn,(ú#) erp(-iya,2) øb2(r,y), (4.34)

where b{r,y) andb2(r,y) anethetwo dimensional inverse Fourier transforms of the phase functions

erp(jór",r(k,,ky I kor)) and erp(jþ,.""r(kr,k, -f ksn)) respectively.

4.4 Interferometric Scene Model

In order to determine the key information bearing parameters describing the transduced backscatter

in an interferometric SAR image pair and define appropriate estimators of these parameters a model

kb*r,

lç

ky

kb*r"

kb*r,
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of the backscattered field is required. In the following section the development of the statistically
based speckle model for natural homogeneous distributed target types will be discussed. This shall
then be extended to a joint statistical description for a interferometric image pair. It shall be shown
that the additional information made available by the joint processing of an interferometric image pair
is the cross channel correlation coefficient. It is fbund that the cross channel correlation coefficient
consists of a scene dependent term determined by temporal changes in the scene between the image
collections, a term dependent on the SAR imaging transfer functions used to form each image and
also a term dependent on the additive radar receiver noise.

4.4.1 Single Channel Homogeneous Distributed Target Model

In Chapter 2 a deterministic description of a scene in terms of point scatterers each with a prescribed
amplitude and phase response was used to develop the SAR image processor. The SAR image was
subsequently shown to be a two dimensional, bandpass flltered version of the scene. In this descrþtion
the transduced backscatter in a given resolution cell is the coherent sum over all scene scatterers
illuminated by the antenna fooþrint where each scatterer contribution in the coherent sum is weighted
by the point spread function of the SAR imaging system.

For natural distributed scenes such as forests, agricultural fields, soil and rock surfaces this deter-
ministic description in terms of point scattering amplitudes and phases becomes inappropriate. Such
scenes may be decomposed into an arbitrarily large number of scattering centres with many scatterers
contributing to the transduced reflectivity in a given resolution cell. As the scattering centres may not
be resolved they are not directly observable and a unique description for each scatterer is unattain-
able. Furthermore an arbitrary number of scattering centre realisations will yield the same backscatter
transduced in a given resolution cell. The observed scattering behaviour in a resolution cell thus may
only be described in a statistical sense in terms of its average characteristics which may be estimated
from the transduced image.

Using the surface scattering model defined in (4.5) and modelling the surface reflectivity function
rl"(r,y) as N random independent identically distributed scatterers then,

qk

'¡"@,ù -Ð erp(j(¡)õ(r - rkta - an), (4.3s)
\/Ñ

where qnerpjeù lvÆ and (rn,yn) are the complex reflectivity and location respectively of the kth
scatterer. The backscattering power of the individual scatterers has been scaled bV t I t/Ñ so that the
total scene backscatter power ofl, of the scattering ensemble, which is given by,

k:7

N

løn""nUCn)ó(" - rkta -yù>,q¿erp?jeù6(r - r¿,a -yù"{
Nt

k-l

{o'}

1

k:t
E{r ¡"r}"}

t:L

ø 
{ø7,} ,

: o'nr, Ø.36)

is independent of the number of scatterers. Assuming the SAR acquisition process is linear the trans-
duced complex reflectivity f at location (r,y) 

^ the PFA image is given by @.17) in Section 4.3.1.
Substituting the scatterer model in (4.35) into (4.17) gives the following for the recovered PFA image,

I @,y) : I l rr"(r,y)erp(-iko,(y + h(r,ùþt))o(, - r,y - a - h(r,y)PL)drda,
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erTt (i (e) erp(- j ko, (u n + hç" r, v ù 0 t)) "(" - r k t a - u n - h(r n, v n) þt),

(4.37)

where a(r,y) is the point spread function defined in (a.19).

Assuming that the scatterers are randomly distributed throughout the scene and given that a res-

olution cell is typically many wavelengths across the phase contributions of the scatterers may be

considered to be uniformly distributed. Assuming also, that the scattering amplitude and phase are

statistically independent then, for large l/, it may be shown [GooO0a], [BS87] that the real and imag-

inary components of the transduced scene reflectivity f , : n{/} and f ¿: S{/}, are asymptotically,

jointly circular zero mean Gaussian random variables with probability density function given by,

¡¿

\- qfr

*:":tß

1 (t
p(Í):____nerpl_l1to7 \ \

¡i+Í?
o

(4.38)

(4.3e)

where the o2¡ is given by,

o'f E{l @,v) T. @,v)},

ø {ø?1"@ - rk¡?J - ak - n(r*,aù0ìl'} ,

-Nt\-

^rL,' k:t

and the expectation is evaluated over the random variables q¿ (scatterer amplitude) and (rp, g¡) (scat-

terer position). Since q¡, and (rn,An) are independent random variables and the scatterers are uni-

formly distributed over the scene of are a A then,

o'r : +å ø {ø:r} 
n {lo@ - rk,a - u* - n@r,vù\r)l'},

= þ {t'} I I þ@ - ïtiiv -an - h(,n,a*)þùl2rÌ'r¡,d'v¡' (4'40)

Assuming h(",y) is slowly varying and since o(r,a) is the image point spread function (nominally

a two dimensional sinc function) with most of its "mass" concentrated in neighbourhood where its

argument is zero, h(r,ù may be considered to be locally constant over the mainlobe width of a(r, y)

and thus,

o'Í : I"A, II lo@,y)l2ctrdy,

: 
"? Il þ@,v)l2drctv. (4.4t)

^2
The term "3 

: "+ is the backscatter power per unit area while the integral n (4.4I\ describes the

area fooprint of a resolution cell. The distributed scene is thus completely described by a single

parameter, namely o2¡, which is the mean pov/er in a resolution cell of the transduced image. With

this result in mind the transduced scene backscatter may be re-written as,

f : o¡(nr I jn¡), (4.42)

where n, andn¿ are jointþ circular, zero mean Gaussian random variables with variances of |. In this

form the transduced reflectivity may be interpreted as a mean backscatter value o ¡ that is modulated
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by a random noise like term (n,. + jn¿) that manifests in the transduced imagery as speckle noise.
The noise term does not contribute any usefirl information to the analysis and interpretation of the
imagery other than indicating that the resolution cells are made up of many individual scattering
centres.

Under the given assumptions the number of contributing scatterers in a given resolution cell need
not be particularly large, with a value of l/ = 72 givng strongly Gaussian behaviour [8587]. Fur-
thermore the assumptions may be relaxed, with the exception of independent amplitude and phases
for each scatterer, and asymptotic Gaussian behaviour is still retained [BS87].

4.4.2 Dual Channel Homogeneous Distributed Thrget Model

In repeat pass interferometric SAR imaging of a natural distributed scene two images of the scene
are acquired at different times using possibly different imaging geometries. In general, in the interval
between collections, the scene will be subject to some form of temporal disturbance possibly due to
environmental effects such as wind or rain or possibly due to man-made disturbances or even geo-
physical processes such as earthquakes or volcanic activity. The effects of these temporal processes
on the scene reflectivity may be modelled by decomposing the scattering contributions in a resolution
cell into a st¿ble scattering contribution that is unchanged over the collection interval and an unstable
component that is modifled in the time interval between collections tHUA95l. The surface reflectiv-
ity function for the scene at the two collection times may thus be described by some ensemble of M
point scatterers with reflectivity given by,

M
\- Qmr(r,y) : 
Èrffi""r(je,")6(" - 

r,,,U - Um), (4.43)

that is cofltmon between collections and an ensemble of ,L scatterers that contributes a reflectivity
component given by,

L

ry(r,y) :L \""p(jóùõ(r - rtL¡a - yt), (4.44)
t:t V t'

to the scene reflectivity in the primary acquisition that is subsequently transformed, via the temporal
change processes, to an ensemble of 1{ scatterers contributing a reflectivity,

rz(r,y) : erp(jî¡,)õ(r - r2t"¡ a - Az), (4.4s)

to the repeat pass image. The scene surface reflectivity in the primary and repeat pass collections are
thus given by,

rf"(r,a) : r(r,a) -f rt(r,y), (4.46)

,s"(r,a) : r(r,y) -f r2(r,y), (4.47)

respectively and the primary and repeat pass images hansduced by the SAR imaging process may bc
written as,

Í(*,y) I I r,"(n,y)erp(-jko,(y + h(:x,y)pt))ot(, - r,y - y - h(r,ùpr)dr¿ta,

(4.48)

s@,ù : I I rr"(a,g)erp(-iko,(y + h(n,ù02))oz(, - :t:,y - y - h(r,y)P2)drdy,

(4.4e)

I(
\- "k
?-r'/R
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where or(r,y) and a2(r,A) Tethe point spread functions defined in (4.33) and (4.34) respectively.

InlzYgzlZebker develops a model for the temporal processes that relates the unstable scattering

contributions rr and 12. In this model the point scatterers contributing to the reflectivities 11 artd

12 rÍe identical, i.e., K : L, pt : sk and Öl : 0x, however the scatterers in 12 are subject to a

random displacement in range and azimuth compared to their locations tn rt. Zebker shows that

an RMS displacement of the scatterer ensemble of only a fraction of a wavelength can result in

complete decorrelation between 11 and rz. litthe subsequent analysis it will therefore be assumed

that the scattering ensemble contributing to r (r , A) , rt(:x , y) and, rz(r , a) are all mutually independent

identically distributed random variables.

As discussed in the single channel distributed target model considered in Section 4.4.1 the statis-

tical behaviour of the images f and g taken individually is asymptotically Gaussian, however their

joint distribution is required for a complete description of the interferometric pair. Úr general the

joint distribution of two marginal Gaussian random variables is not necessarily Gaussian, [Pap91].

However, assuming that both the primary and repeat pass collections observe the same number of
scatterers, ly',suchthatK:L:N- Mthenthejointdistributionofthecomplexinterferometric
image pair X : lÍ , glT may be shown to be a jointly circular, zeÍo mear\ Gaussian random vector,

(see Appendix C), with density function given by,

p(x):4^"rr(-x'Q-'x\, (4.s0)
1T'lql \ /

where Q is the covariance matrix of the transduced pixel pair given by,

Q- E|xx"Ì: l - - 
o'r, o¡o¡ern('iÞ)1

¡ o¡os-YerPeiÞ) 
";n"" -' 

)' 
(4'51)

The terms down the leading diagonal of Q, namely o2¡ and of,, are the mean backscatter power trans-

duced by the SAR in a pixel for the primary and repeat pass image respectively and have the form,

o't : EU f.\,
: I@rn", + n{e'}) I I ø'@,v)l2rtrd,v,

1'l+"1) IIr'@,y)l2drd,v, (4.s2)

and

"3 E{ss*},

: i@rn'r+ E{s'z}) | | ø,t,,v)l2drctv,

: 1"1+ ol) | | ørf",y)l2drdy, (4.s3)

where o| and ol are the mean backscatter po'\À/er per unit area from the unst¿ble scatterers in the

primary'and repeat pass collection respectively and ol is ttte mean backscatter power per unit area

from the common stable scatterers in the scene. Using Parserval's theorem the integrals over the point

spread functions may be expressed in terms of the coresponding Fourier transforms Ar(k*,ko) -
FT{a1(",ù} and. A2(k,,ka) : FT{a2(r,y)} as,

o]: ("3+"ï)hlllo'(k,,kùl2dk,d't{a, Ø.s4)

,3 : ø?+ "?)h | | lorfr,,ka)l2d,k*d'ka, (4.ss)
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where from equations (4.33) and(4.34),
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(#)
(#)

Arka
IAL(k,,ka)l (4.s6)

lA2(k,,ka)l (4.s7)

The additional information made available by considering the interferometric image pair is encapsu-
lated in the complex cross channel correlated coefficient, ryrp(jÞ), given by,

lerp(jÞ) : (4.s8)

where 7 takes values in the range 0 to 1. An expression for the cross correlation E{f g-} may found
by substituting the expressions for f and. g given in (4.48) and (4.49) respectively, i.e.,

E{Í(",a)s.@,y)} :

I I I I " {r,"(*, þ)rö"('', þ')} erp(- itcsn(o - *' -r h*Bl3t - ho, B, 0z))

ot(, - a,A - 13 - h.B|t)aT(* - *',A - P' - ho,p,p2)d"adBda'd¡3' (4.59)

where hru h(r, A). An expression for the cross correlation between the scene reflectivity functions
r¡" and rn" n (4.59) may be found by using the point scatterer models encapsulated in equations
(4.46) and (4.47). Thus,

u {rr"(r,y)ri"(*',y')} - ø {("(r, a) -t rt(",y))(r* (r',a') + rî(r',a'D} , (4.60)

and since the scatterers contributingto r, 11 and 12 are all mutually independent, substituting (4.43),
(4.44) and, (4.45) into (4.60) reduces it to,

E {, h(r,a)rs"(r' ,y')} : E {r(r,y)r* (r' ,a')} ,

1 (M' Ir ) | ø*""n1e,ìõ(" - rrn¡a - a^)M " \^_,
M

\ørc"nGieù6@' - rt,a' - yt) (4.61)

rect

rect

rect

'rect

t-olt-,

l<", + 4,"

k**

L:1

As the scatterers q* and q¿ are identical, independently randomly distributed, (4.61) becomes,

E {rf"(r,y)rs"@',y')} : 0216(r - r',y - y'), (4.62)

which may be substituted into (4.59) to give the following simplifled form for the cross correlation
between the transduced images,

E{Í(r,ùs. (r,y)} 4l I erp(- jksnh^BA,p)ø{r - a,a - 13 - tr^Bl3t)

ai@ - a,a - p - h,^8132)cladp, (4.63)

where L0 : l\ - 02. The functions a1 and a2 ãla the primary and secondary image point spread
fi¡nctions (nominally two dimensional sinc functions) with most of their "mass" concentrated in the
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neighbourhood where their arguments are zero. Also, in practice the baseline offsets between the pri-

mary and secondary acquisitions are small so that Ap is also small. Therefore, under the assumption

that the terrain height frmction is slowly varying, the term hoþ h the arguments of a1 and a2 may be

considered constant and equal to the scene terrain height at the centre of the mainlobe of ø1. This

value of the terrain height shall be labelled htro wherc the subscrþts (r,y) are the image domain

spatial locations as opposed to the scene reflectivity function spatial locations. Furthermore the phase

firnction erp(- jksnh*B\{l) may be taken out of the integral with hoB replacedby h',0. The cross

correlation may thus be written as,

E{Í (r,ùs. @,a)} : ofierp(- jks,h',o\Ðl I or(* - a,a - þ - h'-rþr)

"i@ - a,u - 0 - hLuþr)dsd/. Ø.6a)

Substituting the frequency domain descriptions for ør and o"2 given in (a.33) and' (4.34) respectively

nto (4.6\ gives the following frequency domain expression for the cross correlation,

E{f @,v)s. @,v)} : olerp(- jks,h'-r\Øl I Anrr,(k,,k)erp(iþ,'",,)erp(- jkv\rh'*v)

A¿ Í r, (k,, k) er p (- j þ,., r) erp (¡ k, /zh',r) dk, dk o,

ol erp(- i ks, h'", L Ø I I A¿ r r, (k,, ko) A¿ r r, (k,, ky)

erp(jA,þ,",)erp(-jkrLPht"a)dlr,dky, (4.65)

where Lór." : ór"r, - ór"r" and, LB - l\ - p2. The above approximation to the interferometric

image pair cross correlation is valid provided the terrain height is sufficiently slowly varying relative

to the mainlobe width of the image point spread functions. A more accurate approximation for the

cross correlation may be obtained by expanding the terrain height function at a localised region of the

scene as a Taylor series. In [Mar95] Marechal considers the flrst two terms of a localised Taylor series

expansion for the terrain height and shows that in this case the image pair cross correlation varies as

a function of the local terrain gradient.

The cross correlation coefficient ryrp(jÞ) may now be written in terms of the mean backscatter

power per unit area for the stable and unstable scattering contributions and the point spread functions

for the primary and repeat pass imaging processes by substituting (4.65), (4.54) and (a.55) into (a.58)

yielding,

ryrp(iÞ) "2q

(o?+o?)(ol+o])
erp(- j Lþ) TT A¿¡,, (k*, ky) A¿ ¡p, (k*, ko) erPe i ka Lph|) ern(i LÓ,.",) dk*dka

I ï I 
A¿ ¡ r, (k *, k r)12 dk, dk a I Ï | 

Ao ¡ o, (k,, k r) 12 
dk,dlça

(4.66)

The cross channel correlation coefficient may thus be considered to consist of two components: A
temporal correlation component determined by the ratio of stable scattering contributions to the total

backscatter power,

ol
'fternp

(ofi+ol)(ofi+ol,)
(4.67)
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and another describing the decorrelation due to the fact that the two transduced images have passed
through different acquisition and image formation filters,

erxp( h',, L Ê) I I A¿ ¡ r, (h *, ks) A¿ ¡ r, (k,, kr) erp(- j k, L þ )erp(j Â.þ,",)dk*dkaJ
lprrtc -

I I I 
A¿ ¡ r, (k,, k a) 12 

dk, dk u I I I 
A¿ f , 

" 
(k 

", 
k ò12 dk,dka

(4.68)

Scattering Correlation - Change Detection

For the case when there is no baseline offset between the primary and secondary acquisitions the
SAR point spread firnctions are identical wifh A¿¡r, : Aifpr, y'.l3 - 0 and A/r", : 0. Therefore,
lproc : 1 and the cross correlation coefficient of the transduced image pair depends only on the
underlying correlation between the scattering centres in the scene,

ryrp(iÞ)
(ofl+o!)(ofr+ofi)

'ltemp (4.6e)

The temporal correlation coefficient is a value between 0 and 1 with total decorrelation arising when
o'o : 0 i.e., there are no stable scattering contributions in the interferometric pair, and complete
correlation occuring when øl : oi : 0 i.e., there are no unstable scattering contributions in the
image pair.

In deriving this expression for the temporal scene decorrelation it is assumed that the temporal
processes affecting the unstable scene scatterers, given by 11 in (4.44) and12 in (4.45), are sufflcient to
cause complete decorrelation ofthe unstable scattering contributions in the transduced interferometric
image pair, i.e., E{r1(r,A)rö(r,A)} :0. In this case the cross correlation of the scene reflectivity
has been shown to be simply dependent on the mean backscatter power of the st¿ble scattering contri-
butions, see equation (4.62). The validþ of this assumption may be assessed using Zebker's random
displacement model lZV92l. In this model the temporal change processes are assumed to give rise
to a random displacement of the location of the unstable scattering contributions in the interval being
imaging collections. Zebker subsequently found that an RMS displacement of around 20 percent of
the radar wavelength caused total decorrelation between the unstable scattering contributions. Thus
temporal disturbances causing displacements of only a fraction of a wavelength are required to cause
complete decorrelation of the unstable scatterers.

For high frequency systems such as X-band radars, with wavelengths around 3 cm, man-made
scene disturbances, such as the passage ofvehicles over an open f,eld, can potentially cause signif,cant
scatterer displacements over localised regions in the scene. The vehicle tracks will thus manifest as

areas of low coherence and 7 may be used as an extremely sensitive change statistic. The sensitivity
of 7 however is dependent on the relative mean backscatter power contributions of the stable and
unstable scene scatteters within the affected rcsolution cclls and also the loss in correlation that may
arise due to other temporal processes, particularly wind. In practice a further source of decorrelation
in the transduced image pair is mismatch between the acquisition and image formation processor used
to generate the primary and repeat pass images, which yields a value of ?prr" less than 1. In order
to achieve 'yproc : 1 requires flying the same flight track to reproduce the same synthetic aperture in
each pass and using identical image formation processors. This is generally impractical, particularly
in airbome systems where the effects of wind and turbulence can cause deviations in the actual flight
track from the planned flight track.

ol
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Processing Correlation - Terrain Mapping

For the case when the primary and repeat pass scenes are unchanged, 1tunp: 1 and the cross

correlation coeffrcient is determined by the mismatch in the SAR imaging transfer functions,

rynp(jÞ) -
erp(- jks, I I A¿¡o"(k*, kr) A¿¡or(k,, ko)erp(- i ky L/ht,)ernj LcÞ,..,)dk,dk,

I ï I 
A¿ ¡ r, (k *, k ò12 dk, dk y [ [ I 

A¿ r r, (k,, k a) 12 
dk. dk a

: 'fqroc (4.70)

In general the processing correlation 1pro. is a complex quantity that varies spatially across the scene

and is determined by any mismatch between the acquisition of the synthetic apertures from the pri-

mary and repeat pass flight tracks as well as any mismatch in the image formation processors. When

the acquisition and image formation processors are identical A¿f p, : Anfr, L0 : 0, LÓr", : 0 and

the transduced scene images are identical so Jproc: 1. The processing correlation however, goes to

zero when the repeat pass pair are acquired such that processing aperhrres of support A¿¡r, and A¿¡p"

n(4.25) and @.29) have no common intersect in the (k", kr) plane i.e., A" : A¿lp'A¡lr, : 0' This

condition is called the critical baseline and will be discussed in further det¿il in Section 4.6.1.

Substituting the unweighted aperlures for A¿¡r, and A¿¡r" deflned in (4.28) and (4.29) and re-

placing the product AoÍrrAnlo, with the common intersect defined in (4.30), Tproc reduces to,

er7t(- jksnh'*rL1) [[ rect (#Ð r"d (#i erp(- j(ht*rLl3ka - Ló,."))dkadka

'Yproc :

lt rect(rç) ,""' (#i) an,ano ![ rect(rt) ,*'(#h) d'k*dtra

erp(-ikonh',r/.þ) [[ rect (#) r*t (#i) erp(-i(h',rLþka - LÓ,",))dkadka

lcb-,, l< b- o rk b-, 
" 

ltb- o,

(4.7r)

Assuming the residual phase Aþr"" is small (the conditions under which this is not a valid assumption

and the resulting form for .fp,o. wtll be discussed in Section 4.6.2) then the integral n (4.71) may be

computed and is given by,

(k r- ", 
k b. o, k b"u, 

" 
k o. n ")

þ¡¡6*" kb-u.
SLTLC erp(- j Lph',okon). Ø.72)lproc:

From(4.72) it can be seen that the cross correlation coefficient phase, org{1pro.}, is proportional

to the terrain height function ht*o with the const¿nt of proportionality dependent on the centre fre-

quency associated with the common k, aperture of support and the baseline ofßet measured in terms

of the difference in the depression angles of the primary and repeat pass collections. This forms the

basis of the terrain topographic mapping application of across track SAR interferometry. This tech-

nique is potentially highly accurate as the height is measured in terms of a phase i.e., as a fraction

of a wavelength. The high accuracy of the terrain height measurement coupled with the dense spa-

tial sampling afforded by fine resolution SAR makes interferometric terrain mapping an extremely

powerful technique.

A key problem however, in extracting a terrain height map from the interferometric phase is that

the phase is measured modulo 2tr and consequently a two dimensional phase unwrapping (over range
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Figure 4.4: A repeat pass interfbromehic system model. The scene is modelled as an ensemble of
stable and unstable scatterers, where the unstable contributions undergo a perhrrbation in the inter-
val between collections. Noise sources rn aîdn are additiye receiver noise. The interferometric
information is available in the cross correlation coefficient of the interferometric image pair.

and azimutþ step is required to retrieve an unambiguous phase estimate. The unwrapping, or inte-
gration, of the ambiguous phase erg {'ypro"} is problematic due to noisy estimates obtained in areas
of the scene with low coherence, as well as under sampling of the phase gradient in areas of rapid
height variation. As a consequence different absolute phase values may be obtained depending on the
particular integration path. A variety ofapproaches have been proposed to obtain corïect and consis-
tent unwrapped phase estimates such as the branch cut method [GZV/S8] and a least squares based
approach [GR94]. Phase unwrapping remains an active area of research with recently proposed tech-
niques including region growing [XC99], formulating the problem in a Bayesian inference framework
[4W01] as well as the collection of multiple baselines [GW94] to assist in unwrapping.

4.4.3 Additive Receiver Noise

Equation (4.50) gives a complete first order statistical description of the repeat pass interferometric
image pair in the absence of receiver system noise. Receiver noise may be modelled as an additive
noise process that comrpts the received range echo data prior to application of the image formation
processor. A complete interferometric system model incorporating additive receiver noise processes
m and n to the primary and repeat pass imaging collections respectively is shown in Figure 4.4.
The noise processes m and. r¿ are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated, stationary white, circular
Gaussian processes with varianc es o2rn and ofr respectively. As the imaging process is a linear system
the transduced image pair may be written as,

xn-l¿,, l_ lt+m'.'l
I n" )- l"n*n' l' (4'73)

where rnt andnt arethe additive noise processes, rz aîd.n, flltered by the image formation processors
A¿¡p, and A¿¡r" rcspectively. The filtered noise processes rn' and n' remain mutually uncorrelated
Gaussian processes [Pap91] however they are no longer white noise processes instead having po\iler
spectral densities given by,

Sr,r, : o2nlA¿tpr(k*,kr)l', Ø.74)

Au"olexP( Qr"r1) Aont

Au"qz exP(i0.".2 ) A¡tpz
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S*,n, : o2r-lA¿.frr(kr, kr)l',

Qr

o¡o¡erp(jQ)
lT'-9
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(4.7s)

0

o2r.,
(4.78)

and variances given by,

ofl, "'"# ll øorr,(k,,kòl2d,k,d,ka, Ø.76)

o2'n' : "'*# llV+n"'(k''k')12r1'k'dk'' (4'77)

Since the transduced scene backscatter terms f and g are uncorrelated with the filtered additive

noise processes rn' and n' the noise comrpted image pair vector ,S must be jointþ Gaussian with

covariance matrix given by,

o'l^ olmosn'Yre{Lq(jO") loÍ*os-'yr.erp?iÞò oZ- l

The cross channel correlation coefficient of the noise comrpted repeat pass interferometric pair is thus

given by,

yerp(jÞ7) E U +Tn')(s. +n'.)j (4.7e)
E{lf + m' E{ls + n'12}'

o'Í
o¡ogerp(- jó)

ryrp(jÞ)

where ryrp(j0) is given by (4.66) and,

st/-Rr

sNR2 :

1 + S¡rAi1 1 + Sl/rB;1

1
(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

o?
to',- m.'

ol
toi,

(ofl + o| ) [ î I 
A"u (1c,, k,,) A¿ ¡ r, (k,, t{a)12 dk *dlry

"?" I I I 
A¿ r r, (k,, lra)12 dk *dka

+ "T II lAo",(k*,kr)A¿fr"(k*,kr)l
2dk*dko

o2" Il lA¡¡r,(k*,kr)l dk*dlîy

Defining,

'lsnr :
1

(4.83)
1+ S¡¡A11 1+,S¡/,Rt1

and since J : .yternplpro"thecomplete cross channel correlation coeffìcient'lr ma! be written as the

product of three correlation terms,

'lT 'Ytemplproc'l snr (4.84)

4.5 Estimating the Joint Channel Statistics

The information available in a repeat pass SAR interferometric image pat X : lf*,g,r]" is com-

pletely defined by the backscatter coeff,cients of the primary and repeat pass images o?-, o7^ and the
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complex cross conelation coefficient 17erp(jÕ7). These variables are encapsulated in the covari-
ance matrix of the jointly random process X.¡,,

Q: E{xrXË}:

It remains to determine suitable estimators of these parameters from the transduced image pair.
GivenNindependentrealisations, Xru:ff^r,grolr fork: 1...¡y', ofthejointlyrandompro-

cess X the maximum likelihood estimate of the covariance matrix is given by the sample covariance

[Goo63],

o?,, osno ¡^JT€rp(j ór)
rr sntr l^.lTÊrp(- j Qr) u'n^

(4.8s)

(4.86)

(4.87)

(4.88)

o1a:o,, Dfl-, l/-o l' D{-, f **sî,, l
Ð[-, Iï,^s,u Dfl-, ls,,^.12 ]

Ð-.r*xFr
À=1

Sample estimates of the primary and repeat pass backscatter coefficients are thus given by,

oV^ _ Lll,,rlr,
k-1.

and,

ã2. : Ðls,rlr,
k-I

while the sample cross correlation coefficient is given by,

(4.8e)

Provided Lr - ll*,g,,lr is a jointly stationary vector and ergodic in mean the N independent
realisations required to form the sample estimates may be obtained by simply taking N pixel pairs
from the interferometric pair. In practice however, the random variables f ,n and gn ãre not stationary
and the covariance Q varies across the scene depending on the scattering properties ofthe scene and
any mismatch between the acquisition and processing functions. Provided the underþing statistics
may be considered constant over a sufficiently small spatial neighbourhood of pixels then the image
pair may be considered stationary in increments [TLBV99]. Local sample estimates of the backscatter
and complex cross correlation may thus be obtained using a sliding estimation window. A map of
the spatial variation of the sample complex cross correlation coefflcient across the scene is called
the complex interferogram with 17 called the interferometric magnitude or coherence and ô7 is the
interferometric phase.

The density function of the sample covariance matrix Q was derived by Goodman [Goo63] and
has the form of a complex Wishart distribution given by,

17er72(.jl7l:fu
/ffl-, ll^ol'Df ,b,rl'

p(8): =,-Tilgl' ''a'l rr(.n,,)r(ri -t¡1q1,ern(-t'çq-tQ)¡/) 
' (4'e0)

where t, (Q-' Q) is the trace of matrix Q-t Q . The marginal density functions of õ2r^ and õ1. have
the well known Gamma distribution with order parameter N,

pçotr \ =]- l+)'lu; )'-'"", f -t:i" l.'-Í^) .(.r) (;il ) \oî" ) "'P\-q: )' (4.er)
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and similarly for p(õl-). An expression for The Mtt' order moments of these sample estimates have

been derived in the literature [OQ98] and the mean and variance are given by,

t{u?^} :

v", {a}^\ :
o'¡^, (4.e2)

(4.e3)

(4.es)

(4.e6)

år*)'
N

Thus the sample estimate of the mean backscatter values is asymptotically unbiased and the variance

of the estimate is proportional to the square of the mean backscatter and inversely proportional to the

number of samples in the sample average. The equivalent number of looks, defined by,

ENL:
E u?*j)'

(4.e4)
Var ã?^j'

for the sample estimates of the mean backscatter is thus the number of samples in the sample average.

The statistics of the interferogram and the associated marginal density functions have been ex-

tensively studied in the context of interferometry as well as radar polarimetry [TL96], [TLBV99],

[TBe95], [QR95], tJWPg4l and [LMH94]. The density function of the sample coherence is given

by,

pjr) : 2(N - 1)(1 -'v|)Ni1-í_ ¡z¡(rt-z)zFr(N' N;r;t474),

while the density function of the sample interferometric phase is given by,

(7-11)Nycos o" - o')f
p(or)

¡/+å

¡'r)2r/ît
N+

r - (rr.o, (ô' - ."))'
,(t-t'ò* - (++2.Fi Il/,1;z7Í \

t 
,('r""o, (ô" - t"))') ,

2

where z Fr is the Gauss hypergeometric function [4572]. It has been shown that while both ir and Qr

are asymptotically gnbiased estimators, the sample coherence, 7-, is found to suffer from significant

bias under low coherence conditions unless substantial averaging is carried out. The high bias in the

estimator reduces the contrast between regions of differing low coherence limiting its performance as

a classiflcation and change statistic. The interferometric phase estimate on the other hand is unbiased,

however its variance is dependent on the number of independent averages as well as the underþing

coherence .yr.Inparticular under low coherence conditions averaging over large regions is required

to achieve a high quality estimate of the interferometric phase.

4.5.1 Heterogeneous I)istributed Target Model

The jointly Gaussian model for an interferometric image pair is generally accepted as an accurate

description for natural, homogeneous distributed target types such as open fields tOQ98l. Deviations

from this model howeve¡ have been observed in describing the strong backscatter characteristics of
buildings in urban scenes [LLN90], [FMYS97] as well as in very fine resolution imagery where the

number of contributing scatterers in each resolution cell is not large. The model also breaks down in

describing the statistics of imagery where radar shadowing is prominent such as in woodland where
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forest canopy shadows modulate the observed backscatter. Indeed at low graztng angles such textural
modulation due to radar shadowing becomes pronounced across a wide range of target types.

To model such non-homogeneous clutter texture target types a modified form of the Gaussian
speckle model called the product model [rüar81] has been proposed. In the product model the scene
texture is modelled by a randomly fluctuating mean backscatter that varies on spatial scales larger
than the image resolution. The complex scene reflectivity is thus given by,

Í : of (r,-l jn¿), (4.97)

where TL : rLr * jn¿ is a zero mean, unit variance complex Gaussian random process describing
the speckle phenomenon and o ¡ is a random process that models the mean backscatter modulation
across the scene. One possible form for the random process describing the backscatter fluctuations,
originally proposed by.Ward [War81] to describe sea clutter, is a gamma distribution,

,, 1

p(oì: ("-\'"1",r(-+\, (4.e8)" \o/ t\u) \ o /
where ø is the mean backscatter power and ¡u is an order parameter describing the extent of the
backscatter power fluctuations. Combining this model with the speckle density function yields the K
distribution to describe the observed pixel amplitude,

pflt):hß(
u

"ll12, Krt (4.ee)

where K,_lis the modified Bessel function of order (, - 1), [4572]. The orderparameter u maybe
defined by,

Efffj /' 1\
(E{11,}), 2\1+-)' (4'1oo)

and for large values of u the K distribution approaches a Gaussian distribution with the same mean
backscatter power. Generally speaking for values of v above 10 the distribution may be regarded as

Gaussian and values around 1 or below indicate markedly non-Gaussian behaviour tQR95].
The K distribution has been extensively used to represent both sea clutter UP76l, [1War81] as well

as land clutter [Oli84], [Jao84] with considerable success. Further justification for the K distribution
has been provided by the theoretical derivation of the K distribution by Jakeman and Pusey tJP76]
using a modified form of the random walk model describing coherent scattering from a large number
of point targets. In [JP76] Jakeman and Pusey allowed the number of contributing scatterers in a
resolution cell to vary. Using a random process of birth, death and migration to describe the number
of scatterers leads to a negative binomial distribution for N and subsequently to a K distribution to
describe the pixel amplitude.

A multi-channel form of the K distribution has been developed by Yueh [YKJ+S9] to describe
polarimetric SAR imagery and the model may also be used to describe interferometric image pairs
tOQ98l. In this model the transduced complex reflectivity for a joint interferometric channel pair, is
given by,

S -TX, (4.101)

where ? is a positive scalar texture random variable with the property that E{72} : 1 and X
is a multivariate Gaussian. Observe that since the second moment of the texture parameter ? is
unity X and ,S will have the same covariance structure. Also observe that this model specifies the
same texture parameter for both the primary and repeat pass images. Therefore the cross channel
correlation coefficient and the associated sample estimate are independent of ? and depend only on
the correlation coefflcient of the Gaussian component X.
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(4.104)

In the previous sections it has been shown that the cross correlation coefficienf 17 of an interferomet-

ric image pair may be decomposed into three components,

'YT :'lsnr'ltemplproc' Ø'I02)

In the coherent change detection application of interferometry the temporal correlation 1t"n',p is The

correlation term of interest as it provides information about scene disturbances. In the transduced

image pair howeveÍ.ytemp is modulated by the noise and processing correlations. These terms reduce

the overall correlation of the transduced image pair and so limit the contrast between regions of
differing stable and unstable scattering. As a consequence the performance of 1r as a change and

classification statistic is degraded by these terms. The noise correlation lrn is a real valued quantity

that is determined by the radar hardware and thus is fixed for a given sensor and imaging geometry.

The processing correlatiort Jproc on the other hand is a complex quantity determined by the mismatch

between the transfer functions of the primary and repeat pass processors. This mismatch is a source

of decorrelation and phase bias in the interferogrum estimate that shall vary spatially over the image.

The mismatch must therefore be adequately compensated for if the full potential of interferometric

processing is to be realised. In the following sections the form of 1pro" will be discussed.

4.6.1 First Order Effects

In Section 4.4.2 itwas shown that, in the case of unweighted image formation aperhrres, the process-

ing correlation coefficient takes the form,

erp(- jksnh',rvl) [[ rect(#) ,*t ("uh) erp(- j(hLoLlka - LÓ'",))d'kvd'ka

'lpro"
k lt-,, k b- o, k b-,, k b- o,

(4.103)

The phase term A@,."" is the difference between the phase mismatch of the acquisition and image

formation transfer functions for the primary and secondary SAR image pair and is given by,

Phase mismatch between the acquisition and image formation transfer functions for a given SAR

image arises due to calibration errors in the measurement of the synthetic aperhrre as well as approxi-

mations in modelling the point scatterer response in the signal history data acquired over the synthetic

aperture. Provided sufflciently accurate point scatterer response models are used and autofocus al-

gorithms are employed to estimate and remove calibration errors then LÓr", = 0. In this case the

processing correlation coeffi cient reduces to,

SLTLC

From (4.105) it can be seen that the processing correlation coeff,cient consists of a phase term arising

due to the terrain topography as discussed in Section 4.4.2 and two decorrelation terms associated

with the difference in the depression angles between the imaging collections.

^lproc
lî,bu," lca-,,. h'ra L/ltt-0"

(k o. *, k b- o, k,r- * 

" 

k u- n r)
,- erp(- j Lph',okrn). (4.105)
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Baseline Decorrelation

For the case in which h(r,y) : 0, the scene reflectivity is simply a two dimensional surface function
defined on the z : 0 ground plane and the processing correlation coefficient reduces to,

^lproc
kb-*"kb.o"

(r o-,, k b- o rk b. *, k u- o ")
: 'lbaselinet (4.106)

which is commonly referred to as baseline decorrelation [GGP94] and lZY92l. The extent of the
baseline decorrelation is determined by the mismatch between image formation processor windows
A¿¡r, and A¿¡r" used to form the the primary and repeat pass images. With reference to Figure 4.3 it
can be seen that 'ybaser.ine is the ratio of the overlapping area def,ned by A" to the geometric mean of
the areas of defined by A¿lp, and A¿¡r". From Figures 4.2 and 4.3 it can also be seen that increasing
the depression angle difference between the image acquisitions reduces the overlapping aperture size
reducing 'yb.setine until the critical baseline is reached at which point the aperture of support for the
image pair are no longer overlapping and the processing correlation falls to zero.

In the design of the image formation processor there is some flexibility in choosing the location
and size of the image formation windows A¿¡71, and. Anfu, hthe (k*,kr) plane. Given measurements
of the depression angles tþ1 and tþz the common overlapping aperture of support A"(kr, kr) may be
pre-computed prior to defining the primary and repeat pass image formation processors. A simple
approach to mitigating the baseline decorrelation then is to restrict the image formation processors to
only process the common overlapping portion of the acquired data aperture defined by A", such that,

Aorfr(k,,ka) - A¿Íor(kr,kr) - A"(k,,lco), Ø.107)

in which case lbcrset¿ne : I. This method is commonly referred to as aperture trimming. While
this approach reduces the processed range and azimuth spatial frequency bandwidth, leading to a
reduction in the range and azimuth resolution of the interferogram, the improvement in the processing
correlation improves the quality of the subsequent interferometric products.

Another approach to minimising baseline decorrelation proposed in [GGP94] is to consider a
Tunable Interferometric SAR system in which the radar transmit frequency is shifted by an amount
corresponding to the collection aperhre mismatch. In this case the full system bandwidth may be
processed giving full resolution interferogram at the expense of increase radar hardware complexity.
The approach also facilitates the processing of interferometric pairs with larger baselines than is
allowed in a fixed frequency radar collection.

Image Pair Misregistration

With appropriate aperhre trimming the magnitude of the processing correlation coefficient (4.105)
reduces to the following form,

l'lpro.l : sinc
h'*rLl3ku-o"

2r (4.108)

This form for 1pro" indicates that the scene terrain height coupled with a depression angle difference
between the interferometric imaging geometries produces a loss in correlation. This may be ex-
plained in terms of the differential projection of an elevated scatter into the image plane when using
flight tracks with different depression angles. For a target at location (rr,A",h") imaged with a mid-
aperture depression angle oftþ1, the target is appears at location (rr,U, -f hrtantþ1) in the resulting
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ground plane image. The differential layover for the same target imaged at a different mid-aperture

depression angle d2 is Ay : h,(tanry'r - tantþz) : Lr.r\'p. The resulting decorrelation arising

from this range misregistration Ay is govemed by the point spread function of the acquisition and

image formation processor. For the case of an unweighted aperture the decorrelation takes the form

of a sinc function as indicated in (4.108). Observe that for a misregistration of one resolution cell

(¡,, : JL the correlation falls to zero rendering the interferogram completely useless. An important
*b_ ti"

aspect oähe design and implementation of a practical interferometric processor is the estimation and

compensation of image misregistration. For fine resolution SAR systems small, sub-resolution cell

image misregistrations can have a signiflcant deleterious effect on the performance of interferometric

processing. In the change detection application of interferometry the loss in correlation between a

misregistered interferometric pair reduces the contrast between changed and changed regions in the

scene. Similarly for terrain mapping the loss in correlation contributes to a noisier estimate of the

interferometric phase. Aside from layover, other sources contributing to a image misregistration in

range and azimuth include deviations from the ideal desired flight path as well as navigation measure-

ment erors.

4.6.2 Higher Order Effects

In arriving at the expression for.yoro" given in (4.105) it was assumed that LÓr", = 0. From Chaptet 2

this approximation arises if a plane wave model is used to describe the propagation of the transmitted

and received the electromagnetic radiation to and from the scene. The plane wave propagation model

is valid provided the standoff range of the SAR is sufficiently large compared to the imaged scene

size and that the image resolution is not too fine (see Section 2.3.2 n Chapter 2). Ia the case of
wide-band, wide-angle, near-field imaging the plane wave propagation assumption begins to break

down and unmodelled wavefront curvature effects appear in the acquisition transfer function which

will remain uncompensated by the PFA processor. In Chapter 2 it was shown that in the case of
range echo data acquired via deramp demodulation with respect to a scene focus point the dominant

wavefront c¿rvature phase terms in the acquisition transfer flrnction are given by,

! ^ (r' + a2 _sin2(úù) Uc,, + ks", _ ry cy¡2(tþo) 
¡r,. - 

(*' - a' "o2"\rþù),os2þþ0) ,2
Ó'o" x 

-2k,rro 

Rbrg ' 
@o"'

(4.10e)

where ú0 and R¡rrn ãÍa the depression angle and standoffrange respectively at the mid-aperture point'

This phase term rêmains uncompensated by the image formation processor and manifests in the re-

covered image as both distortion and defocus that varies spatially over the image. In the case of repeat

pass interferometry the image pair are acquired with a baseline offset such that the primary acquisi-

tion has a standoffranga Rbrn, and depression angle ry'1 while the repeat pass acquisition is specified

by Rt rn, and Q2. The residuál phase present in the primary image is given by Ór"r, : Ór"r(R6ro :
Rtrnr,"rþo: rþt) andfortherepeatpass image þr"rz: Ór"r(R¡rro: Rbror,,'þo:'þz)' Forinterfero-

-.t i" processing it is the relative residual phase Aþ'" 
" - ()r"rt - Ó,'"r, that produces decorrelation

in the image pair. The processing correlation in the case of an aperture trimmed interferometric image

pair can be written as,

: ##È I I o?rr''ko)erp (i (an, t Bk* + ck?)) (t'tr'dÌ{v'

: erp(j Aks,);@ | a?rtrrr)"rp (i Akr) d'k,

ft | dl"çr,,1",e (¡ (nn- + cnl)) aa,,

'lrt, o"

(4.110)
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where,

o _ @2 + a2 sin2 (tþù) _ (r2 + y2 sr"2 (tþr)) _
2I.,brn, 2ïb"n, -h*uL7' (4'111)

o _ _ry cos2 (tþt) * ra cos2 (úz)
- Ë+ R** (4'rt2)

, _ _(r2 - a2 ros2(rþù) ros2 (rþì * (r2 - a2 cos2 (rþz)) cos2(rþz)

2*u,n,kon +ffi' (4'113)

In the above expression for lrro.note that the form of the aperture weighting A"(kr,kr) has been not
been specified, however it has been assumed that it is a separable function such that,

tT(t ,,kù: A?*(k*)A7r(kr), (4.tr4)

and,

a",(r) [ 4, Qrò erp(jrk*)dk,, (4.115)
,l

a"y(rì I oZ, (kr) erp(jyko)dkr. (4.rt6)

The linear phase terms Ako and Bkr tn (4.110) represent decorrelation arising from a misregistration
between the image pair along the range and azimuth axes respectively while the quadratic phase Ck]
describes decorrelation arising from the residual relative quadratic defocus between the image pair.

The integral with respect to ko may be readily evaluated using standard Fourier transform theory
and corresponds to a loss in coherence due to the misregishation term A,

lproco ;6 | aTrlrrr¡"rp(iAk)d'k*

o"u(A)
a.y(o) ' (4'tI7)

In the idealised case when there is no azimuth misregistration, B - 0, Just UB94] analysed the decor-
relation arising from a residual quadratic phase error and showed that, for an unweighted aperture,
A7*&,) : r ect(lc, I kr,-., ) , the integral with respect to k, tn (4. 1 10) may be expressed in terms of
the Fresnel integrals as follows,

'YProc,

n nkbut.,

= 
I ' "',(i(c4))an',Kbu., J o \

# (lrt'';"' 'o' ("rz) d'k' +' 
Iou''""i'' (ctl) *') '

: -g- (, (ßfu-""\ * .," f /d&r=\\
r/cr¿,", 1 1 Fz" )* r" \-trñ" )) (4'll8)

where,

(4.11e)z

z

c

s (4.r20)
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Parameter Value (Units)

Transmit waveform LFM Chrry waveform

Transmit bandwidth /6- 400 MHz
Transmitter power 8kw
Polarization HH
Radar centre frequency /s 9.35 GIjz
Depression angle 45 to 11 Degrees

Navigation Combined INU and DGPS

Table 4.1: The Ingara X-Band airborne SAR system configuration parameters for the repeat pass

interferometric change detection experiments conducted in 1999 and 2000.

are the Fresnel integrals tGR80]. For B non zero, the integral with respect to k* may be found in an

approximate form for particular values of C by employing the Principle of Stationary Phase [Won89].

While the above analysis pertains to the interferometric processing of imagery formed using the

PFA, other image formation algorithms provide improved compensation for wavefront curvature ef-

fects. In particular the PF2 algorithm discussed in Chapter 2 incorporates an additional filtering step

to the PFA that largely corrects for the uncompensated phase terms @r"", and þr"r". The relative

residual phase mismatch between the acquisition and image formation transfer flnctions is thus min-

imal and the resulting image decorrelation is negligible. Azimuthal misregistration and phase errors

that vary quadratically with k" however are common errors that arise due to miscalibration in the

synthetic aperhre aray, see Chapter 3. The above analysis thus provides a means of quantiffing the

impact of these residual elrors on interferometric processing.

4.7 Results From a Repeat Pass Interferometric SAR Experiment

In this section an interferometric processor developed for processing repeat pass interferometric data

collected with the DSTO Ingara X-band airbome SAR is described. Using the Ingara system param-

eters and the imaging geometries of the repeat pass experimental collections, the nature and extent of
the acquisition and image formation processor mismatch discussed in the previous sections may be

numerically quantifi ed.

4.7.1 The Ingara X-band SAR Interferometry Experiments

The DSTO Ingara X-band ai¡bome SAR [SBMS96], [5894] is a multimode imaging radar that, for the

repeat pass interferometry experiments discussed here (conducted in 1999 and 2000), was installed

on a Beech 350 Super KingAir aircraft. The operating parameters for the radar as configured for the

repeat pass interferometry experiments are detailed in Table 4.1. In the Ingara spotlight SAR mode

deramp demodulation is employed to generate fine resolution image over a modest swath width of 1.5

km in range and 500 m in azimuth.

The repeat pass interferometry experiments, conducted with the Ingara SAR, were specifically

designed to study the coherent change detection application of interferometry. In these experiments

repeat pass spotlight SAR imagery was collected over a number of open fields consisting mostly of

crop stubble with a number of ground truthed scene modifications carried out in the interval between

the primary and repeat pass collections. The exact nature of the scene changes and the temporal

baselines are discussed in detail in Chapter 7. The repeat pass imaging collections were conducted at
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Figure 4.5: Flow chart of the processing steps required to generate an image pair repeat pass SAR
data suitable for applying interferometric change detection algorithms.

three different depression angles and standoffranges namely 45 deg.,7.5 km and 30 deg., 13.1 km
and 15 deg., 16.0 km. Since the collections were specifically acquted to assess the change detection
application of interferometry the same nominal flight tracks were used for the primary and repeat pass
collections. Any baseline offset between the flight tracks pairs is thus a flmction of the accuracy of the
aircraft Flight Management System (FMS) and the effects of wind and turbulence during the imaging
collections.

4.7.2 The Interferometric Processor

Figure 4.5 is a flow chart of the interferometric processing chain developed to process the data from
the measurement campaign. The details of the components in the processing chain shall now be
discussed.

Compute Acquisition Apertures of Support

Given the radar deramp dcmodulatcd echo data and associated navigation data the filst step in the
interferometric processing chain is the computation of the pointing vectors l&,e,rþlT describing the
location of the radar with respect to the scene focus point at each transmilreceive point along the
radar flight track. The radar flight track is measured with high precision using the combined INU and
GPS information recorded during the data collection and a common scene focus point is used for the
imaging collections. Over a coherent processing interval the pointing vectors associated with each
imaging collection define the acquisition apertures of support Ao.or(k*,lcy,k") aîd A(rcq2(lçr,ka,k")
for the primary and repeat pass collections respectively.

Image
Formation
Processor

Image
Regishation

Change
Detection

Image
Formation
Processor
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Primary Depression

Angle (Deg.)
Repeat pass

Max Depression angle (Deg.)
Repeat pass

Min Depression angle (Deg.)

15 22.37 NA
30 34.2r 24.93

45 47.83 41.89

Table 4.2: Maximum and minimum repeat pass collection depression angles at which the primary and

repeat pass acquisition apertures of support have no common overlapping intersection for primary

collection depression angles of 15, 30 and 45 degrees.

Determine the Common Overlapping Aperture of Support

Given the acquisition aperhrres of support Ao"or(k,lcy,kr) and Ao"or(k*,ky,k") for the primary and

repeat pass collections the next step is to compute the centre frequency ks, andbandwidths k6"r-" aîd

k¡r"uo" of theregion given by the common overlapping intersection of Ao"o, and An"o, nthe (kr,kr)
plane. The depression angles at mid aperhre will determine the acquisition aperhre mismatch along

the ko axis and hence the location and size of the common overlapping region. For fine resolution,

large transmit bandwidth systems, a relatively large difference in depression angle can be tolerated

while still retaining some degree of aperture overlap. For the Ingara imaging scenarios Table 4.2

shows the minimum and maximum depression angle differences leading to complete mismatch (i.e.,

no common overlap) of the collection apertures. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show histograms of the depres-

sion angle difference and ground range offset at the mid collection point obtained during the Ingara

repeat pass interferometry collections. It can be seen that the repeat pass accuracy is well within the

baseline decorrelation constraints. At a depression angle of 15 deg. the maximum angle difference

is 0.12 deg. leading to a baseline decorrelatioî of 1p,o" : 0.977 , while for the collection at depres-

sion angle 30 deg. the maximum angle difference is 0.22 deg. giving'Yproc: 0.947. Of course

this decorrelation is largely mitigated by restricting the processed aperhre of support to the common

overlapping portion of the collection aperture.

Image Formation

The choice of image formation processor is govemed by the processors abilþ to adequately focus the

scatterer signal history over the coherent processing interval. Generally, efflcient frequency domain

processors, such as the PFA, RMA and CSA (see Chapter 2), make approximations to the scatterer

signal history which break down in wideband, wide-angle, near-field imaging. Under these scena¡ios

the imagery suffers from distortion, defocus and a loss in contrast, while interferometric products

suffer from a loss in coherence and increased noise and bias on the interferometric phase estimates.

For the Ingara system conflguration used in the repeat pass interferometry experiments the trans-

mit bandwidth is limited to 400 MHz giving a nominal slant range resolution of 0.375 m (unweighted)

while an azimuth angular collection of around 3 deg. gives similar azimuth resolution' Given the ex-

perimental standoffranges and image size limits, the PFA provides adequately focused imagery suit-

able for interferometric processing at these range and azimuth resolutions, see Table 2.2 n Chapter

2.

The Ingara system however facilitates significantly wider angle collections thus potentially allow-

ing the generation of much finer azimuth resolution imagery. This is advantageous for interferometry

applications, such as coherent change detection, as this allows finer resolution, higher quality co-

herency estimates to be obtained. In practice the collection aperhre will ultimately be limited by
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Figure 4.7: Histograms of the depression angle difference and ground range offset difference between
the primary and repeat pass collections obtained at a nominal depression angle of 30 degrees.
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Figgre 4.8: Azimuth and range misregistration in metres, given by equations (4.112) and (4.113)

respectively, of a PFA interferometric image pair collected with a nominal depression angle of 30

degrees and standoff range 13.1 km with baseline ofßets of Ld : 0.2 degrees and 4Äoso : 200 m.

the phase stability of the radar, the precision of the flight track measurements of the extended aper-

ture and the image formation processor's ability to focus the signal history data over the wide-angle

collections.

For the Ingara repeat pass imaging scenarios to achieve 0.1 m (unweighted) azimtthresolution in

the ground plane image an angular collection of the order of 10 degrees is required. For this collection

aperh¡e the patch size over which the PFA generates an adequately focused image is limited to

around 100 m in radius, see Table 2.2 n Chapter 2. Scatterers at distances greater than this suffer

from uncompensated residual frequency domain phase errors that manifest as an azimuth defocus that

varies spatially over the image. Interferograms formed from such PFA imagery will also suffer from

a loss in coherence and increased noise and bias in the interferometric phase given by (a.1 10).

Figure 4.8 shows the range and azimuth misregistration terms A and B given in equations (4.112)

and (4.113) respectively over an image patch 700 m by 700 m for an image pair acquired with a

nominal30 degrees depression angle and 13.1 km standoffrange and baseline offsets of A'tþs :9.2
degrees and AR6r, :200 m. The azimuth registration varies from -0.12 m To0.l2 m across the

transduced image while the range misregistration varies from 0 at the scene center to 0.07 m at the

image edges. Given the nominal range resolution of 0.45 m (unweighted) and azimuth resolution

of 0.1 m (unweighted) the azimuth misregistration will dominate the image pair correlation. Figure

4.9 shows the peak value of the quadratic phase difference C (kt-., f Z)2 , çi.e., the quadratic phase

Ck2, eva\tated at the band edge k, : kbru., f 2.), for an azimuthal resolution of 0.1 m (unweighted),

evaluated across the image patch. It can be seen the relative quadratic phase difference between the

image pair that arises due to wavefront curvature effects is negligible (less than 0.15 radians across the

recovered image) and so its contribution to the decorrelation of the PFA image pair is also negligibly

small. Figure 4.10 shows the decorrelation ltroc in (4.110) evaluated across the scene that arises due

to the azimuthal and range misregistrations as well as the residual relative quadratic defocus. At the

comers of the recovered images the cross correlation magnitude falls to 0.4. Note that in practice the

decorrelation arising due to the azimuthal and range misregistration is largely corrected for by the
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Figure 4.9: Peak value of the quadratic phase difference in radians associated with a PFA interfer-
ometric image pair processed to 0.1 m unweighted azimuth resolution and collected with a nominal
depression angle of 30 degrees, a standoffrange of 13.1 km and a baseline offset of A.r/ : 0.2 degrees
and LR6rn: 200 m.

image registration resampling and warping functions.
In Chapter 2 the PF2 algorithm was considered for focusing wide angle, fine azimuth resolution

imagery. In the PF2 algorithm a fllter is applied across a ground plane PFA image to remove the
dominant quadratic defocus present in the PFA image. For the repeat pass experimental scenarios
and an azimt?';h resolution of 0.1 m the PF2 image patch size radius is constrained to approximately
500 m. Thus the Ingara imagery formed using the PF2 algorithm will show only minor defocus at the
edges of the illuminated patch.

An interferogram may be formed from a PF2 image pair with the interferogram qualþ deter-
mined by the residual relative phase differences that remain uncompensated by the PF2 as well as any
approximations made in the implementation and application of the PF2 filter. Given the small depres-
sion angle differences and range offsets obtained in the Ingara repeat pass interferometric collections
the residual uncompensated phase terms will not significant and the PF2 may be used to process the
wide-angle fine azimuth resolution interferometric image pairs.

Image Pair Registration

A crucial step in interferometric processing is a precise co-registration of the interferometric image
pair to subresolution cell accuracy (An accuracy of 0.1 of aresolution cell is generally considered
necessary to achieve high quality interferograms [SM00], [J894].). In repeat pass interferometry
scene misregistration which varies spatially over the scene may arisc through a number of rnecha-
nisms. As discussed in Section 4.6.I the differential projection of elevated targets into the transduced
image plane will contribute to image misregistration. In particular, for the Ingara repeat pass imaging
scenarios at a depression angle of 30 degrees and a depression angle difference of 0.2 degrees a mis-
registration of 10 percent of the nominal 0.5 m range resolution is obtained for scattering elements at
heights of 10.7 m. Another source of misregistration are residual linear phase terms in the signal his-
tory data that remain uncompensated by the image formation processor. Finally platform navigation
elrors can lead to misregistrations which may be of the order of the point spread function of the SAR
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Figure 4.10: Cross conelation coefflcient magnitude obtained for a PFA image pair processed to 0.1

m unweighted azimuth resolution and collected with a nominal depression angle of 30 degrees, a

standoff range of 13.1 km and a baseline offset of Nþ :0'2 degrees and A116,, : 200 m'

processor UWE+961.
A plethora of registration techniques exist in the literature for estimating the pixel by pixel mis-

registration and the subsequent resampling step. In UWE+96] the misregistration over a local neigh-

bourhood of pixels is found by maximizing the complex cross correlation between the image pair over

the local area. By obtaining a number of such local spot estimates of the misregistration distributed

over the scene a model of the misregistration at all points in the transduced image pair may be ob-

tained by fltting a two dimensional surface function to the sample estimates. An altemative approach

proposed by tSMOOl makes use of the phase information available in interferograms obtained from

different spectral subapertures. The phase dif[erences may be used to obtain local estimates of the

misregistration.
The registration processor used to process the Ingara repeat interferometric pairs uses a multistage

approach based similar to that described in [JWE+96]:

1. Estimate a coarse global misregistration of the image pair by finding the range and azimuth

shift that maximizes the cross correlation of the intensity images.

2. Based on the global misregistration partition the image pair into multiple corresponding im-

age subchips. Compute the intensity cross correlation of the image subchips as a function of
misregistration in range and azimuth. Úrterpolation of the cross correlation map to find the

sub-resolution cell location of the correlation map maximum gives a fine registration estimate.

3. Using the multiple local misregistration estimates obtained over the entire scene model the

misregistration using a pair of thin plate splines [Boo89], [Gos88]. These splines will describe,

for each pixel (lr;, y) in the primary image, the location (r * Az, a + Ly) of the corresponding

scene resolution cell in the repeat pass image.

4. Using the spline warping function resample the complex repeat pass image onto the sample

grid of the primary image using a two dimensional truncated sinc interpolator.
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5. Using the complex registered image pair estimate any dominant relative linear phase term be-
tween the primary image and the resampled repeat pass image and remove this linear phase
term from the repeat pass image.

6. Ilaving removed the dominant relative linear phase frorn l.he repeal. pass image, recompute the
fine registration estimates for the image subchips used in step 2 based on cross correlation
of the complex image pair. Cross correlation of the complex transduced imagery produces a

sharper correlation peak than cross correlating the image intensities as the cross correlation
estimate is now computed using coherent, or vector addition, as opposed to scalar addition. As
a consequence a more accurate estimate of the correlation peak lag canbe obtained.

7. Recompute the warping surface to describe the misregistration and resample the irnages to
obtained a registered image pair.

Interferogram Estimation

An interferogram is formed from an aperture trimmed, registered interferometric image pair by com-
puting the sample cross correlation coefficient given by,

i""p(iô) - Ðil-' (4.r2r)
D{:rllnl'D'il-rlst l'

over a sliding estimation window. The size of the estimation window is a compromise between ob-
taining a sufficiently fine resolution cross correlation map, capable of tracking the spatial variation in
the underlying complex correlation coefficient and the required accuracy of the estimated quantities.
For example, in the change detection application of SAR interferometry wherein man-made scene
disturbances such as vehicle tracks are to be detected, the scene correlation can be highly spatially
non-stationary with spatially small isolated, abrupt changes. Thus a small window commensurate
with the spatial size of the scene disturbances is required. However, if the number of independent
pixel samples in the window is too small the estimate will be excessively noisy making it difficult to
distinguish between the changed and unchanged regions ofthe scene.

Another consideration in the formation of an interferogram is the image pixel sampling require-
ments to ensure alias free interferometric measurements. Given the bandlimited image patr f md g,
with range and azimuth bandwidths of k¡r.", and k6-.o respectively, the coherence is estimated by
firstlyformingthethreeproductimages lfl' : Í .Í*,lsl' - g.g* and/g*. Theseproductimages
are noisy single point estimates of the mean backscatter and cross correlation of the primary and re-
peat pass images. As multiplication in the image domain corresponds to convolution in the spatial
frequency domain the range and azimuth bandwidth of the product images are 2k6*"n artd 2k6-"*
respectively. Thus in order to avoid aliasing in the product images the image par Í and g must first
be oversampled by a factor of 1wo.

While the range and azimuth bandwidths of the product images ãle 2k6.", and2k6"u., respectively
the underþing scene statistics are assumed to vary only slowly over the spatial estimation window
and are modeled as being stationary in increments [TLBV99]. High spatial frcqucncy energy in the
product images may thus be attributed to noise, while low spatial frequency energy corresponds to the
slow variations in the scene statistics permitted by the stationary in increments model. The product
images lfl' : I . l*, lSl' : g . g* and, f g* maythus each be spatially averaged using a N pixel
sliding estimation window which simply functions as a low pass filter that attenuates the high spatial
frequency "noise" content of the product image and gives an improved local estimate of the slowly
varying scene statistics. As the product images have been low pass filtered they may be used directly
in (4.121) to compute the interferogram without significant aliasing.
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4.7.3 ExperimentalResults

Experimental repeat pass interferometric SAR data collected with the DSTO Ingara SAR has been

processed using the techniques discussed in the previous section. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 shows the

intensity images of a registered, aperture trimmed primary and repeat pass interferometric image pair

collected at a nominal depression angle of 30 degrees. The images have been processed using the

PF2 algorithm and have a 3 dB resolution of 0.58 m in range and 0.15 m in azimuth with a Hamming

spechal window applied and a pixel spacing of 0.41 m by 0.1 m. The image is of an open field with

a building visible in the lower middle of the image. A drainage trench runs along the left side of the

image and a dirt track lies in the upper portion of the image. Both of these scene features appear

in the images as areas of low backscatterer retum. In the case of the drainage trench the area of
low backscatter corresponds to radar shadow while in the case ofthe dirt track the low backscatterer

is possibly due to the passage of vehicles compacting and smoothing the soil and the absence of
vegetation in these areas. The baseline offset for this image pair is very small with a depression angle

difference of 0.012 degrees and a ground range offset difference of 4.59 m. The temporal baseline for

this collection is only 12 minutes corresponding to the time required to maneuver the aircraft back to

the st¿rt of the imaging track for the repeat pass collection. For this experiment no controlled scene

changes were carried out and no ground truth observations were made during the collection interval.

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the sample coherence and interferometric phase obtained from the

repeat pass pair using a 2 (range) by 6 (azimuth) pixel spatial estimation window. The coherence in

the field is very high at 0.94 (see Section 7 .4inChapter 7) consistent with the small temporal delay and

baseline offset between the repeat pass collections. Figure 4.15 is an enlarged view ofthe coherence

map over the dirt track in the upper portion of the scene. As the track has a low backscatter power

the transduced image has a low signal to noise level in these regions and hence there is significant

decorrelation. On the other hand the areas between the tracks show high coherence due to the stronger

vegetation and ground retums in these areas.

A feature of particular interest in Figure 4.I3 are the random track like areas of low coherence in

the middle of the field. Figure 4.16 shows an enlarged view of these track like disturbances. The tracks

appear to have a low but non zero coherence possibly because the tracks a.re on a much frner scale

that the resolution of the sample coherence map so the estimation window includes pixels containing

both changed and wrchanged scattering contributions. In addition a number of the tracks appear to be

terminated by a somewhat larger area of very low coherence. It is believed that these low coherence

tracks may be due to the movement of sheep while gr:ø:-uirg during the 12 minute temporal baseline

withthe "ends" of the tracks being the sheep themselves. Figure 4.17 shows an enlarged view of
the primary and repeat pass intensity images obtained over one of the tracks. It can be seen that the

speckle pattem of the pair of intensþ images is nearly identical and there is a signiflcantly stronger

retum (approximately 3.9 dB stronger) appearing in the centre of the repeat pass image subchip shown

in Figure 4.17 thatis absent in the primary intensity image. Unfortunately no ground truth observation

were made on the day of the repeat pass collections however grazing sheep were present in the f,eld

on the following day.

4.8 Conclusions

This chapter has provided an overview of interferometric SAR processing techniques and described

the theoretical basis for interferometric change detection. A statistically based description for an inter-

ferometric SAR image pair was given in which the extra information provided by the joint processing

of the image pair is encapsulated in the complex cross correlation coefficient. In this formulation the

scene is modelled as a homogeneous random ensemble of mutually independent stable and unstable
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Figure 4.11: Primary collection intensþ image. The image has been processed to a resolution of
0.58 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming window applied.
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Figure 4.12: Repeat pass collection intensity image. The image has been processed to a resolution of
0.58 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming window applied. The temporal baseline for the

repeat pass interferometric pair is approximately 12 minutes
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7so0.000

Figure 4.13: Magnitude image of the sample complex cross correlation coefficient obtained by spa-
tially averaging over a sliding estimation window (2by 6 pixels in range and azimuth respectively).
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Figure 4.14: Phase image of the sample complex cross correlation coeffrcient obtained by spatially

averaging over a sliding estimation window Qby 6 pixels in ¡ange and azimuth respectively).

135
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Figure 4. I 5 : Enlarged view of the coherence map over the dirt track that appears along the top of the
scene image.
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Figure 4.16: F;nlarged view of the coherence map over the low coherence random tracks appearing in

middle portion of the scene.
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Primary Intensity Image
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Repeat Intensity ImageCoherence Map

Figure 4.I7: Enlarged view of the coherence map as well as the primary and repeat pass intensity
images over one of the track like disturbances.
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scatterers while the SAR acquisition and image formation processors are modelled as linear operators.

The cross correlation coefficient is subsequently shown to consist of the cross correlation coefflcient

of the scattering ensemble modulated by a SAR image processor correlation. The processor correla-

tion is determined by the mismatch between the acquisition and image formation transfer functions

of the primary and repeat pass images. In the case of the PFA the processor correlation was shown to

be a function of the uncompensated wavefront curvature effects present in the image as well as any

miscalibration of the primary and repeat pass synthetic apertures. Finally the design of an interfero-

metric SAR processor developed for the processing repeat pass data acquired with the DSTO Ingara

X-band SAR was discussed and a repeat pass interferogram generated.
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Chapter 5

Interferometric Change Detection

5.1 Introduction

For natural homogeneous distributed scenes it was shown in Chapter 4 that the joint flrst order density

function for a repeat pass interferometric image pair X - lf , S)' is a zero mean, complex, circular

Gaussian random process. An interferometric image pair is thus completely described by the four pa-

rameters defined in the associated covariance matrix E{X XH}, namely the mean backscatter po\¡/er

of the two images, deflned by E{Í l.} - o2l ãnd E{ss.} : o3 and the amplitude 7 and phase O

of the complex cross correlation, defined by E{Í S.} - o ¡osle:xp(jÕ). These parameters measure

different aspects of the underþing scattering behaviour of the scene. The mean backscatter power

of a scene is a function of the structural and dielectric properties of the scattering medium while the

cross correlation is sensitive to perturbations in the sub-resolution scattering structure ofthe scene.

Scene disturbances arising from man-made changes that occur in the interval between repeat collec-

tions may potentially cause changes over a broad range of scattering properties and mechanisms in

a scene and thus manifest as changes in both the mean backscatter power of the scene as well as a

reduction in the correlation between the image pairs. These parameters thus provide complementary

characterisations ofscene change and together provide a complete description ofscene changes in a

SARimage pair.

In this chapter a review of change detection techniques based on the mean backscatter power

and the magnitude of the cross correlation coefficient for identifuing man-made scene disturbances

are discussed. In particular the performance of these change statistics are quantifled and compared by

evaluating the associated Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves describing the probability of
detection and false alarm as a function of the detection threshold. Section 5.2 considers a form of the

mean backscatter ratio of the primary and repeat pass images, originally proposed by Touzi [TLB88]
for SAR image edge detection, as a possible change statistic. From the density function of the ratio

change statistic expressions for the probability ofdetection and false alarm ofa threshold detector are

found and ROC curves computed. Section 5.3 considers the magnitude of the sample complex cross

correlation coefflcient, or coherence, as a change statistic. In this statistic scene changes are identified

as regions of total decorrelation against undisturbed regions described by some degree of partial

correlation. Expressions for the probability of detection and false alarm are found and compared to the

backscatter ratio statistic. Altemative estimators of the sample coherence are considered in Section

5.4. These estimators allow coherency based change detection to be performed without the need

for the complete complex interferomehic image data however they suffer from a degraded detection

performance. Finally in Section 5.5 the change statistics discussed in Sections 5.2,5.3 and 5.4 are

evaluated using experimental data collected with the DSTO Úrgara airbome SAR.

r4t
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5.2 Change Detection [Jsing the SAR Image Intensity

Change detection based on the mean SAR image pixel intensity seeks to identi$z changes in the
underlying mean backscatter power of a scene. The mean backscatter power of a scene is a geo-
physical quantity describing the lucal inlcracl.ion <lf the propagating incident electromagnetic wave
with the scene's scattering volume. The mean power in the backscattered fleld is thus determined by
the structural and electromagnetic properties of the scattering elements in the volume, such as their
size, shape, density, orientation and dielectric constant, as well as the properties of the incident wave
such as the wavelength, polarisation and the incidence angle. The nature of the interaction between
the scattering volume and incident wave is govemed by the electromagnetic wave equations and is
difflcult to solve unless the scene is described in terms of simple models of the dominant scattering
mechanisms [KF83], [KF88]. For example, the radar backscatter from forest and crop canopies may
be modelled as scattering from randomly oriented dielectric geometric structures with shape and di-
electric constants based on the physical vegetation components [KFA88]. Such modelling can provide
predictions of the mean backscatter power and its sensitivity to the scene parameters.

The estimation of the mean backscatter power from a SAR image is comrpted by multiplicative
speckle noise, which is an inherent aspect of coherent imaging systems [GooO0b], as well as additive
receiver noise, antenna pointing errors and imaging artifacts arising from propagation and processing
effects. As a consequence estimation of the mean backscatter power from the transduced speckle SAR
intensþ image requires some form of averaging. The design of appropriate filters for speckle noise
suppression and mean backscatter reconstruction has been a highly active area of research lZel76l,
lPMIM76l, [Lee83], [FSSH82] and [rWhi95] for many years.

Estimating the mean backscatter

For a homogeneous natural distributed scene the transduced complex SAR image / is modelled by a
zero mean, complex circular Gaussian random process,

f : h+¡¡0, (5.1)

where,

p(Í):å*o((ry\ 62)

The complex image may be re-written as the mean backscatter power modulated by a zero mean,
circular, unit variance complex Gaussian random process, i.e.,

Í : or (n, t jn¿) (5.3)

The random process (rr, + jrr¿) is commonly called multiplicative speckle noise as it modulates
the information bearing parameter, ø¡, describing the imaged scene. Speckle noise however, is a
manifestation of the sub-resolution scattering structure of the scene. In particular, it is a result of the
coherent interfering contributions of a large number of scatterers and thus is a deterministic quantity
that may be reproduced provided the same imaging geometry is used for each measurement.

Given a single pixel /¿ from the transduced image of a scene the maximum likelihood estimate
of the mean backscatter power o] is the pixel intensity I* : llnl2 tOQgSl and its density function is
given by the negative exponential,

ee¡,1o2¡) - 1"*, (-+\. (s.4)oi \ ",f /
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The pixel intensity is an unbiased estimator of the scene backscatter power however, its variance rs

equal to the mean backscatter power and therefore the estimate is noisier in regions of high backscat-

ter. This problem is obviated by considering the log intensity log(Ik) for which the variance is

independent of the mean value tQR95]. In practice SAR images of the pixel intensities are often

displayed using a log scale as such images have a uniform variance.

In a homogeneous region, wherein the underþing scattering properties and mechanisms are uni-

form over the region, the mean backscatter power describing the scene in the transduced image will be

constant in that region. The multiplicative speckle noise that manifests in each image pixel however,

will vary from pixel to pixel due to the particular coherent interfering sub-resolution scattering contri-

butions associated with each resolution cell. Each image pixel may thus be interpreted as a particular

realisation of the same underþing random scattering phenomenon and may be averaged to yield an

improved estimate of the mean backscatter. An estimate of the mean backscatter power obtained by

spatially averaging over ly' resolution cells is given by,

(s.s)

Provided the l/ pixel realisations, -I¡, are independent then t has a gaÍìma distribution with order

parameter l/ given by,

^,-n 1/{l'rN-,erpl_ry1 
(s.6)P(Iloi) - .trn (;7/ t" -' erv 

\- q )

The N look intensþ average is a consistent estimator of the mean backscatter o2, as the expected

value E{1} : o? andthe variance , V ARU} : o} lN , tends to zero as l/ increases. The Equivalent

Number of Looks (EN L), defined as,

ENL: ,I9-, (s.7)
v AR{I}'

indicates the number of independent observations used in a sample estimate of the backscatter. If
all N samples used in (5.5) are independent then ENL :Iy'. However, when the N samples are

correlated via the point spread function of the SAR then the ENL will, in general, be some non-integer

value less than l/.

A Backscatter Change Statistic

For a repeat pass SAR image pair the l/ look sample estimates of the mean backscatter of the primary

and repeat pass image pair have densþ functions given by,

__,o r_l{l rf;_,erpf_ryfl . (s.s)P(I¡loi) - F(¡/) [;7/ t'i-'erp\-q 
)

P(r,to2s)-oä (ä)' rf;-Lerp(V), (se)

where I¡ and, In are the spatially averaged pixel intensities of the primary and repeat pass images

respectively and o2, and o] are the associated scene mean backscatter powers. In the absence of
calibration errors such as radiometric miscalibration and antenna pointing errors, regions in the scene

¡/t
k:t

1
f

¡/ I¡,
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that remain undisturbed in the interval between collections have the same mean backscatter power
i.e., o] : o?. Areas in which 

"2, + ol, are indicative of areas of scene change.
A common approach to detecting changes in the image intensity of non-coherent data sets (eg:

passively sensed data) [Sin89] is to consider the difference statistic,

¡¿N
D : IÍ - Is : D,l¡nl' - Ðlsnl'. (s.10)

k-7 k-L
This statistic however is found to be ill suited to change detection in SARimagery [RvZ93], [TLBV99]
and [QR95]. Under the premise that the two measurements of the scene's radar reflectivity are inde-
pendent [RvZ93], the variance of the difference statistic is simply the sum of the variances of the two
intensity estimates,

_2,_2
uør{D} :" r;"n . (5.11)

Therefore application of a simple threshold detector to the difference statistic to distinguish between
areas of differing mean backscatter will have an error perforTnance dependent on the mean backscatter.
For example, in areas of no change in backscatter, o] : ofi, the probabilþ of false alarm for the
threshold detector (i.e., labelling a pixel pair in an unchanged scene as having changed backscatter
values) will be lower in areas of lower mean backscatter power.

An altemative approach to forming a change statistic is to consider the log intensþ estimate as
it has a variance independent of the absolute value of the mean backscatter. The difference of the log
intensity estimates,

D7 tos(I ¡) - toeQn),

log
I¡
Is

(s.r2)

(s.13)

or altematively the ratio change statistic,

R: erp(Dù : IJ, 
(5.14)

1q

are commonly used in SAR image change statistics. The ratio change statistics has a densþ function
given by [TLB88],

p(RlR): (2¡l - 1)! ANI?¡¿ 1

(s.1s)((¡/ - 1)!)2 (A * R;2r""
o2^

where R: å. The mean and variance of R are given,

o,.r pì. - - 
¡i ß, (5.16)u\tLr-N-1"'

var{it}- l,={('{==l)*, )', (5.17)
\(Iv - t)r(¡'l 2)t

and are dependent only on the relative backscatter ratio ,R : o2¡ l"l and the number of independent

samples l/. The ratio statistic ,q takes values in the range (0, oo) and in practice requires two thresh-
olds to identifu scene changes causing either a reduction or an increase in the mean backscatter power.
A more convenient detector proposed by Touzi [TLB88] based on the ratio statistic is,

R,
Êt,

if-Ê<1,
irÄ > t. (5. 1 8)
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Figure 5.1: Simulated and theoretically obtained density frrnctions for the mean backscatter ratio

change statistic corresponding to an unchanged scene and a scene with a 3 dB change in the backscat-

ter. The number of independent averages used in the intensity estimates is l/ : 9.

This statistic takes values between 0 and 1 and a single threshold may be applied to generate change

detections. The probability density frrnction is given by [TLB88]'

p(ûtl):ffi("#*.#I") "' (5 1e)

Figure 5.1 shows simulated and theoretical density functions for the ratio statistic for an unchanged

scene in the absence of calibration erïors (equal mean backscatter power) and a scene with a 3 dB

change in the mean backscatter poìÀ/er between image collections obtained using l/ : 9 independent

samples. The performance of the ratio statistic f may be gauged by the degree of overlap of the

two densþ functions shown in Figure 5.1. Using a simple threshold detector, pixel pairs with ratio

values greater than some threshold T, (f > T), arc labelled as being unchanged and pixel pairs

with ratio values less than T, (î < T), are labelled as being changed. The probabilrty of correctly

making a change detection corresponds to the area under the changed density function in Figure 5.1

to the left of the ratio threshold T, while the probability of a false alarm corresponds to the area

under the unchanged density firnction to the left of the ratio threshold ?. Analytical expressions for

the probability of detection and the probability of false alarm may be computed by evaluating the

following integrals. The probabilþ of false alarm is given by,

¡TPro: I p(fl?:Ro)dî.. J0

Ëfl Rtt
îN 7dî,+

-l- Ao(r 2N

T
f+Ror

¡y'-1,ffi(uþ'"(,,,,,,n,

x 3 dB change ¡n mean

,RO
+ R{ ßz (2¡/, ¡/,1/ - 1, ?rB6) , (5.20)
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where Ao : 
"] l"l with o2, and ol taken to be the mean backscattered po\¡/er in the unchanged

regions of the scene. In the absence of miscalibration errors A6 - t however, in practice radiometric
miscalibration and antenna pointing errors may yield rR¡ I l. The probability of detection is,

I,TP¿: I p(¡lB:Rt)di,
JO

f(2¡/) f, ( ,qfl
fr(¡/-t /, [G F nJtF + ) 

r' 'ar
Rr*

(f + R¡t¡z'^r

f (2¡l)"¡¿
N-1)

where fu : o] l"l with o2¡ and ol taken to be the mean backscattered power in the changed regions
of the scene in the primary and repeat pass images respectively. In equations (5.20) and (5.21) 1F'2 is
the hypergeometric function given in equation 15.3.1 in [4572].

Figure 5.2 shows simulated and theoretical ROC curves þlots of the probability of detection
versus the probability of false alarm) for the ratio detector obtained with,Ro : 0 dB and rBr : 1, 3, 5
and 10 dB and l/ : 9. It is clear that for small changes in the mean backscatter power the detector
suffers from a significant false alarm rate. To achieve a probability ofdetection of0.7 for a mean
backscatter power change of3 dB the associated probabilþ offalse alarm is unacceptably high at
0.35. The false alarm rate may be reduced by increasing the estimation window size and hence the
value of ly'. Figure 5.3 shows the ROC performance associated with a mean backscatter power change
of 3 dB as the ENL is increased. Increasing the ENL from 9 to 36 provides approximately an order
of magnitude improvement in the false alarm rate. This performance improvement however, is only
realised if the scene's mean backscatter power over the estimation window is locally stationary. In the
change detection application the estimation window must be commensurate with the size of the scene
disturbances to be detected otherwise the change statistic local estimate contains contributions from
changed and unchanged image pixels and the improvements suggested in Figure 5.3 are not realised.

f (uO'" (z,nr, n, N - 1, ä) . R{ ,Fz(2¡/, ¡,,, N - 1, to,)) , 6.2r)
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Figure 5.2: Simulated and theoretical ROC curves for the intensity ratio change statistic obtained

using an l/ : I and mean backscatter power changes of 1, 3, 5 and 10 dB.
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5.3 Change Detection Based on the Cross Correlation Coefficient

The complex cross correlation coefficient of two complex SAR images f and g given by,

ryrp(jo): --:J!!)-.\/E{fFlEtøFl' (s'22)

quantifies the extent to which the scene reflectivities and associated SAR image processors are com-
mon between the two transduced images. Provided the image pair are appropriately aperture trimmed
and registered the impact of image processor mismatch may be minimised and the cross correlation
is a measure of the scene disturbance between the imaging collections.

The interferometric phase Õ, in the absence of any processing aberrations and scene disturbances,
is determined by the baseline offset between the primary and repeat pass collections and the terrain
topography plus any bulk displacement of the scattering scene between the two data collections.
Change detection based on measurement of the phase shift associated with the bulk displacement
is called differential interferometry and may be used to monitor small scale surface deformations
that typically arise in glaciers or tectonic plate activity such as earthquakes [Zeb00]. For the case
of random, zeÍo mean scatterer displacement there is no bulk displacement and change detection is
performed on the associated loss in the magnitude of the cross correlation coefficient, 7 commonly
referred to as the coherence. The coherence takes values in the range 0 to 1 and is sensitive to
relatively small changes in the distribution of scatterers within a resolution cell.

For the case when the two channels are jointly Gaussian the image pair f and, g may be expressed
as a mean backscatter power coefflcient modulated by a unit variance complex Gaussian speckle
noise,

f
I

: oÍ(*,l- jrn¿),

: on(nr l jn¿),

(5.23)

(s.24)

where m, I jmi andn, I jn¿ are the unit variance speckle noise components of the two channels
and o] and ol are the mean backscatter powers . In analyzing a single SAR image the information
bearing quantrty is the mean backscatter, while the speckle noise simply indicates that the resolution
cell consists of interfering contributions from a large number of scattering centres. In interferometric
analysis however, the speckle noise is the source of the additional information that is provided by the
joint processing of an image pair. Substituting (5.23) and, (5 .24) into (5.22) gives,

o¡oolE{(m,-f jm¿)(n, - j"¿)}l
o ros

E{(*, )- jm¿)(n,. - j"¿)} (5.25)

The correlation coefficient is thus statistically independent of the mean backscatter power o2, and

o2n of the scene and is solely determined by the speck1e noise in the two channels. The sensitiv-
ity of thc cohcrcncc as a changc statistic arises because the speckle component of the fiansduced
complex reflectivity is dependent on the coherent interference of a large number of complex scatter-
ing contributions. Perturbations, of the order of a fraction of a wavelength, in the locations of the
scattering contributions leads to signiflcant changes in the phase of each component and hence sig-
nificantly different coherent summations. Man-made disturbances such as vehicle tracks over a field,
can potentially cause signiflcant scatterer displacement causing a total loss in scene coherence. The
performance ofthe coherence has a change statistic however, is degraded by other sources ofscene
disturbance such wind and rain.

.Y
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5.3.1 A Temporal I)ecorrelation Model

The sensitivity of the correlation coefficient to perturbations to the scatterers and their relative ar-

rangement within a resolution cell may be quantified by applying the displacement model proposed

in lZY92l to the distributed clutter scene reflectivity model developed in Chapter 4. Modelling the

scene as a surface scattering layer the scene reflectivity may be written as,

r¡(r,a,z) : rt(r,y)6(z - h(r,v)), (5.26)

for the primary imaging collection and,

rs(r,A, z) : r2(r,y)õ(, - h(r,a)), (5.27)

for the repeat pass imaging collection. The reflectivity functions 11 and 12 consist of an ensemble of
l/ mutually independent, identically distributed complex scatterers given by,

¡¿t Pk

vry
erp(j þ¡)õ(r - rxtt"t A - At ), (5.28),t(r, a)

rz(r, Y)

k-1
Nt

K:L

SI<

\/Ñ
erp(j?¡,)õ(r - t2t" ¡ A - Uzu), (s.2e)

wherep¡,erp(jþùlt/-w ands¡,erp(jgùlJÑ arethecomplexreflectivities of thelcth scatteringcon-

tribution in the primary and repeat pass scene's respectively. The scattering locations (ao,y4) and

(rzo, yz) are the locations of the k¿h scatterer in the primary and repeat pass acquisitions respectively

and the scatterers are assumed to be mutually independent and uniformly distributed throughout the

scene. Using the PFA imaging equations for straight and level flight developed in Chapter 2, specif-

ically equations (2.49) and (2.59), the primary and repeat pass gtound plane images may be written

âS,

t @,y) = fuP 
I I I "n,, (+) "r.n" ery)

','f (*' ,y' , z')erp(- j(y' + z' p1)ksn)dï'da'dz' , (5.30)

and,

s(r,a) @# 
I I I "n,, (+) "m, ("+)

','g(r' ,a' , z')erp(- j(y' + z' p2¡ksn)dr'dy'dz' , (5.31)

respectively. In the above equations Ér - tan(tþ1) and þz : tan(tþz) where th and rþ2 are the

depression angles at the mid-aperture point in the primary and repeat pass acquisitions. It has been

assumed that aperture trimming as been performed so k6, is the k, offset of the common aperture

of support in the (kr, ko) domain and k6-* and k¡r.o are the azimuthal and range spatial frequency

dimensions of the common aperture of support. Observe that in the primary and repeat pass image

equations a given scatterer at height z tn the primary and repeat pass scenes is subject to layover

and appears at slightly different locations in the image pair. This misregistration is removed by an

appropriate image registration step and the image pair after image registration may be written as,

t,@,a) : @P 
I I 1,n", (+) "t'n" ('g+-)

, ¡ (r' , a' , z')erp(- j (y' + z' p1)ksn)dr' dy' dz' , (5.32)
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s,(r,a) : fu# 
I I I "n"" (+),i," (r4P")

,g(r',A', z')erp(-j(y' +,' p2)ksn)dr'da' dzt. (5.33)

In the model proposed by Zebker [2V92] the scattering functions r¡ and r, consist of the same
scattering centres i.e., pperp(jón) : s¡,erp(j0¡,) in equations (5.28) and (5.29) however, each scat-
terer in the repeat pass scene is subject to a random displacement (Lrn, A,yp, L,z¡*) such that,

,x2k r1o I A,r¡r, (5.34)

Uzx : U4l A,Y¡r, (5.35)

h¡, h¡, t Lz¡", (5.36)

where h¡" : h(rp,y¿). Using this model for the scene reflectivity in arepeat pass acquisition the
cross correlation between the registered repeat pass image pair may be written as,

c: E{f,@,v)si.@,y)}.

: '99+:"{Ë Ër-" ¡,erp(j(þe - o¿))16r'tu llr-r,
ka"u*(r-11,-A,r¿)

2tr

2r
jkon(n^ -f hn

ku*o(a - Utt - Lyt - Lal3z)
2r

- (ut, + Lat + l3zfu * 1r\rt)))\, (5.37)

where the expectation is overthe random complex scattering values r¡.erp(jþ¡r),r¿erp(j0¿), the ran-
dom scatterer locations (qo,yr) and also the random displacements (Aø¿, A,y¿,Lh¿). Given that
the scattering values and scattering centre locations are all mutually independent the cross correlation
may be written as,

c 
n'zrr$-N r ' .(kl,,(r-rtr)\-rr." (kt,,-(r-rt*_ Lrt)\w r6*,N à L" \n:íj ø 

{sinc lt*;;t ")'r"- \ zr - )

(v - ato)kb-,
"'ir, (

"nr"(
erp(-

STNC

ku-o(a - yt
sxnc

2n

ks

)
s

)
Dpr

xnc

ItItb-n a\
SlNC

2tr

erp(- jks,(Ll3h* - (Lyn + Az\z*)))j) , (s.38)

where L0 - h - 02. Furthermore, given that the scatterers are identically and uniformly distributed
over the illuminated scene the cross correlation may be simplified to,

t-2 t^2

c r,:rfio',, 
I ø {rr) E { sir, ( ko,,(: - "t)) 

"¿r" 
( ku*,(r - rt - Lr)\

16r- L ( r [ \ Z" )"''"' \ Zr. )

s?,nc

((J(-erp I Lþlt Ly + þ2Lz)))\l (5.3e)
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Since the scattering centres are uniformly distributed over the illuminated scene of atea A and their

locations (q,Uù are independent of the random displacements (Ar, Ly, Lz) the expectation with

respect to rl and yr in (5.39) may be explicitly evaluated as follows,

E [ .ri,r., (ku'.'(! - "t)l 
"¿r,. 

(ka'"@ - r: - Lr)\
p 

lò¿'¿t \ 2" ) 
oo'u' 

\ z" )

-,^^ (ko.otv -_q]l ,.,, (k',,fu - at - Lvr - Lrþr)\\
t'""\ zn )öL,LL\ ," )l

I t / ku,u"@ - rù\ -r-^ ( ko,,(r- rr - Ar)\ 
0.,,_ 

Ã J sxnc 
\___ 2?t ) 

sxnc \ 2r )

[ ,¿n" (ko-,(y - vt)l 
"¿r," 

( ku,,@ - a, - Lv - L"þù\ 
ar,

J"""" \ 2" ) \ 2tt /"-
1 /k¡,--(Lr)\ . - (k¡,,(La+AzB2)\-j*ncltffi),0""çT), (s.40)

where the effects due to flnite scene illumination footprint have been ignored and the integrals with

respect to zr and gr above have been evaluated using standard Fowier transform relations. Deflning

the mean backscatter power per unit area as "l 
: ln{p2},the cross correlation C may finally be

written as,

t^2 t^2

c :l#|erp(- jksnLþh)

ø 
{,r,, (tu#Ð),0," (t*!4@) .*e(¡ *o, Øa + a,^,))},

(s.41)

where the expectation in (5.41) is over the random displacements (Ar, A'y,Lz). To proceed and

compute the expectation in (5.41) the probability densþ function of the random displacements

p(Lr, Ly, L,z) is required. A physical model for these displacements would require a detailed de-

scription of the scattering scene and the interaction of the scene change disturbance with the scene

scatterers. Instead Zebker proposes a simple Gaussian probability density function to describe the

displacements,

p(Lr,L'v,L'z): r-=L "*p(-* - y _gl ' (s'42)
(2r)z6,qro,"*' \ 2"? 2"3 2"7 )'

Using this PDF to compute the expectation in (5.39) and applying the appropriate normalisation the

following expression for the cross correlation coefficient is obtained,

lø{f,si}l

-

I - JE{WTEMM'

¿ã l'm' (þYrP )'* (-wr¿')',o', I I "0" (tu&#14)
1

zno*erniiko,(^v + p2!'z))etp (t# t#) d'(Lv)d'(Lz)' (5'43)

Equation (5.43) indicates that there are two distinct modes of deconelation; One associated with

the misregistration that arises from the random perhrbation and the other associated with the phase
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change due to the component of the scatter displacement along the radar's line of sight. The mis-
registration decorrelation mode is dependent on the size of the random displacements (Ar, A,y, Lz)
measured with respect to the resolution cell size given by p, - # n azimtÍh and p, : ffi ø
range and may be written as,

1- [ "¿nr('k,'- 
(Ar)) 

"r, 
( (L")' \ ,,o",1'"su 

e"Ê"f ," J öLtL'' \ 2" )""0 \ z"? )

I 1,0,, (r-*^-.t*) "", (- 2"3 2o?

(Ly)2 (Lr)'
d(Ly)d(Lz),

(s.44)

The phase dependent decorrelation mode in equation (5.43) depends on the size of the random dis-
placements measured with respect to the radar wavelength 

^ 
: # and may be written as,

1

lphase : ,-rrr" | | "rn?ikon(La-l 
p2L'z))erp (tH t#) d(Ly)d(Lz).

(s.4s)

Considering each of these modes in isolation provides insight into the impact of each on the overall
scene coherence under the perturbation model.

Misregistration I) ecorrelation

The decorrelation arising from the misregishation of the scattering centres takes the form,

lreso ^l{la, (5.46)

where,

^tr: ål"rn,eÐ""r(-t#) o1o,¡, (s47)

is the azimuthal misregistration decorrelation and,

'ya : ;"* I 1,n,, (r+#-) "* ?H t#) d(Lv)d(Lz), (s 48)

is the range misregistration decorrelation. The azimuth misregistration decorrelation, 1*, may bc
expressed in terms of the error function, er f (r), as follows. Writing the integral expression for 7, in
(5.47) as an integral in the spatial frequency domain gives,

'Y¿ - r; 1,"" (#) ",, (-Y) or,.

: #1,* ",e(9=)o*,,
,/2" 

" (o,lct,,u,\- kt,o,erf\d)' (5'49)
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where er f (r) is the error function defined by the integral,

er.f (r) - + [' "r7r1-.'¡d.. (5.s0)
yr lo

The resolution cell size corresponding to the bandwidthk6"u, it p" - 2rf k6.u-, thus the azimuth

decorrelation may be written as,

'Y* #¿"''(A) (ssl)

The range misregistration decorrelation, 10, maybe evaluated similarly. Observe from (5.48) that

y - E{si,nc(k6-n(Ay + l3Lz)lQn))} where the expectation is over the random variables Ay
and L,z. Since Ag and A,z are mutually independent, zero mean Gaussian random variables with

variances ol and of;,, the random variable s, defined by s : L,A l- 0zA,z, is also a zero mean Gaus-

sian randoni variable with variance o] - "fi + Þ3"7.The range misregistration decorrelation may

therefore be written as, .f y : E {sinc(k6-" s I Qtr))} , where the expectation is now over s, i.e',

^la : #|"t,"gr).,e(-*)o"
,/2" 

" 
( orkt''t\rt_kr.r"t"'\zuO)'

-þ-err ( ":" \,
t/2no,"'t \r/2oo)'

(s.s2)

and po : 2trf k6.n is the range resolution. Figure 5.4 shows the misregistration component along a

single spatial dimension of the cross correlation coefflcient where the standard deviation, or equiv-

alently the RMS value, of the Gaussian displacement has been normalised to the image resolution

cell size. Observe that for a RMS displacement of 0.6 of a resolution cell size the image pair are

practically uncorrelated with the correlation coefficient approximately equal to 0.1. For RMS dis-

placements of up to 0.04 of a resolution cell size (0.6 cm for a 0.15 m azimuth resolution wide-angle

spotlight collection) the cross corelation coefficient is greater than 0.9.

Phase Component of l)ecorrelation

The decorrelation arising from the phase shift associated with each scatterer under the perhrbation

model takes the form,

1

lphase : ,,"r" I I *rr_ ,kon(Ly-t tj2a,z))ert (-t# t#) ct(Lv)d,(Lz).

(s.53)

This integral has the form of a Fourier transform and an analytic solution may be obtained and is

given by lzYgzl,

lphc,se - eïp (_.I*A,"1) "", (-TÅ,0go'.) (s.s4)

The spatial frequency k¡r, which is the offset of the common aperture of support of the image pair in

the (k" , k, ) domain along the k, axis, may be written in terms of an effective radar wavelength )"y¡
and the depression angle of the repeat pass collectioî'Iþ2,

no, - {cos(r/2). (s.55)
zte f .f
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Substituting (5.55) into (5.54) gives,

/r/4n\2 ^ ..\
-tphase - erp 

l-; 
(# ) 

("",co"2(t¡,2¡ + of;.sin2(4tù)) (s.s6)

Figure 5.5 shows the cross correlation coefficient in (5.56) as a function of the RMS displacement,
normalised by the radar wavelength, for a Gaussian random displacement in range only (i.e., oZ : 0).
The cross correlation coefficient has been computed for depression angles of 15 and 45 degrees which
span the range of depression angles commonly used in airborne SAR imaging scenarios. It can be seen
that total corelation of the image pair occurs for an RMS displacement of approximately 20 percent of
the radar wavelength. For an X-band radar with a wavelength of the order of 3.2 cmthis corresponds
to a standard deviation of 0.64 cm. Thus for an X-band radar used in a wide-angle spotlight collection,
with azimuth resolution of 0.15 m the dominant decorrelation will be that associated with the phase
component of the perturbation model.

Scene disturbances that cause a change in the arrangement ofscatterers over a localised area in a
scene may therefore be detectable as a loss in the cross correlation over that local area. In particular
at X-band, where ),"¡ ¡ is of the order of 3 cm man-made disturbances such as vehicle t¡acks across
a grass field can potentially cause significant scatterer displacement and hence a complete loss in co-
herence without any appreciable change in the mean backscatter power of the scene. The detectabilþ
of such man-made disturbances however may be compromised by other sources of temporal distur-
bance such as wind and rain. Such disturbances can cause a change in the complex reflectivity of
the scattering contributions within resolution cells as well as random perhrbations in the scatterer
spatial locations leading to an overall loss in the scene coherence. Change detection using the scene
coherence thus relies on adequate contrast between the man-made disturbance and other sources of
temporal decorrelation.

The loss in coherence predicted by the perturbation model inlzYg2l is somewhat pessimistic as

it assumes that all scattering contributions are subject to a random displacement. In [HUA95] a more
realistic model is considered in which the scattering contributions are divided into stable and unstable
components. In this case only the unstable contributions are subject to a random perhrrbation causing
scene decorrelation. The overall scene coherence is therefore determined by the decorrelation ofthe
unstable scatterers and the relative mean backscatter power associated with the two scattering types.
A further point is that the physical structure of the vegetation in a scene will generally restrict the
free and independent movement of the scattering centres in the three orthogonal directions (r,lJ,r)
thereby limiting the validity of the perturbation model.

Equation (5.56) indicates that the decorrelation is determined by the component of the scatter
displacement along the radar's line of sight direction. Thus for small depression angles, less than
45 degrees, typically used in airbome SAR imaging scenarios the cross correlation is more sensitive
to displacements in the range direction than changcs in thc vcrtical hcight direction. For a typical
change detection scene consisting of an open field of grass vegetation with some mean height this
suggests that the scene coherence will be more sensitive to wind decorrelation which will generally
cause perhrbations in a horizontal clirection aligned with the wind velocity vector. The sensitivity of
the cross correlation to wind effects may reduced if larger depression angles are used.
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Figure 5.4: Misregistration component ofthe cross correlation coefficient for an interferometric image

pair where the scatterers in the scene have been subject to a random Gaussian displacement in the

interval between imaging collections. The standard deviation, or equivalentþ the RMS value, of the

random displacement has been normalised to the image resolution cell size.
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5.3.2 Sample Cross Correlation Coefficient Change Statistic

In the previous section it was shown that regions of man-made scene disturbance may be detected as

areas of very low coherence against undisturbed areas that may be characterised by some degree of
partial coherence. A simple threshold change detector based on thc samplc cohcrcncc cvaluatcd ovcr
anNpixel window,

IDil:,
(s.s7)

Ð{-rV,rl'Ð,fl=rls,ol'

may be used to detect the regions of low coherence. The performance of this detector however, is
dependent on the statistical properties of the sample coherence and the contrast in coherence between
the disturbed low coherence areas and the unchanged partial coherence areas.

Sample Coherence Statistics

The density function of the sample coherence is given by [TL96],

i-

p6lt, N)

(s.58)

where 2F1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function. The density function is dependent on the underþing
scene coherence 7 and the number of independent pixels N used in the estimation window. Insight
into the nature of this dependence may be obtained by computing the mean of the sample coherence.
The mth order moments of the sample coherence have been derived from (5.58) tOQ98] and are given
by,

2(N - 1)(1 - -y\NiG - 7z¡(N-z)r¡'1(¡/, N;7;f 7r),

ffiàlffif'{^,i),,,

E{7"'} ^y""p\"Yl'y )d'y,1,,

The mean of the sample coherence is subsequentþ given by,

(s.se)

r(|+r
(s.60)

where oF¿, is the generalised hypergeometric function [,{572]. Figure 5.6 shows the mean of the
sample coherence 7 as a function of the true coherence 7 for various values for l/. From Figure 5.6
it is clear that for low values of underlying coherence the sample coherence is significantly biased
towards higher values. This reduces the contrast of the sample coherence map especially in regions
of differing low coherence.

In [TLBV99] Touzi investigates techniques for the unbiased estimation of coherence. In partic-
ular he shows that any arbitrary function of the sample coherence leads to a biased estimate of the
coherence and improvements in the bias may only be obtained by appropriate averaging over a larger
sample size. An altemative approach, originally proposed in [FG67], is to use the known density

(r -.y')'r(¡r)## ,r, (ir 1,N, N;r,T* r,r')

E{"t} :1t - 72¡Nr1lr) r(å+nr) '" (;r 1, N, N;r,;* t,r') ,
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Figure 5.6: Expected value of the coherence estimate plotted against the underlying true coherence

for a range of sample estimate sizes.

function of the sample coherence and flnd the value of coherence that maximises the a-posteriori con-

ditional probability of observing 1. Given the density flrnction of the underlying coherence p(7) the

a-posteriori density is given by,

p(rlî, ¡/) : p0 t, N)p(t)
(s.61)

p(71t, N)p('v)dt

Assuming 7 is uniformly distributed then (5.61) may be simplif,ed to,

p(rlî, ¡r) : P(ilry' ¡/) , 6.62)
Ë p1lt,N)h'

and the value of 7 that maximises this frmction gives the maximum likelihood estimate of the true

coherence. In order to obtain a well deflned maximum and hence a good quality estimate the sample

size N generally must be large.

A similar approach recently proposed [GieOlb] uses the statistics of the sample interferometric

phase to derive a novel maximum likelihood estimator of the true coherence for the speciflc case of

Along-Track Interferometry (ATI). Given N independent measurements of the interferometric phase

within a locally stationary region then the maximum likelihood estimator of the coherence 7 is,

^maxN
1<r Ðt'n (r'{ôlr)) , (s'63)

k:t

where p(ôh) is the first order density function of a N sample interferometric phase estimate derived

under the assumption ofjointly Gaussian statistics for the interferometric image pair [LMH94],
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In (5.64) it has been assumed that for properly calibrated AII data the true interferometric phase is
zero. In [Gie0lb] Gierull shows that the MLE in (5.63) is unbiased even for small values of coherence
and small sample sizes. Furthermore the technique may be applied to a broad range of scenes as the
phase density function has been shown to apply even in highly heterogeneous, textured clutter. The
technique may not be applied directly to repeat pass interferometric data however, as such data is
invariably collected with a spatial baseline offset between the collections resulting in a non-zero
interferometric phase. A further disadvantage of the technique is that the phase function is highly non
linear and the calculation and maximisation of (5.63) is numerically difficult and computationally
intensive.

Undisturbed Scene Partial Coherence

The degree of partial coherence characterising the undisturbed regions will depend on the nature of
the distributed target, the duration between imaging passes and the severity of the temporal sources
of decorrelation as well as the sensor and processing parameters. The temporal decorrelation of a
variety ofdifferent target types, sensor bands and repeat pass delays have been studied in the literature

lHUA95l, [4H93], [TLBV99], [CKW95] and [RS02].
The European Remote Sensing (ERS) spacebome SAR instrument has provided a wealth of high

quality repeat pass data sets to facilitate the measurement of coherence over a range of target types and
temporal baselines. The ERS SAR operates at C-band 15.3 MHz (À:5.6 cm) with W polarisation at
a mid-swath incidence angle of 23 degrees. The nominal resolution of the system is 20 m in range
by 6 m in azimuth. The precise orbit control of the ERS satellites allows repeat pass observations
with spatial baseline separations of a few hundred metres to be obtained with a temporal baseline of
35 days. In the ERS-|,2 tandem mission an additional satellite ERS-2 was flow in conjunction with
ERS-I allowing interferometric pairs with 1 day separation to be collected.

In [CKW95] Corr examined the coherence of tandem ERS SAR images of forested and cultivated
scenes in south east England. Temporal baselines of 3, 6, 12, 2l and 69 days were obtained over the
scenes during summer and a 35 day separation was recorded during winter. For temporal baselines of
35 days or more the coherence of the woodland was found to be around 0.2 irrespective of the season
while the 3 day coherence was reported to be approximately 0.4. Over the cultivated fields a high
scene coherence of approximately 0.9 was obtained in the 3 day coherence map and this decreased
slowly to around 0.4 in the case of the 69 day temporal separation. In summer it was found the 35
day coherence was only 0.2 owing to the rapid growth of the field crops. These observations are
in broad agreement with numerous other analyses reported in the literature [HUA95], [4H93] over
similar target types.

Results from a limited number of airbome repeat pass experiments have been published in the
literature. Generally the use of airborne systems is restricted to limited measurement campaigns thus,
unlike spacebome systems, extensive historical data sets are not available. The DLR E-SAR system

[Hor96] however has collected multi-polarimetric repeat pass data at L-band over a test site with
temporal baselines ranging from t hour, to several months and almost 1 year [RS02]. It is found
that the L-band response is less affected by disturbances in the vegetation such as tree leavcs and
grass. Instead stable dominant scattering conhibutions from bare soil and ground-stem interaction in
woodland provide appreciable coherence over temporal baselines of 1 year.

I)etector Performance

The detection performance of the sample coherence change statistic may be quantifled by compar-
ing the probability density functions of the change statistic for changed and unchanged scenarios.
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Figure 5.7 shows the densþ functions associated a scene characterised by an underlying coherence

of J¿nchc,nse¿ : 0.6 (this being the aggfegate decorrelation attributed to environmental effects, pro-

cessing mismatch and system noise) and a man-made disturbance characterised by a total loss in

coherence lchcmgetl : 0.
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Figure 5.7: Simulated andtheoretical probabilþ density functions of the sample coherence corre-

sponding to a true underlying coherence of 0 and 0.6. The sample estimate has been obtained by

averaging over l/ : 9 independent pixel pairs.

A simple threshold detector applied to the sample coherence may be used distinguish between

the changed and unchanged regions in the scene. The perforrnance of the detector may be evalu-

ated by computing the associated ROC curve which indicates, for a given detection threshold T, the

probability of detecting a changed pixel P¿ and the corresponding probability of a false alarm P¡n,
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Substituting the density function given in (5.58) into (5.65) and (5.66) gives the following series

solution for the probability of detection and false alarm as a function of the number of samples l/,
1 unch an g e rl and 1 

"¡on n.¿,

N -2
k

^/2t

P,1,,

P¡o,
forT:
forT:

x PDF for @herence of 0.0
o PDFfor

where,

P- (s.68)
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In the case when 1"¡ono"tt : 0 then P : P¿ reduces to the following form,

N-2
P :2(N - 1)' f

m2N-2-2k
N-2 k -L

2N -2-2k
N-2

k
(-1) (s.6e)

l;:0

Figure 5.8 shows the ROC curves for ly' - 9,.ychansed,: 0 and .yunchcmsed,:0.45, 0.6,0.75
and 0.9. A comparison of Figure 5.8 with the ROC curve for the backscatter ratio change statistic in
Figure 5.2 shows that for an estimation window size of l/ : 9 pixels and a P¿ - 0.7 a change in the
mean backscatter power of 5 dB ãf,d 1un"¡orsed, : 0.6 give a similar false alarm rate of 0.07.

The detection performance of the sample coherence change statistic may be improved by in-
creasing the estimation window size. Figure 5.9 shows the ROC curves for 1un"¡nnne¿ : 0.6 and

lchanserr,: 0.0 and increasing values of N. It can be seen that increasing the estimation window size
from 9 to 16 pixels reduces the false alarm rate by an order of magnitude. The window size however
must be commensurate with the size of the scene disturbances to be detected otherwise the sample
coherence contains confibutions from changed and unchanged pixels.
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5.4 Other Coherence Estimators

The sample coherence of a pair of complex jointly Gaussian random variables X - lf ,. I j l¿, g, +
i S¿lT i" a maximum likelihood estimator of the true coherence [Goo63 ] . From Sectio n 4 .4 .2 however,
it was shown that fbr a ltonrogeneous distributetl scene not only are a SAR interferometric image pair
jointly Gaussian but they are also circular and satisff the relations, (See Appendix C),

E{L,Ë} E{x ¿XT}, (s.70)

E{x,xl} -n{xo4}, (s.71)

where Ln : [f r, gr]T and, \ - lf ¿, s¿lT .Under these more restrictive conditions some alternative,
though suboptimal, estimators of coherence may be derived which are based on a reduced set of
the four variables describing the transduced complex reflectivity of an image pixel pair. This allows
coherency based change detection to be performed with reduced data storage requirements without
the need for full complex imagery albeit with a degraded detection performance.

5.4.1 Intensify Correlation

Writing the transduced scene reflectivity of the interferometric image pair as,

f : oÍ(*, + jmi), (5.72)

s - on(n,.|jn¡), (5.73)

where the mean backscatter coefficient of the distributed target is o2, and ol for theprimary and repeat
pass images respectively and m,. I jm¿ and n,,. I jn¿ are zero mean, circular, complex Gaussian pro-
cesses with unit variance describing the image speckle. The correlation of the two intensity channels
I ¡ : lf l" and In : lSl2 is given by,

Ríntensita - ø{(I¡ - ø{I ¡})(Is - E{Is})},
: E{rrrs) - E{rr}E{rs},

o2,"]@{l*l,l"l,} - E{lml2}E{l"lr}), (s.74)

where m : rmr -f jm¿ andn - nr l jn¿. Normalising the intensity correlation (5.7$by the variance
ofeach intensþ channel gives the intensity correlation coefficient,

lintensity
Rintensitu

Var{I¡}Var{In}
E{I In]¡ - E{I jE{

(s.75)
(E {I'zr} - n {t t}')(D U'r} - E Un}')

(E {l*1" l"l'} - E {lï.rll2} E {lnl2}
(E{I?} - ø {t ¡}') (E Ul} - DU n}')

: E{l*l'1"1,) - ø{lml2}ø{lnl2}, (sl6)

which is solely determined by the correlation of the speckle components r¿ and n of the two chan-
nels. Since m and n aÍe zeÍo mean Gaussian random variables the fourth order cross correlation
E {lml2lnl2} may be expressed in terms of the second order moments of m and, n [Ree62],

ø{lml2lnl2} : E{rnm.}E{nn*} + E{mn.}E{rn*n} r E{mn}E{m*n*}, (5.77)

I Ì
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and using the circular Gaussian property tha: E{mn} : 0 and E{m*n*} : 0 then

ø{lml2lnl2} : n{lml2}n{l"l'} +lv{mn.}12. (s.78)

Substituting (5.78) into the expression for the intensity correlation coefficient (5.76) gives,

'Yintensita lU{mn.}\2 - (5'79)

which is simply the magnitude square of the complex cross correlation coefflcient (see equation

(5.25)) thus,

'Yintensity : lll'' (5'80)

The intensity correlation coefficient may be used as an altemative measure of the complex correlation

coefficient provided the two interferometric channels have circular Gaussian statistics.

Assuming the random processes f and g are locally stationary and also ergodic in mean then the

ensemble averaging in (5.75) may be replaced with spatial averaging to provide a sample estimate of
the intensity correlation coefficient. Given a local neighbourhood of l/ samples lf ¡"12 and l9¿ l2 where

k : I .. . N the sample intensity correlation coefflcient is given by,

D ¡¡ I - Lt<-t Dl:r InoIk (5.8 1)

(tk:r Ilr - (DY:rI¡^)2) (DL, r3r - (Dy:rrn)")

It should be noted that the intensity correlation coefflcient is a value on the range [- 1, 1] as it evaluates

the correlation between two real quantities.

Figure 5.10 shows the probabilþ density function, obtained via simulation, of the intensþ corre-

lation coefflcient for true underlying coherence values of 0 and 0.6 and ly' : 9. Observe that the two

density functions shown in Figure 5.10 exhibit a significantly greater degree of overlap compared to

the corresponding complex sample correlation coefflcient density functions shown in Figure 5.7. The

probabilþ of detection and false alarm for a simple threshold detector applied to the sample intensþ

correlation coefficient are defined as,

'li.ntensity

(s.82)

Pfo: [' P(lll :1un"hnns",t)di' (5'83)
' J 1

Figure 5.11 shows simulated ROC curves indicating the probability of detection and false alarm for

Jchansecr:0 and Junchansed,:0.45, 0.6,0.75 and 0.9 using l/ : 9 independent pixel pairs. The

perfoimance of the intensity correlation coefficient change statistic is significantly worse than the

complex correlation coefficient. For 1un"¡n ge(t : 0.6 at a probabilþ of detection of 0.7 the false

alarm rate is 0.4 compared to 0.06 for the complex correlation coefflcient.

on : l" rp(71^y 
:'y"hons.,t)di,
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5.4.2 The Multiple Correlation Coefficient

The intensity correlation coefficient provides an estimate of the scene coherence only and the interfer-

ometric phase is lost. By considering three of the available four channels an estimate of the complex

correlation coefficient can be derived. The complex correlation coefficient may be written in the form,

165

(s.8s)

ryrp(io)

ryrp(jÞ) : 2Ð{rn,n,} 1- j2Ð{m,n¿},
L: "frr -r J'lri,

o¡ooE{(m, -l jm¿)(n, - j"¿))
o Íos

E{m,.n,} i E{m¿n¿} + j (E{m¿n,) - E{m,n¿}) (s.84)

For / and g having circular Gaussian statistics E{m,n,} : E{m¿n¿} arñ E{m¿n,} : -E{*,n¿}
and so,

where .frt. : 2U{rnrnr} and 1rt : 2Ð{mrn¿}. The complex correlation coefficient may thus

be written in terms of three of the four available channels. In particular the in-phase component

of the cross correlation coefficient is given by the correlation between the in-phase components of
the primary and repeat pass images. Whilst the quadrature component is given by the correlation

between the in-phase and quadratwe phase of the primary and repeat pass images respectively. The

corresponding sample estimate obtained by averaging over a local neighbourhood of N pixels is given

by'

in uttierP(iõmutti) : irr l iir¿,
Dl:' Í, -fl Dl¡ f,rh¿o (s.86)
N

t l?rD[-ts\r t f?oÐf:ts\r

The statistic,

l.t^utt¿:2 :7?, + ú¿, (5.87)

is a value in the range [0,2] and may be used as a change statistic to distinguish between areas of
differing coherence. Figure 5.12 shows simulation results indicating the ROC performance of this

change statistic where lchansed:0 and ^lunchanserl:0.45,0.6, 0.75 and 0.9. Comparing Figures

5.I2 and 5.11 it is observed that the performance of the sample multiple correlation coefficient is

marginally better than that of the sample intensity correlation coeffrcient. For 1ur"¡ronsed - 0'6

at a probability of detection of 0.7 the probability of false alarm for the sample coherence, multi-

correlation coefficient and the intensity correlation coefficient are 0.06,0.1 and 0.18 respectively.

Unlike the intensity correlation change statistic the multiple correlation estimate is statistically

independent of any texture modulating variable and thus is suitable for a broad range of scenes.

Furthermore in [OP58] an unbiased estimator of the cross correlation between two real Gaussian

processes based on the sample correlation coefficient has been found,

/t 1 N-2 ^,\c(Ì) : ì'rF' (i' t ;,1 - 1" ), (s'88)
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Figure 5.12: Simulated ROC curves for multiple correlation coefflcient change statistic obtained by
averaging over l/ : 9 independent pixels and, 1"¡ornu¿:O.O and lunchansert: 0.45,0.6,0.75 and 0.9
assuming the interferometric phase is zero.

where zfr is the hypergeometric function. In [TLBV99] Touzi proposes applying (5.8S) to 1,, and

f,'¿ to obtain an unbiased estimate of the scene coherence. The multiple correlation coefficient change
statistic (5.87) however suffers from a modulation arising from the underlying interferometric phase.
This is shown in Figure 5.13 where simulated jointly complex Gaussian image pairs have been gen-
erated with true coherence values of 1.0, 0.9 and 0.8 and a spatially varying interferometric phase
has been applied to the repeat pass image. The effect of the interferometric phase on the multiple
correlation coeff,cient change statistic is clearly observed in the case when the true coherence is 1. In
regions of the simulated scene where the interferometric phase is equal to 0, 90, 180 or 270 degrees
the variance of the multiple correlation coefficient change statistic is at a minimum. While for other
values of interferometric phase the variance is significantly greater. As the true scene coherence is
reduced the variance in the sample multiple correlation coefficient change statistic is dominated by
the scene partial coherence rather than the phase modulation.

5.5 ExperimentalResults

The four change statistics described in this chapter namely,

o Ratio change statistic, (Equation (5.18)),

o Complex cross correlation coefficient, (Equation (5.57)),

o Intensity cross correlation coefficient, (Equation (5.81)),

¡ Multiple cross correlation coefficient, (Equation (5.87)),

have been computed using the experimental interferometric image pair described in Section 4.7.3
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Figure 5.13: Scene coherence maps obtained using the multi-correlation coefficient. The top left

figure shows the interferometric phase modulation applied to the repeat pass image. The remaining

figures show the estimated coherency maps obtained with the phase modulation applied and underþ-

ing true coherence values of 1.0, 0.9 and 0.8.

Figure 5.14 shows the intensity ratio change statistic map obtained by using a2 x 6 (range x

azimuth) resolution cell spatial window to estimate the mean scene backscatter in the primary and

repeat pass images. The tracks identified in Section 4.7.3 are evident in the intensity ratio statistic,

however they are not as readily discemible as in the complex cross correlation coefficient map, given

in Figure 4.13 of Chapter 4. Figure 5.15 shows the square root of the intensþ cross correlation (where

negative values in the intensity cross correlation have been set to zero prior to taking the square root).

The tracks are readily identified however, the estimate of the change statistic is subject to an increased

level of noise compared to the magnitude of the sample complex cross correlation coefflcient shown

in Figure 4.13 in Chapter 4. Figure 5.16 shows the square root of the multiple cross correlation

coefficient map while Figure 5.17 shows the sample interferometric phase estimate across the scene.

It can be seen that the variance in the estimate of the multiple correlation coeffrcient varies according

to the variation in the interferometric phase as discussed in Section 5.4.2. An' examination of Figure

5.16 shows that the variation in the variance of the coherence estimate obtained from the multiple

correlation coefficient leads to some obscuration of the low coherence track-like scene disturbances

making this change statistic somewhat less effective than the intensity correlation for this particular

change detection scenario.

5.6 Conclusions

The original work presented in this chapter is a detailed review and anaþsis of change detection

techniques used to detect man-made changes in repeat pass interferometric SAR. In particular four

change detection statistics have been analysed and a detailed quantitative comparison made based

on their respective ROC @robability of Detection (P¿) versus Probabilþ of False Alarm (P¡.))
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performance.

Based on the jointly Gaussian speckle model for a repeat pass interferometric image pair change
detection may be performed based on both changes in the mean pixel intensity of the image or a loss in
the cross correlation coefficient of the image. It has been explicitly shown that the mean intensity and
cross correlation coefficient are independent parameters with the intensity determined by the mean
backscatter power and the the cross correlation coefficient determined by the speckle component of
the imagery. Change statistics based on the mean backscatter will therefore detect changes in the
dielectric and structural properties ofthe scene such as changes in the moisture content or the surface
roughness. The cross correlation coefficient however can potentially detect subtle changes in the
subresolution scattering structure of the scene.

A modified form of the intensity ratio change statistic, originally proposed for SAR edge detec-
tion, has been applied to the problem of change detection in SAR imagery. Expressions for the P¿ and
P¡ohave been derived to quantifi the performance of this change detector. The sample coherence has
also been considered as a change statistic wherein man-made changes are assumed to cause complete
scene decorrelation. Expressions for the P¿ and P¡nhave also been derived. In addition, two alter-
native estimators for scene coherence based on a reduced set of the complete available complex data
have also been considered as change detectors. These allow coherency based change detection to be
carried out without the need for full complex imagery albeit with a degradation in the change detec-
tion performance. Finally the four change statistics have been applied to experimental data obtained
with the DSTO Ingara SAR to illustrate the potential of the techniques and facilitate their comparison
in a real detection scenario.

The theoretical analysis ofthe coherence based change statistics and their application to real ex-
periment data shows that the sample complex cross correlation coefficient provides the best overall
detection performance. However, in order to compute the sample complex cross correlation coeffi-
cient the full single look complex imagery from the primary and repeat pass imaging collections is
required. As a consequence large volumes of data must be manipulated which can be computationally
burdensome. Furthermore, single look complex imagery may not be readily available, especially in
historical image sequences in which only image intensþ data may have been generated by the SAR
processor. The intensity correlation coefficient may be applied in such cases to provide an estimate of
the underþing scene coherence and may be used as a change statistic. The ROC analysis presented in
this chapter however shows that, in comparison to the sample complex cross correlation coefflcient,
the intensity correlation suffers an increase in the false alarm rate by approximately an order of mag-
nitude. Also an estimate of the interferometric phase may not be recovered from the intensity data.
The multiple correlation coefficient considered in this chapter operates on the full complex data of
either the primary or repeat pass image and the real component only of the other image in the repeat
pass image pair. As a consequence an estimate of the interferometric phase and scene coherence may
be recovered. It has been shown however, that the variance of the coherence estimate obtained from
the multiple correlation coefficient is modulated by the underlying scene interferometric phase. This
can lead to localised increases in the variance of the coherence estimate which can obscure low co-
herence scene changes limiting the effectiveness of this change statistic. Finally, it has been shown
that both the intensity ratio and sample coherence change statistics suffer from high false alarm rates,
especially in the detection of spatially small, subtle scene changes which preclude the use of exten-
sive multi-look averaging. The high false alarm rates of these change statistics can present difficulties
when they are used in automated change detection algorithms for the processing of large image data
sets.
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Figure 5.14: Intensity ratio change statistic map obtained by spatially averaging over a sliding esti-

mation window (2x6 pixels in range and azimuth respectively).
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Figure 5.15: Square root of the intensity cross correlation change statistic map obtained by spatially
averaging over a sliding estimation window (2x6 pixels in range and azimuth respectiveþ.
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Figure 5.16: Square root of the multþle cross correlation change statistic map obtained by spatially

averaging over a sliding estimation window (2x6 pixels in range and azimuth respectively).
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Figure 5.17: Sample interferomefiic phase obtained by spatially averaging over a sliding estimation
window (2x6 pixels in range and azimuth respectively).



Chapter 6

A Log-Likelihood Interferometric
Change Statistic

6.1 Introduction

In the repeat pass SAR scene change detection problem man-made scene disturbances may be iden-

tified as areas of low coherence or possibly as areas of changed mean backscatter power. The per-

formance of sample coherence as a change statistic depends on its abilþ to distinguish between the

decorrelation due to the man-made scene disturbances as opposed to other possible sources of tem-

poral decorrelation. While man-made changes typically cause total decorrelation in localised areas of
the scene, environmental effects such as wind and rain can also lead to significant decorrelation across

the scene, especially for image pairs collected with long revisit periods. As a consequence the sample

coherence change detector is susceptible to high false alarm rates. The mean backscatter power of a

scene on the other hand is less susceptible to environmental effects such as wind and processing aber-

rations. However, in order to produce a measurable change in the scene backscatter any man-made

disturbances must cause a significant modiflcation to the physical properties of the scattering layer of
the scene.

The analysis of the previous chapter indicated that, where there has been signiflcant temporal

decorrelation, or only modest changes in the mean backscatter power, the poor false alarm rate of the

sample coherence and mean backscatter power ratio change statistics may be mitigated if extensive

averaging is carried out. Increased averaging via either spatial windows or over multiple subapertures

however degrades the resolution of the change maps. FurtheÍnore in regions of scene change local

estimates of the change statistics may contain contributions from both changed and unchanged pixels

leading to a degradation in the detection performance.

In this chapter, models describing the changed and unchanged regions of a scene are postulated

and the detection problem is expressed in a Bayesian h¡rpothesis testing framework. Section 6.2 for-

mulates the changed and unchanged hypotheses that may be used to describe a local neighbourhood of
pixels in the primary and repeat pass image pair. This leads to the formulation of a new log likelihood

change statistic, described in Section 6.3,tha| encodes both coherence and mean backscatter power

changes for discriminating between changed and unchanged regions in a SAR image pair. The change

statistic however contains a number of unknown parameters that must be quantified before a practical

detector based on the change statistic can be implemented. The theoretical probability densþ func-

tion of a claiwoyant detector, obt¿ined assuming perfect knowledge of the unknown parameters, is

derived in Section 6.4 andthe special case of no backscatter change is addressed in Section 6.5. The

detection performance of the clairvoyant change statistic is quantified in Section 6.7 and a signifi-

t73
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cant improvement over the mean backscatter power ratio and sample coherence change statistics is
demonstrated through theoretical analysis and verified by simulation. For a given probability of de-
tection this allows finer resolution change maps to be generated or a significant reduction in the false
alarm rate compared to the sample coherence or the mean backscatter ratio change statistics. Finally
in Section 6.8 a practical implementation of the change statistic namely a generalised likelihood ratio
detector is discussed in which the unknown parameters are replaced with their maximum likelihood
estimates. Provided sufficient samples are available to generate the ML estimates the degradation in
performance of the change statistic from the optimal is small.

6.2 Complex Reflectivity Change Model and Hypothesis Statement

Consider the lcth pixel in a repeat pass SAR image pair X n - lln,9¡]7, where f and g denote the
primary and repeat pass images respectively. Assuming that autofocusing, aperture trimming and
image registration have been done to sufficient accuracy as described in Chapter 4 then the change
detection problem is to determine whether X ¡, is arealisation of an unchanged (null) hypothesis or a
changed (alternative) hypothesis as described in Table 6.1.

Hypothesis Description

Null Hypothesis: 11¡ No Scene Change

f7*-r¡, lnlo
g7,: r¡erp(- jÞ¡r) -f n2r

Altemative Hypothesis: fl Scene Change

f¡r-r¡, i_nlr
gk-sk+n2þ

Table 6.1: Hypothesis statements for the unchanged scene (null) hypothesis and the changed scene
(alternative) hypothesis.

In Table 6.1 r¡ is the st¿ble scattering component of the transduced complex reflectivity in the
k¿l' ground patch resolution cell that is coÍìmon to both images f and S under the no change, null
hl,pothesis. The interferometric phase term (Þ¡ arises in the null hypothesis as the repeat pass images
are correlated and is dependent on baseline separation of the imaging geometries of the primary and
repeat pass collections as well as the terrain topography. In the altemative hlpothesis the stable
scattering contribution r¡ is assumed to be subject to a man-made scene disturbance that gives rise to
a complex reflectivity component s¿ that is completely uncorrelated with r¿. The additive terms rzlo

andn2o are mutually independent of both each other and the reflectivities r¡, and s¿ and represent
unstable scene scattering contributions, as well as system noise and aberrations in the acquisition and
subsequent processing ofthe collected range echo data.

For homogeneous natural distributed target environments, such as open f,elds, the transduced
complex backscatter in the joint repeat pass image pair X¡ : lfn,gn)T may be modelled as zero
mean, circular, jointly Gaussian random variables under each hypothesis Hs and H1,

p(X*;Hr¡): |^""e1-xfQlxr), (6.1)
1t - lv0l

p(x x; Hù fi¡""n1- xl Q r' Lo) , 6.2)

where Qo: E{XXtløo} andQl: E{XXHlffl}arethecovariancematricesunderthenulland
altemative hlpotheses respectively. In the case of the unchanged scene hypothesis the covariance
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matrix is given by,

175

(6.3)Qo
| æ, o¡onoyrp(jÞ) I
I o¡onoprp(-iÞ) oâo I '

where ryrp(jÞ) is the complex cross correlation coefÍìcient given by,

ryrpQa) : P{!!)-.
JEÆrWfisW'
ol.erp(jÞ)

9o

olerp(jÞ)
(6.4)

(ol+o2",)(ol+o2",)

and o] - o? + o2r, and o?o - o? * o2rr. Under the changed scene hlpothesis the covariance matrix

is given by,

Qt (6.5)

where "3r: o7 t o2nr.

The icene models under each hypothesis are completely described by the covariance matrices Qs

and Qr These matrices however consist of a number of unlcirown parameters. In the case of the null

hypothesis the unknown parameters ãÍe !1¡yo : l'f ,Q,o2¡,ololr while for the alternative hypothesis

the unknown parameters ãrtr u¡1, : lo'f ,"3r]'. The hypotheses, Ile and Hl, are thus composite

[Pap91], [Kay98] and the unknown parameters must be estimated before a given image pixel pair X¿

may be determined as being a realisation of the changed or unchanged hypothesis.

In general, a practical decision statistic may be designed using either a Bayesian approach, or

a Generalised Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT) to distinguish between the two h¡potheses. In the

Bayesian approach the unknown parameters are assumed to be realisations of random variables

which may be quantified by assigning prior density functions to the unknown parameters, p(u¡70)

and p(u ¡7). In the context of repeat pass SAR imagery knowledge of the physical properties of the

scene such as the geometric and dielectric properties of the vegetation cover and underlying soil as

well as their respective temporal decorrelation properties may facilitate the formulation of appropriate

prior density functions. In practice the choice of prior density functions can prove difficult and in the

absence of a detailed scene descrþtion a non-informative prior must be used wherein all parameter

values are taken to be equally likely. Solutions obtained using the Bayesian approach generally re-

quire multidimensional integration and closed form solutions quantiffing the detection performance

of the decision statistic are generally not attainable.

The GLRT is an altemative approach in which the unknown parameters are replaced with their

maximum likelihood estimates obtained from the observed data. Provided sufficiently large data sets

are available for estimating the unknown parameters and through judicious use of prior knowledge

regarding the nature of the scene and man-made disturbances, detection performance approaching the

performance of an optimal detector based on known parameters is atlainable.

6.3 Likelihood Ratio Change Statistic

Under the assumption that the covariance matrices 8o and Ql are known, the density functions de-

scribing the observations under each hypothesis are completely specified. In this case the Neyman-

l"{
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Pearson theorem defines a simple decision statistic and associated decision region that maximises
the probability of detection for a specified probability of false alarm. Defining the likelihood ratio
decision statistic,

L_ P(X t; Ho)
(6.6)

P(X n; Ht
the Neyman-Pearson theorem statcs thc maximum probability of detection for a given probability of
false alarm is obtained if the observation X ¡, is declared a realisation of the 111 hypothesis when
L < T, where the threshold 7 is specified by,

P,, - [ p(Xn; Ho)d,X k. 6.7)' 
J {X r:L<T)

The region of integratioî {X * : L < Tl is the subspace of X¡ for which the statistic tr is less than
7. For the case in which the parameters are unknown the Neyman-Pearson detector is, in general,
unrealisable and is referred to as a claiwoyant detector [Kay98]. The clairvoyant detector indicates
the optimal detection performance achievable given perfect knowledge of the unknown parameters. In
practice suboptimal tests are implemented in which the unknown parameters are specified by either, a
probabilþ density firnction as in the Bayesian approach, or by their maximum likelihood estimates in
the GRLT. In either approach the specification of the unknown parameters is subject to some degree
of uncertainty and the detection performance of these practical realisable detectors is subject to some
degradation compared to that of the claiwoyant detector. The clairvoyant detector thus provides
an upper bound on the performance of any practical implementation of the decision statistic and is
analogous to the Cramer-Rao lower bound used to quantiff estimator performance.

6.3.1 An Optimal Clairvoyant I)etector

At any given location in the registered image pair consider a local neighbourhood ofN pixels X¡, k :
1 ' ' ' ¡/. Assuming that the terrain topography is slowly varying so that Õ¡ ma1i be considered con-
stant over the local area. Also, assuming that the observations X ¡, are mutually independent observa-
tions of random processes that may be considered to be stationary over the N pixel neighbourhood,
the likelihood ratio is given by,

, P(Xt.Lz,...X¡vl¡10)L p6rå2. * XNW,
JV: ll {g&lg4
n P(XoVrù' (6'8)

Substituting (6.1) and (6.2)for the density frinctions p(X*lHo) andp(X¡,1H1) into (6.8) gives,

L : (#Ì) 
* 
.,, ( Ë "r 

(q;' - o,')o-) ,

(]3:i) 
* 

"'o ( "{{o,' - of ') Ë x-rr}) ' (6 e)

where Tr{A} denotes the trace of matrix A. Forming the log likelihood ratio and ignoring the
constant term yields the following decision statistic for discriminating between the two hlpotheses,

(o;'- ol') t x*xlTr
K:I

z

Tr {Q¿G} , (6.10)
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where G : DLr X nX{ is the "sample covariance matrix" formed from the N observations and

Qa: QIL - ?rt.
In [Goo63] it is shown that G, normalised by the number of samples N, is the maximum likelihood

estimate of the covariance matrix of the random vector X given N independent observations X ¡r,k :
1 . . . ¡/. Furthermore, G is also an unbiased estimator thus,

E{G}: o, under 11¡,

1, under fI1.
a
a

¡/
N

(6.1 1)

(6.r2)

Evaluating the expected value of the decision statistic, under each hypothesis provides some in-

sight into the behaviour of the change statistic and its dependence on the coherence 7 and the mean

backscatter power of the primary and repeat pass image pair. Under the unchanged 110 hl,pothesis,

E{z;Hs} ø {r, {(o;' - al') c}} ,

: r, {(o;'- ai') E{G}} ,

l/(1 - r),

where , : "3. Similarly under the changed 111 hypothesis,oõt

E{z; H} : ø {rr { (o;' - 0, ') c}} ,

r, {(a;' - 0i') ¿'{c}},

*2.y2 + r-t__ 7. 
(6.13)

r_.y"

Given that the ratio r lies in the range (0, -) and the coherence 7 in the range [0, 1] a simple proof

by contradiction can be used to demonstratethat E{zlHy} < E{zlH1} with equality when r : 1

and,1 - 0 i.e., when the two hlpotheses are identical, Qo : Qt.
Two particular cases are of interest namely: The case when the mean backscatter power is un-

changed and discrimination is based solely on the degree of partial coherence between the image pair

and the case in which the image pair is uncorrelated under 110 and discrimination is possible based

only on a change in the mean backscatter power.

For the case when the mean backscatter is unchanged, o?o : o?, in the Ilr hypothesis, thus

r - 1 and the expected values of the decision statistic are determined solely by the degree of partial

coherence between the image pair,

under 11s,

under fIr.
(6.14)

Such a scenario may arise when subtle scene disturbances cause a rearrangement in the relative spatial

distribution of the contributing scatterers resulting in a loss in coherence without an accompanying

change in the physical properties of the scatterers and hence no change in the mean backscatter power.

Figure 6.1 shows E{z; H1}, normalised by the number of samples l/, as a function of the coherence
.y. As the coherence increases the expected value of the decision statistic under ff1 increases making

it easier to discriminate between the changed and unchanged hl.potheses.

For the case when the coherence 7 is zero under 11¡ the expected value of the decision statistic is

determined solely by changes in the mean backscatter power,

( {t - r¡, under Hs,r't-\-) ) ,( (6.t5)blzÌ - i (t _ l), under H1.

0,
E{z} : ¡- 2Nf12,
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Figure 6.1: The expected value of the decision statistic z wder 111, normalised by the number of
samples, as a function of the coherence 7.

This scenario may arise when temporal decorrelation due to environmental effects cause a complete
loss in coherence across the regions of interest. Therefore changes may only be identifled where
they cause a change in the physical properties of the scatterers that manifests as a change in mean
backscatter power. Figure 6.2 shows E{z; H0} and. E{z;111}, normalised by the number of samples
l/, as a function of the meanbackscatter power ratio r. When the ratio r : I the expected values
of the decision statistic under ffo and H1 are equal and thus discrimination between the hypothe-
ses is not possible. However, as the ratio increases or decreases the absolute value of the dif[erence
(E{z;H¡} - E{r;Hs}) increases making it easier to discriminate between the changed and un-
changed hypotheses.

6.4 Density Functions of the Change Statistic

In order to quantiff the detection performance of the clairvoyant decision statistic z andhence define
an upper bound on the performance of any practical implementation of the decision statistic the den-
sity function of z is required under each hypothesis. From these density functions the probability of
detection and false alarm may be computed for various thresholds on z and, an ROC curve generated
for comparison with the commonly used change statistics discussed in Chapter 5.

The log likelihood ratio clecision statistic in (6.10) may be expanded into the following form,

z Tr {Q¿G} ,

,,{13::, Qn,, f I Df-' l/ol' Ifl-' /*si I ì
Q,t,, I L Iil*' /ts* Dl_._lsol' ) |

(6.16)

Using (6.3) and (6.5) the elements of matrix Q¿may be evaluated and it may be shown that Q¿,, :
Qf,", therefore the decision statistic can be shown to be a linear combination of three random variables
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Figure 6.2: The expected value of the decision statistic under flo and H1, normalised by the number

of samples, as a function of the backscatter ratio r expressed in dB.

1.9.,

z - qo-iûnl' + qo-i,lsrl' +ro {Ë eo-r.on) . (6.17)
k-l i-t (r-r )

The density function of the sample covariance and its associated marginal distributions have been

extensively studied in the literature. The joint density function of the terms in the sample covariance

G matrix is given by the.Wishart distribution [Goo63],

p(G) : lC¡ru-z
"*p (-trçc-'c)) , (6.18)

'7r ¡/)f ¡/ - 1)lcl¡i

where C : E{XXH} and lGl and lOl arethedeterminants of thematrices G and Crespectively.
Furthermore the marginal densþ functions of the individual elements of the sample covariance matrix

have been studied in the context of SAR interferometry and polarimetry research [LMH94], [OQ98],

[TBQ95], UWP94I and [TL96]. The three component random variables in (6.17) however, are not

mutually independent under either Ho or H1, therefore the marginal density functions are of no use

in computing the density function of z. Instead computation of the density function of z may proceed

by, firstly, marginalising the Wishart distribution to recover the joint density function of the three

random variables and then integrating over appropriate ranges of the three variables [Pap91]. While
the recovery of the density function of z may be possible via this approach, it appears mathematically

intractable. An altemative more elegant solution is to consider applying a linear transform P to
the image pixel pair vectors X k : lf n, Sk]' . Through an appropriate linear transform the decision

statistic can be simplif,ed into a linear combination of two random variables from which the density

function of z may be more readily derived. The choice of linear transform is govemed by the form of
the matrix Q¿. Provided ¡he Q¿ matrix has rank two then a transform matrix P may be found such

0-8-6-4-2 0 4

Ht
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that it diagonalises Q¿,

p,eop lf il
d,ias(\, ),2), (6.19)

where lr and À2 are the eigenvalues of Q¿ and the columns of P are the corresponding eigenvectors

[4R87]. Furthermore it may be shown that, given the forms for Qs in (6.3) and, Ql in (6.5), one of
the eigenvectors is negative while the other is positive. In the following analysis it will be assumed
that the first eigenvalue is negative and À1 will be taken to mean the absolute value the first eigenvalue
(Similar forms for the density functions as those derived in the following analysis may be obtained
for the case when the second eigenvalue is negative.). Defining the new transform variables u and u
such that,

X

the decision statistic may subsequently be written as,

t,l -P

å*å))

[;]
(6.20)

(6.22)

(6.23)

å(t " silaal ,; ])

å (t "r ,;leHqel ï ])
å (t "r un)dias(-Àr,Àz) [ï ])

¡'¡ N: -.lr I lunl' + \rÐlrol'. G.zr)
k:I k-L

In general under the transform P the new transform variables u and, tr are dependent zero mean
complex circular Gaussian random variables with a covariance matrix of the form,

z

C: Cn 1I-CÍC22psle
{-CsC22pe1o Czz

where,

C-
PH QoP, for u and u realisations of 11s,

PH Qt P, for z and u realisations of I11

Therefore the variables a : ÀtDLt l"rl' and b : À, DLr luel2 that form the decision statistic
(6.21) are mutually dependent Chi square random variables with 2N degrees of freedom [Kay98].
The joint density function of two dependent Chi square random variables has been derived by Lee

[LMH94]. Applying Lee's result the joint density of ø and b may be written as,

(t - p')* ("b)N-rerp l,)
a'op-

"p
11p(a,b) - c-lt) (¡/) tFz ¡/ (6.24)
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where rFz is a hypergeometric function given by,

À1C11(1 - p2),

ÀzCzz(7 - p2).
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(6.2s)

(6.26)

(6.27)

db. (6.2e)

(6.30)

(6.31)

(6.32)

1
abp2

ap
:r(N)å*+*( abp2

aþ

t-

tFz
^/

1

and,

a:
Dp

The density function of the decision statistic z - -c1, * b may subsequentþ be found from (6.24) by

direct evaluation of the following integrals,

li p(u - z,b)db, for z { 0,

p(z) : (6.28)

Ïi P@,a I z)da, fot z > 0,

wherethelowerlimitineachintegralarisesbecause,À1 )0,À2)0andsoa)0andbl0.
Note that equation (6.28) is a general expression for the density function of z. To obtain p(z;Ho)
and p(z;111) the appropriate values for Cn, Czz and p, deflned in (6.23) are used. For z 1 0, setting

(r: b - z n(6.24) gives,

I,*
(l - p')* (b2 - zb)N-rerp bz

a * å))p(z) :
@a)

tFz

Substituting the series expansion for the hypergeometric firnction (6.25) into (6.29) gives,

, \ (l - oz¡N"(;) 
oo ¡t

p(z) - ffi Dr^ro lo þ2 - zb)N tk lerp(-bu)db,

where,

Using the binomial expansion,

(b2 - zb)N+fr-l -
+À-t
D:o

then,

(6.33)

I,*(- r)' erp(-tw)b(2N +2k P 2) db. (6.34)

p2

apltt"

¡/+k-1
p

k

¿,2N-t2k-p , (_"), ,

1

u

1
^/

¡/+k-1
p

The integral with respect to b in (6.34) is in the form of a Gamma function [AS72] and thus p(z) may

be written as

¡/+k-1
pp(z)

) 
ry 

","t-*:=,-,,"1 ], 
. rl
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where,
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which for integer values of r reduces to the factorial flmction l(") : (r - 1)!. Similarly, lor z > 0,
'p(z) may be written as,

Io*r(r) : t' L erp(-t)d,t,

¡t/+k-1
p

(6.36)

(6.38)

(6.3e)

p(z)

Figure 6.3 shows simulated and theoretical density functions for the decision statistic z mder
each hypothesis obtained using (6.35) and (6.37) with ¡/ : 9 and the following covariance matrices
to describe the changed and unchanged scene hlpotheses,

Unchanged Hl.pothesis

W,*É!å[,-'å'[( \ rlzr +2N -o- Ur,l,ll , ,u.ra)----nrøn--;-- tl

Qo:LeB
2.2686

0.45 .2.0121 . erp(- jø)
0.45 .2.012I . erp(j0)

7.7847

Changed Hypothesis:

a, - tesl z'zøaa

LU
0

0.95070

The values for the scene coherence in Qs and, the mean backscatter powers in the primary and repeat
pass images in Qs and Q1 are in fact experimental values obtained from a scene change experiment
conducted with the DSTO Ingara SAR, see Chapter 7. Observe that under fIs there is a 1.04 dB
reduction in the transduced mean backscatter power due to a radiometric miscalibration. Under fI1
however, there is a3.77 dB reduction in the mean backscatter power between the primary and repeat
pass images, indicating that scene changes have caused a 2.73 dB reduction in the mean backscatter
power of the scene. The coherence under fl¡ is 0.45 while the interferometric phase (Þ for scene
change scenario considered here has been set to zero. For comparison, Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show
the density functions of the sample coherence and mean backscatter power ratio change statistic
for the same change scenario. Change detections based on the log likelihood decision statistic, the
sample coherence and mean backscatter ratio statistic may be obtained by evaluating the particular
decision statistic over the scene, applying a threshold to the decision statistic map and assigning the
values to either the changed or unchanged hypotheses. The ability of a change statistic to distinguish
between the two hypotheses is thus determined by the degree of overlap of the density flmctions of
the decision statistic under each hypothesis which, in tum, is predominantly dependent on the mean
and variance of the densþ functions under each hypothesis. An examination of Figures 6.4 and 6.5
shows that while the mean values of the PDFs under the changed and unchanged hypotheses appeal
reasonably well separated, the variances of the PDFs are large hence there is considerable overlap of
the densþ functions. These change statistics will therefore suffer from significant false alarms and
missed detections. The PDFs for the log likelihood change statistic under the changed and unchanged
hypotheses shown in Figure 6.3 however have a much "narrower" spread and exhibit less overlap. The
log likelihood st¿tistic thus provides better discrimination between the two hypotheses. The detection
performance improvement in terms of the probabilþ of detection as a function of the probability of
false alarm for a given decision threshold will be quantified in Section 6.7.
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Figure 6.5: Simulated and theoretical densþ functions of the ratio statistic r for the unchanged fIs
hypothesis and the changed ffi hypothesis. The mean backscatter ratio of the primary and repeat pass

images is 1.04 dB under Hs and3.77 dB under fI1 and l/ : 9.

6.5 Change Statistic PDF [.Inder Equal Channel Power

For the case when the scene disturbances do not result in a change in the mean backscatter power in
the scene o3o - o'n, - ol and discrimination between the two hypotheses is possible based solely
on the complex cross correlation coefficient lerp(jÞ). In the ideal imaging scenario wherein there
is no baseline offset between the primary and repeat pass flight tracks and assuming stable radar
hardware and high antenna pointing accuracy then o] - "?. In practice these conditions are not
generally obtained and some radiometric calibration as well as compensation for relative differences
in the antenna pointing location between the image pairs may be required to achieve o? : o\.In this
case, for calibrated image pairs, the transform variables u and u are independent and a simpler closed
form solution for the density function of the clairvoyant decision statistic may be derived.

Substituting 
"? 

: 
"3 

into (6.3) and (6.5) the Q¿matrix may be written as,

Qa Qlt - Q,' ,

'y -erp(ja)
-erp(- jo) 'y

(6.40)

"](1- f)
The eigenvalues of Q¿ are given by,

' ? 
; and À2 : ---'Y 6'41)/\7 - - 

"70 + 1') 
dLt\t A2 - 40 - ù'

and the corresponding eigenvectors form the columns of the transform matrix P thatdiagonalises Q¿,

p _ I_l erp(ja) -erp(jø) l
/2 I i' -1-'l (6'42)

x H1 PDF

HO PDF
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The transform variables u and u, obtained by applying P to the observations f and g, are now inde-

pendent, zero mean complex Gaussian random variables with a covariance matrix given by

PH QsP : o2Í
7-tt 0

o 1-r under 116,

(6.43)

under fl1

The decision statistic thus takes the form,

N¡/
z : -ÀtÐl"rl' + ^rllr*l', 6.44)

k-L k-L

where Àr is taken to mean the absolute value of the flrst eigenvalue of Q¿. The variables o :
Àr D lrrl' and b : Àr D lrrl2 in ttris case are mutually independent Chi square random variables

with density functions,

p(a) : 1 a
(6.45)

f ÀrCrr

b
p(b) :

t(N)^2c22 ÀzCzz
(6.46)

The density function of the log likelihood decision statistic z - -a * b may subsequently be found

by direct evaluation of the integrals,

Cn
Czz

PHQe:07 Ir o'l
lo 1l'

1

)rCrr
1

¡/)
erp

erp
1

p(z) :

N-t /
(h-zlN 1: \- I

ZJI
p:o \

liP@)P("tz)da, z)0,

li p(u - z)p(b)db, z 10
(6.47)

(6.4e)

Note that (6.47) is a general expression of the density function of z. To obtain p(z; Ho) and, p(z; H1)

the appropriate values for C11 and C22, defined in (6.43) are used' For z < 0,

1 fü' / b-z b \p(z) : W Jo 
(b-")* rbN 1",p (-ffi -Tn)oo (6.4s)

Using the binomial expansion,

¡/-1
p

bN p t?")o,

glves,

p(z) ""p (xfr-
f2(¡/) (Àú.]'),zczz)

"l 
( 

* ;'),-o'
Io* 

o'* p-2erP(-r (+; . #)) " (6 50)

The integral in (6.50) is in the form of a Gamma function and so [4572],

fo* 
az'-n-'",n (_.r,(rä, . #)) oo -ry#å+, (6 s1)
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where,

Therefore p(.2) may be simplified to,

p(z)

11
t/--I-" \tCn ' ÀzCzz
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\riz,nr-p-7),)-ffie4,
¡¡-1

p

(6.s2)

(6.53)

(6.s7)

p(z):::@-w,ll( *;').*l;+1 
(6s4)

Equations (6.53) and (6.54) are simple closed form polynominal solutions for the probability
densþ functions of the decision statistic.

Similarlyforz)0,

Density Function Under .FIo

From (6.43), under H0,the transform variables u and u are independent zero mean Gaussian random
variables with variances given by,

"l 
: o2r(t +'ù, (6.55)

"l : o'r{t - t). (6.56)

Hence )tCn - ÀzCzz: 7 and the density function for z, under ,tls, is an even frrnction and may be
expressed as a single equation for all z directly in terms of the coherence 7,

p(z;Ho):trffi,4 [('"') (;) 
2N-p Lr(2¡¡- 

,-r)14,f

Density Function Under ffi
Similarly from (6.43), under 1l1, the transform variables u arrd u are zero mean Gaussian random
variables with equal variances given by o2, : oZ - o2Í. Hence,

Àtcn - #,, (6's8)

\zC: ''l22 T=, (6.5e)

thus the density function for z, under H¡ma! be expressed directly in terms of the coherence 7. For
z<1 0,

p(z;Ht):"*H,,,*,,)1VÏl(;')(;)2Np7f(2¡/-p-1)(-z)T|.ru.uo,
p-rt\ P /\¿/ I

and for z )> 0,

"", 
(--J}:)) tl -'y')t ry:'p(z;Ht,:#,¿[(';')(;)2N_p.Ll(21V-n-tlç¡n].(6.6l)

I
Figure 6.6 shows the density function of the decision statistic z for both 11¡ and É11 obtained by direct
computation of (6.57), (6.60) and (6.61) and also obtained via simulation for a coherence under 11¡

of 7 : 9.45.
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Figure 6.6: Densþ functions for the decision statistic under -116 and Hy for the case of equal backscat-

ter powers o'f - oZ with a partial coherence under .I1o of 1 :0.45 and l/ : 9.

6.6 Change Statistic PDF Under Zero Coherence

For the case in which the coherence under fI¡ is zero, discrimination between the two hypotheses is

possible only where the scene disturbance has caused a change in the mean backscatter power in the

repeat pass image. For 7 : 0 in (6.3) the change statistic (6.10) reduces to the following simple form,

z _ o3,o- 
?3" Ë ln*¡, (6.62)

oõooã, l:t
Observe that (6.62) is independent of the mean backscatter power, o2¡ of fhe primary image. This

is consistent with the fact that the images are completely uncorrelated and so there is no additional

information that may be exploited by their joint processing. Instead the change detection problem

reduces to identiffing regions of the repeat pass image that are consistent with the postulated mean

backscatter power values olo and o2nr tnder the changed and unchanged h¡,potheses.

The complex repeat pass image pixel values gk arerealisations of a zero mean, complex Gaussian

random variable with variance olo under ,É16 and o], vnder Hy. The change statistic z therefore has

a Chi square density function under each hypothesis given by,

z
N1

p(z; Ho)

p(z; Ht)

1

f (.n/)o!r,

1

l(N)o2¡r,

oIo

z

o2n,

N-1

where,

@'n, - o?o)
o'ro

o2H,

o3,

(o], - ol")
o?o

(6.66)
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Figure 6.7: Density functions for the decision statistic under lJo and Ht for the case of zero coherence

1 : 0 and mean backscatter powers of o2no : I.7B47eB and. o2n, : 0.95067e8 (a 2.73 dB reduction
in the mean backscatter power) and I/ : 9.

Figure 6.7 shows the density function of the decision statistic z for both I1e and llr obtained by direct
computation of (6.63) and (6.64) and via simulation for the experimental change scenario in which
olo : t.ZS+7eB and o?, : 0.95070e8. These values corespond to the same scene change detection
scenario considered in Section 7.3 in which the scene disturbances have caused a 2.73 dB reduction
in the mean backscatter power in the repeat pass image.

6.7 Detection Performance of Clairvoyant I)etector

The detection performance of the log likelihood change statistic is concisely described by means of an
ROC curve indicating the probability of detection P¿ and probabilþ of false alarm P¡n corresponding
to a particular decision threshold ?,

Pro (6.67)

(6.68)

Expressions for P¿ and P¡o as a function of the decision threshold for the change statistic may be
derived using the density functions p(z; Ho) and p(z;//r) given in (6.35) and (6.37). The probability
of detection and the probability false alarm thus both take the following general form, for T > 0,
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whcre l¿,.," is the complementary incomplete gamma function given by,

I,*l¿","(a,t) : erp(-r)r"-r dr
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(6.70)

For T ( 0 the integrals giving the probabilþ of false alarm (6.67) and probabilþ of detection (6.68)

must be partitioned into integrals from ? to 0 where p(z) is given by (6.35) plus integrals from 0 to

oo where p(z) is given by (6.37). The probability of detection and probability of false alarm thus both

take the following form for T < 0,

P
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(6.7r)

where the following relation has been used [4372],

rt

Jo 
ern(r)r@ I)dr: f(a) -l¿n"(a,t). (6.72)

The values for C¡, C22 and p used in the computation of ¡-r,¿, a and p in (6.69) and (6.71) are def,ned

n (6.23) for each hlpotheses.

Detection Performance Under Equal Backscatter Power

In the case where the primary and repeat pass images have equal mean backscatter parameters under

both llo and I11 the following simpler general forms for the probabilþ of detection or probability of
false alarm are obtained, for ? > 0,
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andforT <0,
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However from equation 6.5.13 in [4572],

thus the proability of false alarm is given by,
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Detection Performance Under Zero Coherence

For the case in which the coherence under Hs is zero, substituting equation (6.63) into the probabilþ
offalse alarm integral gives,

PÍo : #til Iï ^- "",0(-*;)0,,
:- f: t@ r)"rp(-t)d,t, (6:s)t(N) J +_

where the substitution ú : ,l oLo has been used. The integral n (6.75) may be rewritten using the
relation,

l** ,,* 
r)",p(-t)d,t: r(¡/) (t - Oh fo' 

t@-L)",neùdt) , 616)

(equation 6.5.3 in [4572]) to give,
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(6.77)
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Similarly, substituting equation (6.64) into the probability of detection integral it may be shown that
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(6.80)
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Figure 6.8: Theoretical and simulated ROC curves for equal channel powers and coherence values of
0.45,0.6,0.75 and 0.9 with N : 9.

Theoretical and Simulated ROC Curves

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 give the theoretical and simulated ROC curves of the clairvoyant decision statistic

for the equal backscatter power case for various values of coherence 7 and various values of ly'

respectively. From Figure 6.8 the sensitivity of the clairvoyant decision statistic to the scene coherence

can be assessed. For l/ : 9 and a probability of detection of 0.7 the probability of false alarm for

1 :0.45 is approximately 0.05 while at ? : 0.6 the probability of false alarm is reduced by over an

order to magnitude to 0.002. Increasing the coherence to 7 : 0.75 yields false alarm rates of well
below 10-4. From Figure 6.9 1t canbe seen that increasing the number of pixels l/ in the decision

statistic calculation can provide significant improvements in the detection performance albeit at the

expense of resolution in the change detection map. At a probability of detection of 0.7 and N : 4

the probability of false alarm is approximately 0.06 while for N : I this is reduced by over an order

to magnitude to 0.002.

As Figures 6.8 and 6.9 describe the ROC performance of the log likelihood change statistic where

discrimination between the hypotheses is based solely on the scene coherence under -tls, these ROC

curves may be directþ compared with those of the sample coherence change statistic examined in

Chapter 5. A comparison of Figures 6.8 and 6.9 with the corresponding ROC curves of the sample

coherence given in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 indicates that the log likelihood change statistic offers a signif-

icantly improved detection performance with false alarm rates typically an order of magnitude better

than those of the sample coherence. For a probability of detection of 0.7 at a coherence of 7 : 9.45

the probability of false alarm for the sample coherence is 0.25 while for the log likelihood statistic

it is 0.05. For a coherence of 0.6 the improvement is more pronounced with the probability of false

alarm for the sample coherence being 0.06 compared to 0.003 for the log likelihood st¿tistic.

Figures 6.10 and 6.11 give the theoretical and simulated ROC curves for the clairvoyant decision

statistic for the case when the image pair are uncompletely correlated (f : 0) under both 116 and

Ht.Inthis case discrimination between the hypotheses is made solely on the basis of differing mean

backscatter polÀ/er. A comparison of the ROC curves in Figure 6.10 and those in Figure 6.8 indicates

that the detection performance of the log likelihood decision st¿tistic for a mean backscatter change

x Coherence=045
o Coherence=06
! Coherence=075
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Figure 6.9: Theoretical and simulated ROC curves for equal channel powers and N: 4,9,16,25 with
a coherence of0.6.

of 3 dB is similar to that achieved with a partial coherence under 111 of 7 : 0.45. Figure 6.11 shows
the ROC curves for 7 : 0 and various values of N used in the calculation of the decision statistic.
Increasing the size of the calculation window improves the detection performance at the expense of
resolution in the change detection map.

Figure 6.12 shows the ROC curves for the claiwoyant log likelihood decision statistic, the sample
coherence and the mean backscatter ratio statistic for the experimental scene change scenario, i.e., a
mean backscatter change of 1.04 dB under flo and 3.77 dB under fft, a coherence .y : 0.45 for 110

and l/ : 9. It can be seen from Figure 6.12 that the sample coherence and mean backscatter ratio
statistics have similar detection performance. The clairvoyant log likelihood st¿tistic however pro-
vides a significantly better detection performance. For a probabilþ of detection of 0.7 the probability
of false alarm in the log likelihood detector is 0.03 which is almost an order of magnitude better than
that of either the sample coherence or the mean backscatter ratio which is approximately 0.25.

The ROC curves in Figures 6.8 to 6.12 inclusive describe the performance of a claiwoyant de-
tector in which perfect knowledge of the unknown parameters has been assumed. The performance
comparisons thus made between the log likelihood decision statistic, the sample coherence and mean
backscatter ratio st¿tistic represent an upper bound on the improvement that may be achieved in any
practical implementation of the log likelihood decision statistic. Achieving this level of improvement
in a practical implementation requires the unknown parameters to be quantified with high precision
and this will be discussed in the following section.

6.8 A Generalised Likelihood Ratio Test

The detection performance of the log likelihood change statistic derived in the previous section per-
tains to a clairvoyant detector in which perfect knowledge of the unknown scene parameters given
by,

", _ l't) Ho : ll,Q,o?. "?"1',q:I32H",-¡o'r,"l,i'i under,Ffs,

under lfi,

o
'o

N=9
N=16

(6.81)
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Figure 6.10: Theoretical and simulated ROC cu¡ves for zero coherence under 110 and changes in the

backscatter power of o]rlolo: 1 dB, 3 dB, 5 dB and 10 dB with l/ : 9.
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Figure 6. 1 1 : Theoretical and simulated ROC curves for zero coherence under //s and N : 9, 16, 25

and 36 with a change in the backscatter power value of øf, I o|" : I dø.
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Figure 6.12: Theoretical and simulated ROC curves for a scene change scenario where the mean
backscatter ratio of the primary and repeat pass images is 1.04 dB under Hs and3.77 wder H1,
l/:9and'y:0.45.

has been assumed. While such a detector is unrealisable, it is an optimal Neyman-Pearson detector
and gives an upper bound on the detection performance of any practical detector implementation. A
Generalised Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT) is an easy to implement practical detector in which the
unknown scene parameters are replaced with their maximum likelihood estimates obtained from the
observed data,
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The resultant degradation in the performance of the GLRT from the optimal clairvoyant detector
is dependent on the quality of the sample estimates ûao and ô¡¡r. Using Bayes theorem the density
function of the GLRT may be written in terms of the density function of the clairvoyant detector and
the conditional density function of the parameter estimates,

p(z,u) : p(v) pQla)p(alv)¿u (6.84)

The firnction p(rlll) is the probability densify of the decision statistic given the parameter estimate ô.

It has the same form as the density frrnction of the clairvoyant detector given by (6.35) and (6.37) or
(6.57), (6.60) and (6.61) in the case of equal channel powers, or (6.79) and (6.79) in the case of zero
cohcrcncc. Thc conditional joint dcnsþ function p(ala) measures the quality of the parameter esti-
mates that are retrieved from the observed data set. In equation (6.8Ð e@la) scales the performance
of the clai¡voyant detector by the uncertainty inherent in the parameter estimates. In this Bayesian
framework prior knowledge regarding the parameters may be incorporated via the density function
p(u). Given a sufficiently detailed description of the physical properties of the scene and the sources

of temporal decorrelation a probabilistic description p(ù of the scene parameters may be constructed.
However in general a non-informative prior is used in which all parameter values are assumed to be
equally likely thus p(q) is effectively a normalisation constant.

o Likel¡hood Chânge Slãtistic
Coherence
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6.8.1 ParameterEstimates

The log likelihood change statistic is computed over a local N pixel area under test. In order to

compute the GLRT regions in the primary and repeat pass must be identified from which suitable es-

timates of the unkno\¡/n scene parameters may be obtained. Furthermore the pixels in these estimation

regions must be characteristic of the l/ pixel region under test. That is, they must be realisations of the

H0 and Ifi hypotheses used to construct the log likelihood change statistic in the local ltr pixel area

under test. In general, provided a sufficiently large number of data samples M , characteristic of the

local area under test are available, high quality parameter estimates may be recovered. Furthermore

the existence of prior knowledge regarding the nature of the scene disturbances and the backscatter

characteristics of the region under test may be used to help refine the parameter estimates and near

optimal detection performance may be achieved using the GRLT.

In the change detection scenarios considered in this thesis, such as the detection ofvehicle tracks

across an open fleld, the scene disturbances are typically localised and isolated to speciflc regions in

the scene. Furthermore the scene changes are also typically on a signiflcantly smaller spatial scale

than variations in the underlying statistical properties of the scene's complex radar backscatter. Under

these conditions large homogeneous areas for estimating the unknown scene parameters may be read-

ily identified. Indeed using a fine resolution sensor and processing a wide-angle collection aperture

estimation windows consisting of a statistically significant number of samples, suitable for estimating

the unknown parameters may be readily obt¿ined. An example of the change detection problem has

previously been considered in Chapter 4. Figures 4.1 1 and 4.12 show the primary and repeat pass im-
age of an open field over which the transduced scene backscatter is relatively homogeneous. Figures

4.13 and,4.14 show the sample coherence estimate and interferometric phase estimate respectively

obtained from the interferometric image pair. The track like areas of low coherence correspond to

scene disturbances and are spatially quite small. The coherence and interferometric phase across the

scene, aside from the changed areas, appears relatively constant. For this scene change scenario it is
clear that alarge estimation window may be selected containing pixels characteristic of the local area

under test.

Estimating the Mean Backscatter

The maximum likelihood estimate of the mean backscatter power over a locally stationary neighbour-

hood of M pixels p¿, k - l'' ' M,is given by,

1M
ã?,: *Ðlpnl'- (6.8s)

-'- k-t

In general neighbouring pixels will exhibit some degree of correlation defined by the point spread

function of the radar as well as correlation induced by the underlying mean backscatter power of
the scene. This correlation may be mitigated to some extent by subsampling the image pixels. This

improves the quality of the estimate at the expense of resolution in the estimate. Altematively, given

knowledge of the correlation matrix C" of the M complex pixels the maximum likelihood estimate is

given by

4: #p'ci'p (6'86)

where p is the vector of r}re M image pixels.

In order to provide a complete description of a repeat pass interferometric pair an estimate of
the mean backscatter power in the primary image o] is required, as well as an estimate of the mean
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backscatter in the repeat pass image under the unchanged hypothesis, olo and under the changed
hypothesis, o?r. M estimate of o2¡ may be retrieved from the primary image by identiffing an M
pixel area which is characteristic of the local area under test and computing (6.85) or (6.86). For
scenes consisting of open fields with homogeneous clutter characteristics good quality estimates of
o2¡ are readily obtained. In general, for more complicated scenes, some form of image segmentation
for identiffing homogeneous regions is desirable. Image segmentation based on the mean backscatter
characteristics has been an active area ofresearch over many years and as such a plethora ofspeckle
reduction and segmentation techniques are available in the literature [FSSH82], [LMH94], [Whi95]
for identiffing and estimating the backscatter of homogeneous regions.

Estimation of the mean backscatter power terms olo and ol, in the repeat pass image requires
identifying neighbourhoods of pixels that are realisations of each hlpotheses. This may only be
achieved with some form of a-priori information describing the scene and the likely change detection
scenario. For change scenarios in which small localised isolated man-made disturbances such as ve-
hicle tracks are to be detected it may be sufficient to assume that the disturbance has not significantly
altered the underlying backscattering properties in which case olo - o?r. The repeat pass backscatter
power may thus be estimated using (6.85) evaluated over an M pixel neighbourhood using the same
methodology used to estimate øl as discussed above. Alternatively in the case of more signiflcant
disturbances such as earth works which may cause a measurable change to the underþing backscat-
ter characteristics calculation of the mean backscatter ratio change statistic defined in Chapter 5 in
equation (5.18) may allow an approximate segmentation of the repeat pass image into changed and
unchanged regions to allow the estimation of o2no and olr.

Estimating the Scene Complex Coherence

In the unchanged scene hypothesis Hs the scene coherence 7 is related to the stable scattering com-
ponent of the transduced scene radar reflectivity in the primary and repeat pass image pair. The
interferometric phase Õ on the other hand is determined by the baseline offset between the imaging
geometries used in the primary and repeat pass collections as well as the scene topography. The
coherence and interferometric phase may be estimated over an M pixel window by,

(6.87)

(6.88)

respectively, provided 7 and Õ are constant over the spatial extent of the window. The variability
of the underþing true coherence across the scene will depend on the homogeneity of the vegetation
cover and the sources of temporal decorrelation. In the case of an open fleld in which the vegetation
cover is expected to be homogeneous over relatively large areas and subject to the same degree of
temporal decorrelation suitably large estimation windows may be defined. The resultant estimate of
cohcrence may then be used in computing the log likelihood change statistic for testing local areas
within the field. In general the estimation window should be located in an area without man-made
scene disturbances otherwise the estimate will contain a mixture of changed and unchanged pixels.
However, provided the scene disturbances are spatially small, as is the case for the image pair in
Figures 4.lI and 4.12, and the estimation window sufficiently large, the estimation window may
include change areas without any signif,cant impact on the quality of the estimate.

The interferometric phase Õ is related to the terrain topography thus the estimation window must
be restricted to locally flat regions. However, given the interferometric baseline between the primary
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Bnd repeat pass collections, as measured by the radar navigation instruments, plus a digital elevation

map of the scene the spatial variation of the interferometric phase due to the terrain topography may

be removed. This potentially allows larger windows to be used for the estimation of the complex

coherence.

6.8.2 Application to Experimental Data

Given the joint density frmction of the parameter estimates the degradation in the detection perfor-

mance of the log likelihood change statistic may be quantified by computing (6.8a). This is mathemat-

ically difflcult and a solution has not been found. However, given suitably large estimation windows

high quality estimates of the parameters u¡1o andl!H1 are readily retrieved and the degradation in

detection performance is minimal.

An indication of the average change detection performance that may be expected for a given

sample size M used in the estimation of 'u¡¡o and u ¡y, can be obtained using Monte-Carlo simulation

techniques. In this approach a large number of independent sample estimates of u¡yo andu7r arc

generated using the estimation window size M . (Note that the size of the sample window (M) used

to estimate the parameters and that of the one (N) used to calculate the log likelihood statistic will
not, in general, be the same.) Each such sample estimate of u¡¡o and u ¡y, may be used to speciff

estimates of Qs and Q1 in the log likelihood change statistic defined in (6.10). An ROC curve for this

'lealisation" of the log likelihood change statistic may be generated by evaluating this instance of the

change statistic over simulation scenes described by the changed and unchanged scene hlpotheses.

Subsequent averaging of the ROC performance of all log likelihood ratio change statistics obtained

from the sample estimates of u ¡ro and u ¡y, yields an ROC curve indicating the average detection

performance for the given scene change scenario and sample window sizes M and l/.
Figure 6.13 shows the average ROC curves for the log likelihood change statistic obtained via

Monte-Carlo simulation for sample window sizes of M : 25,64,12I and 400 and l/ : 7. The

true changed and unchanged scene covariance matrices used in this simulation are based on the ex-

perimental repeat pass interferometric change detection scenario considered in Chapter 7 Section 7.5

where, "y : 0.62 and olo : o3r. Also shown in Figure 6.13 are the theoretical ROC curves for
the clairvoyant log likelihood change statistic and the sample coherence change statistic. From Fig-

ure 6.13, for the given change detection scenario, it is clear that even with a modest window size of
M : 25 the average detection performance of the log likelihood change statistic is better than that

achieved with the sample coherence change statistic. However, to achieve an average detection per-

formance comparable to the clairvoyant detector window sizes (M) of the order of several hundred

pixels are required.

In Chapter 7 the log likelihood change statistic is applied to experimental repeat pass interfero-

metric data collected with the DSTO Ingara airborne X-band SAR and the significant performance

improvement of the change statistic over the sample coherence and mean backscatter power ratio is

demonstrated.

6.9 Conclusions

In this chapter a new change statistic is proposed for detecting man-made scene disturbances in repeat

pass SAR interferometry. The change statistic was derived by formulating the detection problem in

a hl.pothesis testing framework and forming the log likelihood ratio. The change statistic is capa-

ble of identiffing scene disturbances through changes in the scene coherence as well as changes in

the scene backscatter coeffrcient via a single change statistic. Theoretical analysis of a claiwoyant
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Figure 6.13: Average ROC curves for the log likelihood change st¿tistic obtained using Monte-Carlo
simulation techniques. Sample window sizes of M - 25,64,12I and,400 have been used to estimate
u¡yo and !/u, and, a window size of l/ : 7 has been used to compute the log likelihood statistic. The
nnchanged scene coherence is 7 : 0.62 and it has been assumed that o2no : o?r.

detector based on the change statistic, where perfect knowledge of the unknown hlpothesis param-
eters is assumed, gives significantly better detection performance than that of the sample coherence
and the backscatter coefficient ratio change statistics. Through the use of a-priori information good
qualþ estimates of the unknown parameters may be obtained and a practical detector based on the
log likelihood decision st¿tistic may be implemented with only a modest reduction in detection per-
formance. The significant improvements in the detection performance that can be achieved using the
log likelihood change statistic represent an important step towards the design of an automated change
detection algorithm suitable for the processing oflarge data sets.
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Chapter 7

Experimental Results

7.1 Introduction

Man-made scene disturbances manifest in a repeat pass interferometric SAR image pair as a loss

in coherence between the image pair as well as a possible change in the mean backscatter power.

In Chapter 5 the mean backscatter power ratio and sample coherence were considered as possible

change statistics and their detection performance analysed. In general the ability of these statistics

to detect subtle, frne-scale changes is limited by high false alarm rates unless significant averaging

is carried out resulting in a degradation in the resolution of the change statistics. In Chapter 6 an

altemative log likelihood change statistic was proposed based on an hlpothesis testing formulation

of the change detection problem. Theoretical and simulation results indicated that the new log like-

lihood change statistic provides significantly improved detection performance over both the mean

backscatter power ratio and the sample coherence, provided the underlying assumptions and models

describing the changed and unchanged hypotheses are valid.

In this chapter the mean backscatter power ratio, sample coherence and log likelihood change

statistics are applied to experimental repeat pass interferometric SAR data collected using the Defence

Science and Technology Organisation's (DSTO) lngaru X-band airbome SAR. In these experiments

a vanety of ground truthed scene changes v/ere carried out and repeat pass imagery was collected

with a range of imaging geometries and revisit periods. In this chapter three different repeat pass

experiments are selected for change detection analysis and the theoretical and experimental detection

performance of the change statistics are compared.

Section 7.2 outlines the repeat pass interferometry experiments conducted using the Ingara air-

borne SAR. The interferometric processing methodology applied to the raw signal history data and

the validation of the log likelihood models are also discussed. In Sections 7 .3, 7 .4 and 7 .5 the change

detection statistics are applied to three different experimental scene change scenarios. In Section 7.3

a change scenario consisting of a change in mean backscatter power and a loss of coherence is exam-

ined. In Section 7 .4 a change scenario involving subtle, fine scale track like disturbances resulting in

a loss of coherence is processed. Finally in Section 7.5 the detection of ground truthed scene changes

is examined using high incidence angle collections in which the processed image pairs deviate from

the complex Gaussian scattering model. For each of these experimental change scenarios the superior

detection performance of the log likelihood change statistic is demonstrated.

t99
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7.2 Experimental Interferometric Data

In order to examine the practical performance of the mean backscatter power ratio, sample coherence
and log likelihood change st¿tistics experimental repeat pass interferometric image pairs with the
t'ollowing attributes ale requìr'ed.

1. Single look complex SAR imagery.

¡ In formulating the log likelihood change statistic the interferometric phase is an important
parameter both in the evaluation of the change statistic over the image pair and in the
formulation of the unchanged scene hypothesis. Single look complex SAR imagery is
required to provide the necessary interferometric phase estimates.

¡ The scene coherence change statistic may be estimated by computing the sample complex
cross correlation coefficient using the full complex primary and repeat pass imagery. For
the case in which the image pair exhibit jointþ Gaussian scattering behaviour the scene

coherence may also be estimated using the correlation of the image intensities alone. In
Chapter 5 however, this statistic was shown to be a poor estimator of the scene coherence
compared to the sample complex cross correlation coefficient estimate. As a consequence
the detection performance of the intensþ correlation statistic is significantly worse than
that of the sample complex cross correlation coefficient and will not be considered.

o The mean backscatter power ratio change statistic is simply based on changes in the mean
backscatter po\¡/er which may be estimated, in a maximum likelihood sense, from the
image intensity data alone.

2. Minimal baseline offset between primary and repeat pass collections.
In the tenain mapping application of interferometry the cross track baseline offset between the
primary and repeat pass image collections is crucial to defining the relationship between the
transduced interferometric phase and the terrain height of the scene. For change detection how-
ever, the baseline offset is a source of decorrelation between the primary and repeat pass image
pairs which can degrade the detection performance of coherence based change statistics. The
baseline decorrelation may be compensated for via aperture trimming during image formation
but only at the expense of resolution in the image pairs and ultimately in the change detection
map. To minimise baseline decorrelation and maintain resolution in the change detection maps
it is thus desirable to fly identical repeat pass flight tracks for change detection applications.

3. Image pair resolution.
The repeat pass image pairs should be generated with a resolution commensurate with the
size of the scene disturbance to be detected. Each of the change statistics considered here
requires spatial averaging over a local neighbourhood ofpixels to achieve good quality pa-
rameter estimates. Spatial averaging however, assumes that the underlying scene statistics in
the local neighbourhood are stationary otherwise the parameter estimates will contain contri-
butions from pixels described by differing random processes. In particular, man-made scene

disturbances such as vehicle tracks may occur abruptly in the scene and may be spatially small.
Therefore unless the image resolutions are sufficiently fine, the spatial estimates will contain
conhibutions from both changed and unchanged image pixels leading to a degradation in the
ability to distinguish between changed and unchanged regions in the scene.

4. Radar wavelength.

In Chapter 5 Zebker's model [2V92] describing the effects of temporal decorrelation on an
imaged scene in a repeat pass SAR acquisition was considered. In this model the ensemble of
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scene scatterers contributing to the transduced scene backscatter are subject to random displace-

ments in the interval between image collections. Assuming that the scatterer displacements in
raîge, azimuth and elevation are independent, identically Gaussian distributed random vari-

ables a simple relationship between the imaging incidence angle, RMS scatterer displacement,

radar wavelength and the scene coherence may be derived. For the range of incidence angles

encountered in typical airbome SAR imaging geometries the model indicates that a scatterer

RMS displacement of around 20 percent of the radar wavelength leads to total scene decorrela-

tion. The model thus indicates that smaller wavelength systems are more sensitive to temporal

decorrelation. For example, for X-band radars with a wavelength of the order of 3 cm, complete

scene decorrelation occurs with an RMS scatterer movement of 0.6 cm while for L-band radars

the RMS movement is of the order of 5 cm.

5. Revisit period.

The revisit period required to ensure reliable change detection performance is dependent on the

evolution of the scene coherence over time in both the changed and unchanged regions of the

scene and the ability of the change statistic to distinguish between the two. The change in the

scene coherence over time is dependent on the sources and severþ of environmental distur-

bances such as wind and rain. From Zebker's model describing the relationship between the

scene decorrelation as a function of the radar wavelength, incidence angle and RMS scatterer

displacement, it is clear that smaller wavelength SAR systems are more susceptible to tem-

poral decorrelation than longer wavelength systems. Smaller wavelength systems thus require

shorted revisit periods in order to reliably distinguish between scene disturbances of interest

and other temporal decorrelation effects.

6. Detection of ground truthed scene disturbances.

In order to veriff the sensitivþ of the change statistics and measure their respective perfor-

mance conholled experiments are required in which repeat pass imagery is collected over

ground truthed scene changes.

A large number of operational and experimental airbome and spacebome SAR systems capable of
generating repeat pass interferometric image pairs are currently in use around the world. The design

of these systems, in particular their operating modes, system parameters and other capabilities how-

ever are generally not ideal for interferometric change detection applications. In particular there is a

paucity of readily available f,ne resolution single look complex data with suitable revisit periods over

well ground truthed data sets for demonstrating the full potential of coherent change detection and

conducting research into the associated radar phenomenology.

Prior to the launch of the ERS-1 spacebome SAR mission, research into repeat pass SAR interfer-

ometry was restricted to a few suitable data sets collected with the L-band Seasat SAR. In particular

Goldstein [GZW88] was able to interferometrically process two, 50 m by 50 m resolution Seasat im-

ages, of the Cottonball Basin of Death Valley acquired 3 days apart to recover estimates of the terrain

topography which were in close agreement with U.S. Geological Survey maps. The large wavelength

and coarse resolution of the Seasat SAR however makes this system unsuitable for the detection of
flne scale scene changes.

With the launch of the C-band ERS-I SAR by the European Space Agency in July 1991, the

ready availability of high qualþ modest resolution data sets with a revisit period of 35 days spurred

the development of repeat pass SAR interferometry techniques, especially the terrain mapping ap-

plication of interferometry. While there have been many other spacebome SAR missions such as

JERS-I operated by the National Space Development Agency of Japan, RadarSAT-l operated by the

Canadian Space Agency and the Space Shuttle SIR-C system operated by NASA, the extensive his-
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torical archive of high quality ERS SAR imagery spanning over a decade is unparalleled. Indeed the
archive has facilitated the development of the Permanent Scatterer (PS) technique [FPR01] for fine
scale mapping of surface deformations.

The potential for repeat pass interferometric change detection experiments using ERS-I was
greatly enhanced with the launch of ERS-2 in 1995. Careful selection of the orbital parameters
of ERS-2 allowed ERS-I and ERS-2 to be used in a tandem configuration giving minimum revisit
periods of one day. Indeed the tandem mission data sets have been used with some success in demon-
shating the potential of the sample coherence in detecting flne scale scene change. In [CR98] Con
was able to detect scene changes caused by the movement of large vehicles over a predominantly
grassed area in Salisbury Plain, United Kingdom, using ERS imagery with 20 m resolution in range
and 6 m resolution in azimuth. Over the changed areas Corr found an average coherence of 0.4 com-
pared to 0.7 in the surrounding unmodifled areas. Corr identified image resolution as an important
parameter affecting the detection performance of the sample coherence change statistic. Unless a sig-
nificant area is affected by the scene disturbance to be detected then a spatially averaged coherence
estimate will contain contributions from both changed and unchanged pixels. This is reflected in the
small separation in the estimated coherence of the changed and unchanged areas of the scene. The
potential of the ERS data is thus limited in its ability to detect fine scale scene change. However, it
has been used for detecting larger scale changes such as flood monitoring [G'WV96] and changes in
urban scenes such as detecting the construction or demolition of buildings [Cor97].

While spacebome SAR systems offer systematic broad area global coverage, airborne systems
provide considerable flexibility for the planning and conduct of specific ground truth experiments
to study change detection techniques and the associated radar phenomenology. Repeat pass inter-
ferometry using airbome radars however is challenging due to the unstable radar platform and the
difficulty in flying controlled repeat pass tracks within prescribed baseline tolerances. Despite these

diffrculties a number of advanced experimental airborne SAR systems operating over a range of bands
including P, L, C and X-band are currently in use for conducting research into advanced interfero-
metric techniques. The E-SAR [Hor96], [SRU+99] system flown in aDo-228 aircraft operated by
the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) operates in X, C, S, L and P-band in either single pass or re-
peat pass interferometric modes. This system has been used in the conception and demonstration of
new interferometric radar modes such as multipass three dimensional tomography [RM00] and po-
larimetric interferometry [CP98]. Another system used in repeat pass interferometry experiments is
the Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) fully polarimetric C and X-band SAR flown on a
Convair-580 aircraft [LGH+95]. The system has also been configured with a second C-band antenna
to provide a single pass across track interferometer. An along track interferometric capabilþ has also
been developed via a pair of contiguously mounted sub-array antennas. The CCRS system has been
used extensively for studies into coherence estimation [TLBV99], polarimetry [TL96] and along track
interferometry [Gie0la]. Numerous other systems operate throughout the world providing high qual-
ity repeat pass fine resolution imagery. Despite the plethora of systems capable of generating suitable
interferometric change detection data sets there is a paucity of published results in the open litera-
ture specifically addressing the detection of fine scale scene changes via coherent change detection
techniques.

Given the lack of suitable data sets available for studying the practical performance of the change
statistics considered in the previous chapters, a number of repeat pass interferometry experiments
were conducted with the DSTO Ingara SAR [SBMS96], [SB94]. Use of the Ingaru SAR system pro-
vided a number of distinct advantages in conducting research into interferometric change detection.
The Ingara system is an X-band radar that offers a spotlight SAR mode capable of 0.5 m range res-
olution. Furthermore, access to the raw collected echo signal history permits the processing of wide
angle, fine azimuth resolution imagery, with resolutions down to 0.15 m [PGS01]. For the detection
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of spatially small, localised scene disturbances the fine resolution capability allows the formation of
suitably small estimation windows cofirmensurate with the size of the scene disturbances. Access to

the raw signal history data also permits the optimal coherent aperture to be selected for the primary

and repeat pass imagery so as to achieve maximal overlapping aperhres of support for subsequent

interferogtam formation. Finally, as Ingara is an airbome system this allows considerable flexibility

in defining imaging geometries, revisit periods and in obtaining ground truthed change detection data.

This facilitates the compilation of a temporal history over a broad range of scene disturbances with

acquisition intervals ranging from minutes to hours to days apart'

7.2.1 Ingara Repeat Pass SAR Experiments

At the time when the repeat pass interferometry experiments discussed below were conducted the

úrgara airbome SAR was installed on a Beech 350 Super KingAir aircraft. Since that time the radar

has been upgraded to provide a fully polarimetric X-band capability and has been rehosted onto a

Beech 1900C [SBG+03]. The operating parameters for the radar, as configured for the repeat pass

interferometry experiments, are detailed in Table 7.1.

Parameter Value

Transmit waveform
Transmitter power

Polarization
Radar centre frequency
Range resolution
Incidence angle range

LFM chirp, 400 MHz bandwidth
8kw
HH
9.35 GHz
0.5 m slant range resolution in spotlight mode

45 to 89 degrees

Table 7.1: System parameters for the Ingara airborne SAR as confrgured for the repeat pass interfer-

ometry experiments.

The first repeat pass change detection experiment with the Ingara SAR was performed in Septem-

ber 1999 and a later, more extensive, experiment was conducted in May 2000. The first change

detection experiment was carried out in an open lightly grassed field. The field, shown in the SAR

intensity image of Figure 7.1, has drainage trenches approximately 1.5 m wide and 0.8 m deep that

are visible as lines of low backscatter running through the field. The field is bordered by a line of trees

on the right hand side and by buildings and trees on the left hand side. Azimuthal smear evident in the

imagery of the trees is due to the effects of wind moving the leaves and branches during the coherent

processing interval of approximately 20 sec. Imaging sorties were flown at incidence angles of 75, 60

and 45 degtees both prior to, and at the completion of, a series of ground truthed scene changes. The

scene changes, shown in Figure 7. 1, consist of a series of strips of varying lengths and widths carried

out using arotary hoe and a lawn mower.

In the second repeat pass experiment conducted in May 2000 a more extensive measurement

campaign was conducted providing a more detailed temporal history of a set of ground truthed scene

disturbances. The scene, shown in Figure 7.2, consists of an open, lightly grassed field with abuilding

located at the bottom of the image. A sealed road runs along the right hand side of the image and

an unsealed road runs along the top ofthe scene. An open drainage trench is visible in the upper

left hand comer of the image. In this change detection experiment a20 m by 20 m scene change

was performed using a rotary hoe and a long strip was modified using a lawn mower, as indicated in

Figure T.2.Imagngruns were conducted at a variety of incidence angles and revisit periods.
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Figure 7. 1 : Intensþ SAR image of the scene used for the Septemb er 1999 repeat pass interferometry
experiments. Superimposed on the image is a schematic showing the scene changes carried out with
the rotary hoe and lawn mowcr.
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Figure 7.2: Intensity SAR image of the scene used for the May 2000 repeat pass interferometry

experiments. Superimposed on the image is a schematic showing the scene changes carried out with

the rotary hoe and lawn mower.
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Of the large quantity of available repeat pass interferometric image pairs, the pairs shown in Table
7.2have been selected for flrther processing and analysis in the remaining sections.

Pair Collection Revisit
Period

Incidence
Angle

Ground
Changes

1 May 2000 24 hours 60 deg 20 m by 20 m wea modifled with hoe.
2 May 2000 12 minutes 60 deg No man-made changes during temporal baseline.
J Sept.1999 2 hours 75 deg Strips of varying widths and lengths modified

with a rotary hoe and a lawn mower.

Table 7 .2: Experimental SAR interferometric image pairs selected for change detection analysis

7.2.2 Processing and Analysis Methodology

Figure 7.3 shows the processing steps required to implement the sample coherence, mean backscatter
power ratio and the log likelihood change statistics using experimental data collected with the Ingara
airborne SAR. The first three processing blocks illustrate the interferometric processor described in
detail in Section 4.7.2. The validation stage measures the statistics of the repeat pass interferometric
image pair and compares them to the jointly Gaussian assumption used in the derivation and perfor-
mance anaþsis of the change statistics. Given the focused, registered image pair the three change
statistics may then be computed and thresholds applied to generate change detections.

Interferometric Processor

Given the raw echo data for a primary and repeat pass imaging collection the interferometric processor
generates aregistered image patr lf lerp(jþ¡) andl7l""p(jón) suitable for subsequent interferomet-
ric processing. The matching pairs processing block selects portions of the collected signal history
in the repeat pass raw data pair that may be processed coherently to form an interferometric image
pair. Aperture trimming is performed to eliminate decorrelation due to baseline offsets between the
imaging geometries of the two collections. The image formation processor applies the Polar For-
mat Algorithm with Post Filtering (PF2) to produce a ground plane image that is essentially free of
wavefront curvature effects, as described in Chapter 2. Autofocusing is carried out on the image pair
using the Phase Gradient Autofocus (PGA) algorithm and the range cell migration step developed in
Chapter 3 is used to minimise residual uncompensated relative phase errors between the interfero-
metric image pair. Image pair registration is carried out using the correlation maximisation method
described in Section 4.7.2.

Model Validation

An underlying assumption in the derivation of the three change statistics and their associated detection
performance is that a complex interferometric image pixel pair is adequately modelled by a first order,
jointly circular, complex Gaussian random vector L - [f , S]' ,

p(x) fi¡"", (-*, q-, *_) , (7.r)

where Q is the covariance matrix given by,

a " {xz,} ,
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Figure 7.3: Diagram outlining the processing steps required to generate a repeat pass SAR image pair

suitable for applying interferometric change detection algorithms.
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In general I will vary across the scene depending on the spatial variation in the backscatter character-
istics of thc sccnc, thc sccnc topography and the nature of sources of decorrelation that arise between
the interferometric image pair. Local estimates of the parameters in the covariance matrix may be
obtained by spatially averaging over a local neighbourhood ofN pixels,
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Under the jointly Gaussian assumption the density functions of the parameter estimates (7.3) through
(7.6) have been derived in the literature. The mean backscatter power estimates have a Gamma density
function given by,
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while the single look (¡/ : 1) amplitude distribution reduces to the Rayleigh densþ frnction given
by,

/ >2\
p(õ¡):z"j"r7'(-"4\, (7.s)oî \ oî/

and similarly for ãn. Note that since the images are modelled as circular Gaussian random processes
the pixel phase is uniformly distributed.

The cross correlation amplitude and phase, termed the coherence and interferometric phase re-
spectively have density functions given by [TL96],

p0) 2(N - 1)(1 - -y2)Ni0 - 7z¡(N-z)rh(N,N;r;t'7'), (7.10)
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where zFt(a,b; c; d) is the Gauss h¡rpergeometric function [4572].

(7.11)
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The jointly Gaussian model for an interferometric image pair is generally accepted as an accurate

description for natural, homogeneous distributed target types such as open flelds tOQ98l. However,

its abilþ to accurately represent the observed Ingara experimental data must be validated. As dis-

cussed in Chapter 4 a variely of distributed target types and imaging scenarios exhibit a spatially

fluctuating mean backscatter power which gives rise to textural modulation in the transduced im-

agery. In these cases the K distribution has been found to provide a good fit to experimental image

amplitude data [Jao84], [Oli84], [Oli91] and [YKJ+89],

4fup|f D - 
"rlep(arsfD: I ,

ZT

(i+) Kr-L "lÍ12
o?

U

2 (7.t2)

(7.r3)

(7.14)

where Kr-y is the modified Bessel function of order u - 7, o/ is tne mean backscatter power and z

is given by,

E{lfln}
-)

The order parameter z quantifies the extent of the fluctuations of the mean backscatter power. For

large values of z (> 10) the fluctuations are small and the If distribution approaches a Gaussian

distribution with the same mean backscatter power. On the other hand, large fluctuations occur when

u 1 1- and the amplitude statistics are markedly non-Gaussian [QR95]. An estimate of the order

parameter may be obtained by computing the second and fourth order moments in (7.14) using a

spatial average over a local neighbourhood of pixels. It should be noted however, other more accurate

methods have been proposed including a maximum likelihood method proposed by Joughin [fWP94]
and a solution using the log intensity tQR95]. However, the evaluation of the second and fourth order

moments n (7.14) provides a simple and effective method for assessing the scattering regime of the

interferometric image pair under consideration.
The multi-channel form of the K distribution, see Chapter 4, is suitable for modelling the un-

changed scene hypothesis where the main difference between the image pairs arises simply from

temporal decorrelation due to environmental effects. In this model the complex cross correlation

coefficient may still be estimated using the sample estimate with the sample coherence density func-

tion given by (7.10) and the interferometric phase density function given by (7.11). For the changed

scene hypothesis however, this model is not necessarily appropriate. Scene changes may give rise to

changes in the mean underlying backscatter as well as a complete loss in coherence. It is also con-

ceivable that the scene disturbances may contribute to a change in the texture of the modified region.

For example, ploughing a field may remove the vegetation cover changing the shadowing character-

istics of imagery collected at low grazing angles. Thus a more appropriate model may consist of two

independent random processes with possibly different texture parameters to describe the joint inter-

ferometric image pair. This model permits the possibilþ of detecting scene change via the detection

of texture anomalies and texture boundaries. V/hile this is beyond the scope of this thesis change

detection using texture based statistics offers the potential for improved scene change detection that

may be considered in future research.

Based on the preceding discussion a number of simple tests to determine whether the statistics of
the repeat pass image pairs are consistent with the Gaussian scattering model may be proposed:

1. Comparison of the theoretical marginal distributions of the amplitude and phase of the primary

and repeat pass images for the Gaussian scattering case with histograms obtained from the

imagery.

(¿'{l/l'})
11+-
u
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2. Computation of the K distribution order parameter v to assess the scattering regime of the
primary and repeat pass images.

3. Comparison of the marginal distributions of the coherence and interferometric phase with his-
tograms of sample estimates obtained ùom the intertèrometric mrage par.

These tests shall be applied to the interferometric image pairs listed in Table 7.2 prior to application
of the change detection algorithms.

Change Detections

Given the focused, aperture trimmed, registered interferometric image pa:l. X : lf , Sf the sample
coherence and the mean backscatter power ratio change statistics may be readily computed over a
sliding 1t/ pixel estimation window to obtain a change map and are given by,

Sample Coherence: ] : D[:, f nsil (7.rs)
Ð{='lÍnl'D{:'ls*l'

Mean Backscatter Pwr St¿tistic: f : R, if-R<1,
Êt, ifÄ>1,

k-7

where lR: Ð[:'lÍnl'
D[:rls*l''

(7.t6)

Log Likelihood Statistic: z : Tr (o;'- ol') t xnx{ (7.r7)

Observe that computation of the log likelihood change statistic requires the estimation of the
nnknown covariance matrices Qs and,Qr describing the scene under the unchanged and changed sce-
narios respectively. This may be done using the methods outlined in Section 6.8. Change detections
may then be obtained by applying a threshold to the change maps with values above the threshold
being labelled changed pixels (or unchanged as appropriate ofthe particular change statistic). Typi-
cally it is convenient to select a threshold to achieve an acceptable false alarm rate and measure the
detection performance at this particular false alarm rate.

7.3 Coherent Image Pair 1

7.3.1 Experimental Description and Parameters

Figures 7.4 and,7.5 show the primary and repeat pass intensity images of interferometric pair 1 listed
in Table 7.2. T\e 3 dB resolution of the generated image pair is 0.61 m range by 0.15 m azimuth
with a Hamming window applied and the pixel spacing is 0.3 m by 0.1 m. The primary and repeat
pass images were collected 24 hours apart at an incidence angle of nominally 59.1 degrees. The slant
range offset and depression angle differences at the aperhre midpoint are 70.94 m and 0. 1 82 degrees
respectively. In the intcrval bctwccn collcctions a substantial 20 mby 20 m scene change was carried
using the rotary hoe to provide a large area with modified scene backscatter characteristics. This area
is clearly observed in Figure 7.5 as an area of lower mean backscatter power in the area to the upper
left of the building and is readily seen in the mean backscatter power ratio change map in Figure 7.6.

The local estimates of the scene backscatter power, required to compute the mean backscatter
power ratio change map of Figure 7.6, were obøined by averaging the image pixel intensity values
over a 3 (range) by 7 (azimuth) pixel sliding spatial estimation window. Due to the Hamming aperture
windowing function applied by the image processor and the pixel oversample rate neighbouring image
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Figure 7.4: Intensþ SAR image generated from the primary pass collection. The imagery has been

processed to a resolution of 0.61 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming window applied.

Also shown is the image subchip selected for further processing and change detection anaþsis.
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Figure 7.5: Intensþ SAR image generated from the repeat pass collection. The imagery has been
processed to a resolution of 0.61 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming window applied.
The temporal baseline between the primary and repeat pass collection is approximately 24 hours and
in this period scene changes were carried out with a rotary hoc and lawn mowcr, scc Figurc 7.2. Also
shown is the image subchip selected for further processing and change detection anaþsis.
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pixels are not independent. The ENL of the backscatter power estimates is therefore significantly less

than the number of pixels in the estimation window. Given the point spread function defined by the

Hamming window and the pixel sample size, anumerically obtained theoretical estimate of ENL: 5.4

is found assuming the underlying backscatter process is a white complex Gaussian random process.

The 3 dB resolution of the mean backscatter power ratio change map is 0.64 m by 0.22 m with a pixel

spacing of 0.45 mby 0.34 m.

Figures 7.7 and,7.8 show the coherence and interferometric phase images given by the amplitude

and phase of the complex sample cross correlation coefficient. The complex sample cross correlation

coefflcient has been estimated using the same 3 by 7 pixel window as that used in computing the

backscatter power above. The coherence and interferometric phase images thus have the same 3 dB

resolution, pixel spacing and nominal ENL. The modified ground truth area is clearly visible as an

area of low coherence in Figure 7.7 and is also discemible in the interferometric phase map as an area

of rapid, random phase fluctuations. Other areas of low coherence visible in the sample coherence

map ate evident in the region between the building and the area modified with the rotary hoe and

also in the upper left corner below the unsealed road. From ground truth observations these regions

correspond to areas of taller, denser, broad leaf grass cover, see Figure 7 .9 , that are more susceptible

to temporal decorrelation over the 24 revisit period. The remaining "undisturbed" areas have also

been subject temporal decorrelation during the revisit period however these areas are more sparsely

covered, see Figure 7.9 andthus exhibit a modest degree of coherence of 0.45. It is interesting to note

that while the denser vegetation regions are clearþ observed in the sample coherence map the same

areas are not readily discemed in the intensity imagery of Figure 7.4 indicating that the coherence

may be used as an additional statistic for scene classif,cation applications.

V/hile environment effects such as wind are a significant source of temporal decorrelation in a
repeat pass interferometric image pair, for this particular image pair another source of decorrelation

to be considered is the effect of graztng sheep. When the scene changes were carried out, just prior to

the repeat pass collection, a flock of sheep was discovered in the field, which were probably present

in the field over the entire 24 hour repeat pass interval. The sheep had access to the entire field in

the imaged scene except an area on the right hand side of the sealed road. It can be seen that with
the absence of the sheep in this area, which has similar vegetation to that inside the field, a somewhat

higher level of coherence is observed.

7.3.2 Interferometric Image Pair Statistics

In this section the statistical behaviour of the üansduced complex backscatter of the primary and

repeat pass images will be examined. In particular the image pixel amplitude and phase, as well
as the sample coherence and interferometric phase distributions will be estimated and compared to

the theoretical densþ functions derived for the case when the image pair are jointly Gaussian. The

parameter estimates here will also be used in the formulation of the changed and unchanged scene

hypotheses in the evaluation of the log likelihood ratio in the subsequent section.

For the purposes of examining the image statistics and applying the change detection algorithms a

small image subchip, as indicated in Figure 7.4,has been extracted from both the primary and repeat

pass images. This image subchip contains the area modified by the rotary hoe while the remaining

unmodifled areas are essentially homogeneous in terms of their vegetation cover. As the primary and

repeat pass images are significantly oversampled the extracted image subchips have been subsampled

by a factor of two in range and azimuth to reduce the correlation between neighbouring pixels. The

subsampled image subchip is 230 by 100 pixels in size.

Averaging the image pixel intensities over the entire N : 23,000 pixel subsampled primary and
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-20.000 -10.000 0.000 dB

Figure 7.6: Mean backscatter power ratio change statistic evaluated over the primary and repeat pass

image pair using a3by 7 pixel spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.64 m by
0.22 m with a pixel spacing of 0.45 m by 0.34 m. The 20 mx20 marea with a modified backscatter
coefficient is clearly visible as a darker region in the lower left of the image.
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Figure 7.7: Sample coherence evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a 3 by 7 pixel spatial

estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.64 mby 0.22 m with a pixel spacing of 0.45

m by 0.34 m. The modified 20 m x 2O m area is clearly visible as an area of low coherence. Other

regions of low coherence are visible below and above the modified area and are associated with a

different vegetation type that is more susceptible to temporal change over the 24hour revisit period.
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Figure 7.8: Sample interferometric phase evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a 3 by 7 pixel
spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.64 mby 0.22 m with a pixel spacing
of 0.45 m by 0.34 m. The modified 20 m x 20 m area is clearly visible as an area of rapid phase

fluctuations. Other regions of random phase variation are associated with regions of low coherence in
the scene.
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Before Rotary Hoe Changes

Figure 7.9: Ground truth observations of the scene disturbances. Different areas of the field have

different types of vegetation cover which are distinguishable by their differing coherence properties

over the 24 how revisit period. The rotary hoe has been used to clear a 20 m by 20 m area of
vegetation.
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repeat pass image subchips gives the following estimates for the mean backscatter powers,

u',: #itrO" -2.2686e8,

ú: #i,,,o': r b'8oes

(7.18)

(7.te)

Substituting "? 
: ã? and o] : a] nto the Rayleigh density function, (7.9) gives the theoretical

density functions for the pixel amplitude while the pixel phase is uniformly distributed for the case

when the complex images are each described by a zerc mean, circular Gaussian random process.
Figure 7.10 shows the amplitude andphase histograms of each image subchip using all the pixels
in each subchip as well as the theoretical Rayleigh amplitude and uniform phase density functions.
Also shown in the plots of Figure 7.10 is the likely range in variation of the histogram estimates of
the PDF that are to be expected assuming the Rayleigh amplitude and uniform phase PDFs are ac-

curate models. The range of expected values shown are the :t three standard deviations about the
mean expected at each histogram sample bin, see Appendix D. The good agreement between the
amplitude and phase histograms and the theoretical density functions indicates the image subchips
have a strongly Gaussian behaviour. Indeed computing the order parameter û given in (7.14) gives
values of 37.0 and 16.8 for the primary and repeat pass image subchips respectively. These values
are both clearly in the Gaussian scattering regime (z > 10). It should be noted that the repeat pass

subchip mean backscatter power estimate as well as the order parameter estimate have been obtained
by averaging over both the modified and unmodifled regions in the repeat pass image subchip. The
mean backscatter power estimated over the 20 m x 20 m modified area of the scene is õ2n : 9.5070e7
while the mean backscatter power for the area outside the modified region is 7.7847e8. The scene
modifications have thus caused an reduction in the mean backscatter power of 2.73 dB. This is re-
flected in the reduction in the order parameter of the repeat pass subchip compared to the primary
subchip as the changed mean backscatter has effectively introduced a textural modulation across the
image subchip.

The complex sample cross correlation coeff,cient has been computed across the subsampled sub-
chip pair by averaging over a 3 by 3 pixel spatial estimation window. Figure 7.11 shows a histogram
of the magnitude of the cross correlation coefflcient, i.e., the coherence, obtained using sample es-

timates from the entire image subchip pair. The histogram consists of a mixture of modified, low
coherence areas and unmodified, partial coherence areas. Superimposed on the histogram of Figure
7.11 is the theoretical density of the sample coherence obtained using equation (7.10) where a true
coherence of 7 : 0.45 and an ENL of 7 have been found to provide the best flt to the experimental
histogram. Also shown in Figure 7.11 is the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of the
histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected assuming the jointþ Gaussian model is correct.
The histogram and theoretical density functions show reasonable agreement and deviations between
the plots, outside the anticipated histogram deviation from the theoretical PDF, may be attributed to
the mixture of sample estimates obtained over both modified and unmodified regions in the image
subchips used to produce the histogram. It has been found that the best theoretical fit for the observed
sample coherence is obt¿ined with an ENL of 7. This is less than the number of pixels in the spatial
estimation window indicating that some residual correlation exists between neighbouring pixels in the
subsampled imagery. Further subsampling of the image subchips does yield ENL values closer to the
spatial window size however only with an unacceptable loss in resolution of the coherence estimate.

The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate of the interferometric phase obtained over an N pixel
local neighbourhood is given n (7 .6) and has a PDF given by (7. 1 1). In order to generate a meaningful
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comparison between the theoretical PDF of an N pixel spatially averaged phase estimate and a his-
togtam based estimate of the PDF requires computing the histogram samples over an area where the
underþing interferometric phase and coherence is essentially constant. Variations in the underlying
interferometric phase manifest as variations in the expected value of the N pixel ML phase estimate,

while variations in the scene coherence lead to increases in the higher order moments (e.g. the vari-
ance). The spatial variability of the scene coherence is determined by the nature of the sources of
temporal decorrelation and the backscattering medium while the interferometric phase is dependent
on the terrain topography as well as any relative uncompensated phase components in the processed

image pairs. While there is some variability in the scene coherence over the image subchip, primar-
ily due to the scene changes, an examination of the sample interferometric phase evaluated over the
scene shown in Figure 7.8 indicates that there is considerable variability in the underþing interfero-
metric phase over the subchip pair. Since the scene is topographically flat the interferometric phase

is most likely due to relative uncompensated phase components in the processed image pairs. As
the underþing interferometric phase directly effects the mean of the ML estimate its variability over
the image subchip pair must be considered in forming the histogram PDF estimates. As a conse-
quence a single histogram formed from N pixel ML interferometric phase estimates t¿ken over the
image subchip will not yield a meaningful result. Instead the image subchip can be partitioned into
sufficiently small regions, over which the interferometric phase may be considered to be constant,
and individual histograms formed from the ML phase estimates obtained within these regions. An
alternative more rigorous approach is to fit a two dimensional surface function model, such as a thin
plate spline [Gos88], [Boo89], to local estimates of the interferometric phase obtained over the scene.

This surface model is an estimate of the mean underþing interferometric phase and may be removed
from the N pixel ML sample estimates so that a single histogram over the ateamay be obtained. This
approach will be considered in Section 7.5 in which a spatially large image subchip is considered.
For the current image pair under consideration however, partitioning the image subchips into regions
is sufficient to obtain suitable histograms.

Figure 7.12 shows histograms of the interferometric phase recovered fromthe complex sample
cross correlation coefficient. Each of the four histograms corresponds to sample estimates of the in-
terferometric phase obtained, using a 3 by 3 sliding estimation window applied to four equally sized,
non-overlapping quadrants of the image subchip pair. Superimposed onto the histograms are theoret-
ical density functions calculated using a coherence of 7 : 0.45, ENL: 7 and mean interferometric
phase values of -0.25, 0.04, -0.02 and 0.25 radians for the four quadrants. Also shown in the plots of
Figure 7.12 is the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the
PDF that is to be expected assuming the jointly Gaussian model is correct. The histograms and the-
oretical density functions show reasonable agreement. Sources of deviation between the histograms
and the theoretical density frmctions include variations in the underlying phase across the quadrants

as well as variations in the underlying coherence across the quadrants which include both changed
(low coherence) and unchanged (high coherence) regions.

7.3.3 Change Detections

From the previous section the statistics of the primary and repeat pass image subchips are consistent
with the jointþ Gaussian model with a covariance matrix Q @ , a) that varies spatially over the image
and is given by,

Unchanged Hypothesis:

Qo(r,a): 1eB I ^ ,. ^ ^.^.'''uou 
0'45'2'0127'erp(jÞ(r'fi) 1

o 
I o.+s -2.012r.erp(-jÞ(r,y)) I.TB4T I ' 0'20)

I
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Figure 7.12: Histograms and theoretical densþ functions of the sample interferometric phase ob-

tained by partitioning the image subchips into four equally sized, non-overlapping quadrants. The

estimated mean underlying phase is indicated in each subplot and the coherence and ENL used to

calculate the theoretical ûts are 0.45 and 7 respectively. Also shown is the likely range in variation

(three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected assuming the

jointly Gaussian model is correct.

Changed H1'pothesis:

Qt(r,a): 1eB
2.2686

0

0

0.95070

where Q(",y) is the mean interferometric phase estimates identif,ed in the previous section,

Q(r,y) :
-0.25 rad,,

t0.04 rad,

-0.02 rad,

i_0.25 rad,

(r,y) 
^Quadrant 

1,

(r,y) * Quadrant 2,

(", y) in Quadrant 3,

(r,y) n Quadrant 4.

For simplicity the interferometric phase will be modelled as being constant over each of the four
quadrants considered in the previous section with a step change in phase across the quadrants.

Using the covariance matrix estimates Qs and Qr n (7.20) and an ENL of 7 the detection per-

formance of the mean backscatter power ratio, the sample coherence and the log likelihood change

statistic may be computed using theoretical expressions for the probability of detection P¿ and false

alarm P¡o derived in Chapters 5 and 6. Figure 7.13 shows the theoretical and simulated ROC curves

for the three change statistics. It is evident that the log likelihood ratio statistic gives almost an order

of magnitude improvement in the false alarm rate over both the sample coherence and mean backscat-

ter power ratio statistics over a wide range of detection probabilities. The mean backscatter pov/er
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Figure 7.13: Theoretical and simulated ROC curves of the three change statistics obtained using the
covariance matrix estimates given in (7.20) with an ENL:7.

ratio and sample coherence change statistics both give somewhat similar detection performance char-
acteristics with the mean backscatter power ratio statistic showing a modest detection improvement
over the sample coherence at values of P¿ less than 0.6.

The images on the left hand side of Figure 7.14 shows the three change statistics evaluated over
the primary and repeat pass image pair using a 3 by 3 sliding computation window. In the case of
the mean backscatter power ratio and sample coherence change statistic, areas subject to some form
of disturbance are associated with low values for the change statistics and thus are visible as dark
pixels. On the other hand for the log likelihood change statistic scene disturbances are associated
with large values of the change statistic. In Figure 7.14 however, the negative of the log likelihood
change statistic is displayed so that changed areas are visible as dark pixels. The area ofthe scene
modified by the rotary hoe is readily identifled in the three change statistic maps however the sample
coherence and mean backscatter power ratio maps appear somewhat noisier than the log likelihood
change map.

On the right hand side of Figwe 7.I4 are the change detections obtained by applying a threshold
to the corresponding change statistic maps. The threshold has been adjusted experimentally in each

case, to achieve a f,xed number of detections (false alarms) in the 2000 pixel area lying outside the
modifled region, thereby giving a fixed false alarm rate of 0.05. It can be readily seer that for the same

total number of false detections in the region surrounding the modified area the log likelihood change
statistic has generated far more detections within the modifred area than either the mean backscatter
power ratio map or the sample coherence, i.e., the log likelihood change statistic has generated a
significant number of new detections that are not identifled by either the sample coherence or the mean
backscatter power ratio statistic. Furthermore the mean backscatter power ratio and sample coherence
statistics do not necessarily generate false detections at the same spatial locations. Therefore a simple
fusion of the mean backscatter power ratio and sample coherence detection results will not necessarily
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Change Statistic ROC threshold Theoretical P¿ Expt. Threshold ExpT. Pd
Log Likelihood

Sample Corr.
Intensity Ratio

-1.45

0.19

0.31

0.70

0.21

0.28

-0.4s
0.18

0.33

0.7r
0.23

0.42

Table7.3: Theoreticalthresholdlevelsandprobabilrtyofdetectionvaluesofthethreechangestatistics
corresponding to a false alarm probability of 0.05. Also shown is the experimentally set threshold

required to achieve the same probabilþ of false alarm and the measured probability of detection over

the20 m by 20 m modifled area.

generate an improved detection performance.

The probability of detection for each change statistic may be estimated experimentally by as-

suming all pixels within the modified region are realisations of the f/1 hypothesis, i.e., changed, and

counting the total number of detections in this area. The probability of detection for each change

statistic may then be compared to the theoretical performance given in the ROC curve of Figure7.l3.
Table 7 .3 shows the theoretical and experimentally determined detection performance and associated

threshold required to achieve a false alarm rate of 0.05. There appears to be reasonably good agree-

ment between the theoretical and experimentally determined results. The trends identified in the ROC

curve of Figure 7.13 are evident with the log likelihood giving significantly better detection perfor-

mance than both the mean backscatter power ratio and sample coherence change statistics. A number

of differences between the experimental and theoretical values do appear. The experimentally deter-

mined threshold for the log likelihood change statistic is somewhat larger than predicted theoretically.

The theoretically derived ROC performance however is an upper bound as it fails to consider the im-
pact of the estimates of 8o and 8r which would tend to broaden the density functions of the change

statistic under I1s and Hl leading higher false alarms for a given probability of detection. A higher

detection threshold might thus be anticipated in order to maintain a desired false alarm rate. The

mean backscatter power ratio statistic gives a somewhat better detection performance than predicted

theoretically possibly indicating a greater mean backscatter power change than the estimated 2.73 dB

change.
Finally Figure 7.15 shows the histogram of the log likelihood change statistic as well as the

theoretical density functions obtained under fIs and H1. Also shown in Figure 7.15 is the likely range

in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected

under the changed and unchanged hypotheses. The histogram is a mixture ofchanged and unchanged

pixels and appears consistent with the theoretical curves.
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Figure 7.15: Experimentally obtained histogram of the log likelihood change statistic obtained using

a 3 by 3 sliding estimation window over the entire image subchip pair. The histogram is thus a
mixture of values obtained over both changed and unchanged areas. The theoretical density functions

for the changed and unchanged hypotheses are shown along with the likely range in variation (three

standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected under the changed

and unchanged hypotheses.
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7.4 Coherent Image Pair 2

7.4.1 Experimental Description and Parameters

In May 2000 rcpcat pass imagcry of thc sccnc shown in Fìgurc 7.2was collcctccl with a rcvisit pcriod
of 12 minutes. These collections were made prior to performing the man-made scene changes con-
sidered in the previous section and no ground tnrth observations were made during the repeat interval.
Given the short time delay between collections the temporal decorrelation effects are minimised and
the correlation between the image pair is indicative of the maximum achievable for the particular
environmental conditions, radar and processing system.

The primary and repeat pass intensity image pair generated from these collections are shown in
Figures 7.16 and 7.I7 respectively. The nominal incidence angle for the two imaging collections
is 59.1 degrees and the slant range offset and incidence angle differences at the aperture midpoint
are 4.59 m and 0.012 degrees respectively. The primary image used in this interferometric pair is
in fact formed using the same look direction and coherent aperture as that of the primary image in
Section 7.3. The aperture of support along the range spatial frequency in this case however, is slightly
larger, owing to the smaller baseline offset between the primary and repeat pass acquisitions. The
larger aperlure of support yields an image pair with a marginally finer 3 dB Hamming window range

resolutionof0.5Smwhiletheazimuthalresolutionismaintainedat0.l5m. Thepixelspacingis0.4l
m by 0.10 m.

Figure 7.18 shows the mean backscatter power ratio change map obtained from the repeat pass

image pair where the scene backscatter power for each image has been estimated using a 2 (range)
by 7 (azirlllúh) pixel sliding spatial estimation window. The ENL of the backscatter power estimates
is significantly less than the number of pixels in the estimation window size as the images are over-
sampled. Using the point spread function for a Hamming apertwe weighting function and the pixel
oversample rate a numerically obtained theoretical estimate for the ENL of 5.4 is found assuming the
underlying backscatter process is a white complex Gaussian random process. The 3 dB resolution of
the mean backscatter power ratio change map is 0.595 m by 0.225 m with a pixel spacing of 0.405 m
by 0.358 m. From 7.18 there is no significant change in the mean backscatter po\¡/er within the scene.

Figures 7.I9 and 7.20 show the sample coherence and interferometric phase images obtained
from the amplitude and phase of the complex sample cross conelation coefficient respectively. The
same 2 by 7 pixel estimation window used to compute the mean backscatter power has been used
to compute the sample complex cross correlation coeff,cient. The 3 dB resolution of the coherence
and interferometric phase images is therefore 0.595 m by 0.225 m and the ENL : 5.4. The average

coherence estimated over the field is very high at 0.94 and the scene decorrelation may be attributed
to environmental effects that arise over the 12 minute revisit period as well as system noise and
processing aberrations in generating the focused, registered image pair. Ofparticular interest in Figure
7 .19 are the track like areas oflow coherence. The tracks appear to have a low but non zero coherence
possibly because the scene disturbances are on a much finer scale than the resolution of the sample

coherence map so the estimation window encompasses pixels consisting of changed and unchanged
contributions. In addition a number of the tracks end abruptly at a somewhatlarger area of very low
coherence. While there is no ground truth dat¿ available over this period of collection, it is believed
that the tracks may be due to the movement of sheep while grazing during the temporal baseline. As
discussed in Section 7.3 sheep were found in the fleld the following day and were most likely present

during the collection of this interferometric image pair.
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Figure 7.16: Intensity SAR image generated from the primary pass collects. The imagery has been

processed to a resolution of 0.58 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming window applied.

Also shown is the image subchip selected for further processing and change detection analysis.
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Figure 7.17: Intensity SAR image generated from the repeat pass collection. The imagery has been
processed to a resolution of 0.58 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming window applied.
The temporal baseline between the primary and repeat pass images is approximately 12 minutes. Also
shown is the image subchip selected for further processing and change detection analysis.
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Figure 7.18: Mean backscatter power ratio change statistic in dB evaluated over the primary and

repeat pass image pair using a2by 7 ptxel spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate

is 0.595 mby 0.225 m with a pixel spacing of 0.405 m by 0.358 m.
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BJ
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Figure 7.19: Sample coherence evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a2by 7 pixel spatial
estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.595 mby 0.225 m with a pixel spacing of 0.405
m by 0.358 m. The track like areas of low cohe¡ence in the middle of the scene may possibly be due
to the movements of grazing sheep during the 12 minute revisit period between imaging collections.
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Figure 7.20: Sample interferometric phase evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a2by 7

pixel spatial estimation window The resolution of the estimate is 0.595 mby 0.225 m with a pixel

spacing of 0.405 m by 0.358 m. Areas of low coherence manifest as regions of rapid, random phase

fluctuations in the interferometric phase map.
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7.4.2 Interferometric Image Pair Statistics

In this section the statistical behaviour of the transduced complex backscatter of the primary and
repeat pass images will be examined. For validation of the statistical models used to describe the
imagc pair and subscqucnt application of the change detection algorithms a small image subchip 480
by 400 pixels in size has been extracted from the primary and repeat pass images, as indicated in
Figure 7.16. The image subchip has been selected to include a significant portion of the track like
disturbances observed in the coherence map. For the purposes of parameter estimation, to reduce the
correlation between neighbouring samples the image subchip pair has been subsampled by a factor of
2 in range and azimuth.

Averaging the image pixel intensities over the entire N : 48,000 pixel primary and repeat pass

subsampled image subchips gives a mean backscatter power estimate o1ã2, : 1.4866e8 for the pri-
mary image subchip and ãl : 1.7727e8 for the repeat pass image subchip. Figure 7.21 shows the
pixel amplitude and phase histograms of the primary and repeat pass image subchips as well as the
theoretical Rayleigh amplitude and uniform phase density functions obtained using the estimates â]
and ã] for the mean backscatter power in the Rayleigh density function. Also shown in the plots of
Figure 7.10 is the likely range in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimates of
the PDF that are to be expected assuming the Rayleigh amplitude and uniform phase PDFs are accu-
rate models. The good agreement between the histograms and theoretical densþ functions indicate
that the image subchips are consistent with the Gaussian scattering model. Furthermore the order
parameter estimates û for the primary and repeat pass image subchips are 20.7 and 22.5 respectively
which lie within the Gaussian scattering regime.

Figure 7.22 shows a histogram of the magnitude of the complex sample cross correlation coeffi-
cient of the image subchip pair obtained by using a 3 x 3 sliding estimation window. Superimposed
on the histogram is the theoretical density function obtained assuming jointly Gaussian statistics with
a true coherence of 0.94 and ENL : 7. Also shown in Figure 7.22 is the likely range in variation
(three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected assuming the
jointly Gaussian model is correct. The histogram and theoretical densþ function are in very good

agreement indicating the primary and repeat pass image pair statistics are consistent with the jointly
Gaussian model.

To allow for a possible spatial variation in the interferometric phase the image subchips have
been partitioned into four equally sized quadrants and interferometric phase estimates obtained in
each quadrant using a 3 x 3 sliding estimation window. Figure 7.23 shows the interferometric phase

histograms and theoretical density functions produced for each quadrant, where a true coherence of
0.94 and ENL : 7 have been used for each quadrant. Also shown in Figwe 7.23 is the likely range
in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected
assuming the jointly Gaussian model is correct. In this case there is very little spatial variation in the
interferometric phase across the image subchip pair with the interferometric phase in each quadrant

approximately equal to 1.95 radians.

7.4.3 Changel)etections

The track like disturbances visible in the sample coherence map of Figure 7.19 are on a very fine
spatial scale. Therefore in order to obtain change detections at the finest resolution available the fol-
lowing change detection algorithms have been applied to the primary and repeat pass image subchips
without any subsampling. Given the significant oversampling of the image pixels, adjacent pixels are

highly correlated and it is found experimentally that using a 3 by 3 pixel estimation window gives an

ENL of 4.
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Figure 7.21 : Amplitude and phase histograms for the primary and repeat pass image subchips. Super-

imposed on the histograms are the theoretical Rayleigh amplitude and uniform phase density func-

tions associated with complex Gaussian scattering behaviour. Also shown in the plots are the likely
range in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be ex-

pected assuming the Rayleigh and uniform PDF are correct.

The statistics of the primary and repeat pass image pair subchips analysed in the previous sec-

tion are consistent with a jointly Gaussian model with the covariance matrices for the changed and

unchanged hypotheses given by,

30 -2 2 4

Unchanged Hl,pothesis :

- t 1.4866
Qo : 1e8 

| o.oo.r.b9b7 -erp(ir.9b)

Changed Hypothesis:

I r.¿sso o 'l

Qr :le8 
l 0 l.T12T).

0.94 . 1.5957 .erp(- j7.95)
7.7t27

Using these covariance matrices and an ENL of 4 theoretical ROC curves for the sample coherence

and log likelihood change statistics have been computed and are given inFigure 7.24. Themean
backscatter power ratio statistic is not considered in this case as there has been no significant change

in the mean backscatter power between the repeat pass image pair. It is clear that the log likelihood

ratio change statistic significantly out performs the sample coherence change statistic.

Figure 7.25 shows the sample coherence and log likelihood change maps and also the change

detections obtained by applying a threshold to the change maps. Note that the negative of the log

likelihood change statistic is displayed in the change map of Figure 7.25 so that dark pixels are

indicative of areas of scene change in both the log likelihood change map as well as the sample coher-
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075 095

Figure 7.22: Histogram and theoretical density flrnction for the sample coherence obtained from the
primary and repeat pass subsampled image subchips. A true coherence of 0.94 and and ENL : 7

have been used to obtain the theoretical density function of the sample coherence. Also shown is the
likely range in variation (tbree standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be
expected assuming the jointly Gaussian model is correct.

ence. The track like scene disturbances are visible in both the sample coherence and log likelihood
change map, however the disturbances are most prominent in the log likelihood map. The threshold
applied to each change map to generate the change detections has been experimentally determined
in each case to achieve a fixed number of detections (corresponding to a false alarm rate of 0.05) in
the region to the right of the image where there are no obvious scene disturbances. (Unfortunately
no ground truth observations are available to determine the extent of the scene changes in this image
pair. However, there are no obvious scene disturbances in the right hand side of the change maps
and thus it seems reasonable to assume that detections in the region are in fact false alarms.) Given
the lack of ground truth observations and the fine scale structure of the hack like disturbances it is
difficult to compute quantitative comparisons of the two change statistics. However, it is clear from
Figure 7.25 that for the same false alarm rate the scene disturbances are more clearþ delineated by
the log likelihood change statistic.

Finally Figures 7 .26 and,1.27 show the histogram of the change statistic evaluated over the image
pair subchip. In Figure 7.26 the theoretical density functions of the log likelihood change statistic
corresponding to the changed and unchanged scenarios are also shown. While in Figure 7.27 an
enlarged view of the change st¿tistic histogram is shown along with the unchanged hypothesis theo-
retical densþ function. Given the three standard deviation allowance for variation in the histogram
density function shown in Figures 7.26 and7.27 the histogram is not inconsistent with the theoretical
derived PDFs.
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Figure 7.23: Histograms and theoretical density functions for the interferometric phase obtained by

partitioning the subsampled image subchips into four equally size non-overlapping image quadrants.

Atrue coherence of 0.94, anENL:7 and anunderlying true interferometric phase of 1.95 radians

have been used to obtain the theoretical density functions. Also shown is the likely range in variation

(three standard deviations) of the histogram estimates of the PDF that are to be expected assuming

the jointly Gaussian model is correct.
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Figure 7.24: Theoretical and simulated ROC curves of the sample coherence and log likelihood ratio

change statistics using change detection scenario described by the covariance matrices given in (7.23).
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Figure 7.25: The images on the left hand side show, from top to bottom, the sample coherence
and log likelihood change statistic maps, evaluated over the subsampled subchip image pair using
a 3 by 3 pixel sliding estimation window. The images on the right hand size show the associated
change detections obtained by applying a threshold to the change maps. The threshold has been
experimentally selected to give a false alarm rate of 0.05.
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Figure 7.26: Expeimentally obtained histogram of the log likelihood change statistic obtained using

a3by 3 sliding estimation window over the entire image subchip pair. The histogram is thus a mixture

of values obtained over both changed and unchanged areas. Also shown are the theoretical density

functions as well as the anticipated range in variation (three standard deviation) of the histogram PDF

estimate under the changed and unchanged hypotheses.
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Figure 7.27: Enlaryed view of the histogram of the log likelihood change statistic obtained using a

3 by 3 sliding estimation window over the entire image subchip pair. Also shown is the theoretical

density function and the anticipated range in variation (three standard deviation) of the histogram

PDF estimate for the unchanged scene hypothesis.
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7.4.4 Detection Improvements Arising from the Modified PGA

The detection performance achievable using the sample coherence or the log likelihood change statis-
tic is dependent on the abilþ of the statistic to discriminate between the changed areas in the scene
(characterised by low coherence) and the unchanged areas ofthe scene (characterised by some degree
ofpartial coherence). The coherence in the unchanged areas ofthe scene is sensitive to the presence
of any relative uncompensated phase differences between the signal histories of the image pair, see

Chapter 4. One possible source of relative mismatch between collections arises through errors made
in the measwement of the radar platform position during the aperture formation. In Chapter 3 it was
shown that for wide-angle spotlight SAR collections that are subject to platform measurement errors,
residual range dependent phase errors remain after image formation using the PFA and PGA. In a

repeat pass pair such residual errors will be a source of relative mismatch between the focused image
pair resulting in a reduction in the overall coherence. For the case of an error in the measurement of
the along track velocity in the aperture formation a simple range cell migration correction step was
proposed for compensation of the dominant range dependent components of the phase error function.
This was shown to largely eliminate this source of decorrelation in an interferometric pair. In this sec-
tion the effect of the range cell migration correction step on the detection performance of the sample
coherence and log likelihood change statistic is demonstrated.

Figures 7.28 (a) and (b) show the primary and repeat pass images used to compute the sample
coherence and log likelihood change statistics. The images have been generated from the May 2000
data set and incorporate the sheep track changes discussed in the previous subsection. The 3 dB
resolution of the images are 0.45 m in range and 0.12 m in azimuth using an unweighted window.
Figures 7.29 (a) and (b) show the PGA phase error obtained from the primary and repeat pass images
respectively. Observe that there is a relative quadratic phase error between the interferometric pair
of approximately 70 rad. The mid aperture k, offset is k¡, : 335.96 thus from Section 3.5 the
relative quadratic phase error corresponds to a peak value of range cell migration of 0.208 m. From
Figure 3.10 it can be seen that this level of quadratic range migration corresponds to a reduction in
the coherence of the interferomehic pair by a factor of approximately 0.94. By applying the range
cell migration correction step proposed in Chapter 3 this source of interferometric correlation can be
largely eliminated.

Figures 7.30 (a) and (b) show the sample coherence and the associated detection maps for the pri-
mary and repeat pass images focused with and without the range cell migration correction step. Note
that the sample coherence change statistic is shown in full scale where white represents a coherence
of I and black a coherence of 0. The sheep tracks are evident in the lower portion of the coherence
map while the upper portion is free of the sheep disturbances. The coherence evaluated over the un-
changed portion of the scene without the range cell migration correction step is 0.91. With the range
cell migration step in place the unchanged scene coherence is 0.95, an increase of approximately
4%. Figures 7.31 (a) and (b) show the log likelihood change statistic evaluated using the primary and
repeat pass images with and without the aid of the range cell migration correction step.

Given the lack of ground truth data for this image pair it is difficult to quantify the detection im-
provernents obtained with the range cell rdgration correction focusing step. However, assuming the
low coherence "fracks" are scene changes, it can be seen from Figures 7.30 and,1.3l that the small
4%o improvement in the coherence of the image pair has produced a noticeable improvement in the de-
tection performance of both the sample coherence and log likelihood change statistic. Comparing the
detection performance of the sample coherence with and without the range cell migration correction
step shown in Figure 7.30 it can be seen that there has been a noticeable decrease in the false detec-
tions in the unchanged upper portion of the image subchip. Comparing the detection performance of
the log likelihood change statistic with and without the range cell migration correction step shown in
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Figwe 7.31 there appears to be greater discrimination between the track changes and the unchanged

regions of the scene with the correction step in place. This is reflected in the increase in the number

of track detections evident in Figure 7.31 (b).

(a) Primary Intensity SAR Image.

(b) Repeat Pass Intensity SAR Image.

Figure 7.28: Pimary and repeat pass intensity SAR images. The imagery has been processed to a

resolution of 0.45 m (range) and0.l2 m (azimuth) with an unweighted aperture. Also shown is the

image subchip selected for further processing and change detection anaþsis.

I
lmoge Subchip
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(a) Primary Image PGA Phase.
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(b) Repeat Pass Image PGA Phase.
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Figure 7.29: Primary and repeat pass PGA phase error estimates.
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Figure 7.30: Sample coherence and change detections evaluated using a 3x3 pixel sliding estimation

window with and without the range cell migration correction step. The sample coherence is shown

on a full scale where black denotes zero coherence and white denotes unity coherence Also shown

are the detections obtained by applying a threshold of 0.8.
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Log Likelihood Map

Change Deteclions (Ihreshold=15.000000)

(a) Log Likelihood Change Statistic without range cell migra-
tion correction.
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(b) Log Likelihood Change Statistic with range cell migration
correction.

Figure 7.31: Log likelihood change statistic and change detections evaluated using a 3x3 pixel sliding
estimation window with and without the range cell migration correction step. Also shown are the
detections obtained by applying a threshold of 15.0.
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7.5. COHEKENT IMAGE PAIR 3

7.5 Coherent Image Pair 3

7.5.1 Experimental Description and Parameters

The image pair selected for analysis from the September 1999 interferometry experiments was col-

lected with a revisit period of two hours and a nominal grazing angle of 15.9 degrees. Given the

low grazing angle of the imaging geometry some degree of textural modulation of the imagery due

to radar shadowing is anticipated for this image pair. The deviation from the Gaussian scattering

model however is expected to be only modest and anaþsis of this pair provides some indication of
the sensitivþ of the performance of the change statistic in textured scenes.

Figures 7.32 and7.33 show the primary and repeat pass image pair selected for change detection

analysis. The 3 dB resolution of the image pair is 0.52 m range by 0.15 m azimuth with a Hamming

window applied and a pixel spacing of 0.34 m by 0.11 m. The slant range and depression angle off-

sets at aperture midpoint are 69.65 m and 0.035 degrees respectively. Local estimates of the mean

backscatter power and complex sample cross correlation coefficient of the primary and repeat pass

image pair have been obt¿ined by applying a2 (range) by 6 (azimuth) pixel sliding estimation win-

dow. Given the oversampling rate and Hamming point spread function of the imagery a theoretically

derived ENL of 5.7 for the sample estimates has been computed assuming the underlying backscatter

is a white complex Gaussian process. The 3 dB resolution of the mean backscatter power ratio change

map and the coherence and interferometric phase subsequently formed is 0.57 m in range and 0.22 m

in azimuth with a pixel spacing of 0.343 m in range and 0.34 m in azimuth.

Figure 7.34 shows the mean backscatter power ratio change map for the image pair while Figures

7.35 and 7.36 show the coherence and interferometric phase respectively. The ground truthed scene

changes carried out with the rotary hoe and lawn mower outlined in Figure 7.1 ne difficult to discern

in the mean backscatter power ratio change map, however appear quite clearþ in the coherence map

as areas of low coherence and as areas of rapid, random phase fluctuations in the interferometric phase

map. Other areas of low coherence (or rapid phase fluctuations) include the shadowed areas as well

as the road. In these areas there is little backscattered signal evident in the transduced imagery and

hence the coherence estimated is dominated by the uncorrelated radar system noise. The tree retums

in the image also appear as areas of low coherence due to the movement of the leaves and branches

that occurs both during data collection and in the interval between collection.

243
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Figure 7.32: Intensþ SAR image generated from the primary pass imaging collection. The imagery
has been processed to a resolution of 0.52 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming window
applied.
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Figure 7.33: Intenslty SAR image generated from the repeat pass imaging collection. The imagery

has been processed to a resolution of 0.52 m (range) x 0.150 m (azimuth) with a Hamming window

applied. The temporal baseline between the primary and repeat pass collections is approximately two

hours and in this period scene changes were carried out with a rotary hoe and a lawn mower' see

Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.34: Meanbackscatter power ratio change statistic evaluated over the primary and repeat pass
image pair using a 2 (range) by 6 (azimuth) pixel spatial estimation window. The resolution of the
estimate is 0.57 mby 0.22 m with a pixel spacing of 0.343 m by 0.34 m.
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Figure 7.35: Sample coherence evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a2by 7 pixel spatial

estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.57 mby 0.22 m with a pixel spacing of 0.343

m by 0.34 m. The areas modifred using the rotary hoe and lawn mower are clearly visible as areas of
low coherence.
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Figure 7.36: Sample interferometric phase evaluated over the repeat pass image pair using a 2 by
7 ptxel spatial estimation window. The resolution of the estimate is 0.57 mby 0.22 m with a pixel
spacing of 0.343 m by 0.34 m. The modified regions of the scene appear as areas of random phase
fluctuations.
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Figure 7.37: Thinplate spline models describing the spatial variation of the mean backscatter power

of the primary pass image subchip, indicated on the left and repeat pass image subchip indicated on

the right.

7.5.2 Interferometric Image Pair Statistics

For the purposes of examining the image statistics and applying the change detection algorithms an

image subchip, as indicated in Figure 7.32,has been extracted from the primary and repeat pass im-

ages. This image subchip pair encompasses a large portion of the open field including the ground

truthed scene changes described in Section 7.2.I. As the primary and repeat pass images are signiÊ

icantly oversampled the extracted image subchips have been subsampled by a factor of two in range

and azimuth giving a subsampled subchip size of 500 by 500 pixels for subsequent processing.

To allow for possible variation in the mean backscatter power across the subchip pair each subchip

has been partitioned into 25 non-overlapping regions each 100 by 100 pixels in size over which sample

estimates of the backscatter power have been computed. A thin plate spline has been f,tted to both

the primary and repeat pass sample estimates to model the spatial variation of the backscatter power

across the scene. Figure 7.37 shows the thin plate spline models obtained for the mean backscatter

power of the primary and repeat pass image subchips. The models indicate that the mean backscatter

power across the image subchips varies by approximately 6 dB. This may possibly be due to an error

in the antenna pointing accruacy resulting in an antenna beampattem variation across the scene.

The amplitude and phase statistics of one of the 100 by 100 pixel regions, having approximately

uniform mean backscatter power, have been computed and compared to the Gaussian and K distribu-

tion models. Figure 7.38 shows the amplitude histograms of the primary and repeat pass 100 by 100

pixel image region. Superimposed on the histograms are the theoretical Rayleigh amplitude densþ
functions that arise in the case when the scattering may be modelled by a complex Gaussian process,

as well as the K distribution amplitude for modelling textured scenes. Figure 7.39 shows the phase

histograms associated with the 100 by 100 pixel regions computed for the primary and repeat pass

images as well as the theoretical uniform phase probability density function. Also shown in the plots

of Figures 7.38 and 7.39 are the likely fanges in variation of the histogram estimates of the PDFs,

that are to be expected assuming the Rayleigh amplitude, K distributed amplitude and uniform phase

50 100 150 350 400 4$ 500 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 4$ 500

tuimü1
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PDFs are accurate models. The range of expected values shown are the t three standard deviations
about the mean expected at each histogram sample bin. The mean backscatter power coefficients re-
quired to speciff the theoretical amplitude distributions have been estimated by averaging the image
pixel intensities over the entire 100 by 100 pixel region,

fnÎ - 1.0728e7, (1.2s)

\,lsrl': 9.678be6,
k:t

(7.26)

where N: 10,000.

The phase histograms of the primary and repeat pass image subchips in Figure 7.39 show good
agreement with the theoretical uniform distribution. The amplitude histograms shown in Figure 7.38
however, exhibit a statistically significant deviation from the Rayleigh density function that is usually
expected under Gaussian scattering conditions. The K distribution on the other hand appears to
provide a much better flt to the amplitude data. Computing the K distribution order parameter û using
spatial estimates ofthe second and fourth order moments in equation(7.I4) gives û : 7.9 and û, : 6.8
for the primary and repeat pass images respectively. These values indicate that the statistics of the
image subchips lie in the transition region between Gaussian and markedly non-Gaussian scattering
behaviour. The modest non-Gaussian behaviour may possibly be attributed to textural modulation
across the image subchips arising from the effects of radar shadowing that is most pronounced at
low grazing angles. In this case the unchanged portions of the image subchips may be described
by the multi-channel form of the K distribution described in Section 7.2.2. Assuming the textural
modulation spatial variation over the scene is on a scale greater than the image resolution cell then
it has been demonstrated [Gie0la], [JWP94] that the sample correlation coefficient may be used to
estimate the underþing cross correlation of the image pair in the unchanged regions. Also the sample
estimate will have the same probability density function as in the Gaussian scattering case.

Ground truth observations indicate that the field in the imaged scene is relatively homogeneous
with respect to the type of vegetation, its coverage and size. Therefore the scene coherence of the
image subchips is expected to be constant and a histogram of sample estimates computed over the
entire image subchip pair may be obtained and compared to the theoretical density function given in
equation (7.10). Figure 7.40 shows the sample coherence histogram obtained using a 3 by 3 sliding
estimation window applied over the entire image subchip pair. Also shown is the theoretical densþ
function of the sample coherence where a true coherence of 0.62 and and ENL of 7 have been found
to provide the best fit to the experimental histogram. Also shown in Figure 7.40 ts the likely range
in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected
assuming the sample estimate has the same PDF as the Gaussian scattering case. The theoretical
density function and experimental histogram are in excellent agreement with only a slight deviation
at low coherence values due to the inclusion of the modified low coherence areas in the computation
of the sample coherence.

The interferometric phase may vary across the scene depending on the terrain topography and
any uncompensated relative phase terms that remain after image formation. To allow for this possible
spatial variation, the sample estimates of the interferometric phase obtained from the 3 by 3 pixel
sliding estimation window have been used to generate a thin plate spline model of the interferometric
phase variation across the image subchip pair. Figure 7.41 shows the sample estimates of the scene
and the corresponding thin plate spline model. From the model the phase varies by 134 degrees across
the image subchip scene.
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Figure 7.38: Amplitude histograms for the 100 by 100 pixel primary and repeat pass image region.

Superposed on the histograms are the theoretical amplitude disfiibutions corresponding the Gaussian

and K distributions. Also shown in the plots are the the likely ranges in variation (three standard

deviations) of the histogram estimates of the PDFs that are to be expected assuming the theoretical

PDFs are correct.
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Figure 7.39: Phase histograms for the 100 by 100 pixel primary and repeat pass image region. Super-
posed on the histograms is the theoretical uniform phase probability densþ function. Also shown in
the plots are the the likely ranges in variation (three standard deviations) of the histogram estimates
of the PDF that are to be expected assuming the theoretical PDF is correct.
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Figure 7.40: Histogram and theoretical density functions for the sample coherence evaluated of the
primary and repeat pass image subchips. The histogram has been obtained using a 3 by 3 pixel sliding
spatial estimation window. A true coherence of 0.62 and an ENL: 7 have been used to speciff the
theoretical sample coherence density function. Also shown is the likely range in variation (three
standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected.
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Figure 7.41: The image on the left hand side indicates sample estimates of the interferometric phase

obtained using a 3 by 3 pixel sliding estimation window applied over the image subchip pair. On the

right hand side is a thin plate spline fit to the sample estimates of the interferometric phase.

7.5.3 Change l)etections

From the previous section the statistics of a pixel pair from the primary and lepeat pass image subchips

show a modest departure from Gaussian scattering behaviour possibly due to the radar shadowing

that is most pronounced at the low gl:azlrrg angles used for this collection. Nevertheless the speckle

component of the image pair may still be described by the covariance matrices, Qo(*,A) under the

unchanged hypothesis and Qt(r, y) under the changed h¡pothesis,

Unchanged Hypothesis

x q m 80 100 120 140 60

Azimutr

InSAR Phase Model

Qo(*,y) :

Qt(r,v) :

o'l
0.62o ¡onerp(-"rO)

0.62o ¡onerp(jÞ)
o]

(7.27)

(7.28)

Changed H¡pothesis:

o2¡ o

0"3

where o2¡ and ol arc the mean backscatter power models of the primary and repeat pass image sub-

chips shôwn in figure 7.37. The interferometric phase Õ is given by the model illustrated in Figure

7.41. While this covariance based descrþtion of the scene is incomplete as it neglects the texture

component of the jointly K distribution model, the image pair are not markedly non-Gaussian and

so the log likelihood change statistic may still be applied and potentially offer some performance

improvement.

Using the estimated matrices Qo and Q1 given above the detection performance of the sample

coherence and the 1og likelihood change statistics may be computed using the theoretical Gaussian

expressions for P¿ and P¡o derived in Chapter 6. Figure 7.42 shows the theoretical as well as simu-

lated ROC curves for the two change statistics. It is evident that, under the jointly Gaussian scattering
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Figure 7.42: Theoretical and simulated ROC curves of the sample coherence and log likelihood
change statistics applied to the pair of image subchips using the change scenario specified by the
covariance matrices given in (7.27) and (7.28).

assumption, the log likelihood change statistic offers over an order of magnitude improvement in the
detection performance over the sample coherence change statistic.

Figure 7.43 shows the sample coherence and log likelihood change maps evaluated over the scene
using the covariance models Qo and Q1 above. Also shown are the change detections obtained by
applying appropriate thresholds to the coherence and log likelihood change maps. The thresholds ap-
plied in each case have been experimentally determined to achieve a fixed number of false alarms in
an area known to have no ground changes thereby giving a P¡n - 0.018. It is clear that the log likeli-
hood change statistic has a significantly better detection performance allowing the scene disturbances
to be more readily discerned. While it is difficult to quantiff the experimental P¿ given the size and
geometry of the disturbances, an estimate based on one of the modified strþs yields a P¿ of 0.68
for the log likelihood change statistic and 0.30 for the sample coherence. These compare favourably
with the theoretical values obtained from Figure 7 .42 of 0.795 for the log likelihood and 0.31 for the
sample coherence. The experimental probability of detection for the log likelihood change statistic
is slightly less than the theoretically predicted value. Possible reasons for this discrepancy include
deviations from the theoretical density functions due to the presence of texture in the scene imagery
small errors in the estimation of the covariance matrices Q0 and Q1 and their spatial variation, as well
as inaccuracies in the estimation of the experimental P¿ due to the small sample size.

Finally Figure 7.44 shows the histogram of the log likelihood change st¿tistic evaluated over
the entire image subchip pair as well as the theoretical probability density functions obtained under
ulrange<l antl unchanged scene hypotheses. Also shown in Figure 7.44 is the likely range in variation
(three standard deviations) of the histogram estimate of the PDF that is to be expected under the
changed and unchanged hypotheses. The histogram is a mixture ofchanged and unchanged pixels
and is not inconsistent of the theoretically derived functions.
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Figure 7.43: The images on the left hand side show, from top to bottom, the sample coherence and

log likelihood change st¿tistic maps evaluated over the subchip image pair using a 3 by 3 pixel spatial

estimation window. The images on the right hand size show the detections obtained by applying a

threshold to the corresponding change maps. The thresholds have been experimentally selected to

give a false alarm rate of 0.018
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7.6 Conclusions

In this chapter the sample coherence, log likelihood and mean backscatter power ratio change statis-

tics have been applied to experimental repeat pass interferometric SAR data collected with the DSTO

Ingara airbome X-band SAR. In order to compare the change statistics over a range of scene change

scenarios three different repeat pass experiments have been considered. These change scenarios in-

clude:

1. A range of revisit periods from a minimum of 12 minute s to a 24 hour revisit period.

2. Collections with incidence angles of 60 and 75 degrees to assess the impact of radar shadowing

and associated textural modulation on the change detection performance.

3. A variety of ground truthed scene changes carried out with a lawn mo'wer and rotary hoe to

provide a range of scene disturbances with differing severity.

As a first step towards implementing the three change detection algorithms the statistics of the

processed interferometric image pair were computed and compared to theoretical distributions that

arise in the case of complex Gaussian scattering as well as the case of textural fluctuations. For the

imagery collected at an incidence angle of 60 degrees the image statistics were found to be in good

agreement with the Gaussian scattering model. The imagery collected at an incidence angle of 75

degrees however, was found to be more accurately described by the K distribution which is usually

associated with textured imagery The presence of scene texture in this case may be attributed to the

more pronounced radar shadows that arise in high incidence angle imagery.

For each of the three change detection experiments the superior detection performance of the log

likelihood change statistic predicted theoretically in Chapter 6 was demonstrated. In particular for

two of the change scenarios, it was possible to obtained experimentally derived values of the proba-

bility of detection at a specified false alarm rate. These values were found to be in good agreement

with the theoretically determined values obtained using the equations derived in Chapters 5 and 6.

The demonstration of the log likelihood change statistic and comparison with the sample coherence

and mean backscatter power ratio change st¿tistics using experimental data provides an important val-

idation of the assumptions used to formulate the changed and unchanged hypotheses and the models

describing the scattering behaviour of the interferometric image pair.

It has also been demonstrated that only modest increases in the coherence in the unchanged re-

gions of an image pair can have a measurable impact on the detection performance of the sample

coherence and log likelihood change statistics. In particular applying the range cell migration cor-

rection step proposed in Chapter 3 to an image pair having a large relative PGA quadratic phase

error yielded a modest increase in the measured coherence of 4%o. This small increase however, was

demonstrated to produce fewer false alarms in the sample coherence change statistic while the con-

trast between the changed and unchanged regions of the scene was improved in the log likelihood

change statistic map.
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Chapter I

Conclusion

In this thesis the problem of detecting fine scale scene changes using repeat pass SAR interferometry

has been addressed. Change detection is an application to which SAR is particularly well suited since

SARs can produce consistent high qualrty imagery with good radiometric calibration and geolocation

accgracy. Indeed SARs can readily produce large volumes of multi-date, multi-baseline imagery and

thus the design of a reliable automated detection algorithm for identif,iing areas of scene change is an

important objective in managing such large data sets.

The unique characteristics of SAR imagery require careful consideration in formulating appropri-

ate change statistics. In particular, as SAR is a coherent imaging system the transduced backscatter in

a resolution cell has both an amplitude and a phase. Two forms of change detection may therefore be

considered, namely incoherent and coherent change detection. Incoherent change detection identifies

changes in the mean backscatter power of a scene by computing the average resolution cell intensity

of the image pair. Coherent change detection using properþ processed interferometric SAR image

pairs, on the other hand, identifies changes in the scene that arise in the interval between collections

by quantiÛring changes in the amplitude and phase of the image pairs. In the random walk model

for the imaging of distributed target scenes the transduced complex backscatter in a resolution cell is

the vector sum of many complex scattering contributions. A scene disturbance that causes a simple

random rearangement of the scatterers without altering their structural or dielectric properties will
thus manifest as a change in the transduced amplitude and phase without a corresponding change in

the mean backscatter power. Coherent change detection thus has the potential to detect very subtle

scene changes.

In order to realise the fuIl potential of coherent change detection interferometric SAR imagery

must be acquired with very careful control of the repeat pass imaging geometries. Furthermore addi-

tional processing steps are generally required to model, estimate and compensate for any mismatch

between the SAR acquisition fi.rnctions and image formation processors employed to form the primary

and repeat image pair. In this thesis a number potential sources of acquisition and image formation

processor mismatch have been identified that arise in the case of wide-angle spotlight mode SAR

imaging. In these imaging scenarios it has been found that narrow-band, small-angle approximations

commonly made in the formulation of image formation processors and also in the modelling of plat-

form location measurement errors can lead to residual image defocus that will vary from one imaging

collection to another. The dominant components of the residual defocus have been anaþsed for the

case of deramp demodulated spotlight SAR acquisitions and techniques proposed to compensate for

the defocus and maintain coherency across repeat pass collections.

A further crucial aspect in the desigu of SAR image change statistics is the use of appropriate

models to describe an interferometric image pair. Through these models any changes in the transduced

amplitude and phase may be quantified in a statistically appropriate way. In the random walk model

2s9
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for homogeneous distributed scenes a SAR image is described in a statistical sense in terms of a single
parameter, namely the mean backscatter power. In the context of interferomeff a multi-channel
random walk model has been used to derive the joint statistical description of an image pair. In this
model each image is described by a mean backscatter power and the relationship between an image
pair is described by the complex cross correlation coefficient. In the literature change statistics have
been proposed based on identiSzing regions of the scene where there has been a change in the mean
backscatter power or a loss in the magnitude of the cross correlation coefficient. In this thesis an

alternative approach has been considered in which models, based on the joint statistical description,
have been postulated for the changed and unchanged regions of a scene. Discrimination between
the models may thus be made using a simple statistical hypothesis test. A new change statistic has
been proposed based on the statistical hypothesis formulation that has been shown to yield superior
detection performance and thus represents a useful step forward in the design of a reliable automated
change detection algorithm.

Finally estimation of the key statistical parameters describing an imaged scene requires some
form of sample averaging, be it spatial or multilook averaging, to obtain reliable good quality esti-
mates. This can be problematic in detecting man-made scene changes such as vehicle tracks across
a field, which can be highly spatially non-stationary with abrupt changes and variations that may be
smaller than the estimation window In this case spatial averaging may include contributions from
both changed and unchanged pixels making it difflcult to distinguish between the changed and un-
changed regions of the scene using the sample estimate. Image resolution is thus a key parameter
limiting the performance of any statistically based change detection technique. In this thesis the
formation of well focused fine azimuthal resolution imagery has been considered using wide-angle
spotlight mode SAR acquisitions. The use of fine resolution imagery allows improved sample esti-
mates of the interferomefic parameters to be obtained and also offers the potential for the detection
of very fine scale scene disturbances.

Much of the work in this thesis has been motivated by problems encountered in the practical
application of interferometric change detection techniques to experimental repeat pass interferometric
SAR data acquired with the DSTO Ingara SAR. The Ingara SAR is an airbome, single polarisation,
X-band SARwith a spotlight SARmode employing deramp on receive to achieve range resolutions of
the order of 0.5 m. The resolution and operating wavelength of this sensor make it well suited to the
detection of fine-scale scene changes using interferometry. As part of this thesis a number of repeat
pass experiments where conducted in which various ground truthed scene changes were performed in
the interval between collections. This experimental data set has been used extensively throughout the
thesis to demonstrate the new techniques developed and validate the theoretical models and analysis.

8.1 Detailed Chapter Summaries and Contributions

The range and azimuth resolution of a SAR image is determined by the transmit waveform bandwidth
and the extent of the synthetic aperture respectively. While the range resolution is limited by the
radar hardware, in spotlight SAR mode, by continually steering the antenna onto a single focus point
in the scene as the radar moves past, range echo data can be acquired over an extended collection
aperture and processed to yield fine azimuth resolution imagery. In the case of the Ingara system,
to achieve 0.15 m azimuth resolution an angular aperture of approximately 10 degrees is required.
At a standoff range of 20 lan this corresponds to a synthetic aperture of 3.5 km which is acquired
using Ingara in approximately 30 sec. Aside from the physical antenna steering constraints, the
size of the collection aperture that may acquired and processed to generate well focused imagery is
limited by the phase stability of the radar over the acquisition period, the accuracy of the navigation
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systems measuring the position of radar sensor along the synthetic aperture and the extent to which

narrow-band, small angle approximations are used in the image formation processor. The required

tolerance on the accuracy of the radar sensor location measurements is of the order of a fraction of a

wavelength. In extended aperture collections this accuracy is difficult to maintain and measurement

errors manifest in the image as defocus, geometric distortion as well as a loss in image contrast. Also

in these imaging scenarios, narrow-band small-angle approximations conìmonly employed in efficient

frequency domain image formation processors are no longer appropriate. The resulting mismatch

between the SARacquisition flrnction and image formation processor acts as a finther source of image

domain defocus and distortion. Techniques to mitigate these effects were examined in Chapters 2 and

3.

In Chapter 2 the problem of the eff,cient processing of wide-angle spotlight SAR deramp demod-

ulated range echo data was examined. While a number of techniques such as the RMA and CSA

have been proposed for wide-band, wide-angle processing they do not operate on deramp demodu-

lated range echo data and also have significantly greater synthetic aperture sampling requirements.

An alternative approach, originally proposed by Jakowatz and Doren UWTD97I, [DJWT97], was

considered in which an efficient image domain spatially varying filter is applied to imagery recov-

ered by the PFA. The PFA is a simple efficient image formation algorithm that operates on deramp

demodulated range echo data. It is however, based on a narrow-band, small angle approximation

and so wide-angle SAR data processed with the PFA suffers from excessive defocus and distortion.

The post PFA image domain fllter proposed by Jakowatz and Doren compensates for the dominant

components of this image domain defocus. Their approach however does not facilitate the formation

of interferometric image pairs in a coÍìmon image plane. In Chapter 2 a rigorous analysis of the SAR

acquisition function using a full three dimensional imaging geometry was performed leading to the

speciflcation of a new filter for generating focused flne resolution ground plane imagery. Repeat pass

imagery may thus be acquired and processed into f,ne resolution imagery in the same image ground

plane for subsequent interferometric processing. The residual image domain defocus remaining after

application of the post PFA filter was quantified and image resolution and patch size constraints were

derived for which the technique may be applied to generate adequately focused imagery. The forma-

tion of a ground plane image using the filter was demonstrated using a synthetic scene consisting of
various point scatterers. The residual image domain effects were also demonstrated by evaluating the

point scatterer response for point targets located beyond the derived patch size constraint. The tech-

nique was also applied to Ingara X-band SAR imagery to yield a focused image with 3 dB resolution

of 0.58 m in range and 0.15 m in azimuth with a Hamming window applied.

The detailed anaþsis of the SAR acquisition fimction presented in Chapter 2 was extended to

include the presence of errors in the measurement of the radar platform location in Chapter 3. It was

shown that in general for wide-angle collections array calibration errors manifest as a spatially vary-

ing, two dimensional phase error function in the acquired deramp demodulated range echo dat¿. In the

recovered image the phase error produces a range and azimuth defocus that varies spatially across the

image. For narrow-band small-angle collections this defocus reduces to the conventional azimuthal

only, defocus model that is independent of scattering location. For increasing collection apertures

however, subtle higher order effects become increasingly significant and the full spatially varying,

two dimensional nature of the phase error function begins to manifest. This can pose problems for

autofocus algorithms such as the map drift and PGA algorithms which are primarily developed and

implemented using a narïow band phase error model. In particular the spatially varying, two di-

mensional nature of the phase error function can cause comrption of the phase error estimate in the

autofocus algorithm and residual phase errors remain after phase error compensation. Indeed this can

be a source of relative mismatch between interferometric image pairs and can manifest as decorrela-

tion in a transduced image pair. The specific case of an effor in the measurement of the along track
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velocity of the radar platform in a wide-angle spotlight SAR collection \ilas considered and its impact
on the PGA algorithm examined. A simple range cell migration correction step was proposed for
compensating for the range dependence of the phase error function. The impact of this phase error
function on the corelation of an interferometric image pair was considered using the PGA both, with
and without, the range cell migration correction step using the Ingara experimental spotlight SAR
data. In particular a coherence improvement of only 5o/o was demonstrated illustrating the subtle
higher order nature of the correction. Such small improvements however, can assist in discriminating
between the changed and unchanged regions of the scene yielding more reliable automated change
detection systems. The improvement in detection performance afforded by a modest 4olo increase in
scene coherence was demonstrated in Chapter 7.

In Chapter 4 the multi-channel random walk model was used to describe a joint interferometric
image pair. This model indicates that, where a scene consists of a large number mutually independent
randomly distributed scatterers and the resolution cell size is much greater than the radar wavelength
then, provided all channels see the same number of scatterers, the transduced images may be modelled
as complex zero mean, circular, jointly Gaussian random processes. The information content of a
joint interferometric image pair is thus completely encapsulated in the covariance matrix of the image
pair and the complex cross correlation coeff,cient is the additional parameter made available by the
joint interferometric processing of the image pair. Using Hagberg's model describing the relationship
between scattering contributions between a primary and repeat pass collection, along with the wide-
angle spotlight SAR acquisition and image formation processor transfer functions derived in Chapter
2, the form ofthe covariance matrix for an interferometric pair was derived. This model indicated that
the complex cross channel correlation coefficient could be decomposed into a component dependent
on the relative contributions of the stable and unstable scattering centres in the scene, as defined
in Hagberg's model, and a component dependent on the mismatch between the SAR acquisition
and image formation processor transfer functions. Common techniques proposed in the literature to
estimate and remove the f,rst order components of the transfer function mismatch were discussed
leading to the design of an interferometric processor to process the Ingara experimental repeat pass

interferometric SAR data. The processor was applied to one of the Ingara experimental repeat pass

data sets acquired with a repeat pass interval of 12 minutes. In the sample cross correlation coefficient
estimate a number of low correlation track like disturbances were observed. It is believed that these
low correlation tracks may be due to the movement of sheep while grazing during the 12 minute
revisit period.

Based on the joint statistical description of a repeat pass interferometric image pair a number of
change statistics have been proposed in the literature. Changes in the mean backscatter power of the
scene may be detected by examining the ratio of the sample average resolution cell intensþ of the
primary and repeat pass images. Altematively areas of significant decorrelation (i.e., cross correlation
coefficient magnitude close to zero), compared to other areas of partial scene correlation are indica-
tive of scene disturbances and may be detecting using the sample cross correlation coefficient. In
Chapter 5 the detection performance of a modified form of the average intensity ratio statistic, orig-
inally proposed by Touzi [TLB88] for edge detection, and the sample cross correlation coefficient
change statistics wele quanl.ifìed. Using Lhe probability density functions for these change statistics
theoretical forms for the probability of detection and false alarm were derived as a function of various
decision thresholds and sample sizes and ROC curves generated for comparison. As an indication
of the relative sensitivity of the two change statistics it is found that a 5 dB change in the mean
backscatter or a scene disturbance resulting in total decorelation versus a scene partial correlation
of 0.6 in the undisturbed regions of the scene yield approximately the same detection performance
using a sample average of 9. Of course these change statistics are based on independent statistical
parameters describing the joint interferometric image pair and both change statistics are required to
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give a complete characterisation of the scene disturbances. Both statistics were shown to suffer from

high false alarm rates unless there was a significant difference between the changed and unchanged

regions of the scene. The high false alarm rate can be mitigated by multilook averaging however,

the extent to which averaging can be performed is limited by the spatial size of the scene changes.

For subtle, spatially small, scene changes the high false alarm rates of the intensity ratio and sample

coherence change statistics limit their usefulness in automated change detection algorithms.

In Chapter 6 an alternative approach to detecting scene changes was developed based on an hy-

pothesis testing formulation of the change detection problem. In this technique hypothesized models

describing the changed and unchanged regions of a scene are postulated. Using the jointly Gaus-

sian statistical description of an interferometric image pair and forming the log likelihood ratio yields

a new change statistic for discriminating between the unchanged and changed scene models. This

statistic encodes changes in both the mean backscatter power as well as a loss in correlation thus

providing a single statistic forthe complete characterisation of the scene disturbances. Expressions

for the probability of detection and false alarm were derived for the case of a clairvoyant detector

in which perfect knowledge of the changed and unchanged scene models is assumed. It was shown

that the detection performance of the log likelihood based detector is signiflcantly better than that of

the intensity ratio and sample correlation coefficient statistics under a wide range of scene change

scenarios. The theoretical analysis was verified via extensive simulation. In practice the parameters

describing the hypothesized scene models need to be estimated from the observed imagery in a pre-

processing step. The detection performance of a practical implementation of the detector thus suffers

some degradation depending on the accuracy of the parameter estimates. The degradation in detec-

tion performance however, was shown to be only modest provided resonable parameters estimates

are used. Given the significant improvements in change detection performance demonstrated, the log

likelihood change statistic represents an important step towards the design of a reliable automated

change detection algorithm for the cross cueing ofanalysts to areas of significant scene change.

In Chapter 7 the average intensity ratio, the sample cross correlation coeff,cient and the new

log likelihood change statistics were applied to the repeat pass change detection experimental data

acquired with Ingara. Three change scenarios were considered. One in which the image pair was

acquired 24 hours apart and included scene changes identiflable via a change in the mean backscatter

as well as a loss in scene correlation. Another change detection scenario in which the image pair

was acquired two hours apart with the scene changes manifesting as a loss in correlation without any

appreciable change in mean backscatter power. Finally, the image pair interferometrically processed

in Chapter 4 with the track like distwbances was also considered. In each of the three change detection

scenarios the superior detection performance of the log likelihood change statistic was demonstrated'

8.2 F uture Work

This thesis has investigated techniques to improve the detection of flne-scale scene changes using

repeat pass interferometric complex SAR imagery. One of the main contributions presented in this

thesis has been the development of a new log likelihood change st¿tistic for discriminating between

changed and unchanged regions of a scene. Through theoretical analysis and extensive simulation

and application to experiment¿l data it has been shown that the the new statistic provides significant

improvements in the detection performance over other commonly used change statistics. However, a

number of issues regarding the robustness of the change statistic and the development of a practical

implementation warrant further investigation.

The log likelihood change statistic is formulated by considering simple statistical descriptions

of the scene under the changed and unchanged hypotheses. These statistical models are defined in
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terms of key parameters which need to be estimated from the observed imagery. The sensitivity of the
change statistic to the assumptions used in formulating the statistical models and also the accuracy of
the model parameter estimates needs to be understood to determine the robustness of the approach.
Some simple simulation based investigations have been carried out by the author [PGS03c] however
a systematic theoretical analysis is required to properly quantiff the robustness of the technique.

The practical implementation of a detector based on the log likelihood st¿tistic poses a number of
challenges. An implicit assumption in the formulation of the changed and unchanged scene models
is that the scene is a homogeneously distributioned clutter environment. The unchanged regions
may thus be described by a stationary statistical model. For example, in the experimental data sets
considered, the scene changes were carried out in an open fleld so that the joint image pair could be
described by a single covariance matrix. In a practical implementation, where the scene may include
distributed targets with many different backscattering properties, some form of image segmentation
would therefore be necessary to identiff those regions of the scene to which the change detection
algorithm could be applied. This would also assist in delineating regions which could be used to
estimate the model parameters required to compute the log likelihood change statistic and would be
another important step in the design of a robust, reliable automated change detection algorithm.

The change statistics considered in this thesis are based on single first order point statistics and
so the detection of scene changes is performed on pixel by pixel basis. A simple visual inspection of
the sample cross correlation coeffrcient for the experimental scene change scenarios however shows
that a strong visual cue to detecting the scene changes is the spatial correlation ofthe disturbances.
For example, the track-like disturbances identifled in Chapter 4 and 7 exhibit only a modest drop
in correlation and so can be difficult to discern on a pixel by pixel basis however the overall track-
like nature of the disturbances is clearþ observed. lmprovements in the detection of scene changes
may thus possibly be achieved by incorporating some form of correlated neighbourhood model in the
changed scene hypothesis. Alternatively the change statistic detections may be supplied as input into
a tracking algorithm, to exploit the spatial structure of the scene disturbances.

Extracting useful information from SAR imagery remains a challenging problem. The complex
backscattered signal transduced by a SAR is determined by many physical and geometric properties
of the imaged scene. The inversion of transduced imagery into useful information thus suffers from
severe ambiguity. Repeat pass interferometry is a technique that uses multiple images of a scene ac-
quired at different times to separate the stable and unstable scattering contributions of the scene. In
this thesis this inversion process is exploited to detect scene disturbances. Improvements in resolv-
ing different scattering mechanisms present in a scene, which may assist in discriminating between
different physical sources of scene change, may be achieved by making additional observations. In
particular fully polarimetric SAR observations as well as observations at different wavelengths, inci-
dence angles and over different time scales can potentially offer significant improvements in detecting
and discriminating between different scene change mechanisms and warrant further investigation.



Appendix A

I)eramp l)emodulation

Demodulation of the received radar echo data is usually carried out by mixing the echoes with a

reference canier G,d(r) : Gl."¡(r) + iG?"¡(r) at the radar centre frequency, øe. The demodulated

range echo is given by,

s (r) : L P F {G{.. r (r) s,* (r)} + i L P F {G?" ¡ 
(ò 0,, (r)}, (A.1)

whete,
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gr*(r) is the received radar echo data and LPF is a low pass filter operator. The resulting baseband

signal 9(r) can then be digitised at a sample rate determined by the transmit signal bandwidth and the

image formation steps can be carried out in the digital domain. In practice though, in order to achieve

fine range resolution a large transmit bandwidth is required and so the sampling requirements for the

demodulated baseband signal are commensurately large.

An alternative demodulation method called deramping or dechþing may be used where the imag-

ing mode operates within a relatively small range swath size and when the transmit waveform is a
chirp of the form,

s(r¡ : ,"r, (:\W 
{erp(jat2)erp(just)} , (4.4)

\T)
where c is the chþ rate, ø6 is the radar centre frequency andT is the chirp duration. In the deramp

demodulation method the received echo is mixed with a delayed copy of the transmit chirp and the

resulting demodulated signal bandwidth is now determined by the spatial extent of the transduced

scene rather than the bandwidth of the chirp. The deramp demodulated signal may thus be sampled

at a rate significantly less than the transmit chirp waveform bandwidth with the sample rate limiting
the range swath of the scene image.

For an illuminated scene of patch size rB, centred at a distance Rr from the radar at a given

transmiVreceive point, the delay 16 used in the demodulation reference function is the round trip
propagation time of the electromagnetic radiation to the scene centre , i.e., rs : 2Rr lc. This delay

needs to be evaluated at each transmiVreceive point along the synthetic aperture using position infor-

mation from the navigation system on board the sensor platform such as an INU/GPS system. The

demodulation reference signal may be written as,
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where T,.u¡ is the duration of the reference chirp. For the illuminated scene patch of size lR, note that

the echo that arrives from the near edge of the illuminated patch will be centred about r - n - ?+
and the echo that arrives from the far edge of the patch will be centred about r : ro I ??, ut shown
in Figure 4.1. In order to correctly demodulate the patch echoes the demodulation reference chirp

Total chirp echo extent

r *þ

h x
Propagation delay origin Echo from near edge

Echo from center

T¡ ro +T/2

Echo from far edge

\{Y2 -"r/2 ¡o+rl2 +T/z

Figure A. 1: Two way propagation delay extent of chirp echoes received from the near, centre and far
edges of the illuminated scene. r¡ is the two propagation delay to the scene centre, 7 is the chirp
duration and r, - 2 Rp I c is the two way propagation delay extent of the image swath.

should have a duration that encompasses the received echo chirps from all scattering locations in the
illuminated scene, i.e., Tr.f : T lTp, where ru : 2Rnf c. The appropriate form for the reference
chirp is thus given by,

v,,y,16,y,
't6

T//2

T/
/2

ci"r (r) 2rect

-2rec,t

(A.7)

(A.8)

.o, (ro (, - ,o) -f a(r - to)') ,

) 
,i" (,, ? -,o)-t a(r- 

^)')
An expression relating the received range echo to the scene reflectivity and the transmit signal was
developed in Chapter 2 equation (2.5) and is given by,

f'ol ?
s,,(r): | ,i I{t)'|, -t)dt, (A.e)

Jro 
2

where /(r) is the integrated reflectivity function given in equation (2.2) Chapter 2, s(r) is the chþ
waveformgivenin(4.4)andrtakesvaluesintheranger0-rpf2-.f12 lrlroirpl2+:f12.
Defining a new variable of integration ú,. : ú - 16 (4.9) becomes,

^rpl2g,,(r): | ,,,f"r(t,.)s(r-ro-t,)dt,, (4.10)



where lo(t) : f (t + rs). Substituting (4.10) along with the demodulation reference functions given

in (4.7) and (4.8) into the demodulation operator in (4.1) gives,

G(r) : G'n.,,".(Ò + jGfl" .o(r), (4.11)

where,

GI¿"*"a?) : LPF{Gl'"r(r)s,,0)} (A'12)

: ,",r(;if\ tÏ, f",(t,-)"o, (-t,(,0 -t2a(r- 
"o)) 

+ atl) at,, (4.13)
\' I 'P'/' i

G9"^"0(ù LPF{GI,",(Òs,,0)} (4.14)

: ,"", (7\ t7, Í.,6òsin (-t,.(øs -t2a(r- 
"o)) 

+ atl) at,. (A.ls)
v |P,/ "-i

This can be written more compactly as,

Gd."^o,t(r) - rect (æ) l"i ,",(t,)erp (i (-t, (ro + z'(r- 
'o)))) "re (¡*tl) at,.

(A.16)

The last exponential phase term at| n (4.16) is termed the Residual Video Phase (RVP) term and

is an undesirable artifact of the deramp demodulation technique. It manifests as a spatially varying

defocus in the recovered SAR image that becomes progressively bigger with increasing distance

from the scene focus point. Jakowatz [JWE+96] gives image size limits for which the RVP term

is sufficientþ small to give negligible image distortion. Alternatively in [CGM95] a technique to

remove the RVP phase is given. Ignoring the RVP term and defining,

2ao

C

4a

-(r - rù,
c

4a(T + ro)

ks

lç,

ku-
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(A.17)

(A.18)

(A.1e)

(A.20)

(A.21)

C

2r
tr

c

then the deramp demodulated echo in (4.16) reduces to,

G.emod,&,") - r*t (h) I:::^ f "(r)erp(- 
j(lç, -t lco)r)dr,

where,

r"?) ,",(T) , (A.22)

G ¿,*o¿,(k,) : l, o,-"0 (or@ * ^) @.23)

Note that in practice typically r, K- T and so lcb. = AaT f c. V/ith this approximation equation (4.21)

gives the form of the deramp demodulated range echo data used in Chapter 2 and given in equation

(2.16). Observe also that since ú, - t - 70, where t and rs are the two propagation time delays to

some point in the scene and the scene centre respectively, r may be interpreted as the difference in

propagation range between the radar and a point in the scene and the radar and the scene centre.
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Appendix B

The PGA Algorithmic Steps

In Chapter 3 a concise description of the Phase Gradient Autofocus (PGA) algorithm was developed

using a matrix based mathematical framework to describe the image data and the demodulation phase

error function. In this matrix based formulation the range compressed signal history data and image

domain data at range bin m are represented by the vectors,

s(0,*)
S(1,rn)

Ç(m) and s(*) -
Ç(L - t,m) g(L - I,rn)

respectively, where I is the two dimensional range compressed signal history data and g is the re-

covered image as defined in Table 3.1 in Chapter 3. These vectors are related via the equations

Ç(m) : WS(ù and g(m) : WHÇ(m), where 14/ is the Fourier transform operator defined in

(3.40) and WH is the inverse operator defined in (3.a1). The demodulated phase error function is

represented by the vector,

(8.1)

Ç(0,m)
Ç(7,m)

erp(i
eryu

óo

ót
þ"

erP(Ór t)

and is applied to the range compressed signal history vector yielding the phase comrpted range com-

pressed signal history vector,

Ç "(*) 
: di'as(ó.)Ç(rn), (8.2)

where diag(ó 
") 

is the matrix whose diagonal elements are the elements of the vector þ 
". 

Th. recov-

ered phase comrpted image domain vector is subsequentþ given by,

S-(m) : WHç"lm),-t 
: wH dias(ó")Ç(-), (8.3)

which may be expressed in terms of the error free image vector as,

g"(m) : wH dias(ó")ws@). (8.4)

It was subsequentþ shown in Chapter 3 that an estimate of the phase error function could be recovered

via eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix, Cg. - E{g"gy} of the phase comrpted range

269
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compressed signal history vector. The eigen-decomposition however, was based on the assumption
that the image vector g has the following signal plus clutter form,

S|_TL,

s

1

0

0

+

n0

nl

nLt

(B.s)

(8.7)

where s is a random signal process modelled as a zeto mean, complex, circular Gaussian random
variable with variance ø1, while rLo¡...nL-L ate mutually independent random clutter processes
modelled as zero mean, complex, circular Gaussian random variables with variances o2no,. . .o2n"_r.

Furthermore, to carrlr out the eigen-decomposition and obtain an estimate of ó", it is necessary that
o2" + o2r" > o2nr, ' ' ' o7" ,. In practice however, the image is unlikely to conform to the required
signal plus clutter model and so a robust, reliable estimate of the phase error vector cannot be obtained
without suit¿ble preprocessing. In the following sections two techniques for transforming the image
data into the required signal model form with a high signal to clutter power ratio are discussed.
Without these steps the PGA has been demonstrated to give poor phase error estimates [WEGJ94].

8.1 The Signal Model - Circular Shifting

The signal model (8.5) assumes that the first element in the true image vector slice g consists of a
dominant signal plus clutter term g¡ : s * n6, while the remaining samples in the vector contain
clutter only g¡ : n¿ for i, + 0. In practice, while a single strong dominant scatter may be found in a
given image domain slice vector and interpreted as a realisation of the signal plus clutter model, the
location of this scatter will not necessarily be in the first element of the image slice vector. Further-
more, across range bins the location of the dominant scattering pixel will vary randomly depending
on the physical nature of the scene. Therefore a more appropriate model to describe the image vector
g is,

Is
I1

(8.6)

n0

n2
I s +

Irt nL-7

where,

I¿: 0, fori:0...L-7, 1+1,
1, for i: l,

and the location of the clominant signal component, namely pixel l, is itself a random variable taking
values in the range l0,L - 1]. Defining the linear phase ramp vector Z - ll,zt,z2t,... z&-1)¿lT,
where I is the location of the signal pixel in (8.6) and z - erp(j2tr lL), a modified form of the
phase comrpted range compressed signal history vector may be derived, Ç shilt - diag(Z)Ç". The
covariance matrix of Ç rn¿f t is given by,

Cç"ror, : E{Ç rno¡rÇlro¡r},
: E{d,ias(z)Ç .Ç! dtas(z¡H ¡. (8.8)
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(8.12)

(8.13)

Substituting the expression in (8.4) for Ç. into (8.8) gives,

cç"not, : E{rt'i'as(z)d'ias(ó.)wggHwHd"tas(þ)HatusØ)H}. (B.9)

The order of the matrix product diag(Z)di.aø(ó") may be reversed as the component matrices are

diagonal to give,

cÇ"no¡, : E{d,ias(ó")ctias(z)wgsHwHdios(Z)Hdias(þ")'}. (B.10)

The matrix par di,ag(Z)W canbe shown to be equal to the matrix product W J where.I is a modified

form of the identity matrix in which each row in the identþ matrix has been circularly shifted by I
columns to form -I thus the covariance matrix becomes,

Cç,n,r, E{d"iag(ó 
")W 

J ggH JH WH dtag(þ 
")H 

},
: PE{JggH Jt}P', (8.11)

where p: dias(ó")W. AOqlvingJto thesignalmodelforgin(8.6)circularþshiftsgthrough
azimuth pixels so that the dominant scatterer lies at the first element of the vector slice, i.e.,

1

0

nt
nt+L

nL-1
nO

Jg: t

CÇ"no¡, P

ol + o2r, o

0 orn,*,

+

0

nt-l

The covariance matrix of the phase comrpted range compressed history slice vector with the linear

phase ramp matrix diag(Z) applied is thus given by,

0

0

PH

,
" nt.-t

The covariance matrix CÇ"no¡, is diagonalised by the matrix P and the columns of the matrix P are

ar, the flrst e elror
ol + ol,. placed

r o] > o2rn vector

may be retrieved by computing the eigenvector of Cç"r"r¡¿ aSSociated with the largest eigenvalue.

InpracticegivenanimagewithMrangebins,MrealisationsofÇ"(m)wherem:0"'M-7,
are available to form a sample covariance matrix estimate. For each realisation an estimate of the

location of the dominant signal pixel I may be obtained by computing the location of the peak value

6f g e ¡ryH Ç 
". 

Circular shifting 9" so that lth pixel lies at in the first vector element and applying

the Fourier transform operator I4l to retum to the range compressed signal history domain generates a

suitable estimate of Ç ,n¿f r This estimate may subsequentþ be used in the computation of the sample

covariance matrix estimate.

0
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8.2 Covariance Estimation - Filtering

A further preprocessing step applied prior to estimation of the demodulation phase error function is
the flltering of the range compressed signal history data to improve the signal to clutter power and
yield an improved estimate of the covariance matrix CÇ",,n¡,..

The comrpted range compressed history data vector Ç is related to the true image vector slice g
by'

Ç ^: diaq(ó \W (t (8.14)

Applying the signal model (B.5),

a

dias(ó 
")s

+ dias(ó")

1

1

1

tu'o

n.\

where n't : wH (t) . n. In the signal plus clutter model the clutter vector n is taken to consist of
complex zeÍo mean mutually independent, identically distributed Gaussian random variables with
uniformly distributed phase. As the Fourier transform matrix W is a unitary linear transform the
transformed clutter samples are also zero meanmutually independent, identically distributed Gaussian
random variables [Pap91] and so the phase comrpted range compressed signal history vector may be
written as,

erp(j cþo)

erP(iót)
n'o

n.lt

''L-1,

(B.15)

(8.16)

a .9 +

erP(iÓr-t) n'L-l

SÓ +NI,

where the phase contribution from the phase error vector has been absorbed into the transformed
noise variables nl. For the case in which the motion error vector d" varies slowly across the range
compressed history slice (i.e. óuhas a low frequency content) thenã low pass filter, such as a sliding
boxcar filter of B samples, may be applied to the azimuthal spatial frequency samples in Ç 

". 
Under

the low pass filter the signal contributions in Ç 
", 

namely s erp(j þ¿) will sum quasi-coherently as the
complex samples have approximately the same phase. This coherent summation increases the signal
poliler by approximately a factor of 82. The clutter contributions however sum incoherentþ as the
clutter has a uniformly distributed phase. The clutter power is thus only increased by a factor of B.
The filtering thus improves the signal to clutter power raLiu of thc particular realisation of the signal
plus clutter model available in the given range compressed signal history slice vector Ç " 

and may
subsequently be used to yield an improved sample covariance estimate of Cç.

A crucial aspect of the filtering step is the choice of bandwidth of the low pass fllter to be applied
to Ç". This is govemed by the frequency content of the demodulation phase error vector which may
be found by applying a Fourier transform to Ç 

", 
i.e.,

1l/Ç" sWó"tWn,,
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.¿lHrc\.ó
4

UH ft\ .óI

273

WH

PH
rL

n
(0) .

(1).
Q (8.17)

wH(L - 1).ó ,(t -t).ru
The magnitude of the vector 

"W Q" at frequency bin l, i.e. swH 1t7 
. d", gives the energy n Ó" at

that particular frequency, scaled by the signal level s, while ,H (D' n gives the energy in the clutter

contribution at frequency l. GivenM realisations of Ç-(m),ïrL :0"'M - 1, ffi estimate of the

bandwidth of I may be found by computing,

M-t
Eó": l1wç"ç*¡1', (8.18)

and determining the frequency interval over which P 6" is significant. Typically values of Pó" within
10 dB of the peak value are considered to be signiflcant in determining the spectral bandwidth of the

phase error vector [WEGJ94].
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Appendix C

Dual Channel Distributed Target Model

In this appendix the joint probability densþ function describing a complex interferometric image

pair of a homogeneous distributed clutter scene is derived using a multi-channel random walk model.

In the random walk model, the complex reflectivity of a homogeneous distributed clutter scene is

modelled as the phasor sum of complex reflectivity contributions from some random ensemble of l/
mutually independent, identically distributed point scatterers. The scene complex reflectivity may

thus be expressed as,

N

r¡(r,Y): 1

\/Ñ Ð pt."rp(j ?ç)erp(j þ")õ (, - rLn ¡ U - ?h^), (c.1)

where pt.erp(j?1-) is the complex reflectivity of the point scatterer n which is located in the scene

at (rç,rJç) and /," is related to the propagation distance from the radar sensor to the point scatterer.

Assuming that the scatterers are randomly distributed throughout the scene and that the resolution

cell size is many wavelengths across ón may be modelled as a uniformly distributed random variable.

In a repeat pass acquisition, where the point scatterer ensemble has been subject to various tempo-

ral disturbances causing changes in the scatterer complex reflectivity as well as random displacements

in the scattering positions during the revisit period, the scene reflectivity may be written as,

¡/

't,(',Y) 
: 1

"ñ
l, nz^"rn(j02*)erp(j þ")ô(" - r2n 1 y - yr^) (c.2)

n:l

n:7

The complex reflectivity of the nth point scatterer is now given by pz-ercp(j1r^) and is located at

(rr.,yz^).The geometrical phase component þ," has been retained as a common modulating phase

factor and it has been assumed that both channels observe that same number of scatterers ly'.

The primary and repeat pass images transduced by the SAR imaging process may subsequently

be written as,

T (r,y) : I I rrr*, þ)h(, - a,u - l3)ctatl'P,

1

'/ñ
Dpt-"rp(jfu-)erp(jþ,)ht(* - lutn¡a - y¡*), (C.3)
n-]-

I I ,rr", Øhz(, - a,u - P)d'ad'P,

¡/
I pr,,"rp(j02*)erp(jþ,)hz(, - r2n,U - Uz.), (C.4)
n,:l

and

s@,v)

1

vN
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where h1 and h2 arc the point spread functions of the primary and repeat pass acquisition and image
formation processes respectively. The primary and repeat pass image pair may be expressed in terms
of their real and imaginary components in vector format as,

(c.5)

where,

pucos(06 ¡ 6,
pusir'(06 ¡ 4n
Itz* cos(02* + þn
Pz*sin(12^ ¡ 6n

(c.6)

For conciseness of notation, the point spread function terms h,1 and h2 have been absorbed into
thepoint scattering amplitudes, pt^ andpl, respectively. Using simple trigonometric identities the
expression for ^9,, may be expanded as,

X

sn

.t,
f¿

9r
9¿

:#Ë''

)

)

)

)

sr,

pU cos(01.) cos(@,,)

pr, sin(d1,¡cos(@")

Pz. cos(îr-) cos(/")
p2- sin(02.) cos (/" )

-pt- cos(01,) sin(/")
pr. sin(01,)sin(/")

-Pz- cos(02. ) sin(/")
p2^ sin(02,) sin(/")

: (cos(/")1 + sin(þ")It) St*, (c.7)

(c.8)

(c.e)

where,

S:,

Itr- cos(?ç)
Pr. sin(dr, )

Pz- cos(9r-)
Pz. sin(9r-)

0-1 0
100
000
001

0

0

-1
0

TI:

and 1 is the 4x4 identity matrix.
The task is to find the joint probability density function p(X) of the random vector X. This may

be achieved indirectly by f,rstly finding a form for the characteristic function of X given by,

M(q) : 
,[ n6)""n (¡ú L) ox,

. {",, þt" {)} , (c.10)

where,

cr.,l cos(41)
ø1sin(a2)
u2 cos(cr2)

a2sin(c.2)

u (c.11)
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andtheexpectationiswithrespecttotherandomvariables (Ó,Pt,Pz,0t,0z,ït¡Ultrz,az).Theprob-
ability density function p(X) may subsequentþ be recovered by applying the inverse transform,

p(x) : 
@y I M (a)erp (-¡ú x) ax.

The phase termqf . X :rr_the characteristic function may be written as,

qr x ó +Ër,,
V lV n_l

(c.t2)

(c.13)

(c.14)

¡/
1

\/Ñ t
n:l

T S,a

Substituting equation (C.7) into (C.13) gives,

,r.X :

N

1N

h>,:r(cos(þòqf 
I8l, + sr'(6^),al t' s',) ,

1

Jw

X

Ðl,q"cos /,, ¡ B,"sinþrf ,

n=l

where A* - qf I S'n and Bn : t I' g".The characteristic function phase may thus be written as,

Rncos(Sn l.,ln), (c.15)

where R,: ffi+ BJ and tan7," : BnlAn. Substituting (C.15) into (C.10) gives,

,T
t\-

JÑ ?:,

M(,) : u {*, (,#f ",, 
cos(þn* t")) } (c.16)

Since the scattering ensemble are all mutually independent m @) may be written as,

M (,) 
,ü " {"", (,h;ncos(þn* r,r)} (c.r7)

The expectation with respect to the uniformly distributed random variable Ón maY now be evaluated,

n 
{",n (t#^"cos(/,, * t"l)} :

ur{+ 
Io'^ ",, Qho"cos(/," * r,,)) 

oq^\ , (c.18)

where the expectation E6 on the right hand side of equation (C.18) is now over the variables,

(pt, pr, otr oz, rr,ult *z,Yr)' (c' 19)

Using equation 9.1.2I in [4372] (C.18) may be written in terms of the zero-order Bessel function, -I¡
âS'

"{*o(,ho"cos(/,,*r"i)} 
: ør{to(#)} (c20)
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As the number of scatterers grows large the argument of the Bessel function grows small allowing the
function to be approximated by the first two terms of its power series expansion about the origin,

. /R't-1,-++). (c.2r)t'\rrr-) 
\ 41il

Substituting (C.21) into (C.20) and given that the ensemble of scatterers are all identically distributed
then the characteristic function becomes,

M(,) È 
"{(,-i#)'}

= (, - t-ør{B'}\'
(r-¿--_ ) 

(c.22)

where the expectation E6 is overthe variables (pt,p",0':.,0z,rrr,Urtrz,Uz) and the subscript on lB
has been dropped as -B is independent of n. Using equation 4.2.21in [4572], in the limit for large l/
(C.22) reduces to,

(c.23)

It now remains to find a form for E6{R2}. From equation (C.15) and using the definitions in
(C.14) gives,

R2 : A2+82,

(,f rs')' + (,rr's')2 ,

: uT (s's'T + I's's'T lT) w. ç.24)

The expectation E6{R2} n(C.23) thus can be written as,

Eo{R,} : ú (ø615, S,r} + t' ør75, S'r}lr) u,

: ,! ("' + lc'lr) a, (c.2s)

where C' - Eó{S'8''}. Using the definitions (C.7) and (C.9) it can be readily shown that,

C : no$Ëj,
: l@' * t'c'l') . ç.26)

Thus the characteristic function becomes,

M (a) : 
""0 (-Tt" "t) ç.27)

Applying the inverse hansform (C.12) to (C.27) gives the zero mean, jointþ Gaussian probability
density function [Pap9 1 ],

p(x)- ffi""0(-jx:"-'x) (c28)

lim
.ð/-+oo

M(u) : "", (_'tUur{A'})
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Fu¡thermore, by explicitþ writing out the form of the covariance matrix C it may be shown that X
are circular complex jointþ Gaussian random variables. That is, forming the vectors Ln : lÍr, gr]r
and X ¡ -- lf ¿, S¿l' and deflning the covariance matrices,

cnn : ø{Xn$}, (c.29)

cn : E{x tË), (c.30)

cnt : ø{XnÚ), (c.31)

cta : E{x tXT}, ç-32)

it may be readily shown that,

Cnn : Ctt, (C'33)

Cm - -Ctn' (C.34)

and hence X may be described as a zero mean, circular complex Gaussian random vector [Goo00a].
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Appendix D

Comparison of Theoretical PDFs and
Histogram Estimates

A number of statistical hypothesis tests are available in the literature to determine whether a given

sample data set is consistent with a particular known theoretical distribution. For the case of binned

data sets e.g. histogram data, the the Chi-square test is the generally accepted hypothesis test [Kre93],
while for continuous data sets the Kolmogorov-Smimov test is appropriate [PTVF94].

The Chi-square test computes the following test statistic,

\ ("0 - *n)"
x' :) a *o , @.1)

i-t

where n¿ is the number of events observed in the ith bin, m¿ is the expected number of events in
the ith bin based on the h¡pothesized known distribution and the sum is over all .A/ histogram bins.

A large value of X2 indicates that the hypothesized distribution is not a good f,t to the sample data

set. Indeed when the number of events n¿ in each bin is large then the X2 statistic has a Chi-square

probability distribution and the decision to either accept or reject the hypothesized distribution may

be made with a specif,ed confidence level.

A simpler and somewhat less rigorous approach to determine whether a histogram of a sample

data set is consistent with a known distribution is to model the mxnber of events observed inthe i'th

bin using a binomial distribution. Given the total sample datz size,lfu the probability of obtaining

n¿ samples in bin ? is given by,

/w,\P(n)- (.;i JPT'1-P¿)N'-"" 
(D'2)

where p¿ is the probability of a sample occurring tn the ith bin which may be computed using the

hypothesized known distribution. The mean number of samples and the variance in the i¿h bin in the

binomial model are given by,

(D.3)lt¿
2

NrP¿,

Nrp¿(7 - p¿), (D.4)o

respectively. These values indicate the number samples that are to be anticipated in each histogram

bin as well as the likely range in the number of samples about the expected value assuming the sample

data set is described by the hypothesized distribution. For the case when the number of samples in a

28I
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particular bin is large the central limit theorem may be applied and the binomial distribution may be
approximated by a Gaussian with the same mean and variance. Therefore a histogram bin in which
the number of samples n¿ is greater than three standard deviations from the mean (ln¿ - m¿l >
3o¿) might be considered statistically unlikely, suggesting the hypothesized known distribution is not
representative of the sample data set.

This binomial model based approach has been adopted in comparing the histogram plots, in Chap-
ter 7, of the amplitude, phase, coherence, interferometric phase and log likelihood change statistic
with the theoretical distributions obtained using the theoretically derived jointþ Gaussian interfero-
metric SAR image model. In the histogram plots of these random variables the expected value of the
histogram is shown along with plots of the expected value plus and minus three standard deviations,
under the assumption that the jointly Gaussian interferomehic SAR image model is a valid model for
the experimental image pairs.
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